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Introduction
The same day that we
returned after two months
in California – having
decided that we would
not be moving back to the
States at the beginning of
our retirement – my wife
Dorothy and I took our
property off the market …
and ordered a puppy. Fritz
the Schnauzer arrived a
few weeks later and by the
end of June, 2003, we had
entered that unique society
of dog owners who people
London’s Paddington
Recreation Ground.
The society in which we were now to take our place remains a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and their
owners. The dogs represent most of the popular breeds and many
of the mutt-like mixtures – and so do their accompanying humans,
who come from diverse nationalities and from many walks of life:
professionals and job seekers, young and old, family members and
loners. They are united by their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where they
gather after exercising their animals, they often let this affection
for dogs carry them into friendships that transcend park life and
involve many of them in additional social activities.
Fritz had been a member of the pack for about a year when I
decided to keep a daily record of his antics and the folkways of
the rest of the crew, human and canine. I have done so ever since.
I reasoned that not only would this furnish us with an insight into
the relationship of man and beast but that it would also provide a
glimpse into London life. Such a life, we know, is full of struggles
and tensions and these were certainly reflected in the chronicles

that followed. I have tried to make this record a candid and
accurate one.
Has any dog ever received as much dedicated attention as my
Fritz? Has any canine society ever received such scrutiny? We
turn to the diaries of Samuel Pepys for insights into London life
as it was experienced in the latter half of the 17th Century. No
wonder some wag has called me The Pepys of Pups – for my
project, with its analysis of London life as it was experienced in
the early decades of the 21st Century, is now over fifteen years
old. The present volume represents the twelfth version of these
annual chronicles – a barker’s dozen.
Fritz, in fact, died in February, 2014, and I spent a good deal
of time wondering if I should ever have another dog. I was
determined not to forsake the company of all my park pals and
thus, even without an animal of my own, I continued to frequent
our breakfast table in the Rec. Then, in March 2015, Otto the
puppy arrived and his first full year in our company is a central
focus of the present account.
I must thank all of those who provided photographs for this
project, the staff and management of the Rec itself, our friends
behind the counter at the café, and my sister-in-law, Naomi, who
assisted in editing. Special thanks go to “London Janet,” DaisyMae’s mom, for designing the cover of Volume XII.
I published the first four volumes of “Life Among The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” in a traditional print format and these are all
still available either directly from the publisher at Authorhouse.
com or Authorhouse.co.uk or from Amazon.co.uk, from Amazon.
com or from any of the other online booksellers. These include:
Volume I: Strictly Come Barking, published in 2008 and covering
the years 2004-2005.
Volume II: Have I Got Dogs For You!, published in 2010 and
covering the years 2005-2006.
Volume III: DSI: Dog Scene Investigation, published in 2011 and
covering the years 2006-2007.

Volume IV: A Doggy Day in London Town, published in 2012 and
covering the years 2007-2008.
In 2013, with Volume V, however, I was able to switch to a new
publication format, making Invasion of The Biscuit Snatchers
(covering the years 2008-2009) available in e-book format, free
for all who want to follow this story by going to my website:
anthonylinick.com. Click here.
Volume VI, My Dog’s Breakfast, covering the years 2009-2010,
was published in 2014 and is available at anthonylinick.com.
Click here.
Volume VII, covering the years 2010-2011 is called The Great
British Bark Off. It was published in 2015 and you will find it too
on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume VIII, “And Your Little Dog, Too,” published in 2016,
covers the years 2011-2012. You will find it too on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume IX, The Dogshank Redemption, published in 2017, covers
the years 2012-2013. You will find it as well on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume X, Dog Day Aftermath, covers the years 2013-2014. You
will find it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download,
click here.
Volume XI, The Paws That Refresh Us, covers the years 20142015. You will find it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To
download, click here.
And, finally, we have the current volume, A Barker’s Dozen –
covering the years 2015-2016. To download, click here.
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Pepper wants a biscuit now!

“A Barker’s Dozen”

Monday, June 1:
As I chat with the others over coffee – at the café in the park
– I realize that today I must begin work on the twelfth volume
in my long-term history of “Life Among the Dog People of
Paddington Rec.” There is a substantial turnout this morning –
even though some of the regulars (like Ofra, in Israel, and Peter,
at physiotherapy) are missing. Yesterday our resident dog-carer,
Georgie, celebrated a famous birthday and, only five mobile phone
minutes after describing how things now looked in her Glasgow
garden, her mischievous sister Jean made a surprise appearance
at a celebration lunch at the Bridge pub on the canal. Pictures of
the event are passed around now and some of the breakfasters are
able to relive a rowdy outing: Davide, Karen, Janet and Georgie
herself. (I missed this event as I had not yet returned from a
walking holiday in Wales.) Also present today are Ellie, Wendy,
Matthew, Makiko and my fellow walkers, my brother- and sisterin-law, Adrian and Naomi. Janet shows us a copy of the birthday
card she made for Georgie; it features headshots of all of our dogs
and even some of Wendy’s chickens.
The dogs are particularly glad to welcome me back since I have
brought my treasured biscuit bag. Ofra’s Cavalier, Bailey, receives
some soft chews – since he seems to have only four teeth left –
and the always dieting Pug, Winnie, gets a few of these as well, a
gift from our Philadelphia visitors. Karen’s Coton, Dudley (who
shows up in one of the birthday photos wearing a party hat), is
able to get down more solid offerings and so, of course, is my
own puppy, Otto, who, a week away from the advanced age of
five months, seems ever-larger and fuzzier than when I left him.
Georgie’s Yorkie, Sparkie, is also an eager eater but Janet’s ShihTzu, Daisy-Mae, remains in Mommy’s lap and Matthew and
Makiko’s Pug, Emilio, takes no part in the feeding frenzy – nor
does Ellie’s Cockapoo, Teddy. Ellie says, however, that Teddy
loves her husband’s home cooking and that yesterday Teddy was
given his own barbequed rib as a treat. (His favorite food, it turns
out, is Robert’s homemade fois gras – though it has to be served
to him on a cracker.) Two other non-feeders are among Georgie’s
menagerie today, the Pug Peggy, whom we have seen before and
her new black sister, Elsie. After a while Vlad enters with his
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Rhodesian Ridgeback, Tara, a sure customer for some of the larger
Bonio biscuits I had to buy when I ran out of Shapes.
As usual the breakfast scene provides an endless stream of gossipy
chatter. Jean says that the revelers were asked to hold down the
noise at the pub yesterday afternoon. Makiko needs to discuss the
details of an evening, next week, when some of us will gather to
view the photos of baby Alberto’s Naming Ceremony – where
I presided as (yes) resident sage. Karen announces that she will
be making a business strip to Beijing in early July. Adrian asks
where he might get his glasses repaired, the ones he broke on our
recently concluded five-day walk on the Anglesey Coast Path –
and Kilburn High Road seems to be the answer. Ellie complains
that she is not looking forward to the day’s fare – first the builders
tearing down a wall in her kitchen and then a visit to the dentist. It
is a sunny enough morning, though there is still a chill wind, and
now it is time for some errands. Adrian is off to the 123 Cleaners
with some shirts and Naomi and I, accompanied by Otto, have
some grocery shopping to conclude at the nearest market.
Tuesday, June 2:
It has been rather a stormy night and I am certainly surprised to
discover that it has already gone 8:00 when, still tired from the
recent Welsh ramble, I at last pull myself together for the puppy’s
first walk in the park. Otto seems to be able to hold it in quite well
under such circumstances – yesterday I took him out only four
times and there were no unwanted consequences. We have just
pulled into the Rec when the veteran Jack Russell, Jesse, tries to
incite my pet into some spirited play. Unfortunately this distracts
the little fellow in mid-poo and he doesn’t truly complete this part
of his morning duties until we are almost home. In the meantime
we have encountered Natasha and the lively Miniature Pinscher,
Millie – who is always glad to see me. Natasha too is amazed at
how much Otto has grown. “There’s nothing miniature about him
at all,” she says.
At home we have less than an hour for feeding and mischief
time. (Last night Adrian announced solemnly, “Anthony, I have
to report that your dog has dragged out your hiking boots into the
hallway.” My response was that this was indeed unlikely – since I
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was wearing them as we spoke. “I guess, then,” Adrian concluded,
“these must be my hiking boots.”) With Naomi and Adrian in tow
we begin our march back to the Rec at 9:20 and I experiment with
letting Otto off the lead for the first time. He does tolerably well
but he can’t resist joining the pack of exercising dogs in the center
of the green and here I collar him for a final assault on the coffee
compound. There is only a small turnout here – Janet, Davide,
Ellie and Ofra. The latter is just back from Israel and had expected
to retrieve her Bailey now but Georgie is at the dentist and sister
Jean is having problems with her leg and has stayed at home this
morning. Teddy and Daisy-Mae are here, of course, and so is
Winnie. Davide says that his pet is still having breathing problems
and that she will go to the vet this afternoon. She is nil by mouth
and that means that, unusually, only Otto gets any biscuits this
morning. We have been seated for ten minutes only when the
Asian dog walker who often appears with Seamus the Westie and
the Scottie pair of Harold and Maggie comes by in tears. One of
her charges, the puppy Bruno, has gone missing. Davide and I
join the hunt briefly but many of the other dog owners are soon
offering assistance and one of them has spotted the missing person
atop only our only park hill – Mt. Bannister I like to call it – and
soon there is a happy reunion. In the meantime Otto has followed
us out and is playing with other dogs at the foot of this eminence
and I have to pick him up and carry him back to captivity.
Ofra now gives us an update on her trip to Israel, where she
visited her mother (who no longer recognizes her and even went
on an unauthorized walk alone) and attended a wedding. This
is a proud moment for Ofra, since both of her children have
just completed their undergraduate studies, Lee having studied
neuroscience at Bristol and Guy having majored in geography and
business at Nottingham. Ellie is having trouble organizing flights
for one of her teenaged daughters and Davide, our B.A. steward,
is called upon for assistance. This leads to a long discussion of
travel plans. Davide says that a woman has been killed by a lion
in a safari park he himself visited only recently. Janet says that
she so wanted to see a grizzly bear on her recent Alaskan holiday
but she saw only a backyard brown bear – “though he did sort of
live a wild life,” she adds. “You mean he stayed up after 10:00,”
I offer hopefully. We get up to begin our homeward journeys but,
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as often happens, Janet has to go back for that diva, Daisy-Mae,
and Winnie remains rooted to the spot as well. This is a matter of
much merriment to one of the two groups of yellow-clad rounders
players on the green this morning – and, to celebrate their
discovery of the recalcitrant madam, they begin a spontaneous
chorus from just the right movie soundtrack, Frozen.
Wednesday, June 3:
Truth to tell, there was a fresh pee patch next to the front door of
the flat last night – found just before I was getting ready to take
Otto out for his late night walk. (The small patch of poo similarly
denounced by Naomi in the TV room proved to be a tiny piece
of wicker from the dog bed my pet has been eating.) We are out
pretty early this morning in order to complete our duties outside;
here the burly white Shar-Pei, Cracker, rushes up to check out
Otto – he seems far gentler with the puppy than he had been with
my Fritz. Again I let Otto run loose as we approach the green
and he is soon off on his voyage of discovery, pausing only for a
second midmorning poo on the way. I give Naomi his lead so he
can be re-hooked while I clean up the mess. Soon I can see that
she is standing there with an empty collar attached to the lonely
lead; she has obviously hooked the wrong neckwear, his leather
ID collar instead of his anchoring choke collar.
We have a lively turnout at breakfast this morning: Naomi and
Adrian, of course, but also Georgie, Jean (using a stick today),
Janet, Ellie, Wendy, Ofra, Makiko, Davide, and, behind us, Vlad.
(Peter, Ellie informs us, is too tired after his encounter with the
physiotherapist to make it in this morning.) I have a few more
customers for my treat bag today: Sparkie is back, Vlad’s Tara
joins the parade, Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap to bark at me for
providing the wrong menu, Bailey is sawing away at the soft
treats I have offered him with all four of his teeth, and Otto is, of
course, an interested participant. An interested participant as long
as there is no one to play with and he is fortunate that a Russian
woman, Valeria, admits her Cavachon (half Cavalier, half Bichon).
This puppy is named, it appears, Puppy – but later we learn that it
is Poppy, short for Popcorn. Otto is soon monstering this fellow
under the table. It looks like an unequal match but the fluffy little
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fellow enjoys it so much that long after he has been extracted
from the melee and taken off, he keeps rushing back to encourage
Otto to chase him some more. Near the end of the session another
contender arrives – the pugnacious Pug, Flora. She and Otto
have more good-natured sparring – with the much smaller Flora
pinning my fellow to the floor with one paw. Winnie, her nose
running, has been to the vet and blood tests will be delivered later
today.
Davide reports that he has called in a builder to undertake some
remedial work in his flat and that a fencing specialist will arrive
later this morning. Ofra says that she and Ricky may sell the flat
they have restored in Israel. She is dandling baby Alberto in her
lap and when he cries she tells him “Hey, don’t cry on Ofra!”
My former ASL colleague Suzanne comes by with her Springer,
Sunny, and returns to me a Henning Mankell novel I loaned her
last month. Georgie says that she took a superior relaxant before
going to the dentist yesterday but on the way there she received
a call cancelling her appointment. Then she had to go home and
lie down. I don’t know what she plans to do today, since she is
out of pills, but shortly after 10:00 she does begin the exodus
from our position in the park by heading out bravely for the new
appointment.
Thursday, June 4:
On our early morning expedition in the park we meet, for the
first time in several weeks, my neighbor Missy and her mostly
white French Bulldog, Napoleon – not to be confused with his
cousin down the block, a mostly white French Bulldog named
Bonaparte, whom we met on our late walk last night. Missy and I
have time for an important subject: comparative naughtiness. I tell
her that yesterday Otto destroyed two pages of notes I was using
to construct the Wales walk journal and that he ate the cover off
one of my books – appropriately DSI: Dog Scene Investigation.
Missy says that her pet, a year-old, has just started lifting his leg
but that he has learned how to stack objects the better to surmount
any obstacle impeding his pursuit of some hard-to-reach item.
“Oh well,” she says by way of mutual consolation, “They’re only
puppies.”
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Two hours later we are back in the park with our visitors – Otto
using his freedom to penetrate the forbidden rose garden twice.
Naomi and Adrian have decided that today is the day they will
buy everyone coffee – in honor of their imaginary dog named
“Phantom.” This will be quite a bill since we have a stupendous
turnout this morning: Janet, Georgie, Jean, Makiko, Dan, Davide,
Peter, Ellie and Ofra initially – with a late-arriving Karen having
to find a seat at Vlad’s table and a surprise visit from Liz, so
recently off her New York flight that she still has her suitcase
with her. Fifteen of us and we certainly outnumber the dogs,
who rummage under the table and manage to do so without any
fights today – though Emilio keeps up a non-stop colloquy on
the subject of his evil nemesis, Daisy-Mae. I ask Davide how
Winnie’s tests went and he says that the vet says these were
mostly normal – but that his Pug has a high cholesterol reading.
Dan and Ofra take turns bouncing Alberto around and we question
Dan for his reactions to the recent collision of two cars on one
of the rollercoaster rides at Alton Towers. He has been on this
ride recently with his childhood pal Brian and everyone is most
amused at the picture of these two forty-year-olds cavorting
among the kids – Dan does admit that the bedroom of their hotel
room looked like a spaceship but when Ellie jokingly suggests he
try out Thorpe Park, he says, “We’re going there in September.”
A phone rings and I answer a call from Makiko – for yesterday I
bought my first iPhone at the Apple store in the Westfield mall.
Of course I don’t know how to use it and Vlad predicts that my
initial struggle with the new technology will drive me crazy. Peter
(whose morning porridge has solidified on his shirtfront) uses this
as an opportunity to ask questions about his own phone as well.
Liz, who didn’t know I had a new puppy, says she will be in the
UK for eleven days; she is introduced to Zen the baristo and it
is hard to know how to describe her status as a former member
of our group – I suggest “emeritus” would be a good solution.
By this time we have been at table for a long time but when we
begin our journey home I discover a great mystery – Otto’s brown
collar, with its ID disc, is missing. We decide to retrace our park
entry, with Naomi rushing forward to see if it might have come
off in the rose garden. Before she can reach this spot a breathless
Wendy, a late arrival at the café, comes rushing up behind us – she
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has found the missing object next to a bin in our compound. But
how did it get there?
Friday, June 5:
Otto played host to cousin Pepper last night, and to Rob and
Linda, of course – he actually participated in a fetch-the-ball
session with Linda and did something that none of my other
Schnauzers had ever done – he brought the ball back! He is so
clever about some things – and so slow to learn what he can and
cannot attack with his puppy teeth in the house. Pepper was his
usual good sport, tolerating the bullying tactics of the puppy and,
when we he had had enough, jumping up to escape on
the nearest sofa – Otto has yet to attempt this feat. Linda and I
took these dogs on a long Grantully walk at 10:00 and Otto had
a good sleep – rousing himself only when I was dressing for our
early morning park visit at 7:00.
We let him run free shortly after entering the Morshead gate
this morning and he does a good job of heading straight for the
café – pausing only to deposit a morning poo on the grass. I am
approaching the nearest red poo poo box from one angle and
Georgie, carrying her own little plastic baggie, approaches from
another. “We have to stop meeting like this,” I tell her. Once again
there is a terrific turnout at our tables – Dan and Davide are not
here but Clare and Lisa are and, from the outset, Wendy as well.
(That makes sixteen.) Georgie says that she accompanied Dan
when he took Winnie to the vet yesterday afternoon. He did so
because his dog had developed a sudden nosebleed – well Pugs
don’t really have noses so it was more of a nostril bleed. Now
she’s on antibiotics and there is nothing in her greedy behavior
to suggest any alteration in her health – but Georgie has wheeled
her to the Rec in the doggy’s baby buggy this morning. Winnie’s
fellow Pug, Clare’s Harley, has not seen me in some time but he
hasn’t forgotten I am the man with treats. Regrettably these are
still inside the café in Naomi’s purse and I have to endure quite
a clawing before they arrive and I can satisfy all these appetites.
There is a good deal of milling about beneath the tabletops and on
two occasions fights break out – Sparkie and Dudley for instance
– but Otto doesn’t seem to be involved in any of this. On the green
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outside our compound a Muslim game of rounders has broken
out among the local schoolgirls. Adrian says they are playing the
game badly but they do seem to be having fun.
Peter has arrived in a very unsteady manner, using his walking
stick and slumping into his chair as through he wants only to
sleep. I say nothing about the horses (as this is his usual day
for collecting stakes) but near the end of the session he says he
doesn’t think he’ll be doing the horses this week. Ellie is still
trying to get me interested in visiting Abu Dhabi (more about
turtles and dolphins) but I have to tell her again, “Look, you like
sun, sand and shopping – what would I do on the second day?”
Liz, who says her older son Ryan has announced he never wants
to live in the U.S. again, spends some time with Alberto in her
lap and then it’s Ofra’s turn to cuddle the baby on her chest. The
baby tries to pull her hair then takes a bite out of her shoulder. A
dummy is produced and he seems satisfied to suck on this. Makiko
says she has sent me a text but I haven’t had my new phone with
me since yesterday’s breakfast. “Once you have an iPhone it is
necessary to refer to it every hour of every day,” she tells me –
that’s what I was afraid of.
Saturday, June 6:
The day begins with the melancholy sight of Naomi and Adrian
disappearing in their mini-cab, the first stage in a return journey
to Philadelphia. We are outside to witness this departure, since,
at 7:15, it is also time for Otto’s first visit to the park. It is sunny
and quite pleasant and still warm enough for me to survive with
a sweater only. The same is true two hours later when we return
to the Rec – this time encountering Ofra and Bailey just entering
the Morshead gate, a sight we see only on the weekend when
Ofra can park for free here instead of paying to use the lot behind
Mt. Bannister. She asks me about Otto’s toilet training (still the
occasional in-house wee) as we head for the green. Here Otto
is distracted by a number of small dogs who want to play – but
eventually I get him moving toward the café and its doggy
compound.
I tell the others that I am like Ellie’s Teddy today – suffering from
abandonment issues like having to buy my own cup of cappuccino
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now that my in-laws have departed. The others, incidentally,
include Matthew, Makiko, Georgie, Jean, Janet, Liz, Dan and
Wendy. The latter tells us that Renata has a fungal infection of the
lungs, though she has signed herself out of the hospital against
the wishes of her physicians. Georgie says that she has phoned
Peter, who “is just taking it easy today.” Dan now receives his
own phone call – from Davide in China – and we all have to shout
our greetings as Dan orders his partner to pick up some cosmetic
products on the cheap and Makiko wants Davide to bring back
some Peking duck – “and don’t forget the plum sauce,” I add. I
have brought my own new phone with me but there is no time for
a lesson from Makiko; I am able to tell her that I did receive the
text she sent me, one with news of the celebration of the centenary
of the Maida Vale tube stop, which, since 1915 was wartime, was
manned by women. Most of my tablemates join in arm waving
and singing in an effort to distract baby Alberto – who seems
equally intrigued and dismayed by this evidence of adult folly.
I am having real trouble with my biscuit bag, which I have
crammed into a pants pocket, but I manage to extract the goodies
at last. Otto has no one to play with and he is certainly unable to
make an easy escape from our confines. Janet says, “A month ago
he could squeeze through the bars; now he can’t even get his head
through.” He is able to join the biscuit queue, however, and he
and Sparkie are the chief consumers this morning – with Bailey
(when he is not trying to steal foodstuffs from the tabletop) and
Winnie surviving on smaller and softer fare. Dan says that Winnie
is still having some nasal problems but, after inhaling Olbas Oil,
she seems to be in improved shape. (Her pursuit of a park jogger
this morning is an additional sign of her wellbeing.) Meanwhile
Emilio is blissfully quiet as he sits in Matthew’s lap and not
even a tug on his neck by Alberto disturbs his calm or effects the
position of his over-large tongue, which spills from his mouth in
its pink splendor.
Sunday, June 7:
The lovely weather continues for another day as Otto, glad to be
back on the big bed for the first time in two weeks, heads for the
park on the first of two Sunday morning visits. I am carrying in
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my pocket the heart of a destroyed toy, the little box which, when
squeezed, produces the sound of barking and an extended bout of
manic panting. I will not be sad to see the last of this toy, whose
fluffy guts have been spilled all over the carpets for days, but Otto
will be quite disappointed and I am wondering if my squeezing
the device in the park might serve to summon my dog when I call
him. As we walk up the Morshead roadway at 9:15 I have no need
to test this theory since my dog stays close at hand and manages
not to follow any other dog in an alien direction. When he reaches
the doggy compound the gate is closed and he tries to squeeze into
the space through the bars – to no avail, of course.
While I am standing with Jean and Georgie I am alerted by
Sparkie’s hysterical barking to a new menace nearby. A park
employee, leaf blower in hand, is pushing the leaves in front of
the café around – again raising the question, wouldn’t it be better
to do this before customers arrive? – and the dust produced by
this maneuver soon has me gasping and coughing. I need to buy a
box or orange juice as well as my regular cappuccino in order to
soothe my throat. When my sputtering has come to an end I can
see that we have been joined by Dan, Janet, Ofra, Debbie, Clare,
and Wendy, with Matthew and Makiko taking the little corner
table and a woman from Queen’s Park, Jessica, soon arriving with
her Pug puppy, Pablo. Jessica, we soon discover, works as a PA
for another wealthy Indian businessman, Debbie’s former role,
and these ladies soon have much to discuss. Clare has now retired
and says that she no longer has to wear heels – “I expect to spend
the rest of my life in sneakers,” she adds with some satisfaction.
Some of the ladies are discussing an outing to the Eagle pub (the
former Robert Browning) on Clifton Road – which is described as
dog-friendly.
Pablo is the same age as Otto and my dog is enchanted at the
prospect of chasing the lively little fellow around and under the
tables in a dizzying chase. People are surprised to see that Otto
seems to be bullying his new pal and Dan, the defender of all
things Pug, lifts my pet from his pursuits and gives him a cuddle
on a number of occasions – but the next minute the chase resumes.
Every now and then Otto pauses for some biscuits, sharing a place
at my knee with Sparkie, Winnie, Bailey and Harley. Just when I
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think I can close my blue bag Debbie’s tiny Yorkie, Pucci, joins
the supplicants and, since I carry some of his pellets in my bag as
well, I have to start the feeding process all over again. With Pablo,
Emilio, Harley and Winnie we are, of course, heavy on the Pugs
this morning. People ask how Winnie is doing – Dan says she is
still sniffling and to prove the point he takes a napkin and wipes
his pet’s nose more than once.
Monday, June 8:
Even at 7:00 I seem to be comfortable wearing only a sweatshirt
– so the mild weather persists. Otto is off-lead soon after we
enter the park at 9:20 this morning and he does seem to enjoy
his ramble, covering great swaths of territory while maintaining
our general line of march. Often I have to pause to pick up a
wayward poo, Otto rushing ahead to the café – where someone
usually manages to admit him to our compound well before I have
arrived. Today the café is already open and here I find Karen, Ofra
(and Bailey). Ofra is certain that it used to be warmer in those
days when all our young dogs spent time out in the middle of the
green. I tell her that it is still warmer out there now – on a sunny
day like today.
I have re-loaded my biscuit bag with Winnie pellets and soft
chews for Bailey and soon these two have zeroed in on my knees.
Here too Otto, Sparkie and Dudley arrive. Otto has no one to
chase today but he still seems to be enjoying himself and both
Dan and Karen (who has him in her lap) pay him a lot of attention
this morning. I have to tell the others that the little darling has
continued his depredations on the home front. Sometimes these
are in the amusing category – as when, yesterday, he discovered
just how much fun could be had in unfurling the toilet roll. At
other times there is no laughter at all – last night I discovered he
had chewed up a stack of financial papers he had fished off the
sofa in my study. And by now he has chewed the end off every
pencil in the house. So you wanted a puppy.
Janet tells us that she has had another computer failure – amid
profound apologies from John Lewis. In the latest crash she has
lost all records of the lottery money she has collected from us –
but she thinks she has this figured out at last. Karen is reading
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her morning tabloid and announces that studies now prove that
gossip makes you happy and healthy – to which Dan responds,
“Then Debbie ought to live forever.” Ofra takes possession of
baby Alberto but soon she has to defend herself against accusation
that she is letting him play with the sharp leaves of the potted
plant behind her. “So, that’s how he will learn!” she insists.
Then she begins to sing to the chap, though her repertoire is a
surprising one – “The Stars Spangled Banner.” This inspires the
others in a rendition of “God Save The Queen” and Karen offers
the Australian national anthem as well. Makiko introduces us to
her new nanny who, like Davide, is from Cagliari; as we begin
our back passage walkround the nanny takes the baby into the
kiddy playground for the first time. At one point our precession
is overtaken by the gentle Husky, Munch. This is the occasion for
another hysterical outburst from Sparkie – who has to be picked
up for several minutes. Munch, an unnamed Fox Terrier and Otto
all disappear into the bushes near the Essendine gate and I am
happy that my pet, who is still on lead, manages to get himself out
of all this foliage without getting hopelessly snagged.
Tuesday, June 9:
Otto’s interesting social life continued last night as he and I were
guests, along with Linda and Rob, at Matthew and Makiko’s
– where dinner was followed by a close examination of all
the photos taken on the famous naming day. (We were also
celebrating Matthew’s completed residency and his transition to
“consultant” status.) I was presented with a walking staff bearing
the legend “Presiding Sage” and Otto had a great time following
Emilio around and removing from the master bedroom a series
of shoes and slippers – which he dragged into the hallway. It has
turned chilly today and I am back in my leather jacket as we make
our way into the park on the first of our two morning visits. Otto,
five months old today, stays fairly close to me as we cross the
green on our second venture – but I can see that Dan has let him
into the compound at the café long before I arrive.
When I return with my coffee I can’t sit down because my dog
is in the process of throttling little Poppy, who seems to enjoy
the bullying tactics of my pet. When he tries it on with Bailey,
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however, there is some ill-tempered annoyance expressed by the
senior Cavalier – though Otto mistakes this for play. Daisy-Mae
jumps into my lap and barks for treats but I don’t seem to have
anything in my blue bag that appeals and she has to do with a few
Shapes biscuits. Later she squeezes through the bars in order to
attack a passing Alsatian – Janet is always certain that one of these
days her pet will get her comeuppance but this time the larger dog
slinks away without retaliation. Finally I have to tell Winnie, Otto
and Sparkie that they have had enough goodies for one day.
In addition to Dan and Janet our morning group includes Ofra,
Georgie, Ellie, Makiko, Wendy and Yara. The latter has yielded
her flat to a friend of her mother’s and, without proper access
to her own closet, arrives in far too summery an outfit for the
chill winds that rake our table – a thin wrap and sandals. Ofra
announces that both of her kids seem poised to move back into
the parental home – other parents might object but I detect no
resistance on Ofra’s part. Ellie says that her older daughter
is visiting universities now – including Bristol, from which
Ofra’s Lee has just graduated. Unusually there is a good deal
of conversation on world affairs this morning – with great
consternation expressed over the rising menace of the Islamic
State and the fear that much of Africa now wants to escape to
Europe as part of the Mediterranean odyssey. Near the end of our
session Renata comes by with her little Poodle, Maxi, and sits
down. Poor Yara makes the mistake of asking her how she is these
days. “I wish people wouldn’t ask me that,” Renata responds,
“they already know how bad I feel.”
Wednesday, June 10:
As we ready ourselves for a second park expedition, shortly
before 9:00, it is time to assess yesterday’s “depredations of the
day” in our house – where someone has chewed the cover off the
Radio Times, emptied the TV room wastebasket and scattered its
contents all over the hall, and eaten the corner off a mouse pad.
That someone is delighted to discover, as we reach the green,
that heading our way from the bandstand are Janet, Liz and
Linda and the presence of the latter means a reunion with that
senior Schnauzer, Uncle Pepper – who recognizes us and barks
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at Otto while holding out for a biscuit from me; Chica, the Jack
Russell Linda often walks for a neighbor, gets one too. Then Otto
finds two fluffy white dogs who will play with him and, more
importantly, his pal Poppy. I have a hard time getting my dog to
continue on to the café.
I am second in line this morning and that means that I have
managed to get in before Liz registers the preferences of the rest
of the group – today this number includes Janet, Georgie, and
Ofra – but we also have Karen, Wendy and Makiko, with Vlad
taking up his little table behind us. Dan, who has told us that he
will be here every morning this week, has had to go to work early
because one of his staff is sick. Wendy tells us that Peter has had
another fall at home, but he is okay. Also okay, it would seem,
is Winnie – her nose requiring less attention than of late and her
energy levels up to the task of chasing a surprised jogger. I have a
number of soft chews for her and for Bailey (and I must get some
more when I am at Sainsbury’s this morning) but Sparkie, Tara,
Dudley and Otto make do with Shapes. After a while I grow tired
of all these dogs scraping away at my legs and I close the blue
bag. Then Bailey jumps into an empty chair the better to secure
some of Liz’s nearby sandwich and Otto is last seen disappearing
with Alberto’s toy elephant in his mouth.
Liz, who is actually on a work assignment for her cosmetics
company, says that she is talking with her kids about spending
every Christmas in London – which would be nice for the rest of
us. Ofra says that she is heading an expedition to the entrecôte
restaurant on Marylebone Lane on Friday, when she will be
celebrating her birthday – and even queuing for everyone else
since the place won’t take reservations. A sister and brother-inlaw are about to make a visit and she has to re-organize her house
and pick up Ellie’s cleaner and she says she is dreading the day.
(I would be more sympathetic if I didn’t have Sainsbury’s on my
agenda.) I do tell Makiko that I can now get email on my new
iPhone and that yesterday I even used this instrument to receive
a FaceTime phone call from Gavan in Connecticut. She seems
happy with these advances and only slightly perturbed when she
tells me that after we left on Monday night she discovered that
Otto had repositioned Matthew’s hospital bag.
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Thursday, June 11:
It is a lovely summer’s morning in the park and I am almost too
warm in my leather jacket. Cracker and Napoleon are spotted
as we make our first visit here but other dogs who might make
an appearance on our second venture are absent. This is because
we have one of those dreaded school sports days on the green –
indeed there is even a printed sign reminding us that this is the
Village Green – and telling the villagers to keep out – as your
space has been rented to some distant school (which long ago sold
off its playgrounds) for noisy kiddy activity. (I am so glad I paid
for secondary glazing a few years ago.) I am a minute or two late
and this means that I have a long wait in the coffee queue. When I
do borrow a chair from another table just to sit down I join a large
contingent that includes Yara, Ofra, Ellie, Clare, Dan, Makiko,
Liz, Janet, Georgie, Karen and Renata – with Vlad fitting in
behind us. Georgie is here with the Westie, Seamus, and also with
Pucci and her own Sparkie – and, of course, she will be taking
Winnie home with her at the close of play. Seamus is suffering
from a dicky tummy so he is not allowed any treats today. Harley
is scraping away at my sleeve (I am so glad I am wearing my
leather jacket after all), joined by Winnie and Bailey – to whom
I give only soft treats. Bailey uses an empty chair to go after a
crust of toast left behind by one of the diners and this results in
considerable derisive merriment since he has a lot of problems
subduing this treat with his gums. (Ofra says, “You can laugh
at me, but don’t laugh at my dog!”) Popcorn is admitted several
times in order to provide prey for my Otto – who has a wonderful
time with the little fellow – who always comes back for more.
Less good-natured is the attack on poor Seamus by Daisy-Mae,
who likes to greet newcomers with a little homegrown terrorism.
Alberto is wearing a wonderful pair of tweed-like trousers with
matching braces and he is handed around the table throughout our
session. Everyone agrees that the stimulation and companionship
of the dog people is doing him a world of good and I would agree
– he seems to be a noticeably happy chap. Ofra has him first, then
Renata, then Yara. The latter is wearing a pink headscarf and Vlad
says she looks like a pirate today; Makiko says she looks like a
goddess. Mischievously she places the baby on Ofra’s shoulders
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and we have another totem pole for Makiko to snap with her
phone. This is not easy to do for Yara stands well enough behind
the other two but Ofra is bent forward in protest as the baby pulls
on her hair. When it is time to leave there is the usual confusion
of leads before we can cut off a corner of the forbidden green
on our way to the Morshead walkway. Janet and Liz head for
the Essendine gate before long and I am walking with Georgie
and Makiko. Then I notice something of a puzzle – deciding that
Georgie has enough on her plate with Pucci, Seamus and Winnie,
Janet is now taking Sparkie home with her for the day. When I
reach home I have some bad news for Otto – I need to deliver the
laundry to the 123 Cleaners and this means that he has to be left
alone for ten whole minutes. He whines as I depart and begins to
bark in protest when I re-enter the building but at least there are
no depredations – yet.
Friday, June 12:
No need for a jacket on this fair Friday – even during our early
morning walk. Just as we are about to head for home, however,
I spot Karen with Dudley and then, to my surprise, Georgie and
Sparkie are here too. I don’t usually see either of these ladies at
this early hour but they are on a mission – Karen has a busy day
and she is here to hand Dudley over to Georgie for some happy
dog-sitting. The handover takes place in the Morshead Road
doggy compound, a space I have never penetrated with Otto – its
overuse has turned it into a shabby desert as far as I am concerned
– but I release my dog in here while the canine transfer protocol is
taking place. He isn’t greatly interested, perhaps because neither
Dudley nor Sparkie will play with him. He has better luck when
we return two hours later – for out on the green there are many
milling animals (about to be moved by a school group so members
of the latter can sit on the cricket crease in order to watch their
mates at exercise). Among the little chaps this morning are
Popcorn, a great favorite, and little Leonard, another Miniature
Schnauzer puppy. Leonard is only a week or so younger than Otto
but only about two-thirds the size of my pet.
Popcorn follows us all the way to the gate of the doggy compound
of the café and I have to roll this combatant and Otto through
the door before I can head for the café itself. (Popcorn’s owner,
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perhaps unnerved by the macho growling of my dog, soon rushes
in to rescue her charge.) Inside the café there is a mad scene
as well for it is Ofra’s birthday and that lady is supervising the
placement of drink orders since the coffees are on her. (Or they
would be if she could find that £50 note Rickey has just given
her.) Teddy is in here as well as some unknown dog and, with
the counter requests ever-changing and the arrival of latecomers
whose needs must be met before those actually standing in the
queue, chaos reigns – and we end up with an extra cup of tea a nd
Liz never gets her sandwich. Outside the dogs are behaving as
badly as their owners. Greed is a more than common occurrence
and so the scratching and elbowing of Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie
and Otto is to be expected. But today we have Emilio’s persistent
warnings about Daisy-Mae and, in order to honor these concerns,
Janet’s Shih-Tzu attacks newcomer Seamus again and there is
quite a fight under the table.
In addition to Ofra, Liz, Georgie and Janet we also have Renata,
Makiko, Dan, Davide, Wendy and Ellie. The latter has also
brought Peter and his Zimmer frame. Peter’s face is full of bruises
from his latest fall and he is being urged to seek home help from
the council. He makes no mention of tomorrow’s racing and
when it is time for Dan to squeeze all of us together for a birthday
photo we do so behind Peter’s chair – so he won’t have to move.
For a birthday celebration I would say that the mood is decidedly
edgy. Davide is calling Liz a fool for not using his good offices
in purchasing return flight tickets to New York – even though
she says that such matters are handled by her employer. Dan and
Renata are also sparring. Makiko has brought a cake from the
Japanese patisserie next to Waitrose (“Happy Birthday, Queen
Ofra”) and some paper hats. When Renata says her head is too big
to wear her crown, I add, “You can say that again,” and she laughs
good-naturedly. When Dan tells her to turn her hearing aid up she
parries with the observation that his ongoing phone conversation
is so loud she doesn’t need any help today and refers to her
pal as “a Big Mouth.” We also have to explain the mysterious
disappearance of the birthday girl herself. Her chair remains
empty for ten minutes or so as she retraces her steps – searching
for the missing £50 note. Here, however, there is a happy ending.
She has left it in the car.
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Saturday, June 13:
The dog whimpers at 7:30, reminding me that I am abed far longer
than usual and motivating me to dress as quickly as I can – Otto
disdained any doo-doo on our late night walk and I suspect he
must be bursting. It is very dark today, gray and humid and several
degrees lower in temperature than yesterday. When we return for a
second visit to the park I let him off-lead and he gambols along at
a tidy speed, heading across the green to the compound gate where
Dan, sitting with Davide and Liz, lets him in. This permits me to
join the crowd at the cafe – where I am fourth in line and Janet is
first. Soon the queue behind me stretches back to the door itself
– a typical Saturday scene aggravated by Janet’s complex and
ever-growing order. When I am at last able to sit down with my
drink I repeat my recent mantra, “They completed all negotiations
necessary to conclude the Treaty of Versailles more rapidly than
it took Janet to place her coffee order at the café counter this
morning.”
Georgie is at home, awaiting delivery of her new passport, but
in addition to the aforementioned we also have Ofra, Karen and
Flora’s owner Demi (Isabella’s father and Lisa’s husband) with
us this morning. He is a FedEx pilot (freight mostly) and he and
Davide have much to talk about in terms of aircraft and airports.
The others are still sharing tales of their adventures last night –
Ofra’s birthday dinner followed by visits to three West End clubs
(video now supplied). Charmed by this scene out of the Sun Also
Rises Flora’s dad says, “Ah, reliving the Twenties, I see.” “You
mean reliving their twenties,” I add. Now Liz is trying to organize
a Sunday lunch outing for tomorrow but Karen has to work and
I use Otto as an excuse to beg off – though yesterday I did leave
him on his own for half an hour while completing errands on
Maida Vale Parade.
Today he is delighted to discover Popcorn waiting for his daily
mugging at the gate. These two dogs are soon wrestling under the
table but Otto’s flashing teeth and fearsome growls so unnerve
Valeria that she soon rescues her pet. Otto ignores Flora for
quite a while, to my surprise, but when he tries it on with Bailey
again she intervenes and soon pins my pet to the ground – no one
messes with Flora, our tiniest Pug. When we get up to head for
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home I can see Hanna out on the green with Tim, baby Lily in her
pushchair, and Otto’s cousin Leonard, whom Tim is babysitting
today – perhaps the first time he has had a Schnauzer on lead
since the loss of his famous black version, Yoyo, a year and a half
ago. Otto and I go out to greet this grouping and then we head for
home. It looks like it might rain at any moment.
Sunday, June 14:
It looks like it might rain at any moment – for today presents a
carbon copy of the dour, dark, chilly morning we faced yesterday.
I have administered a dose of flea treatment to young Otto, though
I have no idea if the head-shaking and ear scratching that I have
witnessed of late can be attributed to such a problem. At any rate
the dog seems to have spent a quieter night on the bed and he is
full of energy on our visits to the park. On the second of these I
let him loose as soon as we enter the park and he does a good job
of keeping in touch as we make our way rapidly to the café. Here
Debbie is in residence with Pucci and Renata soon arrives with
Maxi. By the time I have made it back with my coffee there is also
room for Dan, Makiko, Georgie, Janet, Wendy and Ofra – who has
also brought her visiting sister Sima (and some Israeli pastries).
Otto, who has a great time during these park sessions, looks in
vain for a worthy opponent. Pucci won’t have anything to do
with the rambunctious pest and Otto knows well enough not to
jump on Winnie, Sparkie or Daisy-Mae. The problem is solved
when Popcorn, his favorite, is admitted to our compound and
now we have the usual growling and bullying – with the smaller
dog always coming back for more; indeed, even after he has been
rescued and led away the Cavachon returns to beg for more of this
treatment. Popcorn remains outside the bars, however, so exercise
takes the form of an endless pursuit around the perimeter. When
he is not wrestling, Otto is eating, sharing the treats with Winnie,
Sparkie and Bailey – I have brought some soft little pellets for the
toothless one. When she is not eating Winnie spends some time on
Dan’s lap; this means that she is across the table from a similarly
situated Sparkie, on Georgie’s lap. Soon these two are into their
classic “You lookin’ at me?” stand-off – with lots of hissing and
growling.
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After we have been seated for ten minutes or so it begins to rain –
something I had not anticipated at all. Out on the green this is also
an unexpected development for a cricket team, whose members
are stripping to their skivvies as they prepare to don their whites.
In the event the rain does not last for long and the game can
get underway after all. Baby Alberto is well prepared since he
is wearing a bright yellow raincoat with silver stripes – Renata
begins to refer to him as “Highway Maintenance Man.” Dan has
a similar rain jacket in his bike basket and he puts this on so that
he and Alberto can be photographed together – a symphony in
yellow. Sima has the baby in her lap for quite a while as well and
then Ofra claims this prize. She is standing near the gate and a
jealous Bailey is so upset by this show of affection for someone
other than himself that he grabs hold of one of her legs and, in
spite of great protests, he won’t let go. Additional provocation
is provided my dog, who grabs hold of Bailey’s back, with the
Cavalier unable to defend himself because he won’t let go of
mommy’s leg. This scene rivals the earlier symphony in yellow
– Ofra clutching the baby, Bailey clutching Ofra, Otto clutching
Bailey.
Monday, June 15:
On our early morning trip to the park Otto touches noses for the
first time with that veteran sheepdog, Phoenix. It seems brighter
today, a lighter shade of gray, and, indeed, the sun will make an
appearance a few hours later. When we return at 9:20 or so Otto
dashes forward to greet Liz and Dan on the cricket crease and
then finds his pal Popcorn for some spirited wrestling. Eventually
I put my dog on lead, not wishing to lose my place in the coffee
queue – Popcorn pursues us relentlessly, getting rolled over again
and again when he does catch up. The clan is gathering when I
return with my cappuccino: Liz, Dan, Janet (who has arrived late
after turning her car over to the MOT mechanics), Wendy, Ellie,
Georgie, Makiko, Ofra and her sister Sima.
Emilio surprises me by taking two biscuits this morning – usually
he shows no interest in food here. The same could not be said of
the usual suspects, Winnie, Bailey and Sparkie – who join Otto in
their search for treats. Dan notes that Winnie has learned to dive
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in when Otto is chewing a biscuit – since there are often loose
shards that can be scooped up as my dog chews. Seamus has been
allowed one treat this morning as well but he is more interested
in getting his teeth on Alberto’s toy giraffe. Otto has a great
time bustling about, though he does manage to knock the water
bowl over in his manic progress. Bailey, on the other hand, has a
problematic day. First there is nothing to steal from the tabletop
when he manages to claim an empty seat; then he falls over
backwards in his attempt to mount a second chair. Finally he has
to withstand the spirited play of that brat Otto – who keeps hoping
that the Cavalier will give him a tussle.
It is Liz’s last day among us for a while but Georgie says that vet
Danielle will be back for a visit on Monday. Ellie is busy dealing
with domestic crises ongoing and omnipresent. Her father-inlaw has locked himself out of his flat and it takes her a while to
chase down his missing carer. She has also been skirmishing with
her older daughter and soon everyone at the table is reminiscing
over their own teenage travails. I suppose it is appropriate that I
am joined at this point by Marty, now the father of two teenaged
ASLers, but first known to me when he was a wild fourteen-yearold lad at the school in St. John’s Wood. Marty is a pal of my
former student and longtime walking companion, Gavan, and
I can now tell him that Gavan will be here to walk with me in
August.
Tuesday, June 16:
It is brighter from the outset today and I am wearing my clip-on
sunglasses as I conduct Otto to his rendezvous with park life at
9:20 today. Almost immediately we meet his cousin, Leonard, and
the two manage a short period of rough and tumble – the much
larger Otto asserting his dominance with a series of blood-curdling
growls. Soon we are following Georgie, who has Sparkie on lead
and Pucci in the famous shoulder bag. Otto rushes ahead to the
café, where we are the first into our doggy compound – followed
soon by Clare, Davide and Janet. (Clare, taking in the growth
spurt demonstrated by my dog, says, “Are you sure that’s not an
Afghan puppy?”) By the time I have returned with my coffee we
have also been joined by Makiko and Wendy.
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I ask the others if any of them have seen Humans, the new
Channel 4 drama (“sci-fi for the non-sci-fi fan”) – which aired
for the first time on Monday. In this show a race of finelycrafted synthetic humans with super-intelligence and a long list
of domestic skills is marketed as perfect servant material and I
want to know which member of our society is actually a “synth”
in disguise. I have Ofra in mind – she whom we see constantly
cooking treats for others and picking up after grown children –
but after Georgie says that her visiting daughter, recently here
for a charity run, has repeatedly demanded that mom run her a
bath I change my mind. Davide, still on the subject of water, says
that he now regrets having installed a meter in his house – since
the tariff is much higher than the standard fee he was heretofore
been paying. He says that he is off to L.A. next but that BA puts
its staff in a hotel in Long Beach, where the touristic highlight is
a huge Walmart. Janet begins to see just how many of us might
want to join Danielle for dinner at Le Cochonnet on Monday;
she adds that she took Liz to Paddington early this morning, soon
discovering that her friend had left behind two blouses and a pair
of boots. Meanwhile Makiko, who now says she wants an Apple
watch, helps Ofra do some online swimsuit shopping.
I am besieged by little dogs at my knees – with Harley (who will
be going home with Georgie) joining the other suspects. DaisyMae disdains any of the soft chews I have brought for Winnie and
Bailey, but when she takes a Shapes biscuit there is a suspicion
that she just wants to use it as bait. Otto, his appetite satisfied at
last, tries to get some of the other dogs to play with him – but his
advances are rejected by Sparkie and Bailey. The latter, asked to
join his mommy at departure time, uses every empty chair at our
table the better to check out any leftover goodies he might now
claim. (There was a half-eaten bacon sandwich here earlier, but
it has been cleared away.) Once we are back on the Randolph
roadway I can see that we (and especially the agitated Emilio, the
Paul Revere of Pugs) have been mistaken in suspecting DaisyMae of mischief-making with that biscuit. Instead she now wants
to bury her treat, squeezing back under the café fence to cover it
in leaves. This is the kind of behavior one can expect if too much
time is spent pursuing squirrels.
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Wednesday, June 17:
There is always a unique canine line-up during our early morning
visit to the park, dogs whom we never see at the more civilized
mid-morning session. Today we are greeted by our neighbor,
Missy, urging the French Bulldog, Napoleon, to get a move on –
as she is late for work. This means that Poli, as he often addressed,
has to be dragged away – he always gives us a warm greeting –
and we are free to pursue not one but two be-tailed Schnauzers
bouncing ahead of us on the walkway. I ask about the second of
these, a dainty presence who accompanies a young mom with a
baby in a pushchair. This animal turns out to be Bonnie, whom we
have met before. Mom asks me for the name of my pet and when
I tell her he is called Otto, she tells me, “That’s what we almost
called the baby. Instead we chose Otis.”
Now that Georgie keeps an eye on another neighbor, Seamus, we
often see her heading to the park with the Westie and Sparkie, of
course. When Otto spots them just ahead of us when we begin
round two, he is delighted by the opportunity of a reunion and
tugs away at his lead until we have entered the park and I can
unhook him. After overtaking this pair he keeps heading on to the
green, where there is a very lively scene – indeed I count nineteen
dogs at play out here this morning. One of these is the current
favorite, Popcorn, and he and Otto are soon having what always
appears to be an uneven wrestling match on the grass. When I
re-hook the dog at coffee time, however, the Cavachon, far from
feeling aggrieved, follows us all the way to the café – inviting a
rearguard retaliation from a delighted Otto. Today a woman walks
into our compound with a Cocker and a tiny black Pug called
Barry. The latter soon ends up on Davide’s lap.
In addition to our B.A. steward and Georgie, of course, our coterie
includes Janet, Makiko, Ellie, and Wendy – Ofra is off on a brief
trip to Ireland. We do not discuss the headline of the day – Chris
Evans is to replace the disgraced Jeremy Clarkson on Top Gear –
and, instead, earlier themes are revived. Davide wants to know if,
while he is in L.A., he should take the fast ferry to Catalina. The
others are both impressed and amused when I tell them that the
only part of Catalina I ever visited was Camp Emerald Bay, an
outpost of the Boy Scouts of America. As if to underline the great
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changes in childhood adventure since that time in the far distant
1950’s, Ellie now says that fourteen-year-old girls, classmates of
her younger daughter, are having sex and that some of the parents
want the school nurse to carry the morning-after pill. Ah, who
would be the parent of a teenager today? Makiko has all that to
look forward to but today there is nothing more urgent on her
agenda than the boiling of Alberto’s first egg – as freshly laid by
one of Wendy’s chickens.
Thursday, June 18:
I have not had a good night and this is because the same has to
be said of my dog, Otto. I had noticed that in the evening he was
not his usual active self, preferring to sleep in his bed beneath the
open TV room window and that he had eaten very little all day
long. As I put him on the bed when it was time to call it a night
I could hear the intermittent gurgles and complaints of an upset
tummy and, worried about his wellbeing (as in so many similar
moments with my earlier pets) I had trouble getting to sleep and
staying there as well. There is a special reason for my concern
and that is because Otto is scheduled for his first haircut this
afternoon and, having benefitted from a last minute cancellation
with Antonio, the Brazilian groomer at Primrose Hill Pets, I didn’t
want to bail out on Linda, who is planning to take us.
When I take Otto out at 7:15 or so he seems his usual lively self;
he produces no poo whatsoever and his stomach is quiescent.
At home he eats some of his breakfast and in all other ways he
seems to have made quite a recovery. I let him loose as soon as
we reach the Morshead roadway on our second visit and he rushes
forward onto the green, where two school groups and an encircled
knot of dogs and their owners make for a dizzying scene. While
some of the other large dogs, like Munch the Husky and Alaska
the white Alsatian, sniff the puppy, Maggie the Scottie gives him
a kiss and soon there is his favorite, Popcorn, ready for a onesided tussle. Popcorn follows us all the way to the café and when
I manage to separate these dogs the little Cavachon seems so
forlorn outside the compound that Janet gets up and lets him in
for a sustained mugging under the table. (Only Dan, Georgie and
Makiko are also present this morning.) When Popcorn is at last
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rescued Otto turns his attention to treats (so we know his appetite
has returned) – he even has to scold Winnie for trying to share in
the shards of his Shapes biscuit. Daisy-Mae, from the comfort of
Janet’s lap, is barking at me for treats as well. Georgie has again
brought Seamus and the Westie is soon out-barking Sparkie. He
further blots his copybook by stealing the squeaking rubber giraffe
from Alberto’s footlocker – he did the same thing yesterday and
Makiko has just sterilized the toy.
We get to see photos of the baby eating his first egg on Makiko’s
telephone and this is a reminder to me that yesterday, on a visit
to the West End, I found out why my own new iPhone seemed
deficient in a number of categories – they had failed to load
any credit aboard the device at the Apple store at the Westfield
mall. Janet adds that she will visit John Lewis today (one of
my stops yesterday) in order to discuss the substandard level of
compensation they have offered in the wake of another failure in
the computer they sold her only two years ago. Dan, who is full
of advice on all things technical, reports that he has a brief trip to
Barcelona planned for early July. (I tell him that the only time I
have visited this Catalonian metropolis was in 1967 – long before
he was born.) He now gets on his bike and heads off for work
– Winnie leaving for home with Georgie. I accompany Makiko
down the Morshead roadway but not before we spot Alberto, in
the care of the nanny, having one of his first experiences with the
swings in the children’s playground. I am not that pleased (though
hardly surprised) by Otto’s pavement poo but he seems to be quite
recovered from his recent indisposition in all other categories and
I think he is good to go – to the groomer’s – this afternoon.
Friday, June 19:
Well, there was no end of activity on Regent’s Park Road
yesterday afternoon. Mothers were snapping up Harper
Beckham’s toddler trousseau at Mary Portas’ charity shop, Alan
Bennett was seen strolling down the pavement, a recalcitrant preschooler was being urged, “Hurry up, darling, we don’t want to
be late for ballet” –and at Primrose Hill Pets my Otto was getting
his first haircut. Linda, who had made the booking, drove us there,
drove me home, and fifty minutes later drove me back to collect
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the beautiful specimen that was my five-and-a-half-month-old
Schnauzer. A good deal of fur had been left on his tail and legs
and he had a skirt of hair at either side – though a horizontal layer
of lighter colored fur made it appear that Antonio had painted
racing stripes on my dog’s sides. When Linda dropped us off at
the park a few minutes later I couldn’t resist making an afternoon
visit to the café, where Georgie and Janet were having coffee –
full of admiration for the show dog.
In other facets of home life there was also progress. Otto’s
appetite has returned, and he had a grand time playing with a new
squeaky rat – the first toy purchased post-Fritz. His poo, too, has
been showing signs of improvement and there was certainly no
tummy rumbling on the bed last night. This morning we are out
in a pale sunshine at 7:15 and the first discordant note is sounded
by Hanna, who is exercising on the running track – “Otto, they’ve
given you Poodle pants.” This remark is not repeated when, two
hours later, Hanna, accompanied by Bonaparte, joins us at coffee
– with Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ellie and Vlad in attendance as
well. Linda also comes by with Chica and Pepper and the latter,
in pursuit of treats, has to endure the boarding party that is also
known as Otto. Georgie has brought three dogs with her this
morning (Sparkie, Dudley and Seamus) but she has four at home:
Pucci, Bailey, Flora and Winnie. Chica and Seamus have a fight
and have to be separated. Hanna has brought with her some puffed
jerky and the dogs do seem to enjoy this treat. Otto receives many
compliments on his haircut and we take some photos on my new
iPhone.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the missing
Peter, who will be seeing his doctor today. He has had another fall,
evidently, and does admit that he needs home help – but many
worry that perhaps he really needs a more congenial care home
setting. The health of our dogs is the next topic – with Ellie saying
that her vet wants £425 to clean Teddy’s teeth; the others chime in
with recommendations on alternate sites where the cost of such a
procedure might be slightly less ruinous. Janet announces that in
a few weeks she will be taking Daisy-Mae to the Lake District on
holiday. The sleepy Shih-Tzu finally rouses herself to bark at me
for treats but she declines every tidbit on offer. As we leave Hanna
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produces a new toy for Otto to take home – a rounders ball fished
from the bushes after one of the many sporting school groups has
left it behind.
Saturday, June 20:
The skies are gray indeed but temperatures are mild enough
during both of our park visits this morning. Making our way
forward through the timid toddlers is a bit of a problem but at last
we reach the green at 9:15 or so and Otto pauses here to have a
face-off with a Boxer. Then he is called out to the cricket crease
by Janet and finally he spots Popcorn and the morning mauling
can commence. I have a lot of trouble getting Otto corralled when
it is time to head in for coffee – especially because Popcorn, who
is always begging for more body slams, pursues us all the way to
the gate of the dog people’s café compound.
Again we have a substandard turnout – only Janet, Georgie,
Renata, Debbie and Wendy take seats at our table. (Davide is
not back from L.A., nor Ofra from Ireland, and Karen – as we
can soon see on her Facebook page – is spending a second day
at Ascot.) Georgie has brought Bailey, Dudley and Sparkie
with her today and Bailey is trying to make up for lost feeding
opportunities by jumping on my knee. Daisy-Mae squeezes
through the bars to bark at a large dog and thereafter she sits
outside, protecting us from any imagined threat. At one point I
notice that Otto has again lost his leather collar and I go out onto
the green to see if it has come off during his scuffle with Popcorn
– but I am soon called back by Georgie, who has found it in a
corner of the compound – how it got there is a mystery. Very late
in the proceedings Vlad arrives with Tara – he has been trying
to collect a urine sample from his pet, who seems to be under
medication for a kidney complaint. In a footnote to yesterday’s
topic Wendy says that Peter is now battling his diabetes – after
failing to keep track of his medication in this matter.
Michaela now comes in with Skye; the Cairn is several shades
lighter than usual, the gray spikes having given way to a downy
blonde fuzz. Of course this is the first time Michaela has seen Otto
with his new haircut and much fuss is made over the fellow by her
and by Renata. I am asked how Otto is enjoying his new toy rat
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and this leads to a lengthy discussion of dog toys. Janet says that
when she woke up this morning Daisy-Mae had dragged several
toys and a bone into mommy’s bed. Renata says that when the fire
is on in the winter Maxi likes to drag his toys close to the flames
– so that they will be nice and warm as well. As we make our way
down the Morshead roadway Boo, a little brown dog (Pekinese,
Spitz, Pomeranian or an admixture?), takes a great interest in my
Otto – treating him to the same kind of roughhousing meted out
by my dog to little Popcorn. Again there is difficulty in getting my
dog to move forward and again it is because his new pal won’t
leave him be.
Sunday, June 21:
There has been a little rain since our last visit to the park but much
more is needed – the grass is yellowing as we speak. Otto, who
disdained a late night poo, offers up a steaming pile during our
first walk – not surprisingly. During our second sojourn we are
surprised to discover an empty green but as we near the doggy
compound at the café we can see that Popcorn is being walked
down the Randolph roadway and these two animals are soon
engaged in another wild play period. Given the brittle nature of
the greensward it is not surprising that they are soon covered in
dust, twigs and leaves but it is encouraging to see that Popcorn
can now take the initiative – chasing Otto around a few times in a
dramatic role reversal.
Our morning coffee conclave includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Clare,
Wendy, Karen, Makiko and Hanna – who has brought Napoleon
with her this morning. We also have Vlad at his little table behind
us and the owner of Pablo the Pug puppy takes a seat as well.
Then we also have the owner of Boo, who brings her pet in as
well – without taking a seat. Boo, it turns out, is a Pom-Chi – a
mixture of Pomeranian and Chihuahua. He and Otto begin to
jump on one another’s backs in a show of macho entitlement and,
truth to tell, my dog’s bid for dominance also includes an attack
on poor Pablo and a gratuitous humping of Boo – at this point I
put my overexcited pet back on lead and here he must sit for the
rest of the session. This does put him in a good position to battle
for snacks from my blue treat bag – where the competition is
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provided by Sparkie, Bailey, Dudley and three other Pugs (who
rule today): Harley, Winnie and Emilio.
Dan fields questions about ticket availability in the West End.
Karen describes her visit to Ascot – where she did see the Queen,
though the two had no time for a chat. Makiko tells us that
tomorrow morning she and Matthew will be taking baby Alberto
to Italy for a week; she also does some fine-tuning on my iPhone.
I tell Hanna that the Austrian Grand Prix will take place this
afternoon but she is still obsessed with the success of Finnish
drivers in the last race. The owner of Boo, who seems to know
Karen, announces that today in China there will be a day devoted
to dog food – that is dogs as food – and that she has been working
with others in the vegan network to put an end to this loathsome
festival. We begin to discuss the eating of animals and I help
matters along by asking an innocent question; should Alberto be
censored? – for there he is in Georgie’s lap, his own leather shoe
in his mouth.
Monday, June 22:
Some much-needed rain has come during the wee small hours
and I am wearing my raincoat for our first venture in the Rec this
morning; it remains humid and gray and not that warm. The sun
does make a bit of an effort two hours later, when it is time make
a second appearance – Otto rushes ahead to check out the green
scene, as all of his canine predecessors have done before him. In
fact, if we discount the circling tractor and the chap painting the
improvised foul lines, this is a lovely scene, dominated by little
fellows out for a good time. Otto is spoiled for choice, spending
some time chasing around with Popcorn and then exercising a
teeth-grinding growling mugging of little Leonard.
Our morning group includes Davide, back from L.A., Ofra,
back from Dublin, Janet, Karen (off to Shanghai soon), Georgie,
and Dan. Dan is reading an article in this morning’s tabloid on
the subject of theater ticket sales in London, a topic close to
his heart, and every now and then he reads a paragraph or two
aloud. Ofra has brought a box of Bailey’s version of a chocolate
truffle (and here we refer to the Irish beverage, not her own dog)
and this confection is passed around to satisfied approval. Ofra
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adds that when she called her daughter, in Barcelona, a Spanish
man answered – Lee having lost her phone in a vain attempt to
overtake her mother in this category of forgetfulness. We discuss
arrangements for tonight’s rendezvous with Danielle at Le
Cochonnet but Janet cannot tell me if our reservation is for upfront or farther inside this bistro – and as dogs are allowed only
up-front my own participation in this event may be a very brief
one indeed.
Seamus, here with Georgie, outbarks Sparkie this morning and
he has to be told to shut up on several occasions. I am doling out
treats to Tara, here with Vlad, and to Sparkie, Bailey and Otto as
well. When the latter grows bored he tries to wind up Bailey again
– it is only at this late moment that Ofra finally discovers that my
dog has had his hair cut. Karen announces that this is Dudley’s
fate tomorrow and Ofra says she has made a booking for Bailey as
well. Winnie, of course, has no need for this procedure; she spends
her time haunting my feet and we can tell that, though a haircut is
not needed, it would be useful to have those nails clipped – once
she gets a paw stuck in my shoelaces and once in my sock. Karen
agrees to take Daisy-Mae home with her since Janet now wants
to head for the tennis courts. She leaves before the rest of us but
we are soon making our way down the Morshead roadway; on our
right a school sports day is underway with the toddlers lined up
for a short sprint.
Tuesday, June 23:
As Otto and I make our way out to the green on a chilly June
morning I can reflect on the fact that the usual twenty-four hours
have not passed since last I met up with my park pals. This is
because last night many of us celebrated the return visit of vet
Danielle with dinner at Le Cochonnet. In the event our table was
up-front – so there was no objection to the presence of my dog,
nor, for that matter, that of Dudley, Daisy-Mae or Pucci either. I
am not so certain that Otto really enjoys these outings, with their
thumping noise and constricted floor space, but he did content
himself with chewing on a pink rubber hippo brought by Dudley
and in eating all the croutons from my Caesar salad and some
of Danielle’s pizza crust as well. Of course I wanted him along
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on this occasion for it would be Danielle’s first meeting with the
fellow – who so charmed our visitor that she declared she wanted
to be his godmother. In all, there were eight ladies present on this
occasion – Danielle, Georgie, Ofra (who had to be phoned some
twenty minutes into the evening because she had forgotten all
about this meal), Karen, Clare, Wendy, Janet and Debbie – with
yours truly as the sole representative of the masculine gender.
As my Fritz used to search the horizon for his pal Charlie (ten
years ago) so now Otto begins to hunt now for little Popcorn as
soon as we reach the green. He is momentarily distracted by Dan,
who is standing in the middle of this space with Winnie, but soon
he has found the pup and they have a delightful play period – with
lots of other dogs following them around and having a sniff at
the contestants. At one point Popcorn manages to leap over the
tummy of a woman who is lying with her back on the cricket
crease – under instruction from one of the legion of personal
trainers who now populate our park. This chap makes the mistake
of complaining – “Can’t you keep better control of your dogs?”
– and Dan, who enjoys a good fight, retorts with an emphatic
negative – “This is the only place in the park where our dogs can
run free – and you have plenty of places here where no dogs will
bother you at all.” When this is not enough to quell the complainer
Dan marches off in the direction of the clubhouse, Winnie trailing
in some puzzlement, and, as I lead Otto into the doggy compound,
I can only tell the others (Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Danielle, and Vlad)
that Dan has obviously gone to the front office to enter a formal
protest. When he returns to us some ten minutes later he seems
satisfied. The staff member he has spoken to has reassured him
that the cricket crease is not an area designated for use by personal
trainers. (Dan also used this opportunity to note that, with the
environmental area on one side and the bluebell wood on the
other, the percentage of park space forbidden to dogs is growing
ever larger.) After we have been seated a while the park manager
himself calls on us, again reassuring Dan that he was quite right in
his assumptions about use of the “village green.”
Now we can settle down for a leisurely coffee. Bailey begins the
session on the tabletop, perhaps to demonstrate his new haircut
– he has been scalped. Danielle describes life in New York for
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us, with particular attention to the difficulties of dog ownership
– since it costs a fortune to leave the dog in the care of others
and there are so few places where dogs can run free; they are
not allowed to pee on any public grass and uniformed officials
are ready to hand out tickets if they do so. She adds that the flat
that she and Ben had hoped to sell on Randolph Avenue remains
unsold and they think they will rent it out now. Dan argues that,
given the inevitable rise in property prices in this area, they will
profit much more in the long run if they hang on to the property.
Then he tells us that he and Davide have had another one of
their famous fights. Davide, facing a long period of fasting prior
to some hospital tests, prepared a magnificent feast of a lunch
yesterday. But when Dan raised an eyebrow over an extra glass of
wine Davide became so enraged that he emptied the contents of
a pan right into the toilet. And there they remained, the poor little
langoustines, floating disconsolately in a bed of pasta and toilet
water.
Wednesday, June 24:
A lovely summer’s morning greets us as Otto and I undertake
our first venture into the park. Out on the track I can see Hanna,
walking backwards, and I am hoping that her call to Otto (who is
so easily distracted) will not break his concentration on the job
at hand. It does not and we are soon back inside, returning two
hours or so later – after welcoming Cathy, here to battle the dust
and detritus left behind by a puppy with sharp teeth. Surprisingly,
there seems to be almost no one out on the green and that means
that Otto can only greet (though without putting them on their
backs first) several large dogs, eager to give the pup a sniff.
Numbers are a bit more respectable this morning – with Dan,
Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Karen, Wendy and Danielle at our
table and Vlad at this own little encampment behind us. After we
have been seated for a few minutes Renata arrives as well; she
looks better and says she feels that way too. In fact, the presence
of Danielle leads to yet another discourse on the vicissitudes of
Renata’s recent cancer therapies and when she is finished we have
to get a frame-by-frame review of the results of both endoscopy
and colonoscopy endured by Davide yesterday. The good news
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is that he did quite well in these procedures but I am not so
certain that this is the best topic for the breakfast table. At least
he and Dan seem to be in far sunnier moods this morning; Davide
resumes work tomorrow.
Otto has missed out on a play period this morning and it is only
adding insult to injury to report that many other dogs now pass
outside our compound, including Leonard and Popcorn – and the
senior Lhasa Apso, Thomas. Such visits require serious protest
barking from Sparkie and Seamus; the latter also manages to get
into a teeth-gnashing barney with Otto, though no one knows
how this started. I have to tell that skinhead, Bailey, not to scratch
me any more in his greed – though I have brought with me some
Schmackos for the toothless one. I feel a bit sorry for Bailey, who
has to endure all those boarding attempts by my ever-hopeful dog
– but Otto does better in his interactions with humans, particularly
Karen and, as we near the exit gate, with Danielle. “That’s your
New York godmother,” I tell him as we say our farewells. We
won’t see Danielle any more on this trip for she is soon off to
the Glastonbury music festival – though first she has an essential
purchase to make, a pair of Wellington boots.
Thursday, June 25:
We have had a restless night – when Otto wasn’t kissing me he
was scratching himself on the adjacent pillow and this now means
that our moment of rising is a bit later than usual as well. I decide,
therefore, to conduct a bit of an experiment: we won’t attempt
an early morning visit to the park; instead we will wait at least
until 9:00 and see if we can at last cut the number of daily outings
from from four to three. (It has been several weeks now since the
pup has had any household accident.) In fact I notice no signs of
distress or anticipation and we are just ten minutes earlier than
our usual 9:15 departure. Let us hope that we can continue this
pattern.
When Otto reaches the green he heads unerringly for a small knot
of dog owners at the eastern end. Here he is spoiled for choice
because his cousin Leonard is here and so is Popcorn. Spirited
play begins, with both of these smaller chaps taking the offensive
at times – while Alaska, who likes to lean against my legs, keeps
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score. It is sunny and quite warm out here but Alaska, with his
white fur, seems to be cool enough. Eventually I decide it’s coffee
time and we head for the café, where the morning ensemble
includes Hanna, here with Bonaparte, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Dan,
Wendy, and Nick – Matthew and Makiko’s Edinburgh friend –
down here for the week to look after Emilio while the rest of the
Pug’s family has a week in Italy. I have my usual complement of
canines – with Bonaparte allowed one charcoal Shape biscuit (in
his perpetual struggle with gas) and Bailey jumping into an empty
chair –the better to evaluate the treat prospects spread before him.
(Ofra says that with his short back and sides son Guy now refers
to Bailey as an alien.)
When I tell the others about Otto’s scheduling triumph this
morning the conclusion is that my dog has at last achieved bladder
control. “I wish I had,” Janet adds, “these days I don’t dare laugh
too much and a sneeze is fatal.” Laughter is not evident as we
move on to the next topic – the disturbing scenes from Calais,
which this week has witnessed an escalation of manic stowaway
activity as would-be migrants to England, some true refugees,
some economic opportunists, have been scrambling aboard any
vehicle that might take them across the Channel. Still on the
subject of international travel I ask the others if anyone else has
noted that Linda and Rob arrived in Berlin on the same day as
the Queen. (Georgie has been looking after Pepper but he is at
home now, sparing our ears from the bashing provided already
by Sparkie and Seamus.) As we get up to leave a woman arrives
with a Beagle on lead. This is Holby but I have to ask, thinking of
this program’s BBC cousin, if we are going to see a dog named
Casualty next.
Friday, June 26:
Again I experiment with the suspension of our 7:00 o’clock walk
and Otto, in spite of several anxious glances at his dilatory daddy,
seems to be able to hold it in until we emerge from the house
shortly after 9:00. I can already see, from the Morshead gate, that
we are in for another invasion of our famous pitch – for workmen
(with sledgehammers to drive in their poles) are erecting a huge
white tent opposite the foot of Mt. Bannister, something about a
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forthcoming athletic extravaganza, for which the Rec is a staging
post. Otto, enchanted by a mostly-Yorkie contestant whom he
meets at the foot of the running track, chases this fellow out to the
center of the green before heading off to the dog owners’ circle
at the east end. (I do need to keep my focus at such moments
because he can be quite a distance ahead of me when he stops to
deposit his first poo of the day.) Once arrived among the other
dogs he is spoiled for choice and he has a great time wrestling
with Popcorn and Leonard. Eventually the struggle for dominance
among the two Schnauzer pups turns nasty and I decide it is
time to head off for the café anyway. Janet is just heading in this
direction with Daisy-Mae.
Both Popcorn and Leonard make brief appearances outside
our compound and this means that Otto has to chase them in
wide circles, even though he is on the inside and they are not.
Also passing is Christopher with that park veteran, the Lurcher/
Bedlington cross, Ziggy, and, on lead, Ziggy’s much smaller
great-granddaughter, Noli. In addition to Janet we have Georgie,
Vlad, Ofra, Renata and Wendy this morning. Renata plucks some
breakable Shapes from my blue bag for Maxi, who, she has just
discovered, likes some of the dog food that comes in little silver
pouches and this means she may not have to cook her pet’s meals
anymore – none of the rest of us do this. I have other interested
parties at my feet and at one point I take out all the larger pieces
and scatter the rest on the floor – mostly Pucci pellets. Again
Otto has a rough time getting any of these senior citizens to
play: Sparkie, on Georgie’s lap, snarls at him, Bailey growls,
and Dudley even turns him over, amid piteous squeals from the
thwarted puppy.
Renata announces that she has scheduled several treatments with
a local Botox specialist; several of our ladies are recent graduates
and I think I hear far more about facial matters that I really want
to. Georgie calls Peter, whom we have not seen in some time,
and Janet and Vlad talk to him too. Peter complains of being
housebound and Janet urges him to contact Age Concern on the
Internet. Vlad says that the punters in our pack are willing to wait
for Peter to return before putting any turf money down but Peter
had better have some winners for us when he does return. Karen
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has to make amends for the unwelcoming behavior of her pet by
seizing Otto for a massive cuddle on her lap. Just so the rest of us
don’t get ideas above our station she also tells us that tonight she
will be having dinner at the Houses of Parliament.
Saturday, June 27:
It isn’t often that a short-sleeved shirt is the perfect garment for
a morning in the Rec, but today is one of those days. No sooner
have we reached the front porch than Thomas, spotting Otto,
rushes across the street to greet my pet. I try to get them out
of harm’s way as an impromptu wrestling match begins on the
pavements while Vincenzo and I make our way to the Morshead
gate. I keep Otto on lead until we have reached the green – there is
just so much activity in the park today – and here we can see that
on the eastern side of the green five more tents have been added
and no fewer than a dozen portaloos. The western half is still
available as a doggy play area but, in spite of greeting each new
arrival, Otto cannot find any of his pals out here this morning and
eventually I put him back on lead and we use the walkway around
the east end, where the 9:30 runners are warming up to to bouncy
music before their getaway.
I can see Georgie and Janet heading for the café as we round a
corner and I have soon left Otto behind in the doggy compound as
I enter the café. For a Saturday there is surprisingly little activity
here; the café has been open from 7:00 but the event organizers
have their own coffee and tea on offer in one of the tents out there.
So I am just standing here, waiting for my cappuccino, when I
notice something unexpected – my dog is running around behind
the counter, on his way to the kitchen. So I need some help when I
return to our gate, since I have my coffee in one hand and my pet
on my other arm. (Vlad admits that he let Otto out when he went
to get his own coffee.) Debbie, Wendy and Ofra are also here – a
rather small turnout for a weekend. Daisy-Mae, having worked up
an appetite on an earlier walk in Regent’s Park, jumps into my lap
in order to bark out her order for more Schmackos. Tara, Sparkie,
Bailey and Otto are in the queue as well.
World affairs dominate the conversation this morning. First many
of us have seen coverage of the Queen’s visit to Bergen-Belsen
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and I can now reveal that just as we, Naomi, Adrian and I, were
being welcomed by cousin Bernard at Didcot station last month,
he received a call informing him that, as a member of the British
Army that had liberated the camp, he was now being invited to
participate in the Queen’s pilgrimage. Next we have had another
day of Islamist mayhem in Kuwait, France and Tunisia – Janet
thinks she has visited the beach where a hit squad slaughtered
over thirty sunbathers yesterday in the latter country. Then we
have the news that yesterday the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled
that same sex marriage must now be considered legal in all
fifty states, an outcome celebrated by President Obama and gay
activists everywhere. I tell Janet that I have sent an e-mail to
Gavan in Connecticut in order to ask if he is still celebrating. His
answer was that, in addition to Jesus, Justice Kennedy is now his
co-pilot.
Sunday, June 28:
Even during yesterday’s late afternoon walk I had noticed that
the fun-run encampment had folded its tents and silently crept
away – so I am expecting nothing but wide open park spaces as
Otto and I make our way up the Morshead roadway on a mild
Sunday morning. Otto is eager to catch up with a fuzzy black
and white dog and I am a bit alarmed when the owner of this dog
heads through a corner of the embargoed rose garden, both dogs
at his feet. I decide not to follow them, continuing on to the green
and, sure enough, when I reach my goal Otto is just emerging
from the environs of the bandstand and rushing up to join me. In
the middle of the green is the Shih-Tzu, Leon, and this is Otto’s
next target, quite literally, because the next thing I see is Otto
pissing on Leon – while the latter’s owner is growling at his dog,
“Move your head!” (This is the same chap who complained of
Georgie smoking outside.) Otto and I now cross the green as
Janet, walking with Caroline (Leonard’s owner), is calling to my
dog during her descent from the top of Mt. Bannister. Soon the
Schnauzer pups are having a Christmas punch-up, Leonard in red
collar, Otto in green.
Our morning group includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Debbie, Renata,
Wendy and Karen – with Vlad at his little table behind us. Soon he
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is on his feet as his Tara seems to be munching on a cake wrapper.
The Rhodesian Ridgeback does accept a few biscuits from me as
well, sharing turns at my knee with Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie and
Otto. Also in the mix today is Pepper, who has been staying with
Georgie all week while Linda and Rob are in Berlin. This means
that we are in for a session punctuated by the senior Schnauzer’s
percussive barking. “Pepper, shut up!” soon echoes throughout the
land. Otto spends a lot of time on Karen’s lap, Sparkie climbs into
Vlad’s and Daisy-Mae sulks in a corner and then spends a lot of
time out on the Randolph roadway.
Karen reports that the food in the dining room at the Houses of
Parliament was substandard stodge, the kind of menu meant to
remind our MPs of their school dinners. Renata, meanwhile, is
deciding whether or not to have breakfast at a Primrose Hill café;
she has been seen driving around town with the top down on her
Nissan Micra. Travel plans are discussed. Karen flies to Shanghai
tomorrow. Wendy is driving to Ireland with some friends, Janet
is heading to the Lake District with her sister and Georgie will be
going to Paris in August with Jean. (You can tell that whenever
Georgie announces travel plans the others begin to run through
the permutations – who will look after my dog if Georgie is
unavailable?) We all seem to be heading for the Morshead gate at
the end of our session today. Here we encounter Rowena, heading
our way with her Timmy. She is also carrying an ironing board,
which will soon be recycled, and she has to endure a lot of teasing
about her street-level multitasking.
Monday, June 29:
I am reminded by the small blue bag at the foot of our stairs (one
to which I am adding a much larger cousin) that our neighborhood
seems to be undergoing an epidemic of antisocial behavior these
days. The recycling lorry is due in a few hours but why it is
necessary to anticipate this visit by depositing your refuse on the
pavement some 27 hours in advance of the event – as one of my
neighbors habitually does? Why has no one removed the dried
pile of branches from the roof of a shed next door, an incendiary
invitation to the next cigarette smoker just passing by? Why did
no one do anything about the intrusive car alarm that echoed for
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hours yesterday? And why is the black rubbish bin, shoved up
onto the pavement so that local youth could more easily scramble
into the park long after its gates had been padlocked, still in this
intrusive position? I have plenty of time to reflect on these matters
as Otto and I enter the Morshead gate and make our way out to the
green.
Progress is rather slow since the fuzzy brown dog named Cocoa
wants to play, though still on lead, and every time I think I have
redirected the attentions of my pet he and Cocoa have one more
tussle. On the green itself I can see the gathering of the clan at
the eastern end. I have come early on such a warm and sunny
day so that Otto can have a good play period and his pals don’t
disappoint him in this regard. The chap who walks Munch is here
with his own dog, a fifteen-year-old Lab/Whippet cross named
Chili, and we also have a small shaggy black dog making her
first morning visit to the park. Her name is Laika, perhaps in
honor of the first space dog – who also bore this name. Then we
have Popcorn and Thomas; while Otto and Popcorn are wrestling
Thomas takes advantage of their inattention to hump Otto
repeatedly, even though I tell him that he is making a fundamental
mistake. By this time I can see that my more sedentary pals
are heading for the café – although this establishment is late in
opening its doors today. In our compound we have Janet, Georgie
(here with Sparkie, Seamus, and two Border Terriers, Tilly and
Gus), Ofra, Ellie, Renata, Wendy, and Dan (who will be taking
Winnie to the vet because of bladder problems). Otto cries when I
go to stand in front of the café door, the big baby.
Travel again dominates conversation. Davide (who is on holiday
in Nice) has two free BA passes and he and Dan can’t decide
where in the world to use them. Ellie reports that Yara is fed
up with Cyprus, especially after she ordered green tea and they
brought a cup of hot water with springs of rosemary in it – photo
supplied. For her own part, Ellie has just returned from a holiday
in Venice as she and her husband celebrated their twentieth
wedding anniversary at the Cipriani. She has brought with her
some delicious chocolates and some nougat – though Renata
denounces all Italian sweets. Otto begins to cry again and this
is because he has just spotted another party just returned from
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a holiday in Italy. This is Makiko, who wheels Alberto into the
compound – where he is soon bouncing up and down in Ofra’s
lap – and today our Japanese friend has also brought along another
infant-swaddling mother. The new baby, Inez, is only four days
younger than Alberto, but she is much larger – as we discover
when she is plunked down on our tabletop. Alberto seems
delighted by this new presence, or, at any rate, by Inez’s shoes –
which would make just such a tasty mouthful if he could get them
off her.
Tuesday, June 30:
And so we reach the end of another month. As we get ready for
our morning in the park I can record that Otto has outdone himself
in naughtiness. He has dragged several cushions to new places
in our flat, he has rolled the sitting room carpet into an untidy
pile, he has dragged every item of clothing he can reach onto the
floor, and he had rifled my pockets and scattered the shards of
plastic poo poo bags all over the house; there is even a suspicious
wet patch on one of the bathroom rugs. In the park itself he soon
attaches himself to Georgie, who has Seamus, Dudley and Sparkie
in tow and the randy Thomas attaches himself to Otto’s back.
In this disorderly fashion we arrive at the gates of our doggy
compound at the café.
This morning’s turnout includes Georgie, Janet, Dan, Renata,
Ellie, Ofra and Makiko. It is one of those moments when it is hard
to hear what anyone is saying. Out on the green there are three
rounders matches in progress, including two played by kids in yet
another unknown school livery. Inside our compound the barkers
rule: Sparkie is again out-barked by Seamus, Dudley is very noisy,
Daisy-Mae is barking at me for biscuits and Emilio is having
apoplexy over the presence of Daisy-Mae. The only way he can
be soothed is by putting him in Makiko’s lap – where Otto tries
to chew his toes. Dan reports that Winnie does have some sort
of infection but she seems fine this morning. After the dogs have
been eating and barking for half an hour or so I notice that Otto
has a new friend, a little long-haired Chihuahua named Tennessee.
The later has just squeezed through the bars to enter our company;
Otto uses the swinging gate to escape twice; indeed, I had to
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pick him up earlier when I discovered him at my feet while I was
ordering my coffee.
Ofra is wondering why son Guy doesn’t spend more time at his
girlfriend’s house but the answer has evidently been supplied
by the girlfriend herself – “It’s because here you spoil him too
much.” Ofra gets her turn snuggling baby Alberto and Makiko
uses the freedom of a baby-free moment to produce pictures of
Alberto in Italy. Then the nanny arrives to look after the infant
for the next few hours. There is more vacation chat. Ellie, who
is heading for the Greek isle of Poros, says that Yara, fed up
with Cyprus, has, indeed, flown back to London. Dan says he
doesn’t care for Greece. Renata assumes that holidays there
must be cheaper – now that the Greek banking system in in
meltdown (Brits were warned by the Chancellor to bring lots of
cash yesterday) but Dan says the place is still very expensive.
We are heading into a real scorcher and Ellie says she is going
to the supermarket today. I say I have that treat waiting for me
tomorrow, when we should be in the 90’s. Today I do have one
errand – I need to pick up the laundry at the 123 Cleaners and
this means leaving Otto home alone for a few minutes. But what
mischief can he get up to while I am away?
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Maxi: Doesn’t anyone want to play tennis?
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Wednesday, July 1:
We begin a new month on a high note – as long as that note is
represented by the temperature. It is already quite hot at 9:15
and we know we are heading for readings in the 90’s today. I
am not looking forward to standing out on the treeless green
but fortunately we meet up with Popcorn while still under the
protection of the trees at the head of the Morshead roadway and
here the Cavachon is released – so that he and Otto can have a
shady tumble in the roadway. It is an interesting place for such a
contest since there is so much foot traffic hereabouts but the two
animals are impervious. After five minutes or so it is time to put
the contestants back on lead and to head for the safety of the green
umbrella at the café. Much to my surprise I discover that other
shade-seeking dog owners have usurped our places – in this case it
is the smoking owners of the two Beagles, Hugo and Holby.
Janet, looking cross over this displacement, is sitting at a little
table in the corner and I put Otto’s lead here as well. The café
has opened its doors early and when I return with my coffee I
take a seat at our original table while the interlopers are made to
realize their gaffe – especially when Ofra arrives to ask, “And
who’s sitting in my seat?” So places are changed, good-naturedly
I would say, and Janet resumes her usual position while Georgie,
Renata, Wendy and Makiko make themselves comfortable. Renata
soon commandeers my blue biscuit bag and begins to dispense
treats – even to the toothless Bailey, to whom I promise that
I will be picking up more soft chews at Sainsbury’s later this
morning. Vlad comes in and this means that I soon have Tara as
an additional customer. Seamus gets one treat and one fight (with
Daisy-Mae) and this ill-natured contest sets Emilio off again.
After a while Suzanne comes in with her Springer, Sunny; we
have lost two veteran faculty colleagues recently and this gives us
a mournful topic to consider.
Everyone wants to know why Alberto isn’t wearing shorts on such
a hot day and, in fact, he is soon relieved of his trousers altogether.
Ofra begins to spin in manic circles with the baby and it is easy
to see that Makiko is made most uneasy by this activity. Ofra
tells Makiko that she is being too protective – while admitting
that when her first, Lee, was an infant, she wouldn’t let anyone
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else touch the baby. I use my iPhone to pass around a photo
recently forwarded to me by Naomi; it shows Dorothy’s cousin
Doreen shaking hands with the Queen at Bergen–Belsen as cousin
Bernard, his medals on his chest, looks on. Use of the new phone
leads to a technical conversation between myself and Makiko;
how do we delete that gratuitous U2 album downloaded into every
iTunes user’s files by the self-important Irish band? I walk with
Makiko down the Morshead roadway at the end of our session
and we pass hundreds of little kids (some of whom have arrived
by taxi) participating in another school sports day extravaganza
on the running track. I tell Makiko that this will be her world soon
enough and that by the time she and Matthew return from any
work assignment in Abu Dhabi she’ll be just another soccer mom.
Thursday, July 2:
And it is Makiko we join as we reach the park this morning and
her remark about it being somewhat cooler today is a reminder
that we have just endured the hottest July day in recorded history
– 36.5 degrees. It has been a most uncomfortable night and,
though it is now overcast rather than sunny, it is quite humid
and still somewhat uncomfortable. Just around the corner comes
Georgie with Seamus, Dudley and Sparkie and Otto is happy to
trot along with this trio as far as the green – here he takes off at
great speed for the circle of dog owners opposite the loos and
now he can spot his pal, Popcorn. These two have their traditional
tussle but when I can see some of my pals heading for the café I
manage to get my pet hooked.
Today we have Janet (her last day before a Lake District sojourn),
Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Renata, Clare, Wendy, Yara and Ellie
(who announces that she will have her hair done today, just like
me). Poor Winnie has to resist the roughhousing meted out by
Otto but no sooner has he been dissuaded from boarding the
dowager than he is attacked by Seamus – and the two have to be
separated. Daisy-Mae is an innocent bystander but somehow she
is blamed for this tiff by Emilio, who begins his ritual protests
– much to the distress of Renata, whose hearing difficulties are
not made any better by this noise. I do manage to silence Emilio
by grabbing hold of his harness, an old trick, and Renata, much
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relieved, orders me not to let go. Then she grabs my biscuit bag in
order to fish out some treats for Maxi – this is just as well since I
have grown weary with the demands of Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie
and Harley. Near the end of our session little Tennessee squeezes
through the bars and has a nice visit.
Alberto grabs hold of Ofra’s cheek and won’t let go – which
rather flattens the song she is singing to him. Georgie reports that
daughter Lynne is bringing a girlfriend with her during her next
visit and she wants the place spic and span beforehand (“How
many dogs are going to be around, mom?”). Janet is scandalized
by this line of thought and suggests that Georgie just leave the
cleaning products out in plain sight. While on the subject of
scandal Yara (after we get a fuller description of the Cypriot
version of green tea) reports that she returned to find two of her
car doors well-keyed. She has no doubt that the culprit is the same
disappointed suitor whom she once drowned in a glass of vodka at
Le Cochonnet but now she is considering an exquisite revenge – a
word or two to the proper authorities on the subject of this guy’s
benefits cheating and his driving without a proper license. I am
at home for only fifteen minutes or so before it is time for me to
head off for my haircutting appointment – Otto whining a little as
I lock the door. When I return I am satisfied that tomorrow I will
have some fresh gossip for our table – my esteemed stylist, Sali,
has had a hair transplant.
Friday, July 3:
We have had a somewhat restless night (or I have) and this
means that I have returned to bed, Otto snuggling up to me, for
additional zzzzzz’s. It is therefore not until 8:30 that we rise at
last and, even foregoing a first coffee of the day, it is almost time
to make preparations for the park. On the Morshead roadway
Otto encounters a feisty Yorkie named Chester and they have a
balletic face-off, exchanging opportunities to lift a leg against
an intervening tree. One chap, just passing by, is amazed by this
behavior – “They must have done that twenty times,” he says.
“Yes,” I reply, “by tomorrow this tree should be dead.” When we
reach the green there is the unusual sight of Dan, sunning himself
with Winnie on a picnic blanket. Otto pauses for a cuddle and
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soon discovers both Leonard and Popcorn at the east end of the
green. Owners are seated on the grass here and Caroline has to
endure the enthusiastic greeting of Khalifa, the mostly Staffie
youngster who deposits a drop of saliva on her shoulder. There is
a fuzzy brown female in this grouping as well; she takes no part in
the melee but when she leaves I discover that she has been named
for the local underground line, Bakerloo.
When the body slams become a bit too aggressive I hook Otto
and we make our way over to the café. On the Randolph roadway
we encounter Terry, owner of Khalifa and the senior Alsatian,
Cris. Terry is in the middle of a conversation on local property
prices – “The trouble with all these inflated prices,” he is saying,
“is that our kids will never be able to afford housing in this area.”
I suggest he could always leave his property to his kids – or
perhaps they need never leave home – neither idea having much
appeal for him. I unhook Otto when I reach our compound but
(shades of Fritz) he follows me out the other side when I go to
get my missing coffee. Our assemblage this morning includes
Hanna (here with Bonaparte), Dan, Georgie, Wendy, Makiko
and Ofra. Georgie has Sparkie, Dudley and Seamus with her this
morning and Dan uses his water bottle to squirt any noisy dogs
(and/or their owners). This doesn’t prevent Seamus from having
a go at an innocent Otto and this sets Emilio off – even though
Daisy-Mae is in Cumbria. Bonaparte, who insists on parking his
quite considerable weight on Hanna’s lap, receives two charcoal
biscuits and the other customers make personal appearances at
my knees. Bailey is a particular problem because he scratches for
attention on my bare arms.
Dan is in a manic mood since he will leave soon for his holiday
with pals in Barcelona. I get Makiko to give me a lesson on how
to make a video with my iPhone while Dan and Ofra takes turns
with the baby. Then I ask the others if any of them saw Newsnight
last night. One of the items provided a real blast from the past
for me, a story about the dowager empress of the Kids Company
charity, Camila Batmanghelidjh. It seems that the government of
the day has decided to withhold £3 million from this outfit until
Camila resigns. We have seen this larger-than-life personality
on our local screens for many years (usually dressed in a multi46
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colored circus tent) and, as the champion of troubled youth, she
has attracted a number of celebrity donors as well. The problem
seems to be that there is no accountability and it is impossible to
see where or how moneys are dispensed. I tell the others at our
table that the first person to clash with this icon of the philosophy
“we’re depraved on account of we’re deprived” was a former
member of our circle, my wife Dorothy. Accountability was the
issue here too. Twenty-five or so years ago both women worked
at the American College on Marylebone High Street, Camila as
a counselor, Dorothy as head of student services. Camila wished
to excuse every instance of bad behavior by any of her charges;
Dorothy, noting that these were not kids but highly privileged
spoiled brats (many in their twenties) felt they ought to be held
responsible for their own behavior. Given the dependency of this
for-profit college on the continued enrollment (including many
Middle-Easterners) of just such a clientele, you can tell who had
the final word.
Saturday, July 4:
Again we have had a difficult night. This time the weather was to
blame – for at about 1:30 the room was illuminated by a sustained
flow of lightning flashes. The thunder was not too bad but the rain
began to pelt down and I had to get up to close every window in
the house. This was Otto’s first experience with a thunderstorm
and, on the whole, he survived rather well. He accepted a quiet
place next to me on the bed and there were no signs of the panic,
the panting or the manic pawing that so characterized Fritz’s
reaction to similar moments in the past. Otto does seem to want to
hit the streets as soon as possible this morning and I try to hurry
along – outside it is again quite sunny but there is a freshening
breeze to keep the temperature down.
I toy with the idea of tying Fritz’s old American flag bandana
around Otto’s neck – is it the Fourth of July after all – but there is
no way this garment will stay in place amid all the puppy tussling
on the green. Before we reach this spot Otto meets two Cockers
and bounces along happily with them. Then he spots a number of
little dogs at the far end of the green and he is off. Popcorn is now
very assertive in trying to mount my dog – who has found another
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little Schnauzer to play with. Then a couple of Boston Terriers
show up and he has to check them out. I manage to get Otto inside
our doggy compound and to remind him that he needs to stay
here while I get my coffee. They have opened this establishment
a few minutes early and there is no problem in getting a quick
cappuccino.
We have only a rump session at our table this morning – since
so many of our number are away. Just Georgie, Ofra, Debbie
and Wendy have made it and Georgie leaves somewhat ahead of
schedule since she has promised to meet daughter Lynne’s train at
Paddington and bring her case home – I say whatever happened
to left luggage? Debbie and Ofra are going to the same party
in Cambridgeshire and they make arrangements to go together.
Debbie complains that her building lacks a porter these days and
all of her neighbors have asked her to water their plants while
they are away on holiday. She adds that last night’s rain was a
blessing in this matter but I have to tell her that the rain rarely
reaches my window boxes. As people come and go Otto can’t
resist wandering out to the pavement in order to touch noses with
some passing dog. When he does this for a third time I decide that
I might as well make a start for home. By the time we have left
the park my pet has produced his third poo.
Sunday, July 5:
It is so dark this morning that I feel the need to check the weather
report online. I am reassured by one site that gives the chances
of precipitation in London today at 0%, though, of course, my
good mood is undermined just a little bit by the sound of a gently
falling rain outside. It is still spitting a bit when Otto and I follow
Davide and Winnie into the park. The dour weather has clearly
depressed attendance this morning for the park is strangely
empty for a Sunday morning – empty, that is, until we reach the
green where, much to my surprise, a cricket match is already in
progress. Obviously there is no hope of any canine hijinks out
here this morning but this is a message poorly understood by
my pet, who, pausing at the boundary to deposit his first poo,
trots energetically over the cricket crease. “It looks like we have
an extra fielder,” one of the cricketers says, and I am about to
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propose silly mid-off as Otto’s most appropriate position when an
Asian batsman politely reminds me that we need to remain outside
the playing circle. “Yes,” I agree, “but you’ve never started a
Sunday match as early as this.” Otto, destined to have no play
period because of this usurpation of the normal doggy hour on the
green, heads off to the margins now, meeting up with Alaska – not
the male Alsatian but a female Husky.
I put him on lead and we complete a circuit of the green before
heading for the café. Heading our way we have Rob and Linda
with their own Pepper, the neighbor’s Chica and a friend’s pooch,
Bozo. Otto gets so excited by these animals that he almost jerks
my arm out of its socket as I try to get another poo into the red
box near the flagpoles. I insist that we move into the doggy
compound at the café before there is any more activity but only
Pepper makes it inside. Again they have opened the café itself
somewhat ahead of schedule and I can quickly return to my seat
and open my biscuit bag. In addition to Davide we have only Ofra
and Georgie this morning. The latter has Sparkie, Dudley, Seamus
and Skye with her today. Some of these chaps join the biscuit
queue while Winnie and Otto lay siege to Davide’s sandwich.
Ofra gives us a report on the party she and Debbie attended
in Cambridgeshire last night. Georgie says that as she picked
up the bags of her daughter and those of the latter’s friend at
Paddington yesterday Lynne asked mom to shine her shoes, iron
her t-shirts, and hang up the friend’s dress – which Georgie did,
only to discover that these ladies stayed out all night and never
recovered their duds. Davide passes around phone photos of his
recent holiday with friends in the south of France and takes a call
from Dan, who is in Sitges on holiday with his friends. While
we are drinking our coffee I notice that one of the groundsmen is
applying paint to the cricket circle while the game is in progress
and, surprisingly, this match comes to an end at 10:00 or so – what
time did they start this morning? I feel sorry for Otto, who is
trying to get some action out of the other dogs (having had none
this morning) as we make our way toward our gate. Behind us
Winnie is squatting repeatedly for more pees – she is scheduled
for another visit to the vet on Tuesday.
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Monday, July 6:
There is wreckage everywhere. In the bedroom it is little scraps of
plastic poo poo bags, fished out of my pocket by an enterprising
pup. In the TV room it is the contents of the wastepaper basket. In
the sitting room a fluffy pillow, once white, has been chewed into
submission and scraps of paper plucked from the recycling bag
lie scattered in some random pattern on the Turkish carpet. And
in my study two mouse pads have again been extracted from their
perch below the computer table, though at least they remained
unchewed. And none of this survey yet includes the dozens of
toys that festoon every room of the house. Otto has been at work
and I can’t help feeling that the energy needed to accomplish this
destruction should have been expended in puppy play in the park
yesterday – if there had been any. This is why we make an early
start today.
When we reach the park he tries to touch noses with two rampant
Staffies, both on lead fortunately, and then we head for the green.
Over on our left Year One is being asked to report to some spot on
the running track as we begin another school sports day. Debbie
and Hanna, the latter with Bonaparte, are standing in the center
and we visit them first. Bonaparte is off-lead and enjoying the
freedom immeasurably – though he does almost knock me down
with a sideswipe. Otto now spots some of his favorite pals in a
scrimmage over near the Randolph roadway and here he heads
next. Soon he is wrestling with Popcorn and Leonard, with Cocoa
keeping score, but we also have exuberant visits from Bruno (a
mostly Pug puppy), from Maggie the Scottie and from a Jack
Russell named, unimaginatively, Jack – but not to be confused
with Lucky’s similarly named brother. When it is time to repair
to the doggy compound at the café Otto cries when I leave him to
get my coffee. Soon he is fighting for my attention amid all those
open mouths: Pucci, Dudley, Bailey, Sparkie, Skye and Seamus.
It’s Linick and his all-girl orchestra again: Georgie, Ofra, Debbie,
Karen (back from Shanghai), Hanna, Yara (soon off to Beirut
for a wedding) and Renata. Truth to tell this is the not the most
pleasant of encounters and this is because there is so much noise.
I don’t count the loudspeaker from the track (I can enjoy that
at my leisure when I get home) but the teenaged girls playing
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rounders on the nearby green are shrieking up a storm. The dogs
are barking furiously as well. Ofra hands me her telephone where
I am to watch a video about the son of a decorated Nazi tank
commander who has converted to Judaism and moved to Israel
but I have a great deal of difficulty in hearing what he is saying –
not helped by the arrival of a chap named Edwin who is standing
behind me and chatting with Georgie about some dog-sitting
this weekend. I’ve had enough. I need to get home where I can
have the recycling van outside my window, the park’s harvester
combine hoovering the grass and the toddlers from Years Two and
Three screaming in support of their teammates.
Tuesday, July 7:
It is threateningly dark as Otto and I head for the park this
morning. For once, the dog has shown no signs of anticipation,
tired from his extended play period with Pepper last night –
as he stayed with Rob while Linda and I were at the theater.
Unexpectedly we now meet up with Linda and Pepper (and Chica)
– almost as soon as we enter the Morshead gate – and this party
accompanies us as we cross the green. Linda and I are discussing
the likelihood of a neutering procedure for my pet, now just two
days from his six-month anniversary and so full of destructive
energy that yesterday afternoon we again had household
depredations on a profound scale – pencils chewed, notebooks
chewed, every reachable object repositioned.
By this time we have reached the eastern end of a green that will
soon play host to dozens of school kids as well. Otto starts off
with a wonderful play period with Popcorn (with Cocoa again
keeping score), then there are half a dozen other little fellows to
touch noses with. Then Thomas begins his mistaken humping
of my pet and I use this moment to hook my dog and head for
the café. Unfortunately we are pursued by the randy Lhasa, who
even manages to follow us into the compound before I finally get
rid of him. I leave Otto behind when I enter the café itself, soon
followed by Ofra. Together we can see that Bailey has jumped
into my chair and is trying to get treats out of my blue bag –
though fortunately this is well tied and the greedy Cavalier has to
wait for me to get settled before he can have his reward. Pucci and
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Winnie are also among the recipients of easy-to-chew bite-sized
treats – with biscuits going to Otto, Sparkie and Seamus. When he
is not begging for treats, Otto is trying it on with a number of his
pals – first Bailey, then Sparkie, then Emilio, then Flora. In doing
so he again has one of his collars ripped off – as we discover a
little later in the session.
From the canine lineup it is possible to extract a human cast list
as well…Ofra, Georgie, Makiko, Lisa (Flora’s mom) – as well
as Dan, Debbie, Wendy, Ellie and Karen. Ellie announces that,
after much comparison-shopping, she has selected a vet who will
clean Teddy’s teeth at half the price quoted by her own surgery.
Ellie will be undertaking an extended holiday in Greece soon
and there is much discussion of the continuing economic crisis
in that country. A referendum having recently rejected austerity,
it is possible that Greece will have to relinquish its place in the
Eurozone. There seems to be little sympathy at our table for the
Greeks – Dan arguing that with endemic corruption and habitual
tax evasion the Greeks are the authors of their own discomfiture.
Whether or not Greece is a likely site for Islamic terrorist activity
is discussed next – no place seems to be safe these days. (And
how well we remember that today is the tenth anniversary of the
7/7 bombings here in London.) Dan now goes off to play with
baby Alberto at the other end of the table – but not before I tell
him about last night’s visit to the Young Vic in Southwark. Here
Linda and I saw a version of Kafka’s The Trial – well acted and
imaginatively staged though surely this text had a lot less politics
and a lot more sex than the original. (A highlight for me came
when one of the actors opened a box of Shapes biscuits and
scattered the contents – just as I do every day.) When it is time to
go I remind Dan to be careful when he reclaims his jar of lip balm
– as Bailey has jumped into his abandoned chair and knocked
the contents of his coffee cup over this cosmetic essential. I walk
along the back passage with Makiko – who has watched the
British Grand Prix with great interest and not watched the football
finals of the women’s World Cup, where the U.S.A. defeated
Japan 5-2.
Wednesday, July 8:
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The dog had a rather quiet day yesterday and I also noticed that
he was eating very little. This morning he begins activities by
vomiting in front of the fire screen in my study. Only yesterday
I had been bragging to Linda that this dog had never thrown
up – serves me right for such boasting. Of course I have no idea
what has caused this episode, though I suspect that it may be
related to Monday’s frenzied attack on my personal property
– how many pencils can a dog eat before becoming ill? Anyway
I decide to take him straight to the café this morning and we are
soon following Seamus and Sparkie along the Morshead roadway.
Otto’s poo isn’t too bad as we cross the green – where Dudley
seems to want to play, for the first time.
As I am standing in the coffee queue I can see that Otto has ended
up in Karen’s lap under the umbrella. She is joined out there by
Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Ellie and Renata. After Otto Karen also
cuddles Maxi but Renata’s little poodle has arrived too late for
any treats from my blue bag. Otto seems to have recovered his
appetite but I give him only soft chews this morning – just like
Bailey. There is a lot of dog noise this morning. Emilio, seated
in Makiko’s lap, keeps up a nonstop protest – even though he is
reminded several times that Daisy-Mae is in the Lake District.
Seamus again earns the title of “most annoying barker” and after
a while Georgie gets up and places him on lead for the rest of the
morning.
There is a lot of chatter about cooking this morning. Ofra, who
has brought a new dish for Georgie to sample, says she is now
watching the Israeli version of Master Chef – though son Guy
thinks his hopes would be improved if she were to watch the UK
version instead. Renata has cooked up a leg of lamb; she says that
next time she will turn the heat up and produce a crispier outer
layer. Still on the subject of food I tell Makiko that Auntie Ofra,
Alberto in her lap, is about to feed the baby with his own toes.
(Ofra acknowledges that her children were never flexible enough
to accomplish this task.) After food has been discussed Karen
takes the floor with the news that she has a completion date on
the investment flat she has purchased in Kensal Green. She has
been watching the bad behavior of an Australian tennis player
at Wimbledon and it is amusing to hear her own version of an
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Australian accent – she has lost most of her own. Travel plans
again surface. Ellie, we know, is off to Greece, Ofra to Israel and
Georgie to Paris but now Makiko says she, Matthew and the baby
will visit Ibiza the first week of September. She seeks advice on
how best to protect the baby from the sun and Ofra and Ellie have
much to say on the subject. As for Alberto, dressed again in his
smart tweed trousers with matching suspenders, he has a date later
today with baby Ines.
Thursday, July 9:
“Happy birthday to you, happy birthday to you, happy birthday
dear Ot…..” That’s all he gets – for today Otto is six months old
so he gets only half a song. Of course I have been keeping a close
eye on him, after some obvious signs of tummy trouble yesterday,
but he seems to be okay in many categories of life. He had a great
play period with his new friend Jack during our adventures in the
park yesterday afternoon, his appetite seems to have returned,
and he is his old lively self this morning. We leave the house a
bit before 9:00 and head for the green. There is a large contingent
of dog owners exercising their pets out here; I count eighteen
of them; it would be much harder to count their dogs. Among
the latter we have both Alaskas and Skippy the Grippet (part
Greyhound, part Whippet). Popcorn is being tossed about by the
Husky Alaska and so I decide to undertake a walk with my pet,
who trots along and deposits a small but satisfactory poo behind
the tennis courts.
We reach the parking lot and climb Mt. Bannister. A toddler rushes
down the hill in order to touch the doggy – Otto is agreeably calm
at this moment – and then we drop down to the Carlton roadway.
Here Otto makes a new friend, a young Poodle named Azalea.
They dance around one another for quite a while but when lorries
begin to move along the tarmac it is time to make a move. There
is time for another brief visit to the center of the green and then
we head for the café. Davide is just arriving with Vlad and we are
soon followed by Ofra, Makiko, Yara, Wendy, and Karen. From
the coffee queue I notice that Karen is carrying Otto and I soon
discover that she is responsible for his escape – which occurred
when Dudley was being admitted to our compound. Dudley is a
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steady customer this morning and I also have Tara, Bailey, Winnie
and Sparkie at my knee. The latter has arrived with Georgie and
Seamus, of course, but this party is quite late. Georgie explains
that a twenty-minute taxi ride took an hour this morning – the
traffic a consequence of today’s tube strike. (Vlad is on strike
today and he has to take a lot of ribbing.)
The ladies begin the conversation with some attention paid to the
shape of the ideal eyebrow and then Yara uses her phone to make
an appointment for a discount dye-and-cut for Georgie at a spot on
Clifton Road, where trainees need the practice. This same street
boasts a bijou fruiterer and Ofra makes note of the availability of
some baby cucumbers here. Alberto spends much of the session
in Ofra’s lap; Makiko says he had his first spag bol last night
and loved it. (His date with Ines had to be postponed because of
poor weather yesterday.) The baby is returned to Makiko – so
that Georgie, Davide, Yara and Ofra can smoke on the other side
of the table – and then he goes back in his carriage for the trip
home. Someone points out that Emilio is heading in the opposite
direction and Makiko abandons the buggy to chase after her pet.
I put a hand on this vehicle to reassure Alberto, who begins to
fret while mommy is missing. As we near the Morshead gate she
points out to me that there is another Schnauzer behind us and
so we have to touch noses with Barney, who is six. Otto would
certainly like to have a stick in his mouth as Barney does but it’s
time, after an hour-and-a half in the park, to make a move for
home.
Friday, July 10:
Distracted by every other dog in his purview, Otto has a tough
time making it to the green this morning but at last we can cross
the dry grass as we head towards a knot of dog owners and their
pets at the east end of this vast space – empty today save for a few
personal trainers and their charges and the dog people of course.
Otto has a number of little pals to play with but he seems to have
most fun with Jack and soon I can see these two chasing one
another in the direction of the Grantully gate. I decide I had better
follow them and Jack’s owner heads this way as well but before
we reach our animals a unique event occurs – a red helicopter
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ambulance begins to lower itself onto the green! Fortunately
a spooked Otto rushes back to me at this point and we join an
exodus of concerned dog owners, who head east amid flying
flecks of grass sent our way by the helicopter’s rotors. I put my
pet on lead, deciding it is time to head for the café anyway, and as
I do so I can see Yara and Ellie, with Teddy, following helicopter
crew members out the Grantully gate.
By the time they have returned I have obtained my coffee and
taken my seat – we are now joined by Davide, Ofra, Makiko,
Wendy, Karen, and Jo Lynn. We are almost joined by Hanna but
when there is some ambiguity over an empty seat she denounces
the rest of us for playing politics with chairs and takes a seat by
herself at the little corner table. (The chair in question was, in
fact, unclaimed – as we repeatedly told her.) Hanna has brought
with her not only Bonaparte but a little black dog named Jeff.
She is afraid he will escape if let off the lead but even in this
somewhat restrained posture he has a good time wrestling with
Otto. This means that my pet is slow off the mark in the treat
department, though I am sure he gets his fair share by the time we
have reached an end of the session. In the meantime I have doled
out the goodies to Winnie, Dudley, Bailey, Tilly and Tara – who
arrives with Vlad. Michaela also comes in with Skye and he joins
the queue too. (Missing from this usual line-up is Sparkie, but
Georgie is attending a funeral today.)
Ellie and Yara say there is a rumor that there has been a jumper
at Maida Vale tube stop and this would explain the presence of
the emergency helicopter. As so often happens, health and beauty
dominate the early conversation this morning. Ofra has used some
sort of chemical peel and only when she goes to the loo does she
discover how successful this has been. Yara is on a very strict diet
and gives us another bulletin on her progress – Davide says he
wants an all-liquid diet. There is also some conversation on this
week’s budget, the first all-Tory budget in some time. One plank
in this document seems to meet with universal approval at our
table – the decision to extend child benefit, after April, 2017, to
the first two children in a family but not to subsequent siblings.
Just the introduction of this topic elicits story after story about the
exploitation of the welfare system; Karen says she has a neighbor
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on benefits who drives a Maserati. It takes a long time for these
people to make their departure today and I end up leading Otto
home on my own. I don’t know – I’m still not satisfied with his
poo and if things don’t improve over this weekend I may have to
take him to the vet.
Saturday, July 11:
The pup’s poo dominated conversation during our afternoon walk
yesterday for I could see that on the Morshead roadway they were
beginning to unload vehicles in anticipation of today’s fun fair
and, heading left rather than our usual right we soon encountered
Linda out with Pepper (and Linda’s friend Christine Toomey,
author of The Saffron Road). Otto enjoyed meeting other dogs
over on this side and I was able to say to Linda, “Well, whatever
it is, he is not suffering from diarrhea since he’s done no poo at all
this afternoon.” Indeed Otto produced only a small contribution
on our late night walk which, unusually, could not be deposited
in its sack in the black bin outside the Morshead gate – since the
fun fair people, to ease their arrival, had pushed these bins inside
the park, where they remained for the night. This morning I can
see that they have made it back as far as the pavement, though this
is not where they belong. I am actually carrying a bag of garbage
this morning and I put it in the bin near the Essendine gate – I
want to use the back passage since I have no way of knowing how
progress may be impeded elsewhere.
Otto produces a much improved poo as we make our way
forward but as we near the café it is easy to see that the green has
been conquered – wagons have circled around the cricket field
boundary and a carousel and a fun slide dominate the skyline. I
don’t see any dog owners at the eastern end and so, Otto still on
lead, we just walk all the way around Mt. Bannister and, dodging
no fewer than four private cars and one taxi, we make our way,
playless, back to the doggy compound. This morning’s visitors
include Davide, Dan, Janet, Ofra, Makiko, Hanna, Vlad, Michaela
and Tim, here with baby Lilly – now nineteen months old. Tim
says that he often acts in loco parentis to Otto’s cousin Leonard,
even taking him to work. Hanna has again brought Jeff, who is
fifteen months old and part Yorkie, part Chihuahua. Today Jeff is
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allowed to roam freely in our compound and he and Otto, making
up for lost time, have a wonderful play period.
Even though the fair doesn’t begin until 11:00 (with Davide
and Georgie planning to attend) loud music drenches the park,
making conversation difficult. Hanna says that when a MiddleEastern stallholder objected to the presence of a dirty dog (Jeff),
Hanna delighted in informing this woman that the very grass she
stood on was contaminated by these creatures. When I tell the
canines that the biscuit man has arrived Dan says I need to have
a tune, like the ice cream man, and soon thereafter he is playing
a version of “How Much is that Doggy in the Window?” – which
he has summoned in a tinkle-jingle version from YouTube. Ofra
is holding Alberto upside down over her own head – I suggest
she will think differently of this gesture if he throws up. At one
point Makiko uses a handi-wipe to clean the keys Alberto is
playing with and there are a number of protests that he needs to
be exposed to germs to build up his immunity. Makiko says he
gets plenty of bacteria and no one is allowed to criticize a firsttime mother. At one point Alberto is taken over for a visit with
little Lilly, who has a spoon in her babyccino. The blonde baby
is so like her mom, Lizzie, that it is uncanny. Tim says the family
will be wintering in Hong Kong – the wallpaper they design is,
of course, produced in China. There remains only one other topic
of conversation. Though it did not make the nightly news I am
able to share the results of some research on the Internet into
yesterday’s local crisis. Indeed, a man has died on the tracks at
Maida Vale tube stop; there are no “suspicious circumstances,” a
phrase we translate as “suicide.”
Sunday, July 12:
Dorothy died eight years ago today but July 12 can now be
remembered for a happier occasion – for this morning I am able to
view, for the first time, an Internet version of Volume VII of “Life
Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec.” On our journey
to reconnect with these people we enter the Morshead gate and
immediately there is a joyful reunion with Lucky the Corgi and
the original Jack Russell named Jack. Just before reaching the
green we encounter cousin Leonard and after the two Schnauzers
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have had a good free-for-all we continue to the center of the green.
(This poor surface, still decorated with piles of yesterday’s Fun
Fayre garbage, is much the worse for wear, parched of moisture
and rubbed raw by over-usage.) Otto tries his luck with several of
the other dogs out here before spotting Popcorn over by the loos –
so there is a second wrestling match before we are able to head for
the café.
The turnout this morning includes Makiko, Dan, Debbie, Georgie,
Janet, Ofra, Karen and, behind it all, Vlad. Of course it has been
over a week since we have had the participation of Daisy-Mae
but, tired from her Lake District rambles, she never leaves Janet’s
lap. This is a bit surprising since there is a newcomer to welcome
with a gratuitous attack – Ingis (or that’s what we think the young
Pekinese is called) is with Georgie for the week. Ingis looks like
a cross between a caterpillar and a throw pillow but he is in fact
quite fierce – as Otto discovers when he tries to mix it up with the
visitor. Ingis, barking in falsetto, is having no part in this desire
and charges forward furiously, Otto retreating for a while and then
advancing again in hope. Pucci accepts some mini-steaks and I
also have Bailey and Winnie here for soft food. Dan says that he
has taken Winnie back to the vet’s and that she seems better –
even though he has had a fight with the vet.
Dan now spends some time, as does Makiko, having a look
online at some of the pictures in the new book, The Great British
Bark Off. I can’t get a signal on my phone but I know from
looking at my site at home that we are not yet ready to print
copies – there are still problems with page numbers and internal
links. Meanwhile baby Alberto has outgrown his patent leather
shoes and they have become just another toy (and mouthful).
He spends a lot of time in Ofra’s lap (“Don’t pull my hair!”)
and when the baby adds his sock to the morning’s snackathon
his babysitter removes this item from temptation. Janet has
brought some biscuits for the grownups. She adds that there has
been a complaint about the dogs of Paddington Rec on Labour’s
Westminster North website – something about a dog stealing
a drumstick from some picnickers – and she says she is going
to write in to remind the canine-phobics that there are plenty
of spaces within the park where dogs can’t go – including the
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rose garden, the environmental area and, of course, the picnic
grounds. She tells me that the Council responded to the complaint
by suggesting that the dogs off-lead policy has been a wellestablished one, even citing the 2006 petition on this topic – which
I helped to draft all those years ago. It has been gray throughout
the morning and as we head for home there is a threat of rain to
come. I need to get in and light a candle in the kitchen.
Monday, July 13:
Rain began to fall just as we returned from our afternoon walk
yesterday and this morning the wet stuff has returned as we get
ready for our trip to the park. The house is again a mess – Otto
having discovered a new source of chaos, the recycling bag
hidden in the front closet. From this he has fished out a cardboard
tube once bearing aluminum foil and an empty plastic milk bottle.
These objects (in whole or in part) are scattered all over the
hallway and the front room as I tie the recycling bag for transfer
to the front pavement. I have brought my umbrella with me but
I decide not to bother with the dog’s raincoat – it is raining only
lightly and it won’t hurt to freshen him up a bit.
I can see that some of his pals are at the far end of the green and
soon he is heading here at great speed. He and Leonard have a
growling face-off almost immediately – it sounds like a fight
to the death but, though there are a lot of teeth on display, no
one actually gets bitten. The white Alaska, however, objects to
the noise and on several occasions he barks at the youngsters,
calling for order. Meanwhile Popcorn, taking advantage of
Otto’s preoccupation with Leonard, mounts my pet and pumps
vainly away. Otto does a good job of following me to the café,
where I can see some of our friends foregathering, and he is soon
squealing in protest as I head inside to get my coffee.
Our group this morning is reduced in size – no doubt a
consequence of the unhappy weather – just Georgie, Janet, Dan,
Ofra, Karen and Vlad. Georgie has brought Sparkie and Skye
this morning and these two, along with Tara, Bailey and Winnie,
are soon chowing down. In Winnie’s case this is good news for
last night she had a frightening fit, with vomiting and involuntary
urination, and Dan is still very distressed over this episode. Otto,
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who now arrives with great force in pursuit of his own treats, is
into mischief in a big way – the rain has dampened down the hair
over his bright brown eyes and you can see the merry prankster
thinking of what to get up to next. He begins by pissing into the
dog’s drinking water. Then he puts wet paw prints all over Karen’s
trousers. Then he won’t leave Bailey alone and both Karen and
Ofra have to remind him on several occasions to amend his ways.
Shopping is a hot topic of conversation this morning. Karen
denounces her native Australia in this category – suggesting that
goods there are overpriced items that have failed to sell elsewhere
in the world. For her own part Karen announces that a major
purchase may have fallen through – the flat she had hoped to
purchase in Kensal Green. After many delays on the seller’s part
and, in spite of Karen’s reminding everyone months ago that
she would be away, a closing date has been announced that is
impossible for her. Pressure has been applied since there is a chain
of other buyers dependent on this sale (including one who is living
in a caravan) but Karen has refused to alter her plans. All that
remains is for her to produce several shots of Kim Kardashian’s
latest laughable photo shoot on her telephone, and we are ready to
depart.
Tuesday, July 14:
It is a gray and damp day in London and no one would call it
warm. After Otto has chased a small Spaniel down the Morshead
roadway he obtains his first view of the parched green and,
pausing only to deposit the first of several poos (he did very
little in this department last night) he takes off at great speed. As
often happens he and Leonard are soon dancing about with a lot
of teeth and a lot of noise but they come to some accord soon
thereafter and Otto has to find other pals to wrestle with. Popcorn
can be relied on at such moments and there are quite a few new
contestants, including a little white dog named Barney. Over on
the Randolph roadway Thomas tracks my pet down and makes
several mistaken attempts to mount the pup; today however this
behavior comes to the attention of Officer Alaska and Thomas is
soon dispatched. I can see a number of dogs being admitted to our
café compound now and I encourage Otto to join them – and he
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does.
This morning we have Georgie (here with Sparkie, Seamus,
Skye and Winnie), Janet, Renata, Karen, Ofra and Vlad. Georgie
reports that Seamus has gotten into a furious fight at the Morshead
entrance with Lucky and it is soon obvious that the fighting
Westie isn’t finished. He is always allowed one biscuit only but
when he insists on more (and pushes my own dog away in the
process) there are words and he and Otto are soon duking it out
behind my chair. By the time they have been separated, none
the worse for wear, I have had my left thumb chomped on by
one of the gladiators and I have to go back into the café to fetch
some napkins – with which I wrap the bloodied digit. After we
have been seated a while the American owner of a young Basenji
named Yuma comes in and occupies a little table of her own and
then Demi, the owner of Flora the Pug, sits down and tries to
defend his croissant against the ravenous canines.
Janet announces that we have won £25 in the weekend lottery
– but Vlad says she can do much better than that. Karen says
that she has offered to change the completion date on her house
purchase only if £2000 is knocked off the asking price. Renata
complains that every day is dominated by another hospital visit
– I try to cheer her up by reminding her that there is a wonderful
picture of Maxi sitting in her lap in the new doggy book. Having
discovered that I come from Los Angeles the American woman
wants to know what I am doing here – I don’t answer this
question. It is beginning to rain as we make our departure today.
Dudley, who usually pays no attention to Otto, now wants to
charge the little fellow as we cross the green – and I am getting
wet. I need to get home and put a plaster on my thumb.
Wednesday, July 15:
The early morning rain has just lifted as Otto and I head for the
park. My thumb is heavily bandaged but not too painful as I reach
forward to unhook the dog – he has spotted Daisy-Mae up ahead
of us and he is desperate to catch up. Having done so he now
faces the green and a second mad dash ensues. I usually arrive
among the other dog owners with a sack of poo in my hand; today
I head off to the nearest bin in order to rid myself of this burden,
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rejoining the others shortly thereafter. Otto is spoiled for choice
and soon he is playing with Leonard, Cocoa and Popcorn while
Officer Alaska patrols the green, making sure everything is in
order, and then sitting down on my feet. When it is coffee time I
have no trouble getting Otto to follow me over to the café – I am
very impressed.
There is only a small turnout today: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko,
Karen and Wendy. The latter has brought Maxi with her – for
today is another chemo day for Renata. Georgie has the usual
suspects with her but I notice that she keeps Seamus (whom I
blame for my sore thumb) on lead – so that he can get up to no
mischief today. Bailey takes advantage of all the empty chairs and
soon he is reaching across the tabletop in pursuit of some object.
His toothless face is often puckered in unexpected patterns but
we remember – “You can laugh at me but don’t laugh at my dog.”
Vlad is also sitting at the little table behind us and this means that
I also have Tara as a customer. Otto has a go at climbing aboard
first Bailey and then Emilio but no one wants to play.
Ofra, who has baked some coconut cookies for us, tells us that
yesterday she bought a new suit for the college graduate, son Guy.
This was evidently a long process and it was made even longer
when the forgetful one realized she hadn’t brought her wallet
with her. Ricky eventually arrived with his credit card but then
Ofra discovered that her phone was missing. She visited all the
shops on her itinerary without luck – then she found the missing
object in her own back pocket! Ofra adds that she will be going
to Israel in a week or so and that she is worried about what her
husband, her kids, and her kids’ friends will get up to in her flat
while she is gone. It is suggested that she leave reminder notes all
around the flat. This is what she used to do, Georgie tells us, when
husband James was left alone… “Remember to lock the door,”
“Remember to turn the oven off.” Ofra wants to know what we
think about yesterday’s announcement that an international accord
has been reached with Iran over nuclear power. Wendy hopes
that a rehabilitated Iran will be able to rein in ISIS. I say I have
trouble trusting Iran in such matters – “Remember to turn off the
uranium.”
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Thursday, July 16:
Otto has had a very peaceful night – a snooze fest – the
consequence, no doubt, of a wonderful romp in Regent’s Park
with Linda, Liam and Pepper yesterday afternoon. It was the first
time I had been back to this treasured site with my new dog and
I must say it was a very enjoyable outing, the more so because
Otto did such a good job of keeping in touch with the party. This
morning we set out with plenty of time for a play period in our
own park and Otto is soon making contact with the usual suspects
out here. Dogs of all sizes are congregating at the eastern end of
the green, including a lumbering white Bulldog named Casper
– whose skin hangs limply on his legs, as though his stockings
are falling down. It is a gray morning but sun and warmer
temperatures are promised later on.
At our tables in the doggy compound we have Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Karen, Makiko, Wendy and Hanna – who makes sure there
are no reserved seats before claiming one for herself. Dan and
Davide make an appearance but they are not here for long – since
Winnie has a check-up at the vets. Dan is in the right position
to hang on to the lead and the shopping bag of the American
woman who is chasing after her dog Yuma; the latter and the
female Alaska have chased one another a long way from the pack
but there is an easy chance to corner these dogs – as they have
run into the café. Hanna has brought Bonaparte with her and the
French Bulldog spends much of the session whining because no
place is provided for the big baby in Hanna’s lap. Seamus is also
extremely vocal – but he’s not getting any treats from me and
eventually Georgie puts him back on lead.
Notes on Coronation Street are exchanged – last night’s episode,
still obsessed with the demise of Deirdre, was so full of references
to the distant past that it was more like a history lesson. I have
also watched a program on health matters through which I have
learned that before barbequing your burgers you should soak them
in beer and that exercise, puzzle solving and life drawing classes
for the elderly are all effective in inhibiting dementia. Janet says
that she is very worried that a housebound Peter will not have
sufficient stimulation to ward off this disease. I ask Karen if she
will be taking the tour of the Neighbours set when she visits
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Melbourne next week – she will not. Meanwhile Ofra has a visit
to Nottingham tomorrow – so that she can witness Guy in that
new suit at his university graduation. It is a time of milestones
for the kids of the dog people. Ofra’s Lee will soon graduate
from Bristol and Georgie reads a text message from her daughter,
Lynne, whose divorce decree has just arrived.
Friday, July 17:
After a night of rumbling thunder and streaks of lightning things
are still rather gray as Otto and I head for the park. The green is
almost empty and the poor dog has no one to play with – that is
why I make an early departure for the café, where Dan is heading
with his bike and Winnie, and Georgie can be seen strolling in
the same direction with Sparkie, Flora and Seamus. We have to
wait around for a while before it is time for them to open the café
doors. In this time Hanna has arrived with Bonaparte; she tells me
to hide his ball in my pocket since the French Bulldog is obsessed
with this toy. Dan is just dropping Winnie off but Davide soon
arrives to reclaim their pet. We also have Janet, Ofra, Wendy,
Karen and Suzanne this morning, with Vlad at his usual perch
behind us.
Two women take the other little table; they are accompanied by
an all-gray Shih-Tzu named Wally and Otto tries his best to get
this fellow to play. No luck. Then a woman arrives with a new
client for Georgie, a black Tibetan Terrier named Kramer. Otto
repeatedly jumps on this fellow’s back, hoping for some reaction.
No luck. In fact Kramer seems more interested in Bonaparte, to
whom he takes an instant dislike, growling at Hanna’s charge
under the table. Seamus, meanwhile, has several bust-ups with the
other dogs, including one with Daisy-Mae. You would think there
wouldn’t be any time left over to eat, but this is not true and I have
a steady stream of supplicants at my knee.
Davide has just returned from the doctors’ surgery, one he shares
with me and Suzanne, and we spend a good deal of time trying
to figure out how to manage the interaction between patient and
physician in those precious ten minutes allotted to each encounter.
Janet reports that Peter will be seeing his doctor today and that our
friend responds to every suggestion in a negative and dismissive
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fashion – a worrying reaction since he is becoming more and
more of a shut-in. Ofra needs to get Bailey’s food from her car
so she takes Kramer with her on this errand – which means that
the newcomer will have a few minutes without Otto on his back.
Bailey is then turned over to Janet for the day since Georgie
already has quite a line-up. She will leave the park with Sparkie,
Seamus, Flora, and Kramer; at home she has Ingis (who pees
everywhere) and Skye as well.
Saturday, July 18:
Hoping for better luck in the play-period department I start out
for the park shortly after 9:00 this morning, gratified to discover
that we have a brilliant, sunny day with lovely mild temperatures.
Otto is unhooked shortly after we enter the park and he does quite
well in returning to me when twice he slips into the forbidden rose
garden. As we reach the green a Beagle comes out to join him and
then two yappy Shih-Tzus come as well but soon Leonard arrives
and the boys began their morning exercise in canine dominance.
Otto, the much larger specimen, usually triumphs but it always
seems to get a bit nasty at the end and I am reluctant to grab my
pet – I have just removed the bandage from my thumb and I don’t
crave another injury. There is one other factor in the mix today
– and it says something about the Rec’s reputation as a doggy
sanctuary – a young woman is working the crowd with bags of
samples from Fetch.com, where we can go online to order our
doggie necessities.
As coffee time nears I can hear a series of manic squeaks coming
from the doggy compound – this turns out to be Ingis, who spends
most of the session in Hanna’s lap. This is just as well – for when
this floor mop is placed on the ground he soon has the unwelcome
presence of Otto hectoring him and the squealing begins again.
Georgie has also brought Sparkie, Flora and Skye, Janet is here
with Daisy-Mae, Ofra with Bailey, Dan and Davide with Winnie,
Renata with Maxi, Matthew and Makiko with Emilio and Vlad
with Tara. My blue biscuit bag is very popular today, though the
dogs do get some bits of bacon from the ladies’ sandwiches.
Ofra is showing photos taken yesterday at Guy’s graduation in
Nottingham – including ones in which she appears wearing his
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mortarboard. (Next on the agenda is daughter Lee’s graduation in
Bristol on Monday.) Dan, who is fighting off Alberto’s attempts
to steal his cap, now says that the vet thinks that Winnie had an
epileptic fit last week. Renata takes advantage of the presence of
Matthew to ask him about the efficacy and consequences of every
medicine ever prescribed her. Matthew says that he treated a rabbi,
at the Royal Free last week, who told him he could see an angel
hovering over his physician’s shoulder. Janet, who has a new
short haircut, and Georgie will be among the guests at a surprise
birthday party for Linda in West Hampstead later this afternoon
– as will I. As we start off for the Morshead gate there is a great
confusion of leads and pets and the parade is not helped by Dan,
who is so charmed by Ingis, that he keeps rushing forward so that
he can video the advancing Peke on his famous phone.
Sunday, July 19:
We have had an eventful twenty-four hours or so – and we are
not yet about to enter a period of relaxation. Yesterday I had to
abandon my pet for three hours or so as I attended a backyard
birthday party for Linda in West Hampstead. I had never been
gone for more than an hour before this moment and so I was quite
gratified to discover that there had been no household destruction
in my absence. But things started to go bad when he refused to
offer up a late night poo – this always means that he will be on
the restless side the next morning. Today this anxiety takes a most
mischievous turn – as I discover when, shortly before departure
time, I discover my copy of Jane Eyre, its cover well-chewed, on
the sitting room carpet.
As we enter the park I encounter my neighbor Lenny with his
ancient Wheaten Terrier, Cleo. He tells me that he took his pet to
Regent’s Park yesterday and she gamboled about so strenuously
that she sprained a foot. Otto is growing ever more impatient
while I am in conversation and when I unhook him he disappears
almost immediately into the forbidden rose garden. I find him
offering up a steaming pile of elephant dung on the pristine lawn
and, while I pause to clear this mess away, he sprints through the
rest of the garden in the direction of the bandstand. I follow but I
cannot find him anywhere on the green and he is not among the
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little dogs at play near the Randolph walkway. Karen is out here
and, discovering my loss, she begins to shout Otto’s name. How
familiar this moment of anxiety is to me – having lost track of
my Bertie, my Toby and my Fritz in a similar fashion during all
these years. I begin to head back to the rose garden but as I do so I
experience a most unusual but gratifying sight. It is my downstairs
neighbor with Napoleon the French Bulldog on lead and my
puppy in his right arm. He says that he found an anxious Otto on
the Morshead roadway and I also get a report on this chap’s own
adventures yesterday. He and Missy took their pet canoeing; he
says that Napoleon went swimming, wore his own lifejacket and
may have picked up a little sunburn.
I want to hook my dog, just to be on the safe side, but I do let
him play a bit with Popcorn and Leonard before heading to the
café. We have a very fine turnout today – it is lovely and sunny
this morning – with Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Matthew, Makiko, Dan,
Davide, Renata, Karen, Vlad, Hanna, Debbie, Wendy, and a tennis
friend of Janet’s, Desna, who is a professional dog sitter. Janet has
been telling me something of this lady, whose husband is named
Anthony and whose current charge, a one-year-old Miniature
Schnauzer, is also named Otto! He and my version of this species
are soon having a wonderful time in play at our feet, with Flora
cheering them on. In fifteen minutes I have gone from no Ottos to
two Ottos.
I take advantage of Makiko’s presence for a mobile phone
consultation and she has soon made the right connections so I can
type in the necessary Vodaphone numbers. (I tried to call them
yesterday but this phone company doesn’t have a toll-free phone
number listed on its website.) Janet and Georgie were also at
Linda’s party yesterday and we compare notes. Dan, seeing Janet
leave with Desna, teases Georgie, “Janet has a new best friend.”
Then he and Davide fill us in on the latest Winnie crisis – as the
elderly Pug has again had blood in her urine and they had to take
her on an emergency visit to the vet yesterday. There are a lot of
Pugs about this morning, Winnie, Emilio and Flora at the café,
and, as we head for home, the veteran bruiser, Zorro. Dan again
gets to walk Ingis down the Morshead roadway. Makiko says the
fluffy Peke needs a red carpet; I suggest he needs a mop handle.
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Monday, July 20:
I have given Otto a bath and, not surprisingly, the weather is
about to undo all my work – for a light rain is falling as we enter
the park today. I keep Otto on lead, remembering yesterday’s
problems, releasing him only as we near the green. He can already
spot Leonard, over near the café, and he is soon off. Caroline
is trying to take phone shots of the two lads as they flash their
teeth in a furious face-off. Soon Popcorn arrives as well and Otto
switches his attentions to the furry white bundle – with the two
chewing on one another’s ears. Every now and then my pet forgets
that this is just supposed to be play and after a pathetic shriek or
two from the Cavachon I decide to put Otto on lead and head for
the café.
The weather is only partly to blame for the poor turnout this
morning – Davide is off to Kuala Lumpur, Dan is at work and
Ellie is in Greece. Janet and Georgie are here and so is Ofra but
the only other participants in the breakfast scene are two of my
former colleagues from the math department at ASL, Suzanne
(here with Sunny and partner Dave) and Ray – though naturally,
with so many of her former teachers here, we also have a brief
visit from Marty’s Danielle. Ofra is complaining about storage
problems as both of her children empty out college digs and bring
everything home – Lee will graduate tonight. Georgie says that
daughter Lynne has taken back her maiden name – the other ladies
all approve. Then a fire alarm goes off (as scheduled) and this puts
a damper on further conversation.
Georgie has brought Seamus, Winnie and Sparkie with her and
so they must share the treat bag with Otto and Bailey. Seamus,
except for one attempt to wind up a passing Staffie, manages to
behave himself – so I do allow him one treat again. Desna arrives
with her tennis racket and Otto II (who goes back to his owners
tomorrow) and he and Otto I have another good play period – with
Sparkie trying to take advantage of Otto II’s preoccupations to
mount the visitor. We are on our own as we make the homeward
journey – never a speedy process as my dog needs to touch noses
with every other dog in our path. One of these is Red, the Alsatian,
here with dog walker Linda. Red often carries his Frisbee around
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his neck and so he does today; but it is still raining and one
wonders if there will be much exercise this morning.
Tuesday, July 21:
It is a lovely, sunny morning and I have left plenty of time on the
clock for a puppy play period. Again Otto can spot some of his
pals at the eastern end of the green and he is soon off at full tilt. In
fact, there are a number of large dogs out here as well – including
an Alsatian named Klaus and a sort of giant Staffie named
Tumble. They do show some interest in the small fry but there
is no hostile intent. Otto has a great time chasing and mugging
Popcorn, who always comes back for more – and today I hear no
pathetic cries for mercy when Otto manages to chew on one of his
friend’s ears. Janet now crosses the green with Daisy-Mae (here to
roll delightedly on the cricket crease) and we follow them toward
the café. I have to pause, however, to pick up a second poo and
since no one admits my dog to our little sanctuary while I do this
he returns to the canine circle out on the grass and we have to start
this process all over again.
In addition to Janet we also have Georgie, Renata, Debbie
and Makiko today, though there is also a standing visit from
Michaela. Skye comes in to have a drink and while he is doing
so he is mounted by the randy Otto – whose humping behavior is
becoming more and more of an embarrassment. Today my dog is
in love with Emilio and he is riding the Pug’s back throughout the
session. (Emilio is pretty cool about this nonsense.) When Otto
is not humping he is snacking – seconded by Sparkie, of course.
Pucci is allowed a tiny little mini-steak but today we also discover
that Daisy-Mae likes this treat and, without budging from Janet’s
lap, she barks out her demands for three of these at a time.
Renata begins the session with no voice at all but soon she
recovers in order to tell us that (as Matthew predicted) the
chemotherapy cycle has reached a point where her compromised
immune system can’t fight off another infection – she is on
antibiotics. Matthew and Makiko are going to a ball for his
hospital, we soon learn, and Debbie announces that she is going to
a wedding on Madeira – when Georgie will be looking after Pucci.
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Georgie now receives a phone call from Jean, her excited sister,
in Glasgow. It seems that Jean’s shed has just been delivered and
she is telling Georgie, teasingly, that now she will have a place to
put up her sister when the latter visits from London. Meanwhile
Alberto is sitting up in his in buggy, demonstrating his flexibility
by chewing on his own shoe – which he is still wearing. We begin
to call him Little Elvis – because it is soon noticed that he is
actually wearing blue suede shoes.
Wednesday, July 22:
Another lovely morning welcomes us to the park, where Otto
begins his day by following Karen and Dudley as they pass the
bandstand. I am able to redirect his energies with the promise of
puppies to come – and he is soon off on a reunion charge in the
direction of Leonard. Dan is sitting on the grass with Winnie and
here Caroline is standing as well. We learn for the first time that
she bakes cakes for a living and that her young Schnauzer was sonamed in honor of Leonard Cohen. Her Leonard and my Otto are
soon in a teeth-gnashing confrontation (“Play nice!”) before my
pet switches his attention to Popcorn – who is just begging to be
mugged. By this time Dudley and Cocoa have joined this conclave
and Daisy-Mae is approaching as well. I have no trouble getting
Otto to follow me at coffee time and I am soon in a queue outside
the café’s front door with Dan and Vlad.
Georgie, who has just one more day of work before the summer
break, is at her usual place at one end of our table, with Janet,
Dan, Ofra, Karen and Makiko also in residence. Ofra, checking
her favorite weather site, tells us that it will soon rain – then she
realizes that she is still tuned in to Bristol weather. Travel plans
again dominate our conversation – with Ofra off tomorrow for
a month in Israel and Dan heading to Sardinia with Davide this
weekend. Stephen comes by with the Maltesers, Will and Grace,
and he and Dan have a long conversation on the subject on the
urinary problems of their dogs. Makiko wants to know if anyone
has used one of the new Apple watches – which also doubles as
a phone. I predict that some day there will be Apple robots and
Makiko will have to have one of these too – especially if it can
push the baby buggy. Dan is trying to amuse Alberto by making
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faces but the baby is still more interested in eating his blue suede
shoes. Dan then returns to the subject of robots – someday, he
tells us, there will be so many advances in artificial intelligence
that the robots will be smart enough to do away with humankind
altogether. I suggest that this is a thought worthy of the evergloomy Peter.
Daisy-Mae again barks for treats while sitting on Janet’s lap and
again I have to select soft chews for Bailey and Winnie. Bailey
pays for his pleasure since he soon has to endure the roughhousing
advances of Otto. Fickle Otto – yesterday he had eyes for Emilio
only. After I have closed my blue biscuit bag for the day I have to
re-open it twice. On the first occasion Renata arrives just as we are
leaving and I have to provide her with the little white bone-shaped
treats favored by Maxi. Then, as we near our exit gate Michaela
comes into the park with Skye, who is eleven years old today.
This deserves a biscuit as well and so the bag comes out of my
pocket once more. I need to get home in order to start a morning
of errands including a visit to Sainsbury’s – where I have to pick
up, yes, more biscuits.
Thursday, July 23:
It is rather overcast this morning but not unpleasant and I have
left plenty of time for a nice play period out on the green. Once
again we make a brief stop at the cricket crease – where Dan is
sitting with Winnie – and then we head for that mass of fur and
fangs at the eastern end. Klaus would really like to roll my pet up
and bounce him along but the Alsatian’s owner realizes that this
pairing is a bit of a mismatch. Better partnerships come with the
arrival of Popcorn and Boo. Otto and Boo take turns standing on
one another’s back and then Otto commits a serious park blunder
– deliberately pissing on Karen’s trouser cuff. I try to tell her that
this means he really likes her, indeed that he now claims her as
his own, and she is pretty cool about the whole incident. It is now
time to head in for coffee and I put my pet back on lead – by the
time we have reached the café there is no sign of Otto’s handiwork
on Karen’s costume.
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We are joined by Janet, Georgie, Makiko and Dan – with Vlad
sitting behind us at his own little table. Georgie already has Bailey
in her care and she will be accepting delivery on Dudley at the
end of the session – when Karen begins her journey to Australia;
meanwhile the owner of Kramer comes in and turns the Tibetan
Terrier over to her as well – his will be a short stay. He and
Otto do manage a little play under the tables and again we try to
discourage Otto from jumping on the irresistible Bailey. I have
re-stocked my blue bag after a successful mission to Sainsbury’s
yesterday and I do have some nice soft chews for Winnie and
Bailey.
I tell Janet that now that it is online I have opened negotiations
with Bookprinting UK, who will be producing some privately
printed copies of Volume VII in the “Dog People of Paddington
Rec” cycle, The Great British Bark Off – I tell Janet this since she
has again agreed to take orders and accept money from our pals.
Georgie is in an expansive mood since her summer break begins
today. She takes a call from Ofra, already at the airport and happy
to announce that she has received an upgrade. Makiko is showing
pictures of the Ibiza villa that she and Matthew will occupy
later this summer – Dan wants to know where his bedroom will
be located. I tell Makiko that I have made some progress with
my iPhone, actually using it to secure an appointment at the
osteopath’s for this afternoon. As we walk down the Morshead
roadway at the end of the session Alberto indicates that he would
surely like my cap.
Friday, July 24:
Somewhat stiffly, after yesterday’s osteopathic ministrations, I
shamble to the park on a threatening gray morning in Maida Vale.
I am wearing my raincoat, for moisture is predicted, and, indeed,
we do get a little light rain as we reach our gate. It never becomes
necessary to fish the dog’s raincoat out of my pocket, for, in spite
of the recurrence of rain on a number of occasions this morning,
it never lasts long enough to make anyone or anything wet. The
green looks empty this morning but soon we can see Popcorn
entering at the other end. Otto lies in wait for his pal, as though
no one could possibly see a Schnauzer coiled on the grass, but by
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the time I have deposited two bags in the poo bin, these animals
have resumed their wrestling match. Soon there are lots of other
dogs out here as well…Ziggy and his great grand-daughter Noli,
Tumble, and a nine-year-old Schnauzer also named Ziggy – a
bobtailed specimen from yesteryear whose real name is Zig-Zag.
He and Otto have a great time together and my dog seems to want
to follow his new pal home – after pissing on his owner.
Also out on the green we have Janet, Davide and Dan – the latter
sits down on the grass, his dark glasses on, facing what might
have been the sun if it weren’t raining. We soon discover that Dan
is recovering from ten pints with pals last night, an adventure
which he remembers only in part – he does remember that Davide
ripped his earphones from his head when he was found dancing
in his kitchen at 5:00 this morning. Davide is soon put to work
looking up airfares for Makiko, who insists on calling these efforts
part of the work of Smiley Travel Agency of Maida Vale. Renata,
for her part, needs advice from Makiko on where she might
comfortably stay on Ibiza in September. Janet is already planning
a trip to Alaska next June. After fifteen minutes of silence Dan
wakes up and demands the answer to the following question:
if you were a kind of biscuit which one would you be? (The
responses are not very interesting: Scottish Georgie, of course,
gets to be a bit of shortbread.)
There are a lot of dogs underfoot. Hanna has brought Bonaparte
and Georgie is here with Sparkie, Seamus, Dudley and Kramer.
The latter has to fend off the advances of my Otto but at one
point things turn nasty between these two dogs and Georgie puts
Kramer on lead. Janet distributes some bacon from Georgie’s
sandwich to the dogs – poor Bailey (who stayed with Janet last
night) is so deaf he almost misses out on this bounty because
he hasn’t heard the announcement; Otto is first in this queue.
Makiko’s nanny now arrives and she takes Alberto’s buggy while
Makiko walks home with Emilio. It is raining. Otto stops for a
third poo, much of which is still clinging to his bottom when we
get home. That means that I have two duties to perform before I
can settle down to my own morning routine. The dog has to have
his bottom rinsed in the bathtub and I need to call Hamilton Vets
to see if it isn’t time for that all-important neutering procedure.
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Saturday, July 25:
I would not say that the rest of our day was particularly restful –
for when I got home yesterday I did make that appointment for
Otto’s op; Linda will pick us up for a ride to the vet’s on Monday
morning. Then I had to put the dog in the bathtub in order to clean
a sleazy backside. The rain, which overtook us as we made our
way home yesterday, continued to fall, increasing in intensity as
the day wore on. I delayed our afternoon walk as long as possible
and we only made it as far as the doggy playground on the
Morshead Road side of the park – where the tall trees provided
some protection. I don’t think Otto is particularly comfortable
in Fritz’s old raincoat and when we again braved the rain during
our late night walk he seemed reluctant to lift his leg – there was
no poo at all. The outcome of all this withholding arrived only
this morning, when, standing next to me and without any prior
warning, the dog peed a huge puddle on the living room rug.
The sun has returned to the skies today but there is a chill wind
and I am glad that I am wearing my leather jacket again. Personal
trainers have gathered their charges in little knots all over the park
this morning but there aren’t any of these grouping to contend
with on the grass – which has turned several shades greener after
all the rain. Otto spots Popcorn heading his way and the two are
soon up to their usual antics. I like it when Popcorn makes my
dog chase him (often through my legs) before allowing himself
to be dragged around by the ears. Otto also gets to chase a Border
Terrier and Bonaparte (crossing the green with Hanna) before it
is time to head for the café – where Janet informs me that this
morning’s roughhousing has left bloodstains on both of my dog’s
cheeks. In addition to Janet and Hanna our group also includes
Georgie, Wendy, Matthew and two gents who have brought with
them two Dachshunds, one a tan rough-coated chap named Baxter
and the other a long-haired black-and-brown doe-eyed specimen
named Bobo. Bobo, it is explained, is a bionic dog, with titanium
rods implanted in his weakened legs. I have my hands full with
Sparkie, Bailey and Otto but when the biscuit bag is closed Otto
makes such a nuisance of himself in his attempts to board Bailey
that I have to put my dog on lead.
Matthew explains that Makiko couldn’t make it this morning
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– something about a battle with those stubborn eyebrows – but
we do remember that tonight is the hospital ball. Wendy tells us
that she has visited Peter in his flat and that the place is so untidy
it is no wonder our friend keeps tripping over things in his own
home. (Everyone hopes that carers, social workers and medical
professionals will be able to come up with some happier living
arrangement – though this may mean a care home.) Georgie says
that she has met the drunk, Derek, whom she saw falling headlong
into a basement stairwell, and he has told her that his girlfriend
has just kicked him out – so can she lend him a cigarette? The
good news is that he does remember the incident; one wonders if
Dan, now off to Sardinia with Davide, has recovered any notion of
his adventures on Thursday night.
Sunday, July 26:
It is again very dark outside and I decide that raingear may be
needed. I am wearing my rain jacket from the outset but by the
time we reach street level I can see that the moisture has already
begun and Otto’s raincoat has to come out of my pocket. Janet
is just helping Daisy-Mae from the backseat of her red Fiat
Panda as I near the Morshead gate – but my eyes are focused on
something else. Out of the park a small mostly white dog comes
running, has a brief look around, and heads at great speed along
the pavement in the direction of Elgin Avenue. Inside the park
an anxious woman is calling “Domino,” and I am able to tell her
where this chap was last seen – Janet says that the missing person
is a Shih-Tzu. Her own is told, “We’re heading straight to the café
today,” and I tell my Otto the same thing. In fact none of his pals
is anywhere to be seen on such an inclement day and we are soon
seeking the shelter of our green umbrella.
We are not alone. Standing under the umbrella is a huge black
athlete – doing his exercises – and two of the chairs are occupied
by some South Asian tennis players, who may never get in a game
today. “I hope you like dogs,” is Janet’s way of reminding these
people that they are interlopers, and, indeed, this in not the only
sheltered place on offer since the café is now open, almost ten
minutes early. By the time I return with my coffee the non-dog
people have departed and there is plenty of space for the handful
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of survivors – today I will be joining Janet, Georgie and Renata
only. Janet tells us that she was in Regent’s Park with Daisy-Mae
when this morning’s rain started – as far away from her car as
she could be. Georgie says that she had a visit from her sister-inlaw last night and that, as often happens, there are portions of the
night’s activity that she can not remember any better than Dan
could account for every moment of his Thursday night revels.
When Janet says we won nothing in last night’s lottery, Renata
says she has had several small wins recently but, “I don’t need any
money. What I want is my health.” With this she demonstrates a
hoped-for return to health by pulling off her blonde wig to reveal a
thick helmet of grey hair.
With the exception of Daisy-Mae all of today’s dogs seem eager
to visit my biscuit bag. Georgie has brought Dudley, Winnie,
Bailey and her own Sparkie – the latter looks wet and miserable
and spends much of the session shivering in Janet’s lap. Bailey is
insatiable in his demands and after soaking my knees with his wet
paws he hops into an empty chair in order to petition Renata and
advance his claims on an uneaten piece of toast. Otto, who has
had no decent exercise, then begins to hector Bailey and I have
to put him on lead. He is pretty wet too since he has disdained
the shelter of the umbrella in order to range freely throughout
the doggy compound. While he is pestering Bailey I tell Renata
that tomorrow my pet is scheduled for the snip. We agree that his
roughhousing ways will hopefully be amended by this procedure.
“Yes,” she concludes, “because right now he’s just an aggressive
German.”
Tuesday, July 28:
We have missed a day in the park as, at 9:45 yesterday morning,
Linda drove us up to the Hamilton Vets on Boundary Road
– where Otto was scheduled for the snip. Dr. Tom seemed to
be quite happy with the general health and vigor of the pup
– who now weighs 7.7 kilos – and so one distressed Schnauzer
was left behind as Linda dropped me off at the park’s Carlton
Road entrance on her way home. It had been a while since I had
ventured over here and so it was the first time I had seen the
wreckage of the destroyed Carlton Tavern and, inside the park
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entrance, giant free-standing letters creeping around a green
turning circle and spelling out “Paddington Rec, est. 1893.” After
an early afternoon call from the vets Linda and I returned at 3:30
in order to pick up my pet. Otto did not need to wear a collar but I
would need to keep an eye on him so that he would not pick at his
bandage. He seemed to get through an afternoon walk in the park
without any problems but at home he fell into a deep sleep in the
TV room, waking only at 9:00 for some special canned food for
invalids provided by the vet.
This morning he seems bright enough, though there are little
squeaks of discomfort in certain positions and he has certainly
slept better than I have during a windy night in which, somewhere
in our building, we had door, shutter or pipework banging
repeatedly throughout the night. I tell Camilla, the head of our
maintenance staff, about this problem as Otto and I now head for
the park on a blustery but bright Tuesday morning. Otto is not
allowed to play with any of the other dogs and he remains on
lead as we aim directly for the café. Here we are joined by Janet,
Georgie, Renata and Wendy only. I do offer Otto a few soft chews,
the same diet provided for Bailey, who takes advantage of an
empty chair next to me to help himself to treats in my blue bag
on a number of occasions. Dudley barks at every moving object,
human or canine, quite eclipsing Seamus in this category. The
latter does manage to get into one fight – with Daisy-Mae.
Georgie reports that sister Jean has missed the last bus home
after a visit to Falkirk – necessitating quite a scramble to get
to the train station. Janet wants to know if we have seen some
recent TV shows; she says that they have literally lost the plot on
EastEnders. Renata says that she has gained a kilo and that she
has been visiting an NHS homeopathic hospital where they have
been giving her things to stimulate her appetite and, surprisingly,
liquid mistletoe. Georgie thinks she had better seek this therapy
too, since she is never hungry – or so she says. The same cannot
be said for her dogs – who have to be re-attached to leads for the
walk home. Soon we can see Dudley, Seamus, Bailey and Sparkie
under restraint. She has Winnie at home and, in the next day or so,
she expects stay-overs from Rufus, Flora and Pucci as well. I hope
she has enough food for this lot.
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Wednesday, July 29:
I can see that Otto’s bandage is loose at one end and, like the
Prince and The Pea, he has to stop every few feet since this minor
physical variation is enough to discomfit the poor fellow. Once
again we head directly for the café, where I turn my dog over to
Janet while I go inside to wait out the coffee queue. Behind me is
Hanna – at the beginning of a day in which it is her solemn duty
to make the world right with myriad suggestions. She tells one
gent not to leave his laptop unattended, she snatches my £20 note
from my hand (in jest), she tells Flora’s owner how to improve the
Pug’s diet with cooked vegetables and she tells me that my dog
is walking funny – something I might never have noticed without
this interjection.
In addition to Janet and Hanna we also have Georgie and Wendy
with us this morning. Michaela also drops by – she has been
fretting a bit about her Skye (indeed she called my for advice
yesterday morning) since the Cairn has been losing weight. His
appetite seems undiminished this morning and in this category he
is just part of a group, including Sparkie, Dudley, Bonaparte and
Seamus, making their needs known at my knee. Michaela is on
her way to the Hamilton Vets – where she will see Dr. Tom about
twenty-four hours before Otto has his checkup with that same
gentleman. Seamus manages to get into two scraps under the table
and spends much of the session on lead.
I have to keep Otto under such restraint as well since he is not
allowed to mix it up with the other dogs yet. As we head for
home he sits down every few paces – he does this when there is a
leaf sticking to his coat as well – and when I meet the incoming
Makiko I ask her to hold his lead while I remove the offending
bandage. Cathy then has to keep an eye on him so that he doesn’t
start to worry his wound while I head off on a series of errands.
It is not an easy morning. I have a long wait at the U.S. Embassy,
where I go to file my taxes, but I won’t have to do this ever again
since my government, in its infinite wisdom, has decided to close
all overseas tax offices in September. I have only a short stop
at the advance booking window at Paddington Station (where I
purchase tickets for my next walking trip) but at the nearby Post
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Office the clerk punches in an eight instead of a one and it takes
her a long time to figure out what to do with all the unwanted
postage stickers. My trip to Barclay’s ATM on Elgin Avenue is a
short one – since they are not giving out any cash today – but I
just manage to get home in time to relieve Cathy. She reports that
Otto obeyed her command to desist every time he began to lick
himself.
In our afternoon visit to the park there continued to be a lot of
sitting – but no scratching or licking. Near the Morshead gate
I run across Kevin (he of the giant motor home) with Lucky
and Jack. It is the first time I have seen him since the death of
his mother on April 24th. I ask him how long Aisne, who had
celebrated her 100th birthday last winter, had lived in Morshead
Mansions. Kevin says that he was born in this unit and that he is
sixty-five. It is the real end of an era.
Friday, July 31:
It would appear that we have missed another day in the park but
this is true only if you are referring to the morning session with
our dog people pals at the café. In fact, again assisted by Linda,
we had a 10:00 appointment for a check up with Dr. Tom – who
seemed to be very pleased with the progress of my pet. In the
afternoon we did head for the café during our park visit and here,
in a sunny corner, we had coffee with Linda, Georgie and Janet –
the latter two almost always do make a second visit to the park, as
on this day.
This morning there is an instant replay, minus Linda, when our
much reduced company also makes room for Vlad and Jo Lynn.
I am still keeping Otto on lead, not wanting him to mix it up with
other dogs just now, and he certainly does find this a frustrating
proposition – he manages to wind himself in knots under my chair.
Jo has brought with her some freshly fried sausage chunks (for
man and beast) and these are gratefully received by all. We have
a number of visitors and their dogs, of course. Emmanuelle, the
food and canine campaigner whom Karen knows, comes by with
Boo. A chap with a thirteen-week-old Cavapoo pup named Simba
enters our compound – eliciting shrieks of frustration from the
tethered Otto. And Vincenzo comes by with Thomas. He says that
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he has always loved dogs but in childhood his family was too poor
to make a home for one of these creatures. One day he brought
home a litter of feral pups, only to be told by his mom, “We have
enough milk for you or the dogs – you choose.”
Georgie receives a call from Dan in Sardinia and she is able to
report that Winnie (home with Dudley, Pucci and Bailey) is just
fine. Vlad wants to know if Somerset is nice, since he will be
having a reunion with his brother there. He also wants to know if
Corsica is French or Italian. I am just telling him about the birth of
Napoleon when Louise, complaining of a summer cold, comes by
with little William and Bonaparte. Jo is off on one of her favorite
topics, producing a tirade against the endless intrusive additions
to property (extensions, ever grander basements) on her street.
Many of these, she says, were undertaken without proper planning
permission – which, however, was granted retrospectively. “If you
have enough money,” she concludes, “you can have anything you
want.”
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By Anthony Linick

Chapter 3—August, 2015

Teddy says he’s ready for a trip to the park as soon as possible.

“A Barker’s Dozen”

Saturday, August 1:
Otto and I head for the Morshead gate, turning into the park just
at the spot where, adjacent to the rubbish bins, we met up with a
fox feeding on the garbage last night. Georgie is entering at the
same time, having arrived with Sparkie, Dudley and Rufus and
my dog manages to get his own lead tangled up with theirs as he
rushes around kissing all his pals. Thereafter progress is a little
more orderly and we have soon reached the café – where we are
joined by Makiko, Janet and Renata; today Tony the dogwalker
(sans canine) is sitting at Vlad’s empty table behind us. It is a
pleasant Saturday morning – with mild temperatures and a weak
sun shining down.
I experiment with letting Otto off-lead – something I have not
done in almost a week. This works well enough since none of the
other dogs present is really interested in roughhousing. But after a
while Rufus becomes the object of greatest fascination and there
is much chasing under and around the tables – until the two dogs
settle for a spirited bout of tug-of-war, using a handy stick as the
prize. At one point Georgie says that Rufus is, in fact, soaking
wet. I have a way of explaining this phenomenon; Otto, before
trying to climb aboard his pal, has had several sloppy drinks from
the water bowl. Today Daisy-Mae occupies her own chair on
my left; she has already had a long walk in Regent’s Park and so
she sleeps through most of our session. There is a lot of protest
barking this morning as our dogs object with vehemence to the
presence of any other canine on the adjacent walkways. One of
these is a giant Husky who has earlier been expelled from the
inner precincts of the café – where he has decided to have a close
tour of inspection.
Conversation begins with the recent discovery of plane wreckage
on the remote Indian Ocean island of Réunion – undoubtedly
bringing to an end the mystery of the long-missing Malaysian
airliner. Makiko says she has been following closely events in
Abu Dhabi, where she and Matthew may be living next year,
particularly news of recent deportations of Westerners who have
somehow violated local standards of propriety. I have some good
news for Makiko – tonight BBC 4 will offer the first case in a
series she loves, Young Montalbano. Makiko is wearing a pair of
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acutely distressed blue jeans and this reminds Georgie that when
teen daughter Lynne brought home a similar garment father James
returned them in favor of a brand new pristine pair of Levis – to
which Lynne promptly applied the scissors. Renata says that she
would have worn such jeans when she was young, but not in her
fifties – perhaps forgetting that she is in her seventies. Renata
begins the day with her voice in eclipse – but she seems to recover
her vigor as the morning wears on. Janet says that she has a
chemotherapy-era wig that might look good on Renata’s head and
the latter agrees to give it a try.
Sunday, August 2:
The first thing I notice when I enter the kitchen to boil up my
coffee water is that Otto has not only polished off a second
bowl of food (very unusual for him these days) but also drained
his water bowl. Given this evidence I don’t suppose I am too
surprised when, only five minutes before we are scheduled to
leave the house, I spot my dog peeing next to the front door. Well,
that settles the question of appropriate footwear for our morning
in the park – my hiking boots do a much better job as I stomp
down on all those paper towels needed to soak up the unwanted
moisture. It is a sunny, mild morning and the park is slowly filling
with joggers and families with kids and a cricket match is about to
dominate matters on the green. Again I let Otto run freely in our
doggy compound, where the ever-growing lineup of dog people
includes Janet, Georgie, Biba (here with Tara), Wendy, Hanna and
Lynn (here with the black Chow, Bliss).
Hanna takes delivery on Bonaparte, while baby William goes off
to the swings with his daddy. Flora is also delivered to Georgie,
who already has Sparkie, Dudley and Rufus – with Winnie, Pucci
and Bailey at home. Otto again has fun with the curly-haired
Rufus – the two find the same stick used yesterday and have a tug
of war with it under the table. Daisy-Mae is sitting in Janet’s lap –
while mommy is having a go at the snarls in her fur with a comb.
The pampered madam dislikes this process intensely and growls
throughout the process, eventually taking her displeasure out on
any available candidate – including Flora and Otto. While DaisyMae would rather make war, Rufus would rather make love –
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throwing himself on the fuzzy back of a prone Bliss and humping
away in delight. When Lynn goes in to order her coffee Hanna
confirms that the senior chow, Chinny, once an inseparable part of
this duo, has passed away.
Lynn is here this morning since she can seek refreshment here
but not at home – where in two unrelated incidents she lost
both her gas and her water supply last night. This worrying
inconvenience leads to a discussion of water issues in general –
in our neighborhood there is a great disparity in what you pay,
with both a standard tariff and a metered rate only adding to the
confusion. In other news Georgie is unhappy with the dentures
she has received and now thinks she will have to start all over
again. Wendy is off to Ireland soon and we wait for the return of
Dan, Davide, and Karen. Janet has brought with her the wig she
promised Renata yesterday – but, of course, Renata is not here.
Or is she? As I head for the exit (retrieving yet a third park poo
from my pet) I can see her car parked on Morshead Road. Will
these two ladies succeed in making contact? I have to wait until
tomorrow to find out.
Monday, August 3:
It is surprisingly mild outside this morning – I say this because
it is also dark, with rain a distinct possibility. Otto pauses as he
approaches a blue recycling bag in order to unloose a flood of
pee – which means that we have not had a repeat of yesterday’s
last-minute incontinence. (Instead he has added shards of wicker
to every room in the house as he has somehow snagged a mat
from the kitchen table and systematically destroyed it with those
tiny puppy teeth.) I have to warn Georgie not to step in the lake
just created by my pet as she descends from a nearby set of stairs
after retrieving Seamus for the day. She says that the newly shorn
Westie has an ear infection but this does not deter Otto from
chasing after his pal (and Sparkie, Dudley and Rufus) as we walk
up the Morshead roadway.
I have decided to let Otto resume his early morning adventures
at the east end of the green – where he is soon mixing it up with
Leonard (who will have the snip soon) and Popcorn – with a
shrill Cocoa keeping score. Also arriving in the bicycle basket of
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his owner is Rocky, the blind Shih-Tzu. Rocky has to withstand
the advances of these little fellows but he does a good job of
defending himself in spite of his disability. (Rocky’s dad brings
with him the news of the passing, in Spain, of Cilla Black.) When
it is time for coffee I re-hook my dog and we cover the distance
to the café with the randy Thomas trying to mount Otto whenever
possible – the classic definition of insult added to injury. Once
behind bars Otto enjoys hectoring Rufus and outdoing the other
dogs in his manic appeal for more biscuits. I notice that when the
other dogs rush the fence to protest the presence of other, larger
animals, Otto actually adds his voice – though it is several octaves
higher than his pals.
Janet has brought her tennis racket as well as the anti-tangle comb
that Daisy-Mae endures with equanimity throughout our session.
Only Janet and Georgie are here this morning but after a while
Wendy arrives and then Ellie’s mother, with Teddy, joins us as
well. She says that Ellie has returned from Greece but that she has
walked into a crisis at home – where a clogged gutter has flooded
an interior wall and damaged Robert’s suits. Makiko also arrives
with the baby – in order to rendezvous with the nanny. I ask her
if she did watch Saturday’s broadcast of Young Montalbano on
BBC 4 and she says it was a re-run (I thought so too) but she had
forgotten much of it and watched it with pleasure all over again
(I did too). When it is time for us to depart today Daisy-Mae is
added to Georgie’s menagerie (making five on lead) since Janet is
now off to play tennis. I have forgotten to ask her if she ever made
contact with Renata yesterday.
Tuesday, August 4:
I have had another restless night, not helped by the presence of a
snuggling pet – who seemed to attach himself to my body like a
limpet. Not surprisingly, when I do doze far later than usual – a
consequence of this sleeplessness – I discover that Otto has been
up and about for some time, though he seems to have behaved
himself. It is a lovely summer’s morning outside, with sun soon
dominating a cloudy sky, and I head for the eastern end of the
green – a process requiring some careful deviation since there
is a tractor out here, running over the grass in ever decreasing
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circles. The morning doggy group out here has been augmented
by a large contingent in the care of the Asian dog walker. Harold
and Maggie, the Scotties, are here, so is Bruno, and Otto soon
discovers a delightful opponent in a curly-haired little fellow
named Boris. Popcorn is not at all resentful, however, since he
repeatedly takes advantage of Otto’s preoccupation with Boris to
mount my pet.
Maxi gives me a lovely greeting as I join the coffee queue behind
Renata. The latter is a bit worried about her pet, who seems to be
losing weight and eating more than usual, but he has a trip to the
vet’s scheduled (tooth-cleaning) so she plans to ask for further
investigation. We sit down with Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Suzanne
and partner David, and, after a few minutes, a returning Karen.
Of course there is a grand reunion with Dudley, who spends the
rest of the session in his mommy’s lap. In a far corner four people
are having breakfast in the company of a lone Jack Russell,
whose name is Lola. Otto would like to make her into a play pal
as well; the same cannot be said for Daisy-Mae, who offers her
usual greeting to any newcomer in a furious face-off. Near the
end of our session Michaela comes in with Skye and we learn the
outcome of her own research into the sources of her dog’s weight
loss. Skye, the vets have now determined, is actually diabetic.
Karen gives us a report on her Australian holiday – with more
travel to come as early as this weekend, when she flies to Houston.
She has brought with her some delicious chocolate biscuits with
raspberry filling and she is also able to report that the purchase
of her investment flat was completed in her absence and that the
decorators have already been at work. Suzanne asks me if I have
received my invitation to the annual reception of the board of
trustees of the American School – which will be held at the Globe
Theater. I have not – and she promises to investigate. Renata, who
is sitting next to me, says, “I have chemo-brain today – I have
forgotten the name of that gentleman over there.” “It’s Vlad,” I
tell her. “No,” she protests, “it’s not Red, it’s Vlad.” It turns out
that she and Janet did not make contact two days ago and Janet
promises to bring two things with her to the park tomorrow – a
beautifully groomed Shih-Tzu and a silvery wig.
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Wednesday, August 5:
Otto and I leave behind both Cathy and John The Window Cleaner
as we head for the park on a gray but mild Wednesday morning;
every now and then the sun breaks through and we have a sudden
blast of really warm air, but this phenomenon is, in fact, rare.
Makiko is heading our way with Alberto and Emilio and we walk
with them a bit along the Morshead roadway. She says that today
is Matthew’s last day in residency and that he will assume his
consultancy title tomorrow – she adds that when they got married
he predicted that it would take him five years to qualify; it took
closer to ten. Heading our way is Bonaparte and his entire family
and when Makiko stops to chat with them I release my dog to
cross the green in search of his play pals.
There is a good deal of spirited activity out here, with Barney,
Rocky and Dudley on the scene – but Otto’s chief preoccupation
is first with Popcorn and then with a new contender, a lively
Tibetan Terrier named Lucky. The latter, here with a little girl,
follows us when it is time to head for the café, repeatedly rushing
over to see what his new pal is doing here. Our morning group
includes Janet, Georgie and Wendy – with Vlad at one little table
and Tracy at another. Tracy has the care of Renata’s Maxi today
and also a senior Lab named Skippy. Otto follows Skippy around
and seems besotted with the large fellow, sitting in his shadow
and imitating his postures – when he is not begging for treats.
Georgie has brought Sparkie, Seamus and Winnie this morning; it
has been a while since we have seen Dan and Davide’s Pug – she
looks well. Tracy is having a full English at her corner table and
she soon has the company of all these animals; Georgie tells her
not give anything to Seamus but she has to give him something –
since she can’t bear to leave him out.
Janet says that she made the long journey to the groomer
yesterday – only to be reminded that Daisy-Mae’s appointment is
tomorrow. I tell Vlad that I have received his invitation to join him
on LinkedIn but that I have avoided entering this world so far. He
says that such an invitation was sent out to all his mobile phone
contacts by mistake. This gives me the opportunity of repeating a
recently broadcast mobile phone joke by the dangerous Scottish
comedian, Frankie Boyle. Frankie says that he has heard others
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suggesting that Apple founder Steve Jobs died much too soon but,
from an another perspective, this can also be seen as a metaphor
for Apple’s attitude toward battery life. (I have to charge my
iPhone every three days, even if I haven’t used it.) Wendy says
that, assisted by Suzanne and David, she cut limbs from a tree
in her back yard yesterday and that her arms are sore. Georgie
and Tracy agree that, since living alone, they never cook for
themselves. “My oven has never been cleaner,” Georgie boasts,
“though I do have to dust it on occasion.” As we leave, Otto’s lead
becomes tangled in Winnie’s and I find it easier to release him
altogether. That’s just as well because he needs to rush out to the
center of the green in order to greet Hugo the Beagle.
Thursday, August 6:
I should have remembered that Cathy replaces the toilet roll on
its intended wall mount – I never keep it this low to the ground
for obvious reasons, reasons that I am reminded of all over again
when I encounter a white blizzard on the bathroom floor and at a
number of additional sites in the house as well. We had a little rain
last night and it is still somewhat gray as Otto and I head for the
park this morning. When I release my puppy he rushes forward
to make friends with Munch, the Husky, and these two chase one
another in the direction of the cricket crease. Then Popcorn is
spotted at the eastern end of the green and I am soon watching a
monumental wrestling match. Otto appears to be the dominant
character at such moments but the Cavachon’s sharp teeth have
their effect as well – for when I try to separate the dogs I notice
that Otto again has a blood-stained cheek. I end up holding the
dog’s collar only – the dog is still engaged in his epic play period
– but I want to head for the café now because it will be open now
and, also, a light rain is falling.
The park is a blissfully quiet place these days – no school groups
and many people away on holiday – but our doggy compound is
almost too quiet. Janet and Georgie are here and Wendy arrives a
little later; Tracy is also here at a corner table with Skippy and a
full English. But that’s it! Georgie has brought with her a Madeira
cake, brought back from the island in question by Debbie – whose
Pucci Georgie has been looking after for a week. Georgie is
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looking forward to a trip to Paris with sister Jean next week but
Janet is already planning another big cruise at Christmas. She tells
us that she has a date tonight – well, she is going to the theater
with Stephen (just passing by), the owner of the Maltesers Will
and Grace. Tracy has a real date, one secured with the assistance
of the Internet, and she is full of anxieties over this encounter.
We Emmerdale watchers will have to wait anxiously for tonight’s
episodes to see if the death toll will rise – Georgie says that there
is definitely one cast member who won’t be returning. Emmerdale
has made a minor specialty of cast changes via falling objects.
Once it was a plane, now a helicopter. Of course we soon discover
that today is the seventieth anniversary of the world’s worst falling
object, the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima.
Daisy-Mae usually accepts one full-sized biscuit these days, and
so she does today. Seamus is allowed only one. But Sparkie, Otto
and Winnie are repeat fressers, though I restrict Winnie to tiny
portions. There is a lot of interest in the passing canine parade and
again I note that Otto does now join in when the barking barrage
begins – though it seems that his voice hasn’t changed yet for the
best he can manage at such moments is a bit of falsetto shrieking.
Matters are also complicated as we make our way home today.
First Otto manages to get his lead hopeless entangled in that of
Skippy. Then he has to check out Emilio – whom we encounter
in front of the clubhouse. Matthew says that, as of today, he is
technically unemployed. I do congratulate him, however, on being
an unemployed consultant and not an unemployed registrar. (He
says he soon has a three-month locum job in Chertsey.) Otto,
falling far behind the others after this interlude, now squats for
a second poo – much of which never makes it out of his clogged
backside. I am thinking that I know where there is plenty of handy
toilet paper in my house but after several goes with a stick I give
up and bite the bullet… when we get home it is straight into the
bathtub with this rascal.
Friday, August 7:
Sometime in the early hours Otto throws up at the foot of the
bed; I think he hasn’t done a good job of digesting some plastic
processed treat that I gave him yesterday. He seems entirely
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unaffected by the incident as we head for the park on a sunny and
pleasant Friday morning. There seems to be no canine activity
whatsoever on the green itself and Otto is scanning the scene with
growing anxiety but just as we are about to make an early visit
to the café I spot Popcorn entering the park along the Randolph
roadway and these two dogs now enjoy a spirited five-minute
play period. As I wait in the coffee queue a few minutes later I am
surprised to see my pet rushing in to join me – he has obviously
escaped when Renata opened the gate.
In addition to our German friend we also have Georgie, Janet,
Makiko, Matthew and the latter’s nephew, Lorenzo. Georgie and
I spend some time counting corpses as the death toll continues
to grow on Emmerdale. Then the conversation shifts to the
omnipresent Camila, who dominates the local news with her
attempts to escape any responsibility for the collapse of her
charity, Kids’ Company. In fact there is an argument for blaming
those public officials, even including the prime minister, for
allowing the creation of a private empire (partly financed by
public funds) to deal with a massive number of impoverished
children in south London – without proper oversight or
accountability. Renata now claims that she reported her hospital
gynecologist, years ago, for an exam without the presence of
a nurse – another instance of improper supervision. (Janet has
finally succeeded in passing on the famous wig today.) Makiko
can now report that Alberto (who is riding on his dad’s shoulders)
is now crawling at home – but that Emilio is not exactly thrilled
with sharing floor space with the infant.
Emilio is only one of the animals who have to withstand the
playful advances of my dog – Otto also leaps on the backs of
Winnie and Bailey as well and eventually I have to put him on
lead in order to give the elderly Cavalier some peace. Once again
Otto joins the other dogs in their intemperate vocal protests when
other canines come too near their native territory. This is a matter
of some amusement to the others since my dog can’t rally bark
properly yet and manages only a high-pitched shriek. When it is
time to leave Jo Lynn comes in with Tilly and she joins us in our
walk along the Morshead roadway. After getting his lead tangled
up with the other dogs Otto trots along peacefully. Near the gate
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I encounter the jogging presence of my old English department
colleague, Keith, and then Tracy, just arriving with Skippy,
who says she has had a four-hour telephone conversation with
the Internet date she will meet for the first time tomorrow. As I
stroll down the Morshead Road pavement there are a number of
interruptions as people pause to greet my pet – first one of the
cleaners, then Rowena and Julia. By this time I have convinced
myself that Otto has been sufficiently exercised and that we are in
for a quiet day at home.
Saturday, August 8:
Otto did seem to have a rather quiet day at home yesterday,
though there was a good deal of upset when I went off to a
doctor’s appointment in the late afternoon and I notice that he has
begun today’s mischief by fishing poo poo bags out of my pants
pocket in order to scatter the tattered shreds throughout the house.
On the way to the park we pass Georgie – who needs to make
a rare weekend pickup of little Seamus. Inside the Rec we head
for the green and Otto makes a joyous charge across the cricket
crease – searching the horizon as he hunts for any of his play pals.
Unfortunately none are present and the pup ends up in a small
group of barking strangers including the bruiser, Tumble. This
super-sized Staffie (or so he seems) is not too aggressive but he so
outweighs Otto that I am afraid of some unintentional squashing.
The little boy who accompanies Tumble secures his pet on a stout
lead and drags him away – but Otto insists on pursuing him and I
have to put my dog on lead as well. Janet is just crossing the green
(with Daisy-Mae) on her way to the café and we join them. Poor
Otto has not had much in the way of exercise this morning.
When we reach the café we join a small grouping that includes
Georgie (with Seamus, Sparkie and Flora), Janet, Debbie (with
Pucci) and, eventually, Karen –with Dudley. Otto tries it on with
a number of these animals –Sparkie, Flora and Dudley among
them – but there is no joy. Sparkie jumps into my lap to escape
the attentions of my pet and the other dogs all find ways to escape
as well. Thereafter Otto takes several sloppy drinks from the
water bowl and joins the biscuit queue. Then he is taken up into
Karen’s lap for a glorious cuddle, though he had better not get
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too comfortable here – for tonight Dudley will be passed on to
Georgie as well as Karen heads for Houston on a business trip.
Debbie begins the morning’s conversation with an account of her
week in Madeira, which she seems to have enjoyed considerably.
Then she has much to add to a topic introduced by Janet and
one that seems to be sending a frisson of excitement throughout
the canine society of Paddington Rec. This is the news that the
Asian dog walker, whose charges include Harold, Maggie and
Bruno among many others, is, in fact, an ex-madam, a brothel
keeper from Salisbury who has been imprisoned for, among
other things, exploiting under-age girls in seedy scenes of
prostitution. Myra Forde, Madame Ling-Ling as she was known
in her former career, is a 67 year-old Filipina who has been in the
news of late since it is alleged that she may have supplied rentboys to former prime minister Ted Heath – himself the subject
this week of a posthumous investigation into his involvement
in pedophile activities many years ago. This is all very sordid
fodder for our breakfast conversation and it quite drives from the
agenda the usual comments on the continuing martyrdom (and
self-congratulation) of that empress of the charity world, Camila
Batmanghelidjh. Debbie concludes proceedings by demonstrating
to me that, indeed, technology is our friend. She does this after
an eagle-eyed survey of the green scene – which requires her to
send an immediate text to the owner of Rocky, the blind Shih-Tzu,
“Your dog has just done a poo. Please pick up.”
Sunday, August 9:
Otto is seven months old today. He has spent rather a restless
night for I have left a window open and his acute hearing has
picked up so many new nighttime sounds that for twenty minutes
or so he has had to mutter in disapproval from his perch on the
bed. Today it is a lovely, bright and sunny morning and we start
off for the park in a timely fashion – and then have to retreat just
a bit. This is because I note, just before we descend the stairs, that
Otto has brought with him Fritz’s old monkey, the one that still
manages, after all these years, to utter the immortal line, “You’ve
got it, tough guy!” whenever it is squeezed in the right place. So
I have to re-open the door in order to leave the toy behind and
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then we are free to head for the park. But there is a problem here
too since the early morning cricketers, perhaps buoyed up by
England’s easy seizure of the Ashes yesterday, are already at work
on the green.
This means that there will be no play period out here this morning
– though both Popcorn and Leonard manage to cast wistful
glances in our direction as they pass the doggy compound at the
café. There is a far more respectable turnout this morning – Janet,
Georgie, Renata, Dan, Hanna, Debbie, Matthew and Makiko.
Otto, deprived of his early morning exercise, tries it on with Rufus
and Kramer, both in Georgie’s custody today, but there is little
joy here. My pet does manage to get down quite an assortment
of biscuits. Winnie does too but I have to tell her that taking her
harness off in mid-course doesn’t fool me a bit: I know it’s still
the same greedy Pug. Little Pucci is also dancing at me feet and
I do manage to find some tiny scraps for the smallest Yorkie.
There is also a lot of barking this morning – partly because other
dog owners have paused for a chat just outside our gate and the
proximity of their dogs excites the protest vote in our animals.
When we can hear one another over this din the chief topic, as
often, is travel. Dan tells us about his recent holiday in Sardinia
and Debbie seems to sell Renata on the idea of a holiday in
Madeira – indeed she undertakes the assignment of looking for
travel details and hotels for our German friend. Renata has been
complaining of vision problems (cataracts?) and she can now tell
us that a specialist in this condition was visited on Friday. No,
she doesn’t have cataracts, she can now tell us, but the specialist
did note one problem: for the last three weeks she has been
wearing her right contact lens in her left eye and vice versa. I get
a chance to confer with Makiko on last night’s episode of Young
Montalbano and we bring Dan up to date on the activities of the
park’s Filipina madam/dog walker. In fact, so someone has read,
Madame Ling-Ling is giving up the latter activity. As we get up to
head for home I warn Georgie that she may suddenly have a new
set of canine clients.
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Monday, August 10:
Otto has a good look at the lineup on the opposite side of the
green before beginning his manic charge across the intervening
space. I would like him to reserve his energies for contests of
domination with his little pals, Popcorn and Leonard especially –
and both of these little chaps do enjoy his attentions, but Otto is
just as happy to mix it up with the big bruisers as well. Once again
he charges the giant Tumble and Alaska, the White Alsatian, can’t
get enough of my little fellow. Alaska’s owner suggests that Otto’s
popularity is an aftereffect of his recent surgery and that his allure,
even for male dogs, may take several weeks to wear off – after all,
Bailey’s ambiguous signals never left him. Eventually I put my
dog on lead in order to head in for coffee – but we are pursued by
Poppy and there is an unhappy sequel. Otto has, so far, been too
excited to poo but he is just settling down to the task when he is
broadsided by his little pal – who also manages to roll over on top
of the offending matter.
I can see Linda, heading our way with Pepper and Chica, in
conversation with Louise, here with Napoleon – as I head for
the coffee counter. There is only one barista on duty and it takes
some time for me to return to our table with my coffee. Here
I find Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide and Renata – Linda never
takes a seat since Chica can’t be trusted with the other dogs and
evidently dislikes Maxi in particular; Renata is mightily offended
at this disclosure. Curiously Winnie also takes exception to the
presence of the little Poodle on Renata’s lap – perhaps Maxi just
has the bad luck to be the nearest canine when the bacon runs
out. Pepper’s shrieking is also a problem and soon Linda removes
him from the mix. A happier scene occurs when someone spots
Rufus’s owner, Melanie, making her way toward us after getting
off the plane from Toronto. There is a joyous reunion out on the
green.
Melanie tells us that her luggage has been lost – but at least the
airline says they know where it is. She seems exhausted and
wants a day-long nap; her work as a teacher of media studies
begins again tomorrow. Davide, off to Accra tomorrow, says that
he was the first to spot Madame Ling-Ling photos in the tabloids
but that Dan had said he was just making it all up. Georgie says
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that sister Jean arrives tonight and that the two are off to Paris
on Wednesday. This means that Janet will have five canine
houseguests for a few days – though Dan volunteers to take
some of the overflow. Meanwhile, on Davide’s recommendation,
Taormina has been added to Madeira as a potential site for
Renata’s famous holiday. I need to make an early departure, with
a number of errands to run, including a visit to Julie the osteopath,
who is also visiting Taormina next week. My departure for this
appointment is a bit delayed because as I leave (not once but
twice) Otto squeezes through the front door (“I won’t be left!”)
and I have to retrieve him and return him to his solitary fate.
Tuesday, August 11:
An unusual morning begins under gray skies at 8:00 or so – about
an hour before our usual time in the park – when we begin the first
of two park excursions. As happens with increasing frequency,
poor Otto has a great deal of difficulty in the squatting position
– the accretion of the poos of yesteryear impeding the orderly
descent of their successors. I just have time, on our return, to pop
my pet into the bathtub and employ the hand-held shower spray
to wash away all the offending matter. Then I have to explain that
I have a brief early morning errand to complete and that I will be
back shortly. In fact very little time is lost as I complete a blood
test at the Randolph surgery and, by the time I have returned, we
can head for the park several minutes before our usual moment.
Before I arrive at the eastern end of the green I can already see
that there is an unexpected presence – Madame Ling-Ling. News
of her retirement from the dog-walking game has obviously
been premature but she is full of complaint – beginning with
the invasion of her privacy as journalists ring every bell in her
building and snap photos relentlessly…even Harold the Scottie
has had his picture in the Daily Mirror. (There are also complaints
that the tabloids have not quite matched the fee she has demanded
for her story.) In addition to Harold she has also brought Maggie,
Boris and Bruno today and these little dogs are having a great
time. Boris is humping Barney while Otto is having a good tussle
first with Bruno and then with Popcorn. As yesterday, Alaska
remains fascinated by Otto and hovers over my dog whenever he
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can. When it is time to head in for coffee, Otto’s back wet from
Alaska’s drool, it is Thomas who tries to mount my pet. (But
Thomas always tried to do this even before Otto’s recent op.)
Georgie has brought Bailey, Sparkie, Seamus, Dudley and Rufus
this morning and the canine contingent in our compound also
includes Maxi, Winnie, Emilio, Daisy-Mae, Tara, Otto and even
Barney, whose owner takes a corner table in order to enjoy a
sausage sandwich. But how much enjoyment is he allowed – since
the other dogs insist on crowding around him with their tongues
out? Tara is a particular menace – since she is so tall – but Bailey
hops into an empty chair, the better to advance his claim on any
goodies going. Renata seizes my blue bag (I never get it back) and
dispenses treats to these animals as well. After Renata describes
the multi-course meal she cooked last night for Maxi, Jean (here
on the eve of the famous Paris expedition) tells her that they now
say that broccoli is bad for dogs – who have trouble digesting
this vegetable. (I hope Hanna is not listening.) Daisy-Mae spends
the session on Janet’s lap, enduring another session with the
currycomb on the eve of her visit to the beauty parlor. She seems
to be a symbol of stoic patience but once she attacks Otto, who
has his back turned to her, and once she snaps at Seamus.
Renata seems to have settled on Italy as the site for her September
holiday – but not Taormina. Davide washes his hands of this
matter – since Renata’s travel mate knows Italian – but he does
look up some info on Jean and Georgie’s train reservations on
Eurostar. I give to Jean an article I have been saving on one of her
favorite artists, Egon Schiele. Highlight of the session comes with
the appearance of baby Alberto in Makiko’s lap. She is sitting
next to me and Alberto wants my glasses, hat and nose. Then he
enters a long cross-table contest with Georgie – as the two blow
ever more elaborate and sustained raspberries at one another.
These noises almost drown out the chorus of protest as our dogs,
on guard against illegal immigrants, bark in fury whenever one of
Madame Ling-Ling’s charges appears outside their fence. As we
make our exit at last Otto has to withstand boarding attempts by
Alaska again and, as we near our gate, by the randy Boo.
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Wednesday, August 12:
Otto is racing across the green, heading for a reunion with all
the other dogs at the other end; it is a gray morning but sun is
promised for later in the day – just as well since I need to go to
Sainsbury’s today. Alaska comes out to greet my pet and thus
begins the usual dance – Otto playing with little dogs, Popcorn
especially, while everyone else tries to get in a good sniff of my
dog. Today some Shih-Tzu twins named Alfred and Gilbert, aged
five, are among the contestants; they are barkers and so the canine
cyclone is a noisy one today. In fact we met Popcorn during our
afternoon walk yesterday and the two enjoyed a second happy
hour – well, five minutes – since it was beginning to rain.
The pretty young blonde woman, Kimberly, owner of the twins,
and then Barney’s owner also follow us into the doggy compound
this morning. This is just as well since the summer exodus has
reduced numbers here considerably. Vlad is here and so is Janet
– but that’s it. Janet reports that she took part of the menagerie
(which includes all of Georgie’s charges) to Regent’s Park today
and the rest are here now. They are soon demonstrating how life
behind bars can be made more tolerable by endless cadging for
food – though only one of Kimberly’s dogs presents himself in
the biscuit queue. Once again our animals make a nuisance of
themselves when the owner of Barney, seated at a corner table,
attempts to enjoy his breakfast in peace – with Tara and Bailey
serving as persistent pests.
Barney’s dad has brought today’s Sun and with it the front
headline we have all been waiting for, “Brothel Madam: the Truth
About Me and Heath.” Here we learn that Madame Ling-Ling
says she did procure young men for Heath, “Ex-PM gay and
lonely but no paedophile.” The presence of the newspaper and the
consequent discussion mean that we have to fill Kimberly in on
just what it is we are talking about – her jaw drops with each new
detail. “You thought you were just exercising your dog in some
secluded semi-suburban park, didn’t you?” I have to ask. Suzanne
now comes in with Sunny and we soon discover that we have both
been watching a documentary on the attempts of five teachers
from China, here to improve the scores of British teenagers by
employing some of the classroom methodology that has been so
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successful in achieving high results in Asia. Of course we are
full of sympathy for these brave but misguided souls, who expect
nothing but silence from a large classroom full of unmotivated, illdisciplined, bored youngsters. Suzanne says these teachers were
programmed to fail; I agree (though they may get better scores out
of this lot) but add that they are also victims of a cultural mindset
that has adopted a one-dimensional definition of education and
neglected any strategic thinking outside the box. We walk together
toward the exit; I must remember to get more dog biscuits and
more poo poo bags today.
Thursday, August 13:
There are dire weather predictions today but it is merely gray and
humid as Otto and I head for the green. No Alaska this morning so
the only oversized specimen to contend with is Tumble – and he
is soon dragged from the premises. This means that Otto has his
choice of wrestling companions, though Poppy is not here today;
my dog seems to have a fondness for the fireplug part-Pug named
Bruno and a lively Dachshund named Sarge (or Sargent Pepper).
Bruno, of course, is one of the charges of Madame Ling-Ling and,
once again, she marches out to take up her usual position among
all the little dogs. In fact she and I are, for a while, the only dog
people present – does this now mean that there is only one degree
of separation between me and Ted Heath?
Of course there is only a small turnout this morning: just Vlad,
Janet and Jo Lynn. Janet has brought Seamus, Bailey and DaisyMae with her this morning. Daisy-Mae has her own chair and
sleeps through the session, no doubt exhausted from an early
morning session is Regent’s Park with Sparkie and Dudley, now
left at home with Winnie. Otto, Tara and Bailey are my sole
customers and I have remembered to buy some soft chews for
the toothless one. He manages to get down quite a few of these
tidbits and then he has to withstand the enthusiastic attentions
of Otto – whom I put on lead for several minutes, at least until
Emilio arrives with Makiko and Alberto. Emilio does a better job
of fending off these juvenile attentions.
Vlad begins the session by trying to explain the complicated
negotiations among the unions and TFL in the run-up to another
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promised underground strike. Jo Lynn is trying to calm down after
a shouting match with her noisy upstairs neighbors and this leads
to a thorough airing of this vexatious problem. Jo Lynn says, “If
Dr. Johnson were alive today, his phrase would read, ‘He who is
tired of London lives under noisy neighbors.’” Makiko has not
even had time to sit down before we are heading for the exits. I
walk with her as far as the Morshead roadway but here there is a
surprise reunion with another lovely blond young woman, in this
case Lisa (otherwise known in these journals as “Little Lisa”) –
whom we have known since she was just a little girl here, ten or
eleven years ago. Her two Cavaliers, it is nice to report, are still
with us – Zara and Dash. She asks after Fritz as I resume my way
home. We have beaten the rain but, an hour later at errand time, I
am not so lucky.
Friday, August 14:
Rain has continued to dominate our local weather and even when
it is not coming down the atmosphere is oppressive. So it is this
morning, when my sinuses are suffering as Otto and I head for the
green. There doesn’t seem to be a soul about so Otto rushes here
and there trying to discover some action and eventually he rushes
up the side of Mt. Bannister to touch noses with Will and Grace.
We now follow these little white dogs (and Stephen) over the top
of this peak and it is gratifying to note that Otto does a good job
off-lead, keeping in touch with our party and listening to me when
I suggest he is taking a wrong turn. By the time we have reached
the Carlton roadway we can head for the café.
Janet is already here and we are joined first by Tony the
dogwalker, then Makiko, then the owner of Hugo the Beagle
(here with the latter’s cousin Holby as well), and finally by
Ellie – whom we have not seen in weeks. Her Teddy takes his
usual place on his mommy’s lap; Daisy-Mae has her own chair.
As usual Otto is looking for someone to play with and he has to
spend some time on-lead because he won’t leave Bailey alone.
He has better luck with Emilio and he gets to chase Tony’s tall
Lurcher-Collie cross, Colin, around the tables. Best of all, Holby
provides some worthwhile opposition. Tony has brought with him
a plastic container with biscuits and carrots therein and, almost
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immediately, Otto has his head buried in Tony’s knapsack. In
fact it is Bailey who becomes obsessed with this resource, even
climbing into Tony’s chair in order to advance his claims.
Janet tells us that she has had a great fright – out trying to walk
four dogs at the same time – when Daisy-Mae broke away, ran
across a busy street, and charged down a Staffie-cross. Ellie tells
us something of her holiday in Greece, gives us an update on the
water damage that has made her house into an ongoing building
project, and, finally, turns to the topic of Peter. She has been in
touch with our missing friend but so far she has not been able to
coax him into any attempt at returning to his place at our table
– even though she has promised plenty of assistance. I tell the
others about my encounter with Lisa yesterday and Janet says that
Lisa has left university because she wants to pursue a career as an
actress. I also tell the others that my appearance in the park may
be a fleeting one tomorrow. On the eve of our expedition on St
Cuthbert’s Way next week, Gavan arrives tomorrow morning and
I need to be at home to let him in.
Sunday, August 16:
The gloomy weather has lifted just a bit as the sun makes an effort
to break through the morning sky. I have arrived in plenty of time
for a full play period for my dog and Otto is soon searching the
horizon for someone to wrestle with out on the green. Seamus
runs up to me, hoping I will make an early visit to the biscuit bag,
but he is out of luck and so is Natasha’s Millie. (Opening the bag
out on the green – why that way lies madness!) Otto does enjoy
chasing a lot of the little dogs out here but he is not an immediate
beneficiary as Janet, hoping to whittle down on the arsenal of
toys in Daisy-Mae’s basket, tosses two or three out on the grass
on a first-come, first-served basis. Natasha and some friends now
follow us into the doggy compound where they sit down at the
little corner table.
At our own table there is a very large Sunday turnout – among
those present are Georgie and Jean, Janet, Dan and Davide,
Renata (complaining of breathing problems), Debbie, Matthew
and Makiko – and the latter has even brought another young
mother with her as well. We have to search the biscuit bag
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thoroughly in order to find a treat small enough for the insistent
Pucci – Bailey, Winnie, Tara, Sparkie and Dudley are not so fussy;
Otto has nothing to complain about either. Daisy-Mae starts one
fight, quite scaring the little girl at Natasha’s table, and setting
Emilio off in spluttering protest. Dan tries to convince Renata that
Winnie can be trusted not to snap at proffered treats as he carves
corners off a morning sandwich. Renata has convinced herself that
a tuna, cheese and salad sandwich on brown bread is the key to
improved health and Debbie is so taken with this combination that
she orders one too.
We get a brief report from Georgie and Jean on their recent
trip to Paris, where they went to a Lido cabaret and had some
outstanding meals. Makiko and I discuss last night’s edition of
Young Montalbano, where we met for the first time a number
of characters who would have big roles to fill in the senior
Montalbano’s life. Janet offers up two pieces of local gossip.
Yesterday there was a sighting of Oasis’s Liam Gallagher in the
park – he was playing with his kids – and this morning Madame
Ling-Ling graces the cover of The Sunday People. I have to tell
the others that it may be some days before I see them again as
tomorrow Gavan (who stops by briefly) and I will be heading
north for our walk on St Cuthbert’s Way. I am careful not to say
how long I will be gone, remembering that the last time I headed
off with my Connecticut friend I was back after only three days.
Otto and I are the first to leave our noisy gathering and I know
that I have a most melancholy task ahead of me – I have to get all
his materials ready for his Auntie Linda, who will be picking him
up this afternoon.
Wednesday, August 26:
Quite a few day have now passed while I completed the entire
length of St Cuthbert’s Way in Scotland and Northumberland
and my Otto enjoyed a holiday of his own with Auntie Linda and
Uncle Rob – not to mention cousin Pepper. We had only one day
of rain up north but there has been a lot of moisture in London
and this, and a new fondness for the garden hose, have contributed
to clear signs of damp weather matting on my dog’s legs.
Unfortunately any attempt to unkink this fur has to take place only
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inches from Otto’s protective teeth; it is just as well that he has his
next haircut scheduled for September 10.
It was raining as I stood in the taxi queue at King’s Cross
yesterday and it is raining again as we head for the park – our first
visit in some time. Just at the entrance we meet up with Dan and
Davide, with Winnie, Janet with Daisy-Mae, and Georgie with
Sparkie and Rufus. I have strapped on my dog’s raincoat, which
he finds rather inhibiting, and there is no chance for a play period
as we head directly for the café. Debbie is here with Pucci and
after we have been seated for some time Ellie’s mom arrives with
Teddy (who will now join Georgie’s menagerie), Karen comes
in with a newly shorn Dudley, and Yara enters our compound
with Luna and Luci – whose new parents will soon be moving to
Scotland. I can tell that my biscuit bag has been missed by these
animals and they have soon soaked my trouser legs with their wet
paws.
I try to find out what I have missed during my northern trek.
Davide will have to go to driver’s ed. school after receiving a
speeding ticket. Janet needs at least £5 from us for lottery stakes.
She has now booked a Christmas cruise in the Caribbean and
this encourages Dan and Davide to show us phone videos of
planes landing and taking off over the beach at St. Martin. Ellie
and Yara have been to visit Peter and the report is not good; his
place is a mess, he is not looking after himself properly and they
are therefore making attempts to make sure that social workers
properly assess his needs – evidently Peter has been telling them
that everything is fine. I also learn that the park has been briefly
colonized by a family described as Romanian gypsies – who were
living in a car parked on Grantully and using the soon-swamped
park toilets for a wash-up. Evidently my former student, Marty,
has done an effective job of persuading them to find another
venue. Tomorrow I will have some news to share as well for
after dropping the dog off at home I head for Hamish II to get in
a few needed supplies. Here at last I can see a mystery solved on
Castellain Parade. I had wondered why the building works at the
former Taxin Thai restaurant contained not only an application for
a nail salon here but also one for a liquor license. Now it can be
revealed – Maida Vale has it first champagne nail bar.
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Thursday, August 27:
Rain falls after the skies have turned ominously black – but just
as we hit the streets brighter skies arrive and the dog’s raincoat
remains in my pocket. We have had a day of high drama in the
kitchen – as the merest tap of my chair on the corner of the
resident glass table transformed the top of this object into a
thousand pieces, half of which fell to the floor, sucking the TV
into a hole, with the other half remaining in place. Linda soon
arrived to preside over a cleanup and Otto and I now need to be
home by 10:30 this morning to await the arrival of the chaps from
Paddington Glass – who will measure the table for a new top.
Because of the rain I have delayed my departure this morning and,
once again, we have to head directly for the café.
Today we have Vlad (back at his own little table and also playing
host to a childhood friend from Belgrade), Debbie, Renata,
Davide, Janet, Georgie and Yara. The latter has brought Luna and
Luci with her but this is evidently the last time we will see the
Lhasas, for they are soon off to a new home in Edinburgh. Yara
asks me for a biscuit and I have to make certain she wants one for
the dogs – for I have also brought with me a can of chocolate chip
cookies from the Holy Island, Lindisfarne. I administer dog treats
to Tara, Otto, Sparkie and Rufus but all the dogs desert me when
Janet, at the end of a sandwich, announces, “Bacon time!”
Renata will be departing soon for her long-announced holiday
(on Ischia) and she begins the session with a complaint to Davide
– since she can’t seem to find any place on the airline website to
enter her passport number. Davide says that it must already be
registered or she would not have been able to print a boarding
card – and phone calls reveal that her friend Julia has completed
this formality. Complaining of weight loss, Renata says that she
has done some last minute Primark shopping for clothes that will
actually fit her – “I look just like a stork.” Janet shows us the
itinerary for her wintertime Caribbean cruise and Yara announces
that she will be flying to San Francisco in October. I tell the
others that I have a far less ambitious travel tale to share, but one
that will interest others who, like me, possess a Freedom Pass
from their London borough. When we were boarding the bus at
Berwick station last week Gavan asked if there was a concession
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for the old guy behind him (me). The driver asked if I had a pass
and when I produced my Freedom Pass he printed a gratis elderly
person’s ticket that saved me £6.60. I had always heard that such
passes were good in the UK countryside but this was the first
time I had benefitted from this privilege. Feet must now carry us
home – I want to be in place when the glass men arrive later this
morning.
Friday, August 28:
At last we have a grand, sunny morning in Maida Vale and I am
hoping that Otto will have a chance to play with some of his little
pals out on the green. I can see that there are some small dogs out
here and so I let him loose when we have cleared the Morshead
roadway. I have noticed that he always breaks his headlong rush
in order to squat for his first morning poo and, quite a distance
behind him, I have to keep an eagle eye out for just that patch of
grass where my clean-up duties must be preformed. Now I have
to head off for the nearest red box and when I turn around I notice
that Otto is out of luck; none of these canine chaps is interested in
play this morning. I can see that he is looking around for me and
when I whistle he is soon at my feet, followed by Flora – who has
just arrived with her master.
In addition to our pilot friend our morning group includes Janet,
Georgie, Wendy, Debbie, Matthew, Makiko and the Belgrade
boys. Ellie’s mother soon arrives and takes a squeaking Teddy off,
but there is no sign of Melanie, whom Georgie is expecting to pick
up Rufus this morning. (Ofra is due back in town today as well.)
Pucci is made to subsist on some croissant crumbs but I have
plenty of customers for my biscuit bag in Sparkie, Rufus, Tara and
Otto. Flora is also in the queue and she, Rufus and Otto do enjoy
some spirited play under the table. A particularly valuable stick is
the prize in this game and every time we look up there is a tug of
war between two of these animals. Wendy is looking after Maxi –
Renata having departed for Ischia early this morning.
I have to ask Janet and Georgie for some information on the
soaps – since I have lost the plot on a few of these, literally.
Janet adds, since we are discussing soap opera, that, on Sardinia,
Davide’s mother is addicted to subtitled versions of The Bold
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and The Beautiful. I tell Makiko that I often thought of Emilio
on my northern walk – since I too sported a dry tongue hanging
from my mouth – particularly after uphill climbs. She shows off
a wonderful pair of new PVC shoes in gray, part of Alberto’s
ensemble – the baby wants to play with the handle of his own
buggy this morning and he also needs to get in some shrieking
practice. Debbie says that the latest local scandal involves the
porter of nearby Ashworth Mansions – who has been ticketed for
using the city’s bins to dump all of the refuse from his mansion
block. Janet admits that she has made a mistake in this week’s
lottery line-up – having purchased five lines of numbers instead
of the usual four. That’s all right, next time she will purchase
only three – but by that time we will all be so rich we won’t care
– right?
Saturday, August 29:
“I think Otto has done a pee here,” Gavan is telling me as I arrive
to confirm his analysis. So, even before we can get our walk in the
park started there are cleanup duties in the hallway – I had noticed
that he drank a lot of water yesterday. On the green itself he soon
spots his cousin Leonard over by the loos and these two, for the
first time in almost three weeks, are soon having one of their
traditional face-offs, with lots of growling and flashing teeth. Then
I can see that Otto is standing outside the gate to our compound at
the café and here I head next, depositing his lead and the biscuit
bag on the tabletop before heading for the open door. I have just
been served when Ofra, whom we have not seen in over a month,
comes in to greet me – she looks rested and tanned, but she has
managed to lose a bracelet on the ride home.
Bailey hasn’t been coming to the park recently so it is necessary
for me to remind him that there is a protocol in place if sustenance
is required – and it doesn’t include scraping away at my arms
with insistent paws. Seamus is also out of order in barking at me
imperiously – but he is into barking at everything this morning
and he is constantly being told to shut up. Pucci is yapping at
my shoes, Tara is resting her chin on my knee and Winnie is also
scraping away at my legs – it is a wonder that I have time to drink
my coffee. Ofra says that she is happy to see her dog so intent on
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his hunger – every time she has been away she thinks she will
return to a pet who is past it.
Of course Ofra has missed all the news of our local scandal, that
involving Madame Ling-Ling, and she is open-mouthed as we
give her the details – she would be even more astonished if she
knew who Ted Heath was. Dan announces that he will host a
Mexican-themed barbeque in his garden this afternoon – with the
lads wearing sombreros and false moustaches and the guacamole
and tequila jello shots already in preparation. Debbie announces
that she will be doing some work for Sotheby’s next week but
another wealthy international family is also headhunting her.
Hanna, Janet, Georgie and the Belgrade boys are also here today.
When it is time to leave we encounter Matthew, Makiko and
baby Alberto heading our way and Auntie Ofra has to have her
reunion with the baby – who seems to prefer Auntie Georgie,
unfortunately. I get tired of waiting around for all of these people
to make a move and I lead Otto on a solitary march homeward.
Otto finds every possible reason to sit down during this process –
and I don’t like the look of that bottom.
Sunday, August 30:
Bottom repairs having been undertaken in the bathtub yesterday,
today presents us with a new puzzle from the other end – a second
early morning pee in the TV room. I can’t explain the source of
this behavior but one suggestion is that Otto senses the imminent
departure of Gavan, whom he is so very fond of, and, indeed, at
8:00 our Connecticut friend begins his long trip home, lugging
his case to the Maida Vale tube stop. A little over an hour later we
head for the park ourselves, Otto scanning the scene in search of
a likely play pal. His choice falls on a lively brown Staffie with a
beautiful gold-encrusted collar, Rags. The latter is gentle enough
but his interest in my dog is on the amatory side and this is a bit of
a mismatch. When Karen makes a break for the café with Dudley
we follow along and I can get my dog behind bars.
There is quite a large turnout today – Karen, of course, but also
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Matthew, Makiko, Dan and his friend Jo,
under the umbrella, the Belgrade boys at one little table, and
Hanna and Debbie at another. The dogs indulge in every form
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of misbehavior this morning. Otto manages to escape when
Makiko comes in with Alberto’s carriage and after she has rushed
after him and carried him back, he escapes a second time when
Matthew comes in with Emilio. Greed is also a besetting sin –
with Bailey and Winnie leading the charge; Bailey even tries
to get on the tabletop in order to rake away at my blue bag. Of
course there is a lot of barking whenever a large dog passes by
but there is also some ill-tempered fighting. I have to congratulate
Janet for her snatch and grab for no sooner have Flora and DaisyMae squared off then the Shih-Tzu is abruptly lifted out of harm’s
way and back into mommy’s lap. Flora won’t forgive however
and for the next few minutes she is active in trying to start the spat
all over again.
I hand to Ofra a pile of £2 coins I have been saving for her. She
spends most of the session with Alberto in her lap. Dan has
brought with him a lot of the candy that fell from yesterday’s
punctured piñata and this and some delicious biscuits provided by
Ofra give the human participants in our gathering a lot to choose
from. Photos of yesterday’s barbeque are passed around as well.
No one seems particularly interested in the first day of the Notting
Hill Carnival today; Dan is going kayaking in the canal this
afternoon and I warn him to be on the lookout for carnival pirates.
Janet tells us that the famous fifth line on our lottery ticket proved
no more successful than the first four lines – but we have several
more weeks with these numbers so there is still hope. Karen says
that the investment flat she has recently bought in Kensal Green
has damp. She is the first to leave this morning and I follow along.
I haven’t done any laundry in weeks and the Cheviot mud is still
clinging to my walking trousers.
Monday, August 31:
I think there may a little Cheviot mud clinging to my boots too –
but some of it is likely to melt away in this morning’s rain – which
is falling solidly as I make my preparations for the park. These
include donning my rain jacket and stuffing Otto’s version into a
pocket. In fact, as we make a slight diversion in order to reach the
pillar box on the corner, it is just spitting now. I have delayed our
departure, hoping for this outcome, but this also means that the
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dog will have no pre-café play period. Instead we now make our
way directly for the shelter of the green umbrella.
The troops slowly gather – Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Hanna
and Debbie, even the Belgrade boys have to join us this morning,
although I do impose a special tax for this privilege. They join
us, of course, because it has begun to bucket down again; we
have been lucky to arrive in a quiescent interlude. I know what’s
coming to me – for I am soon battling to remove a succession of
wet paws from my trouser legs. But with Bailey, Winnie, Otto,
Sparkie and Tara reminding me every few seconds of my duties
in this manner I am soon soaked through. There is also a lot
of canine activity on the other side of the fence. Karen, whose
phone never leaves her ear, takes a seat in front of the café with
Dudley. Stephen walks by with Will and Grace – who are wearing
matching checked raincoats. Rob comes by with Pepper and Chica
– and Otto is quite disappointed that his uncle is not admitted for
a mugging. Later we have a wet Leonard dancing by and Clare is
out there with Harley.
It is a bank holiday and the second day of the Notting Hill
Carnival; some people, who hate the carnival, are reveling in
this dampening day; others say they don’t want to give any of
the participants a reason for revenge. Davide reports that he has
exchanged texts with Renata, who seems to be enjoying Ischia,
though his nose is out of joint because Renata’s traveling partner
has complained that Davide has been interfering too much in their
arrangements – even though our Sardinian friend has only been
responding to endless requests from Renata. (“And that one can
so easily throw her toys out of the pram.” – Hanna.) I remind the
others that in the wake of the sudden destruction of the Carlton
Tavern, at the northern end of the Rec, many London pubs have
now received official listed status so that the same fate will not
befall them. On the southern side of the park, according to Hanna,
the gypsies are again sleeping in their car. I discover that Davide
is flying next to San Francisco and so I will have something for
him to mail for me tomorrow. I note that I could have given this
envelope to Gavan but, since my preoccupied friend twice lost
his oyster card in his four days in London and texted me from
the airport to say he had left his Tic-Tacs in the bathroom (he
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hadn’t), I wasn’t quite so confident that he was the right choice to
undertake this mission. “It would be like handing the envelope to
Ofra,” I tease. Our Israeli friend defends herself – “I didn’t lose a
single thing while I was away.” “What about the bracelet you lost
on the way home?” “Oh, yeah, the bracelet…………”
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By Anthony Linick

Chapter 4—September, 2015

Tara knows she looks good in red.

“A Barker’s Dozen”

Tuesday, September 1:
I could have done without the late-night helicopter hovering over
the embers of the Notting Hill Carnival but this morning all is
quiet and calm – though the rain that fell for much of the day
yesterday is likely to return at any time – and there is one moment
when we do see umbrellas lofted in Paddington Rec. Toby the
Bulldog is just saying farewell to another punctured football –
which is tossed into a convenient garbage can just as we enter.
I let Otto off the hook early in the process today and he rushes
onto the green in search of any likely companion – turning around
every now and then to see that I am following him and and that I
am doing a good job of picking up his poo. I can see he is heading
directly for Madame Ling-Ling’s charges – she doesn’t seem
to have lost any clients as a result of her recent notoriety – but
when none of these animals will suit he heads for the café, where
Davide and Georgie are already seated under the green umbrella.
They seem to have opened the coffee station somewhat early
this morning – Janet is just leaving with a tray of three cups as I
enter. Otto manages to escape as I return with my own cup – and I
thought he only wanted to be reunited with me – but few minutes
later he dashes out when Vlad arrives as well. At least he does
a better job or coming back when called than my Fritz did. (He
does now, who knows what mischief he will be capable of when
he matures a bit?) Ofra now arrives with Bailey and Makiko
comes in with Alberto’s carriage and Emilio; I have to warn her
not to slip in the pool my dog has just created by crashing into the
water bowl. Seamus is barking at me so that I won’t forget him
when the biscuits are handed round – Sparkie, Tara, Winnie and
Bailey are here as well. Bailey is driven mad by the prospect of
some uneaten toast on the tabletop and Davide takes pity on the
Cavalier by tearing it into little pieces and passing it along to our
canines. There is also plenty of sandwich bacon for our pets – I
note that this is about the only meat that Otto eats, since I have
kept him on a dry food diet. Janet, who is watching some tree
trimmers behind me, says that a little boy has also passed a biscuit
through the bars to my dog.
When Makiko goes back to the green to retrieve one of Emilio’s
poos Alberto begins to scream over this abandonment and Ofra
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takes him out of his buggy and sits him down in the middle of one
of our tables. Here he brightens considerably and soon he is being
cuddled by Georgie, Davide and Zen the baristo. I hand Davide an
envelope I want him to mail for me when he touches down in San
Francisco tomorrow. We discuss the harrowing loss of a stillborn
child on last night’s episode of EastEnders. Ofra says that she
found her missing bracelet, which must have slipped off in the car
– and she has remembered to give me a £10 note in recompense
for those £2 coins I handed to her two days ago. The baby ends
up sucking on this bill and a sachet of sugar before being handed
off to a nanny and then he is left behind for some playground time
as the rest of us head for the gate. I am supposed to undertake a
morning mission to the 123 Cleaners but I can see that this must
be postponed – it is about to rain again.
Wednesday, September 2:
Some much-missed sunshine has returned to our skies, although
it is quite chilly nonetheless. The Met office seems to want to
proclaim September 1 as the official start of autumn – ignoring
the autumnal equinox – and it is true that no one would describe
today’s climate as summery. (At our café table the local lore has
pronounced a quite different verdict, incidentally – it isn’t autumn
until Anthony wears his leather jacket.) Janet is just pulling up in
her red Fiat Panda, Daisy-Mae staring out at us from the back seat
as we reach the Morshead entrance; I release my pet so that he can
scamper down the roadway and onto the green. Although Popcorn
and Leonard are both here Otto has a new favorite today – the
black and white Tibetan Terrier named Lucky. These two have a
fine time tackling one another – just as well since, even though
the two cousins trotted around the pack peaceably yesterday
afternoon, when he hooks up with Leonard today there is illnatured, teeth-gnashing nastiness.
In fact Lucky tries to follow us all the way to the café, his mommy
in pursuit, and Otto emits a series of blood-curdling shrieks when
his new pal is left outside our bars. He has plenty of competition
in our resident barkers, Sparkie and Seamus. Daisy-Mae is also
barking – at me – since she seems to have a special fondness
for the savory doggy doughnuts in my blue bag. (Emilio is also
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barking but this is simply because the dreaded Daisy-Mae is here.)
Winnie, Bailey and Tara are also insistent customers at my knee;
at least their paws are dry – yesterday my trousers were so wet
that when I got home I had to take them off; they were still wet at
4:30 when we went out for our afternoon walk.
Assembled today are Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan (having a day
off), and Makiko – with baby Alberto and mother-in-law Cipa;
and the Belgrade boys are back here as well. Georgie and I
discuss the promised return of Kathy Beale (Gillian Taylforth)
to the cast of EastEnders – even though this character was killed
in an automobile accident in South Africa years ago. Georgie
informs us that, after the summer break, her job – accompanying
special needs students to their schools – will resume tomorrow.
Makiko, alarmed that rain may be heading for Ibiza, begins to
check the forecasts on her phone while Ofra takes charge of the
baby. Alberto is placed again on a tabletop and made to crawl in
order to reach some desired object. Ofra also has something for
me – a black sweatshirt that one of the men in her family must
have rejected; it is brand new and in my size and I am very happy
to have it. It helps to compensate for another kitchen tragedy
endured last night – for as I turned the oven off a fuse blew and
it took me a long time to restore order here; indeed, it was only
as Cathy arrived this morning that I succeeded in resetting the
microwave clock. When I get the dog home, however, Cathy has
to tell me that the men from Paddington Glass have come by to
inform us that their supplier is taking a week off and I won’t have
my new tabletop until next week.
Thursday, September 3:
After a day of recurrent showers Otto and I enjoy some sunshine
as we head for the park on a chilly Thursday morning – I have
toyed with the idea of wearing my leather jacket but I don’t want
to signal the arrival of autumn quite so soon. Dan is just ahead of
us, removing Winnie from the front basket of his bicycle, and I
don’t think Otto’s attentions are really required as the ancient Pug
pauses to poo. A few minutes later it is Otto’s turn to squat on the
green as a charging Popcorn bears down. This time the steaming
pile remains undisturbed and I can make my way over to a poo
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box soon thereafter. Alaska’s owner says his dog does not seem as
obsessed by Otto’s allure these days – which is just as well. I am
also pleased that, as I head for the café, I have the cooperation of
my pet in following me across the grass.
Our group includes Dan, of course, but also Janet, Georgie, Ofra
and Makiko – with the Belgrade boys behind us. (Vlad’s pal
returns to Canada today.) Michaela also comes by with Skye and
the Cairn is allowed one biscuit – like Seamus. These dogs and
Winnie, Otto, Bailey, Sparkie and Tara are all gathered at my feet,
waiting anxiously for me to open my biscuit bag. Otto continues
to shower Winnie with his attentions and I suppose he is lucky
that she puts up with all of this without any nastiness on her part.
After we have been seated for a while a woman comes in with a
new client for Georgie, a female Chihuahua named Patsy.
Michaela reports that the scaffolding that has surrounded her
house for months is about to come down today – but Ofra says
she loved it when there was scaffolding at her place since she
could more easily wash her windows out there and son Guy could
work on his tan. Makiko goes into the café for a conference with
her nanny, Sara, but Dan takes umbrage over this desertion and
orchestrates a protest video, involving all of us, which he sends to
her on the spot. (It gets lost in translation.) Dan adds that Davide
now wants to buy a flat in Cagliari but you can tell that Dan has
some reservations about such a gesture. He adds that even if they
do this, they will never sell their London flat. Then he retrieves his
bike and heads off for work as Georgie, assisted by Janet, attempts
to get leads on all her animals. In the event, Janet (who will be
off to play tennis soon) takes Sparkie with her. These two ladies
get well ahead of us as I urge Otto to get a move on – I am really
getting cold.
Friday, September 4:
We have spent a most restless night, with Otto twice experiencing
moments in which he coughed up some yellow foam, once on
the bedcovers and once on the floor. He seems none the worse
for these episodes this morning, indeed he spends the hour or so
before our departure for the park in spirited play with his many
toys and in acts of mischief (like plucking all the poo poo bags out
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of my trouser pocket) as well. When we reach the green he soon
spots Poppy and these two are having a great time of it, though it
doesn’t make much sense for these two to include Dan’s bicycle,
parked on the cricket crease, in their flight path. Once again Otto
follows me over to the café gate when it is time to go in for coffee.
Good boy!
Our morning group includes Dan, of course, but also Janet,
Georgie, Hanna, Ofra, Makiko and Wendy. Hanna has brought
with her Debbie’s Pucci and his famous basket – and these are
turned over to Georgie, who has both Sparkie and Seamus with
her this morning. The latter has to be told to shut up on a number
of occasions but he is also the beneficiary of Otto’s patience. My
dog has noticed that baby Alberto is brandishing a biscuit in one
of his tiny hands and he is certain that if he stares at this object
intently enough the baby will yield up the treat. And so he does,
having enjoyed the experience of feeding my pet so much that a
few minutes later he passes another biscuit on to Seamus.
Alberto is obviously the focus of attention today; he is sitting next
to me on Makiko’s lap and he offers me a biscuit too. Makiko
has brought a baby magazine with her – Ofra can spot an interior
designed by her husband in one photo – but Dan keeps insisting
that another baby looks just like he did when he was a toddler.
This somehow opens the memory gates and he is soon showing
us pictures of himself as a youngster and summoning a long series
of youthful crimes – his bruising fight with the French teacher, his
attack on a female classmate with a sharpened pencil (the teacher
stabbed him with one in retaliation), his role as another teacher’s
enforcer – stabbing a male classmate with a drawing pin whenever
this lad spoke out of turn. We have by now reached departure time
and I can report that Otto, who has heretofore been too busy to
poo, delivers two excellent specimens on the march home.
Saturday, September 5:
Well I won’t have to wear my leather jacket this morning –
although it is so cold that I have actually turned on the heat for the
first time since the spring. This is because it is raining and my rain
jacket is on from the start and, after I have sampled the moisture
on the front porch, Otto gets his attached soon thereafter as well.
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My heart sinks just a bit as we near the green – only to discover
the burgeoning encampment of tents and fun-fair attractions that
presage this afternoon’s “Great Communities Day.” Precisely
what this is – surely not a substitute for the traditional Good
Neighbors Day – is unclear; it doesn’t seem to have anything to
do with this community who, except for one announcement at the
Morshead gate, have been kept completely in the dark about this
extravaganza.
Of course there are no dogs on the green at all this morning and
I have to take Otto on to the café without any proper exercise.
Hunkering down under the green umbrella this morning we have
Debbie, Dan, Dan’s friend Jo, Janet, Makiko, Georgie, Karen
(with friend Ollie) and Wendy. Debbie, saying that both she and
Pucci are having tummy problems, departs after only a few sips of
her coffee. Wendy is still looking after Maxi, though Renata has
returned from her holiday and will come to the park to reclaim
her pet. Otto gets a nice lap cuddle from Karen and spends a good
deal of time seeing if he can get any of the other dogs to play with
him. Bailey resists these efforts as usual and so does little Patsy,
still under Georgie’s care. Someone notes Patsy’s shiny pink
raincoat and says she looks like a Chihuahua dominatrix.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the problems
of keeping a dog in New York City. Jo does this – having the
care of an English Bulldog, Randy; this makes sense because the
American Bulldog is a great favorite here in the U.K. But with
great problems finding a blade of grass in Manhattan, or a useful
doggy day care center, it seems that the dog owner is often at the
mercy of professional dog walkers, some of whom can claim as
much as $25 an hour – even though they may be unreliable or
hostile to dogs in the first place. As we get up to head home with
our pets it is time to say goodbye to Makiko, who travels with
hubby and baby to Ibiza tomorrow, and to welcome back Renata,
who looks tanned and well-rested as she approaches us on the
Morshead roadway. At least the rain has stopped – so perhaps
there will be some turnout for this afternoon’s Great Communities
Day, when the relentless backbeat issuing from the park will show
our community just how greatly we are valued.
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Sunday, September 6:
There is bright sunshine to accompany our sojourn in the park
this morning but it is also very chilly and so, reluctantly, I don
my leather jacket at last. My leather jacket and also the sweater
that Ofra gave me a few days ago – I can see in the sunlight that
this garment is not black, as I supposed, but navy. Otto and I
head for the red post box on the corner where, after dropping a
letter through the slot, we join Janet, just entering the park with
Daisy-Mae. I assume that we will be following them along the
back passage but we are distracted. I am distracted by the sight
of a chap sitting on a park bench with a loose cockatoo on his
shoulder. Otto is distracted by the menagerie accompanying Linda
the dog-walker – including the little and large of the canine world,
Boose the Mastiff and Dora, a tiny Jack Russell. It is harder to
find companions to play with out on the green but Otto does have
some fun chasing Spaniels around.
Our Sunday morning coffee club today includes only Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Davide and Renata. Renata says that Maxi was
thrilled to be reunited with his mommy and even now he keeps
kissing her from the comfort of her lap. Georgie has brought
Sparkie, Emilio and Patsy, but the latter manages to squeeze
through the bars once before being anchored to Georgie’s lap.
Janet says that a friend in Docklands wants to take pictures
of Daisy-Mae and, in preparation, the Shih-Tzu undergoes a
thorough grooming on Janet’s lap. I have brought some cheesy
muffins with me this morning and these are much appreciated by
the gummers in the group – like Winnie and Bailey. Renata shares
her scrambled eggs with the dogs – she says that I have taught
Otto well since he accepts this treat without snatching. (This is
just Otto’s nature – I had nothing to do with it.)
Renata passes around a brochure from the spa hotel on Ischia – so
that we can see for ourselves the environment in which she spent
her recent holiday. She complains that they just abandoned her
in a wheelchair in Naples airport at the time of the return flight
and this reminds Davide that he will head for this same airport
tomorrow – this is because he is planning to surprise his mother,
who is visiting her native village near Monte Cassino. He also
tells me that he has mailed my bank deposit from his hotel in San
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Francisco, from which he returned yesterday. (This is a long way
to go just to mail a letter.) Our departure from this scene lacks
flow this morning. There are lots of people out on the walkway
and our dogs (including all those whom Georgie has to get on
lead) get mixed up in this foot traffic. Then a little toddler waddles
over and tries to pet each of our dogs – her efforts presided over
by an indulgent dad. There seems to be a lot of chatter going on
behind me so I plunge ahead with Otto and we almost make it to
the gate before my dog has to touch noses with Hugo the Beagle.
Monday, September 7:
Again we have lovely, sunny weather – though a substandard
reading on my outdoor thermometer means that I will start off
in leather jacket again. Otto is always fascinated by the Monday
morning blue bag process – as we leave the house with the
recycling in one hand and the dog’s lead in the other. On the green
there is a lot of canine activity, to Otto’s delight, and he has quite
a tussle with an eight-month-old Cockapoo named Charlie, who
is much larger and stronger than my pet. Popcorn is also out here
to greet his pal but I am not so happy to see the black Jazz, offlead, ranging around out here as well – she has had a troublesome
record in attacking others in the past. Otto finally squats for the
first of a number of poos – he produced nothing in this category
last night – but I can see that there are problems with a blocked
bottom.
At the café our group includes Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata
and Wendy. Georgie has Flora with her this morning and Dan
insists on giving the feisty little Pug a cuddle – and then he has to
get up and brush all the blonde hair from his lap. Patsy, another
one of Georgie’s clients, manages to squeeze through the fence on
a number of occasions, but the Chihuahua is easy to retrieve. Otto
fails to make good on any of his escape attempts but he does fall
on the water bowl, embracing this object while he lies on the tiles,
and slurping away contentedly. I issue many dog treats and then,
facing a sea of incredulous doggy faces, I close the bag – that’s
right, Sparkie, Winnie and Bailey, we are all finished.
Much of the morning conversation is devoted to phone technology
– with Dan trying to teach Renata (for the second or third time)
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how to perform some arcane strategy. Ofra is thinking of using
the video function on her phone to get the goods on a rival driver
whom she suspects of keying her car in the Rec parking lot.
Electronic toothbrushes now take over as the dominant theme in
our chatter. I have a conference with Dan on the subject of theater
tickets – since my Swedish relatives arrive this weekend – and
then I begin a solo walk home. Poor Otto, who squats two more
times, is obviously having additional bottom troubles, sitting
down after every few steps and making the walk home a matter
of painful progress. No doubt about it, no sooner do we get
inside than my dog is in the bathtub – where I can use the spray
attachment for a good clean-up.
Tuesday, September 8:
A gray and chilly morning presides over an eventful awakening
– one that comes a bit earlier than usual when the dog (whom
I manage to get off the bed) throws up twice. (Last night,
confounded by a change in our schedule, Otto also peed in the
hallway.) Now the dog makes his usual joyous romp across the
green – showing no sign of any indisposition – but just as he
squats for a park poo he is broadsided by three of his pals and the
process is never completed. The Alsatian Klaus is out here and
he wants to bounce Otto around – so that the larger dog’s owner
has to come over and put her pet on lead. There is also an incident
involving Alaska, who (perhaps defending Otto) bullies a much
smaller dog – whose owner, breaking off from a conversation on
her mobile phone, takes umbrage and then Alaska’s owner takes
umbrage at her umbrage. After withstanding the attentions of
Maggie Otto now settles down to some Poppy chasing – though
eventually I manage to get him over to our compound gate.
Today we have Georgie, Ellie, Renata, Yara, Ofra and the latter’s
visiting sister Rachel; Janet is spending a few days in Dedham and
Daisy-Mae is staying with Georgie. The coffees are on Sparkie,
who is eleven today. Age and maturity are not the same thing and
the noisy Yorkie always finds something or someone to incite his
barking. (And Seamus scores well in the category too.) Bailey and
Tara are more interested in eating than barking – and this is true
of Otto, who seems to have suffered no diminution in his appetite.
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Twice I have to put my dog on lead – when he won’t take no for
an answer from Bailey, who certainly does not want to play. (Ofra
says her dog is suffering from fleas.)
Ellie has returned to us because the park is again part of her
daughter’s school run; she says that workmen are still tearing her
house apart after the summertime flood – and she produces photos
on her phone. Yara, who is moving to a street quite close to the
park, has been mourning the death of a grandfather. Soon she is
sharing the secrets of Amazon-based cosmetic purchases and the
women at our table are so animated by this topic that I have a
great deal of trouble getting in a word. I need to do this however,
for I am hoping that someone will be able to solve a household
mystery for me. When I was sorting my three loads of wash after
returning from my hiking holiday I discovered a black five-button
girl’s jumper, made in Bangladesh, part of a Back-to-School range
and labeled Age 14! But how did this garment get into my wash –
it couldn’t have been left over either in the basket or the washing
machine, both of which I am careful to empty on a periodic basis.
The ladies at our table, it turns out, can’t help me so I do offer a
theory of my own. I remember adding a plastic bag to my luggage
in order to have some place to store my dirty clothes as I stripped
them off after each day of my trip – and perhaps the jumper was
already in the bag, having been forgotten there by some guest who
brought the bag as they presented me with some gift, as at my
party in May. The others like this theory but none of them claims a
role in such a gesture and so, attaching his lead to his collar, Otto
and I have to head for home none the wiser. After all, I have to get
the carpet cleaner out as soon as we return.
Wednesday, September 9:
It is a rather gray and unfriendly morning and I can even detect a
light mist as we make our way out to the green – but Otto is not
going to let a little moisture interfere with his plans out here. Even
before he can make much progress, however, he has to endure
the burly tackle of Terry’s Staffie, Khalifa. I can finally get Otto
to follow me across the grass, using as an enticement the lurking
presence of Popcorn. A lot of spirited wrestling follows but I can
tell that my dog is really looking for a moment of peace in which
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to squat. Mission accomplished, he now has to withstand the
spirited attentions of Lucky, the Tibetan Terrier – who follows us
all the way to the café, amid the apologies of his owner.
This morning our modest turnout includes Renata, Georgie,
Karen, Ofra, and Wendy – but after a while Michaela comes in
with Skye the Cairn. Georgie has Sparkie, Seamus and Tilly with
her this morning – and five more dogs at home! I have to ask her
if she has enough bowls at feeding time and she says she does.
Karen is the only dog owner out here who can’t resist lofting Otto
into her lap for an extended cuddle. (I note that my pet is eight
months old today.) I have brought with me some new ersatz bacon
strips from the dog treat aisle at Sainsbury’s and these are enjoyed
by all – even some of the humans look like they wouldn’t mind a
piece. Renata borrows my blue bag in order to fish out some small
Shapes biscuits, the bone-shaped ones that Maxi likes.
Renata says that her recent holiday has restored her joy in
living – and she says that she plans to repeat the experience
every two or three months. Ofra says that she attended a West
End performance of Matilda last night – and loved it. (Renata
gets confused, thinking that this show has something to do
with Harry Belafonte’s ancient hit of the same name.) Ofra and
Michaela discover that they are both going to an opening at the
Saatchi Gallery this afternoon – Ofra because an Israeli friend is
exhibiting some of her “embroiding” in the show. I need to get
a move on, with much to do today, so Otto and I are the first to
leave. Soon Dudley is following us and hectoring my fellow – is
he jealous that mommy has paid so much attention to my pet?
Thursday, September 10:
I have spent another rather restless night and I know whom
to blame, don’t I, Mr. Otto? The problem began shortly after
midnight when the dog jumped noisily from the bed. I could hear
him heading down the hallway and soon thereafter I could hear
him chowing down – I had put food in his bowl at my dinnertime
but now he had decided he was hungry. Soon, however, I could
hear him pushing his empty water bowl around the kitchen floor
as well and I had to get up to refill this container, from which the
dog was soon lapping enthusiastically. He has somehow managed
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to hold all this liquid in until it is time for us to head for the park
this morning and, at our usual time, we are heading for the green.
Popcorn is in residence and these two are soon in wild play;
indeed, Poppy follows us into the doggy compound at the café.
In the bright and cheerful sunshine we have an outstanding turnout
this morning… Georgie, Janet, Ofra and sister Rachel, Renata,
Ellie, Yara, Dan, Davide, Wendy and Karen. Hanna also enters
briefly but only to pass Pucci on to his minder, Auntie Georgie.
Pucci remains on Georgie’s lap throughout the lengthy session
but many of the other dogs are free to exercise their imaginations
in defending our grouping from foes, foreign and domestic – and
mostly imaginary. Otto always joins the pack and it is possible to
hear his high notes in the chorus but he has no hostility for any
of those exterior interlopers – he just wants to be one of the boys.
Dan, reflecting on this intemperate demonstration, notes that there
is no doubt that the other dog owners in the park must regard our
lot with offended disdain.
Rachel shows us photos of the private plane that brought her to
London on Monday and this sparks off a series of plane stories
– also stimulated by news of the need to deploy an escape slide
when a BA engine caught fire in Las Vegas yesterday. (Davide,
our BA steward, is clearly scandalized that some passengers
brought their luggage trolleys with them as they jumped onto the
escape chute.) The well-traveled Karen says that bad behavior
by passengers was exemplified for her by those Russians
who brought their chickens with them into the cabin and the
Bangladeshi family who set up their own Bunsen burner in order
to cook rice. Ofra and I are trying to figure out how we can
organize a Strictly Come Dancing pick-the-winner sweepstakes,
now that we know the names of all fifteen contestants. Dan helps
me with the ringtone on my new iPhone and then he and Davide
have a fight over an obvious misunderstanding. “Love is in the
air,” Ellie adds – thereby easing the tension. There is something
else in the air and this is my dog’s appointment at the beauty
parlor in Primrose Hill and so we head for home, with only fortyfive minutes to go before his Auntie Linda arrives to carry out this
mission.
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Friday, September 11:
“Looks good” – so says Georgie as she marches down the street
on her way to pick up the noisy Seamus. Her remark is addressed,
of course, to the sleek presence of my newly shorn pet, Otto the
Schnauzer. His Primrose Hill haircut was as much a necessity as
a style statement – for he was well-matted – but the show-dog
treatment doesn’t really work for a puppy who likes to duke it
out with his pals on the wet grass of Paddington Rec. When we
reach the green this morning there is plenty of such activity on
offer – but I do note a potential problem. The little dogs would so
like to play with one another but out here, of late, there are quite
a number of larger specimens who never cease their unwanted
attention, sniffing and humping the little fellows while the owners
of these giants continue to chatter without intervening at all. At
last Otto and Popcorn manage to detach themselves and as the
latter chases the former I open the gate to the doggy compound at
the café and Otto makes an escape from his pursuer.
This morning the line-up includes Hanna, Dan, Davide, Karen,
Ofra, Janet and Georgie. Otto receives many compliments on his
new appearance – with several of my friends noting that he really
looks like my Fritz now (except for the tail, of course). Otto is
soon in the biscuit queue – with Bailey, Winnie, Tara and Sparkie.
As usual, when they are not eating these animals are barking at
anything moving on the horizon. A mother brings a little toddler
by and he chortles joyously as he reaches through the bars to
touch Otto – who sits peaceably enough during this session.
At other times peace is very far from the top of the agenda and
Georgie has to get up quite a few times in order to silence Sparkie
or Seamus. Meanwhile it is discovered that Winnie may have
something wrong with one of her eyes. Bailey, at any rate, seems
to have stopped scratching after a dose of Advocate flea treatment.
Dan and Davide spend a great deal of time trying to figure out
whose turn it is to take the Pug to the vet. With their complex
work schedules this doesn’t seem to be easy, even though Hanna
(who has given me a bagel and a French stamp) offers to drive the
designated parent and the pampered pet to the vet’s – and Janet
offers to lend them her car. Another bone of contention between
Dan and Davide seems to be sunglasses. Dan tries on several
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pairs belonging to the other coffee drinkers. He says that his face
is too wide for any of the models on offer – or is his head too
fat? – and when he says that he had found just the right pair in
Italy but wasn’t allowed to buy them, Davide explodes – “Don’t
listen to anything he says; he is so full of shit today.” Dan does
not seem at all perturbed by this and continues to hold telephone
conversations with the vet as he solidifies an appointment for
Winnie. It’s definite – she’s got one at 10:30 tomorrow.
Saturday, September 12:
The weather is having a lot of trouble figuring out which way
to head this morning. There are ominous dark clouds – but also
patches of blue – and a few drops fall as well. Then there is a
brief interval of warming sunshine and, above all, a brisk wind
blowing over the green of Paddington Rec. Otto is soon searching
about for someone to play with; none of his regular pals has made
an appearance but he soon encounters an even younger puppy, a
black Cocker, attached to a long training lead, named Fitz. These
two have a grand time chasing one another about and wrapping
the rest of us (including Vlad, who is out here with Tara) in the
free-flowing lead. Otto follows me over to the doggy compound
when it is time to head for the café and, no sooner have I opened
the gate for him, then he rushes out its opposite number, which
someone has left open.
They have opened the café a bit early this morning and Otto has to
have a look inside while I get out my own lead. He escapes when
Janet arrives as well but he is content to return when called. Other
human participants in the morning scene include Georgie, Dan,
Ofra and Wendy. Daisy-Mae also makes an escape once or twice –
she can still squeeze through the bars – but on the second occasion
she does so in order to attack an Alsatian, who is just strolling by
the gym. This dog’s owner gives Janet a nasty look as the ShihTzu is snapped up and returned to her place beneath Janet’s chair.
“One of these days, she’s going to attack a big dog who’ll have
her,” Janet says. She is shaking and Dan tries to lighten the mood,
“Oh Janet, you’re always trying to show the rest of us up.” Otto,
Bailey, Tara, Winnie and Sparkie soon report for biscuits and calm
is restored.
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We decide that our Strictly Come Dancing Sweepstakes must be
one in which the punters draw a number, each representing one of
the fifteen contestants, from a hat. (If we let people choose their
favorites chaos will ensue.) The actual competition has yet to
begin but other TV fare is discussed, including last night’s return
of Gogglebox and Kathy’s long awaited return to EastEnders.
Ofra has lost the keys to the car – but she is sure they must be
somewhere at home. She is asked if it will rain today – since she
is always looking up the weather or her phone – and she says
it will not. That is just as well as I have relatives from Sweden
arriving today. There is sun as we leave the park; I have to clean
up the house and Winnie has that famous appointment at the vet’s.
Sunday, September 13:
At about 2:00 am there was an incident on the sofa bed in my
study, where I was stationed after yielding the master bedroom
to my Swedish cousins. Otto, at the foot of my perch, began
to scratch away at his right ear, manically pawing with a rear
foot and ending the ritual with some frenzied head-shaking. Of
course I suspected a flea problem – which some of the other
park dogs have been experiencing – and I also remembered Ofra
saying, only yesterday, that Bailey stopped scratching after she
dosed him with Advocate. I had been planning to administer this
treatment anyway and so it was easy for me to pluck a small vial
off the kitchen counter and to squeeze its contents between my
dog’s shoulder blades. Sure enough, within an hour, his suffering
seemed to ease and we were both able to get back to sleep.
This morning, with Peter and Ragnhild in tow, we head for the
green at the usual hour – under gray skies. Otto can’t spot any
of his friends out on the grass, but I can see Caroline sitting on
a bench at the foot of Mt. Bannister and I know Leonard must
be nearby. Soon the Schnauzer twins are enjoying a good tussle,
one that ends only when it is time to join the Swedish cousins,
Georgie, Janet, Ofra and Dan at the café. Georgie has Tilly (on
lead) and Emilio with her this morning and Otto manages to tie
himself up in Tilly’s lead and to succeed in getting a little play out
of Emilio. Winnie, who has a scratch on one eye, leads the assault
on my knee – with Bailey, Tara and Otto not far behind. Bailey,
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the gummer, hops onto an empty chair in order to complete an
extensive chew. There is also a lot of vigilant patrolling of the
perimeter fence. It is perhaps no surprise that a woman with a
French Bulldog asks Janet to pass the water bowl over the fence
rather than introducing her pet to the special attentions of our lot.
Dan announces that some of the gang will be meeting for lunch
at the Bridge House pub today but, having had one meal out, a
fabulous Japanese feast at Ibuki last night, and with plans for
dinner out tonight and tomorrow, I won’t be attending. Ofra
(whose missing keys turned up in daughter Lee’s purse) tells Dan
that there is a flea on his leg. This isn’t true but now Dan blames
Ofra for making him kill a fruit fly. Dan, as often, is in a truly
mischievous mood. He tells Janet that she needs to pay more
attention when he is telling us how he intends to do the laundry
today and he tells Ofra that Janet knows a lot more about art than
she does. Then he quizzes Peter and Ragnhild on their plans to do
a lot of strolling through London streets today, reminding us that
he is now planning to do the same in Malaga soon. The Swedish
relatives do start off on their expedition as the rest of us make our
way toward the Morshead exit. This process is made more difficult
by the late arrival of a playful Popcorn but at last we make it
home. I have not seen Otto scratch himself at all this morning.
Monday, September 14:
Otto and I have spent a far more restful night – not merely because
there was far less scratching but because we were sleeping in a
new bed. This was the first time I had deployed my newest sitting
room sofa in its second role as a fold-out bed – and this seemed to
work well enough for me to consider getting a second one like this
for my study – where the old blue couch is gradually coming to
pieces. We have an unusual day ahead of us – the Swedish cousins
are heading for the Olympic Village and together we are supposed
to attend a West End show this evening – if TKT Maxx, otherwise
know as Winnie’s dad, Dan, ever answers his phone. In the
meantime I am also expecting a delivery of the privately printed
copies of Volume VII, The Great British Bark Off, and this means
that Peter and I leave Ragnhild behind as we head for the park
on a rainy Monday morning. Fortunately Poppy is waiting for
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the arrival of his pal and these two are happily wrestling – Poppy
seems much larger than Otto now and so does Leonard – with
whom there is a brief teeth-gnashing colloquy as well.
Peter heads for home with sandwiches and coffee and I wait
for Patsy’s mommy (here to deliver Pucci to Georgie) to vacate
my seat. Others present are Janet, Ellie, Ofra, Davide, Renata,
Karen and, back from Ibiza, Makiko. The noise of the dogs is
nothing compared to that generated by the leaf-blowing attendant
who can’t figure out how more humane it would be to clear the
café area before paying customers are seated outside. (Ofra tells
him off). Perhaps, in the confusion of all this ruckus and the
comings and goings of all these people and their dogs there is a
regrettable lapse in concentration – and Pucci is missing! This
fact sends a number of us off on a search mission – with the
general conclusion being that he has followed Patsy’s mom out
the gate. Eventually Janet snags the tiniest Yorkie on the Randolph
roadway and peace is restored. “Don’t anyone tell Debbie,” seems
to be the watchword. I add, as I get the biscuit bag opened at last,
“Yeah, she can just wait to read about the incident when Volume
XII comes out in four or five years.”
Makiko is asked for a briefing on her holiday while Auntie Ofra
cuddles Alberto in her lap – yielding the tot up when it is time
for a cigarette. Karen says that on behalf of some charity she is
giving up drink for the month of October. Janet says that she is
scheduled to play tennis this morning – if the rain holds off. This
is the first time Renata has seen Otto’s new, shorter haircut and
she obviously approves. So does Karen, who has my pet in her
lap. She says that I can leave, which I get up to do so much earlier
than usual, but if I do I need to leave Otto behind. I am leaving
early in order to relieve my cousins from their delivery duties but
there are problems when I get home. The delivery company has
changed its delivery time from morning to afternoon and, for the
next hour, I get only a busy signal on Dan’s work phone.
Tuesday, September 15:
Contact with our ticket czar having been made at last, Peter,
Ragnhild and I have enjoyed a stellar evening at the New World
restaurant in Chinatown and at Miss Saigon at the Prince Edward
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Theater – an amazing show with wonderful effects, an excellent
score and great voices. Linda again had custody of my pet during
this excursion and when I used a mobile phone to tell her we were
heading home from the Maida Vale Tube stop she told me not to
move – since she was just then on her way to Paddington Station
to pick Rob up and she had my dog in the back seat. “I can see
you,” she said, pulling around the corner in front of us and turning
Otto over to me for his late night walk home.
I can tell he likes the new sofa bed since he remains in it when I
get up this morning. It is a gray and damp morning and there has
been rain so I start off with my raincoat on and Otto’s rain jacket
in a pocket. The dour weather and the sight of a school group
already exercising on our green make it easy for us just to head
for the café this morning. Poppy runs up to stare through the bars
at his friend wistfully but for any exercise this morning Otto will
have to depend on winding up Emilio. At one point I note that my
dog is humping the Pug, a sight all the more unusual for the fact
that while he is doing this Dudley is humping him. Tara, Winnie,
Sparkie and Bailey are soon lining up for treats but when I close
Bailey down the greedy Cavalier jumps into a chair, the better to
advance his claims on any human food going.
In addition to Peter and Ragnhild we also have Makiko and her
friend Belinda (not her real Japanese name), Karen, Davide, Dan
and Ofra. Between these last two there erupts a surprisingly bitter
fight. It begins when Ofra objects to Dan sitting in her chair. She
tries to drag this piece of furniture off to the right (with Dan still
in it) in order to insert a chair in her usual spot but Dan believes
late-comers have no claim on this space and that they never buy
him coffee when he arrives late, even though it is their turn. When
Ofra’s responses are argumentative rather than conciliatory his
anger grows and there are ugly words – which will be forgotten
tomorrow. I have brought with me a copy of The Great British
Bark Off and Janet, my treasurer, takes orders for ten of these –
though we do get the inevitable “Am I in it?” query from wary
readers. Belinda is trying to serve pieces of a traditional Japanese
cake, one borrowed from the Portuguese evidently, but there are
complications. First a jug of cream gets turned over, its contents
dripping through the wire mesh so that every drop that doesn’t hit
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his back is licked up by Seamus. Then they manage to get cake
smeared on the back of the sample copy – which Makiko says she
will take as her own (you smear it, you buy it). Even our departure
is full of incident as out on the green Daisy-Mae steals one of the
kiddies’ plastic cones and marches along as though she had giant
green plastic teeth.
Wednesday, September 16:
Otto has spent another peaceful night on the sitting room sofa bed
– but I would not exactly describe yesterday’s record as a pacific
one. We left him alone for three hours or so during an expedition
to Westfield’s in Shepherd’s Bush. I returned alone (while the
cousins headed off for a boat trip on the Regent’s Park Canal).
When I opened the front door I uncovered carnage at my feet.
The naughty puppy had attacked the post – as it sailed through the
mail chute – and torn it into hundreds of tiny pieces. Fortunately
there was just a letter from an estate agent and a National Trust
publication – so it might be worse another time – but it did take
me a long time to clean it all up. (Less time was needed to sop up
an anxiety wee-wee – which no doubt came when he saw Peter
and Ragnhild packing for their trip home.)
This morning the cousins accompany me for the last time as we
make our way out to the green. None of Otto’s pals is in evidence,
though he does enjoy sparring with Charlie the Cockapoo while
Alaska and other large dogs keep their noses buried in the melee.
Charlie follows us all the way to the café at coffee time; now
Otto will have to see if Sparkie or Emilio will give him the time
of day. I have bought some replacement biscuits at Waitrose
during yesterday’s expedition and I now break these into smaller
sections for Bailey. Only Georgie, Wendy, Janet and the Swedish
contingent are present this morning; the latter are such familiar
figures by now that Sparkie spends some time in their laps.
There is no reference at all to yesterday’s unpleasantness. Instead
there is a review of last night’s TV fare – I have to admit that I
have not seen a soap in almost a week. Vlad, sitting at his little
table behind us as usual, has brought some petrol for Georgie’s
lighter – no, he has made a note to do so but the petrol remains
at home. There is much speculation on the direction that today’s
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weather might take – a threatened downpour has failed to
materialize but it may do so later. I tell the others that I have
received an email from Makiko – who is visiting Bristol today.
She says that she is so charmed by the many reference to Emilio
in Volume VII that she must have another copy – for her in-laws.
Thursday, September 17:
Sunny skies have returned to Maida Vale after a day of very
heavy rains – I don’t think Otto lifted his leg once as we tried to
complete a late afternoon walk in the park. As we near the green
this morning my heart sinks when I see another large school group
occupying the center of our sacred space. It is true that I can spot a
number of the dog owners huddled in a tight circle at the western
end of the green so I free Otto – who charges forward to see what
kind of play might be available today. By the time I have caught
up, however, there is a problem. A heavily accented security guard
is trying to herd the canine company off the green altogether –
pointing to the circle of plastic cones that surround almost every
inch of the place.
Soon there is a major confrontation as the villagers register their
protests at being deprived any access to the “Village Green,”
as the Rec management styles this space. A burly baldy in
shorts replies that he has rented this space, there is no room for
negotiation, and he will call the police if he doesn’t get his way.
Any suggestion that the space might easily be shared is rejected
with extremely intemperate and inappropriate language (there
are little kids listening to all of this) and, to make matters worse,
the prince of PE also suggests to Alaska’s owner that instead
of exercising his dog he should get a job. (Alaska’s owner is
a certified public accountant.) There are demands that a park
manager be summoned and eventually a staff member whom I
have never seen before does come. He listens sympathetically and
says he will bring our concerns to senior management and the dog
owners gradually drift away – one has been videoing the incident.
I put Otto back on lead (he has not had much of a play period this
morning) and head for the café. After I have been seated for the
next half hour I can conclude that there were certainly other areas
of the park that could have served as sites for school activity like
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this – the football pitches, the running track – and that this lot had
never used any of the eastern half of the embargoed green at all.
I have arrived just as Dan and Ofra seem to be bringing their
earlier contretemps to a satisfactory conclusion. Also present are
Janet, Davide, Renata, Karen and Hanna. I have brought with me
seven copies of The Great British Bark Off and I sign these and
distribute them to interested parties. I will bring more with me
tomorrow since I know Georgie will want three – she is evidently
caught up in traffic problems today and this means that Davide
will take possession of Pucci from Hanna and pass him and
Winnie off to Georgie later in the day. Janet is the first to leave
today; her building is having a squirrel crisis and she even had one
of these animals in her kitchen recently. Makiko is heading our
way with the baby but she never gets to the café before we scatter.
I can give her a copy of the book for her in-laws as we head for
the Morshead gate. She tells me that, while she was in Bristol
yesterday, her babysitter endured a crisis in the middle of her
assignment and called to report that she must leave immediately.
Makiko didn’t know whom to call on until she remembered that
there was one reliable figure with a set of keys to her flat – my
Cathy, who had just completed four hours of battle against the
dust and disorder of my house.
Friday, September 18:
I am a bit late getting to the park this morning but I am in time
to join the last of a conversation on yesterday’s unpleasantness
– held in the middle of an empty green and featuring mostly
Alaska’s owner, who seems to want a mass “we will not move”
confrontation, and Dan, who doesn’t think this is a good idea.
Poor Otto is overwhelmed by the attentions of other dogs – Poppy
he can handle but Alaska and an unnamed Akita are a bit of a
problem. Indeed the Akita follows my dog throughout the session,
preventing the poor fellow from settling down to a proper squat
and even pursuing us as far as the gate to the doggy compound at
the café.
There is a lively turnout this morning: Janet, Georgie, Ellie, Ofra,
Makiko, Karen, Dan, Ellie, Vlad and, here with Renata’s Maxi,
Julia. The dogs are a real nuisance as I try to complete my task of
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signing copies of the new book for my friends with all those paws
at work on my knees – but at last I am free to feed the demanding
doggies. Bailey and Winnie make do with shards of the Waitrose
biscuits I bought on Tuesday – Otto, Tara, Skye and Daisy-Mae
are able to handle the full heft of a Shapes biscuit. As usual,
Seamus is allowed only one of these treats. Ellie wants to know if
Otto is also the beneficiary of my table scraps at home. In fact, I
tell her, I have been far more circumspect in my sharing of human
treats with the new pup; about the only time he gets such treats is
at lunchtime – if I am eating matzos.
Julia wants to know if her dog Andorra ever made it into one of
my books – I’m sure she did, but I tell her I will have to look it
up. Karen is fretting over the problem of collecting from other
freeholders when there is damp or roof damage in her building;
Dan says he has the same problem with four other co-owners
in his building. Ellie is fretting over the social life of her older
daughter – who has a sleepover at the boyfriend’s house this
weekend – and with a conundrum of her own: how to get to
Canary Wharf for a restaurant dinner with friends. We continue to
discuss Miss Saigon and Dan says that in his earlier incarnation
in theatreland he served as an usher for this show for four years.
Once, he said, there was a special post-performance party when
the show set a record for the number of performances at the Drury
Lane theatre. His responsibility was to admit no one without a
ticket to this extravaganza, which is why he had to refuse entry
to this French guy who said he wanted to make a speech. No one
told him that he was speaking to the composer of this hit, ClaudeMichel Schöenberg.
Saturday, September 19:
Gray skies are gradually clearing as Otto and I head for the Rec
on a crisp Saturday morning. At the east end of the green a posse
of small dogs is already at play and my dog dashes across the
intervening space in order to join the melee. Today there is only
one super-sized hectoring presence, an Alsatian who begins to trail
after Otto – though this time an owner intervenes and takes the
fellow away. In fact Poppy also wants to hump my pet and he is
much the larger puppy now though Otto doesn’t seem to mind this
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and now he is the one to come back for more. There are quite a
few dogs out here whom I do not know, including a pair of Boston
Terriers, but a new pal emerges in the tiny furry tan creature
optimistically called Simba. Simba follows us all the way to the
doggy compound and rushes around the bars in ecstatic circles,
winding up a shrieking Otto.
There is a long Saturday queue at the coffee counter and this
gives me time to study the menu board – the soup of the day is
“Wegetable.” I now have to feed the roiling masses at my feet,
a process that makes a second task, signing more copies of The
Great British Bark Off, all the more difficult. I notice there are
quite a few Pugs down there – Winnie, Flora and Emilio – but
the supplicant who provides more amusement than any of these
for Wendy (and two Irish cousins) is Bailey. The Cavalier is
constantly pawing away at my arm and he uses chairs, first to
see if there is anything going on the tabletop and then to attack
his biscuit in the methodical process necessitated by all those
missing teeth. People notice that Emilio does not seem to be at all
interested in the presence of Daisy-Mae, who is dozing in Janet’s
lap. Her quiescence may have something to do with this but there
is another theory – that Emilio goes into protest mode only when
Makiko is here.
Dan, Georgie, Debbie, Wendy and her cousins, Ofra and Janet
are here today – Makiko is evidently taking a course in baby
first aid. Wendy goes over the itinerary she has been undertaking
with her cousins (as I did when my Swedish visitors were here) –
tonight they are going to see War Horse. Debbie says she knows
another dog owner who wants to start a “club” for the dog owners
of Paddington Rec – just to have an entity that can represent us
in any threat against our rights and freedoms. Everyone thinks
this is a good idea. Now Dan is giving Ofra instruction in how
to get more out of her iPhone. This reminds me that Facebook,
which heretofore permitted only “like” responses to its posted
materials is actually considering a “do not like” option – amid
great protests about the dangers of negativism that such a
gesture might encourage as well as the threat to self-esteem that
might be experienced if “do not like” wins. Well, Facebook is a
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quintessentially American enterprise and, as we all know, over
there “never is heard a discouraging word.”
Sunday, September 20:
We have another lovely sunny autumn morning and Otto makes
a lively advance on the Morshead gate – here Dan is just parking
Davide’s car, with Winnie emerging from the back seat in a feisty
mood. As we make our way down the Morshead roadway I tell
Dan that it is a surprise that my pet has such energy today because
last night he seemed to be running on a unique schedule. First
he ate almost nothing during the day and produced no late night
poo, then he decided to chow down at about 2:30 in the morning
and, with a new burst of energy, ran up and down the darkened
halls, approaching the bedside every now and then – pretending
he wanted to be lifted up and then darting away at the last minute,
triumphant at having teased me again.
When we reach the green I allow him to run forward, where
cousin Leonard is crouching in wait. These two have a few
minutes of chasing and growling and then Otto heads off to see
what is happening on the Randolph roadway, squatting to deliver
a gigantic poo and running along the roadway with Bruno, one
of the charges brought to the park by Madame Ling-Ling, who
is on the phone explaining why it was necessary to call the
police after some run-in. In our doggy compound my sweatshirt
is soon covered with crumbs as I break those Waitrose biscuits
into smaller shards for Bailey and Winnie; Pucci has to make to
do with even smaller splinters. Otto is a loyal customer as well
and then he is taken up for a cuddle by Dan – too bad he has just
had a long drink first. Otto then joins the barkers at the fences,
led by Flora – “Flora Pro-Active” I call her, after a well-known
margarine.
In addition to Dan we also have Janet, Georgie, Debbie, Karen
and Ofra this morning. The latter, after a day of bed linen
shopping, is suffering from a sore throat and worrying about what
to cook for lunch. Karen says that, since she has a wintertime
business trip to Houston, she is thinking of continuing on to the
Yucatan – and Dan has lots of advice on where to go. With all the
barking at the fences I am reminded that I spotted an interesting ad
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in the Radio Times recently. A device can be attached to the dog’s
collars and when he barks a sensor zaps him with an unpleasant
noise – one which cannot be heard by humans but is evidently
very unpleasant to dogs. I suggest that this method could also be
employed at the spousal level. If your wife nags too much she is
the one to get zapped. This suggestion is immediately challenged
by Georgie – “What about the nagging husband?”
Monday, September 21:
We have had a far quieter night as Otto and I, a blue recycling
bag in one hand, head for the street on a gray and chilly Monday
morning. I can see Janet and Dan out in the middle of the green as
I release my dog – who rushes forward to see what’s happening.
Khalifa is out here as well and when he begins to bounce Otto
around my dog bravely rounds in retaliation on the much larger
Staffie. Terry takes Khalifa off and his place is taken for a short
time by Leonard and then by Poppy – with whom Otto has a
lovely play period. Hanna is heading our way with Pucci in her
arms and, surprisingly, there is another familiar canine character
being carried down Mt. Bannister. This is Pepper, who, according
to Linda, may have kennel cough (hence the need to keep him
away from other dogs) and a heart murmur as well.
At breakfast this morning we have Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Matthew and Makiko. Georgie has Rufus with her this morning
and this means that Otto has a new target for his rambunctious
attentions – my pet is thoroughly damp after all that wrestling
with Poppy on the wet grass. Daisy-Mae remains comatose on
Janet’s lap – even though Sparkie is standing on her – but, in
spite of this unthreatening behavior, her position is soon noticed
by Emilio, who now sets up his patented protest chorus. When
Matthew goes off to visit the cash machine it is noted that he he
has also walked off with Emilio’s lead. This would be a problem
were it not for the fact that there is a lead hanging from the café
fence, unclaimed for several days. (Now the problem is sartorial;
its shocking pink color is not a good match for Emilio’s turquoise
harness.)
There is no problem in Alberto’s outfit this morning for he is
wearing Burberry-style Bermuda shorts, braces, long white socks
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and a khaki jumper – I suggest that all he needs is a set of golf
clubs. He too goes off with Sara the nanny – in order to have a go
on the swings in the playground. Dan now tells us that Davide has
ordered a mattress from Italy and that it should be delivered today.
His head in his hands, Dan is mourning the passing of summer
and the long, dark nights to come – for we are about to reach the
autumn equinox. Ofra, who says she is feeling a bit better today,
says that she has only summer clothes to wear to the synagogue
and it is too cold for this now. Janet announces that she is off
to play tennis – and Daisy-Mae is turned over to Georgie. I tell
Makiko that today may be the day when I finally get rid of that
unwanted U2 album that was downloaded into the iTunes folders
of millions of unsuspecting Apple owners.
Tuesday, September 22:
I am dreading this morning’s visit to the park – for it has been
raining for much of the night and I can see umbrellas lofted
over there now. Like so many of his predecessors, Otto seems to
realize that the appearance of his raincoat is not good news – but
he doesn’t run away when this garment is at last strapped onto
his apprehensive body. On rainy days, I have detected, he seems
reluctant to cross the street and this is because there is often a
puddle of water to wade through before the pavement on the other
side can be reached. Thereafter progress seems to be normal along
the Morshead roadway. Of course there is no chance of a play
period on the green this morning – though I do notice that the gym
class at exercise out here today has not claimed the full extent of
the grassy expanse, as they did last Thursday. I do feel sorry for
these sodden kids – who are kept at their sporting activities in
spite of a steady rainfall.
Waiting for us this morning as we cross the grass on our way
to the café is Poppy and, accompanied by a gent this time, he
follows us into the doggy compound so he and Otto can have
some exercise. There is a very small turnout under the green
umbrella this morning – just Janet, Georgie, Davide and Hanna.
The latter has brought Pucci, who, after an earlier wet walk, has
buried himself in his basket – where it is dry. It takes a while for
the dogs to discover me since there are sandwich eaters on the
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other side of the table; thus it is Davide and Georgie who are the
first to experience that chilling moment when wet paws are placed
on your knee. I get plenty of this experience soon thereafter, with
Winnie, Sparkie, Seamus and Otto all sharing their moisture with
my trouser legs.
Davide says that he was favorably impressed by a walk-in clinic
at St. Mary’s Hospital and Hanna says she was impressed by
the cleanliness on display at the St. Charles Hospital. Georgie
reports that she has had a phone call from her son-in-law Sean –
well, he is not married to daughter Lynne any longer but she still
thinks of him as family. (Georgie is scheduled to visit Lynne in
Hereford this weekend – which means Janet may be looking after
Rufus.) Georgie has arrived late this morning and it is noted that
any amount of rain has a dire effect on traffic – as has the Rugby
World Cup, which began at various U.K. venues last Friday.
Davide announces, “I think we should make a break for home
now,” and, indeed, the rain seems to be drying up. As I reach my
front porch I encounter two of my neighbors, one coming out,
one coming in and I can pass on to the latter another hospital
story: Madeleine, the ancient inhabitant of the next-door flat, has
suffered a fall, hurt her hip, and remains in a hospital ward as well.
Wednesday, September 23:
After another rainy day it is time to regain the brilliant sunshine
of an early autumn morning. I can see quite a collection of dog
owners and their pets at the eastern end of the green and Otto is
soon heading here – but not before he finds time for his first squat.
Leonard and Poppy are among the contestants out here and Otto
is soon enjoying himself in spirited play. Caroline, Leonard’s
mom, asks me if I had noticed that the lads from the boys school
were far less pre-emptive in their claims on the green yesterday.
She says that she was among several outraged parties who wrote
to the headmaster of their school to complain about the bullying
and insulting behavior of their rugby coach. There is an almost
immediate sequel as another of these protesters, Alaska’s owner,
comes over to share with us an email he had just received from
this same headmaster – the abusive coach has been sacked!
Caroline follows me over to the doggy compound in order to see if
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Georgie might be available to look after Leonard for some time on
Friday. Georgie is very busy that day but Janet agrees to look after
Otto’s cousin. Others present this morning are Renata, Wendy and
Davide – Vlad is also here with Tara but Ofra has gone to services
at the synagogue today. By the time I have distributed treats from
my blue bag I am out of biscuits; this is a problem since I need to
replenish my supply and I really don’t want to go to Sainsbury’s
today. Once again Poppy comes in for a brief tussle with my pet
and Boo is in here too. This is the wrong way round because these
dogs belong outside the gate and the only member of the group
who should be inside is the escaping Otto – who belongs back
here.
Georgie has discovered that the return ticket for her Hereford
trip has her getting off at the wrong station and now she needs
to return to the booking office at Paddington. Davide too has
an annoying errand – he has to go to the UPS office in Kentish
Town to return the Italian mattress – which arrived in a damaged
state. This is a lesson to all of us – don’t buy a bed in Italy if you
live in England; its dimensions will be unique and you will have
problems even buying linen for it here. (I think Davide is a model
of tongue-biting when Renata says that the Italians have shorter
beds because Italian men are so weedy.) By this time Janet has
departed for another art class – she says she is bored with these
now but the other ladies make a great fuss over Daisy-Mae. I am
the next to depart – but it takes a long time to get home as Otto
has to sniff every blade of grass on the way.
Thursday, September 24:
Rain is lashing the streets as Otto and I rise for another day
in Maida Vale but by the time we are ready to leave the house
drier skies seem to be on the way. I am wearing my rain jacket
(Otto’s in my pocket) and, indeed, a few more drops do fall,
but eventually the sun makes a welcome appearance. The dour
weather prospects have discouraged canine attendance and, with
no one to play with, Otto is at a loose end. I decide to undertake
a brief walk with the lively little fellow and we are soon trotting
along behind the tennis courts – on our way to the parking lot.
Here we meet Janet, heading toward us with Daisy-Mae. A few
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dogs rush up to check Otto out as we continue through to the
Carlton roadway. By this time I can see that they have opened the
café; I can deposit my pet in the fenced compound and take my
place in the coffee queue.
I have purchased a new box of Shapes biscuits and this and some
softer chews serve as the diet for a number of demanding pets
– who soon stake out territory at my ankles. Dudley is among
these pooches today and we also have the bustling presence of
Bailey, Winnie, Sparkie and Seamus. The latter leads the barkers’
brigade – every now and then reacting so hysterically to the
presence of dogs on the other side of the fence that even Otto
is enlisted in some high-pitched shrieking. My dog also has the
taunting presence of a late-arriving Poppy out there. When the
chap accompanying this fellow tries to admit his dog to our group
he succeeds only in letting Otto escape. The latter is soon returned
to our company, just in time to share in the bacon bounty from
Davide’s sandwich.
In addition to Janet and Davide we also have Hanna, Ofra, Karen,
Georgie, Wendy and Jo Lynn with us this morning. Davide
reports that they wouldn’t accept the damaged mattress at U.P.S.
yesterday and that when he and Dan opened it up at home it was
also the wrong size – Ofra says she may be able to use it. I ask
Georgie if she has managed to straighten out her ticket problems
and she says, somewhat shamefacedly, that she has. I have been
thinking about this matter, the appearance of a strange destination
on her return ticket, and I now say, “Let me guess, was the
destination West Drayton?” This turns out to be true – she had
evidently presented her Freedom Pass when purchasing her train
tickets and, for the possessors of such a pass, the ride from West
Drayton to Paddington is free. Georgie, Janet and I have watched
the hour-long live broadcast of Coronation Street last night – part
of ITV’s 60th anniversary celebrations. (I note that, once again,
the soaps have supported the notion that you don’t need to call the
police when you should, you engage in a vast cover-up instead.)
Jo Lynn now begins to urge her fellow dog owners to write in to
the Westminster North Labor Party on-line newsletter, where there
have been a number of recent letters protesting various forms of
doggy activity in the Rec. Hanna finds that this is all hot air and
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that we are so well-protected in our freedoms by existing bylaws
that there is no need to worry. I hope she is right.
Friday, September 25:
You would think that Otto might show some signs of fatigue,
after yesterday’s afternoon walk and an hour-long play period
with Pepper but, indeed, he shows only an eagerness to get in
some good exercise as we cross the green on a brisk but sunny
Friday morning. After checking out several groups with larger
dogs and spending some time pursuing a medium-sized dog who
is himself chasing a tennis ball, Otto spots Popcorn and heads
for the Randolph roadway. There are other little dogs over here
as well and some good chasing to be had. Janet is coming down
the hill with Daisy-Mae and, on lead, Leonard. The latter would
love some freedom to join the melee at our feet, but Janet is a
bit nervous about letting him go free. While we are debating this
Ellie heads toward us with Teddy. “We didn’t recognize you,” I
tease, “since you don’t seem to have a phone glued to your ear
this morning.” We now head for the doggy compound, Otto and
Leonard both straining at their leashes.
There is a lengthy coffee queue but at last I return to my seat
at our table. In addition to Janet and Ellie we also have Wendy,
Georgie, Hanna, Karen and Ofra this morning. Leonard and
Otto, able to square off without restraint, are soon indulging in
their usual ill-tempered face-off and Otto has to be placed under
restraint. Once or twice I relent and the cousins do seem to be able
to behave themselves for a few minutes and then it all degenerates
into nastiness again. At this point there is a rare visit from David,
the former dog-walker, who enjoys meeting all the new characters
in the canine tale. He says his mother has a Miniature Schnauzer
now – I remember that she was very fond of my Fritz, whom
David used to take home with him on visits. There is a great deal
of noise this morning. Otto is shrieking because he can’t get at
Leonard; Seamus and Rufus are barking at other dogs and Emilio,
his legs now covered in black warts, is warning us that Daisy-Mae
is in the house. There is also a lot of snacking as well; the dogs
seem to be able to exhaust my supply of goodies on a daily basis
now.
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Wendy says that Peter has suffered another fall in his own
bedroom and that efforts are now being made to transfer to him to
some form of sheltered housing. Most of those present feel that
this idea is probably for the best. Meanwhile Ellie is complaining
that she drank too much champagne at a friend’s 50th birthday
party yesterday and that she has a bad hangover now. Hanna is
complaining that the bakery that supplies Soloman’s with its
Friday delivery of bagels was closed today because of the Jewish
holidays and she is out of luck. Janet is complaining that she
doesn’t care who killed Lucy Beale, EastEnders having exhausted
her patience in this matter. I tell Ofra that my idea for a Strictly
Come Dancing lottery is a non-starter; there just isn’t any way
we can conduct such a contest without unhappiness among the
punters. She agrees, feeling that the whole affair will be corrupted
by Peter André’s popularity. Ofra is the first to leave today and, as
so often happens, Bailey takes advantage of her rising to grab hold
of mommy’s leg for an extended period of freelance humping.
Ellie says, “Well, he knows his daddy is away and he’s in with a
chance today.”
Saturday, September 26:
Again we have lovely sunny weather for our expedition in the
park and it doesn’t take too long to reach the green – where
doggy activity seems to be underway in a number of spots. Linda
and Rob are here with Pepper and Chica as well. Otto chases
a midsized bronze dog named Jasper and then there is a brief
Popcorn interlude – soon followed by a chance meeting with a
lively six-month-old Cockapoo (well, from now on I’m calling
any small animal of indeterminate lineage a Cockapoo). Her name
is Annabelle and she is accompanied by an ASL mom – who
wants to know if I’m wearing a cap from the famous school in
St. John’s Wood. I am not, though my cap from New Zealand
is in ASL’s colors, orange and black, and even bears a symbol
reminiscent of ASL’s eagle. It turns out that the lively Annabelle
is only being fostered at this moment (though the new owners also
live locally) because as soon as they got the puppy home mom
discovered that she was allergic to the little lass.
Also out on the green I can see Dan with Winnie, Renata with
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Maxi, and Janet with Flora – one of the overnight dogs inherited
from the missing Georgie. Rufus and Sparkie are at home but
someone asks where Daisy-Mae is and we are shocked when Janet
points to her own pet – who has turned brown after rolling in the
wet mud of Regent’s Park this morning. I manage to collar Otto
and to follow these people and their dogs toward the café. There
is the usual Saturday queue here and I do notice that the presence
of Maxi, who is always allowed to penetrate the interior of this
watering hole, is a matter of some disquiet for another customer in
a headscarf. Outside we are also joined by Wendy, Ofra, Matthew,
Makiko, baby Alberto, Emilio and even Matthew’s dad. Emilio
immediately sets up his usual alarm signals over the presence of
Daisy-Mae but the muddy madam pays no attention and sleeps
throughout the session in Janet’s lap. I distribute tidbits and
the dogs also benefit from Renata’s sandwich and Wendy’s full
English. Otto begins one of his blood-curdling howls when some
visiting puppies appear outside our fence – and he has no way of
playing with them. (Bailey again resists all efforts to include him
in play – and Otto makes such a pest of himself that I have to put
him on lead.)
Matthew’s dad explains that he is here to visit a grandson, who
is beginning study at St. Martin’s this month. His youngest
grandson, Alberto, is passed around the table, with Dan claiming
him for a while and then Auntie Ofra asserting her primacy.
Wendy reports that, after his most recent fall, Peter is again at
home – though, hopefully, the medicos will be keeping a closer
eye on him now. Renata does not use the proximity of Matthew
to undertake another recital of her medical history; instead she is
preoccupied with her hair for today she wears neither wig nor hat
and she does receive a number of compliments for her curly irongray hair. It is rather unruly and Matthew suggests that, as short
as it is, she may have to cut it. Renata does hear this advice but
other parts of the conversation elude her. She asks Dan why he
is talking about “masturbators” when he is actually talking about
“Mexico City.” There is not much conversation on last night’s
TV fare; Janet has recorded but not watched Gogglebox and
Ofra missed the first six couples on Strictly Come Dancing. I tell
her there are nine more pairs to evaluate tonight and I get up to
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leave. “Where are you going?” Makiko wants to know. I hope my
answer is not too unexpected. – “Home.”
Sunday, September 27:
Another beautiful, sunny morning greets us as Otto and I head
for the park – entering the usual gate just before Dan does so
with Winnie and Janet does so with Sparkie and Rufus. There is
surprisingly little activity out on the green but Dan keeps things
moving with a tennis ball. Otto has never really chased such an
object and so he doesn’t really understand the need to bring it
back; but then neither does Sparkie, a veteran ball-chaser. Debbie
now joins us near the cricket crease, Pucci carrying a little blue
ball in his mouth, and, after some secret, silent signal, we all begin
a migratory march in the direction of the café – with all these
good dogs following us without a single defection.
In addition to those already mentioned our morning group also
makes room for Matthew, Makiko, Malcolm (Matthew’s dad),
Wendy, Ofra and the mommy of Pablo the Pug, Jessica. There
is a special prize for the first dog to place his or her paws on
my brand new trousers (fruit of my recent expedition to M&S
in the Westfield mall) and the honor goes to that grand old lady,
Winnie. I dispense a lot of treats, as usual, but Otto is principally
preoccupied with play. At first his target is the burly Pablo – like
Otto, he is eight months old but he also weighs twelve kilos. At
first Otto does all the chasing but eventually Pablo stands his
ground and gives as good as he gets. Keeping score is the raucous
Rufus but, to everyone’s surprise, Otto and Rufus now square off
in a session of spirited play. Emilio, of course, is protesting the
presence of Daisy-Mae on Janet’s lap but the sleepy (and again
muddy) lady pays no attention to him – nor to Sparkie, who is also
having a nap on top of her!
Debbie tells us that she has one day of rest after completing her
assignment at Sotheby’s before taking up a new post as a personal
assistant to a wealthy Russian couple, one with worldwide
interests that will mean a lot of travel – as Debbie evaluates and
inventories their art collection. Soon she will be heading off to
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Kazakhstan as one part of her assignment – well, somebody has
to. Curiously, Jessica occupies a position similar to the one once
occupied by Debbie – as a p.a. to a wealthy Asian family. Jessica
is wondering whether to have Pablo fixed and she gets lots of
advice from the rest of us. Ofra, who has brought some food for
Makiko, takes possession of baby Alberto – who is screaming
in despair; perhaps he is teething, perhaps he just wants to eat
his own shoe. It has been a pleasant morning session, the only
sour note coming from the gym behind us – as this establishment
has left its front door propped open and we have had an endless
backbeat with our breakfast. I have lots of tasks to perform this
morning and so Otto and I make a move at last. At home I have
to wipe his bum and sneak a worming tablet down his throat in
a wedge of cheese. Then I head off for the 123 Cleaners, passing
Lucky and Jack on the pavement at the end of the block and
catching up with Mathew and Makiko at the corner. Makiko,
who doesn’t have to ask me where I am going today (since I
have a sack of laundry in one hand) has just remembered that
there is some food from Ofra lying abandoned on the little table
behind our usual spot and she now needs to go all the way back to
retrieve it.
Monday, September 28:
Is this Indian Summer? I think, in fact, that there has to be a
frost first and we have not had one so far, but mild and sunny
autumnal weather will do for us under any circumstances. When
we get to the green I unleash the beast – even though I am not
entirely happy with the scene in front of me. This is because, in
addition to Popcorn and Leonard, there are also quite a few large
dogs out here and experience has taught me that such fellows
(today including two Akitas) just can’t let the little fellows have
their own play – instead they have to stick there noses in at every
opportunity, pursuing dogs like Otto and bouncing him about a
bit in the process. I am much happier, therefore, when Otto spots
some familiar figures on the Randolph roadway and heads over
here. I note that someone has painted a phallic graffiti on the
walkway – at just about the spot where Madame Ling-Ling likes
to stand.
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Our morning group includes Georgie, back from Hereford,
Janet, Davide, Ofra, Makiko, Renata, Ellie and Yara. Georgie
is reassembling quite a menagerie – one that includes Rufus
and Seamus – who outdo one another in barking interjections.
Tilly, another of Georgie’s charges, is first in the biscuit queue,
but soon the other customers have arrived as well. Renata asks
to borrow the blue biscuit bag and this creates a problem for
additional petitioners at my knee – both Otto and Sparkie have
to be redirected to the other side of the table. At that, there seems
to be a lot of bacon on offer as Davide and Georgie’s sandwiches
disgorge their riches. Janet notes that when Davide announces
that all the treats have been dispensed Winnie, in his lap, accepts
this verdict far more calmly than she used to. In times gone by her
rage at this announcement would be so great that she would attack
the nearest canine character in retribution.
Yara, who is moving even closer to the park, describes her
battles with Sky over the re-installation of service; they have
told her she won’t have Internet access until October 10th. (My
Sky transmission froze this morning and I had to disconnect
everything.) Georgie offers details of a successful visit to
Hereford, including the discovery of a pub where she could
smoke while changing trains in Newport. Janet is organizing an
expedition to the Savoy Theatre tonight – here a number of those
present, including Renata, will see Imelda Staunton in Gypsy.
Renata has been to the hairdresser for that trim recommended
by Matthew; she says she really likes her short haircut now.
Meanwhile Alberto is in a far happier mood today; Makiko takes
him out to the Randolph walkway – just in case he wants to try
some walking. She will not have to worry about leaving any food
behind this time but Georgie has to be reminded, as we break up
at last, that the green plastic bag on the tabletop contains food for
overnight guest Rufus.
Tuesday, September 29:
One problem with the Tuesday-Thursday rugby class is that, even
though they have restricted the circumference of their circle on
the green, you can no longer dash through their activity on your
way to the far end. It is again bright and sunny out here as we
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find a way around the kiddies, heading for a gang of small dogs
on the Randolph roadway. The dogs in question are part of a
tribe of pooches under the control of Madame Ling-Ling – who
is standing near yesterday’s graffiti sighting and tearing up some
treats which she is tossing to the dogs circled at her feet. Not
surprisingly Otto joins this grouping as well and benefits from this
gesture on several occasions. Meanwhile Madame Ling-Ling has
lost contact with Bruno but I am able to tell her that I have seen
him rushing into the café forecourt in pursuit of Dudley.
Ellie, Teddy at her feet, and Karen are already in the coffee queue
when I arrive at the café. Soon we are joined by Janet, Georgie,
Ofra and Hanna. (Davide is at his “banned camp” driving tutorial
today.) I have made some strategic treat purchases at Pinky’s
on Sunday and so I am in a good position to satisfy the needs of
Bailey, Seamus, Sparkie and Otto. Eventually I have to reposition
the empty chair next to me in order to prevent the greedy Cavalier
from helping himself to the contents of my blue bag. Meanwhile
Otto has discovered that a family, with baby, have tied a Boxer
to the fence outside their interior position at the café. (In fact,
our lot doesn’t like this gesture; we’d rather have the abandoned
dog inside with us. These people should be eating their breakfast
al fresco like the rest of us.) Otto is delighted with the Boxer
and tries to kiss him through the bars but the owner of this large
animal is afraid that there might be nastiness from his animal –
who is retied in a less problematic spot. This just leaves Dudley,
Rufus and Seamus as the problem dogs – forever barking in
protest at something.
Karen, who is teased over wearing white trousers to the park
(but who, nevertheless, puts Otto in her lap for a cuddle) begins
the conversation by telling us that on an impulse she stopped off
for a spray tan at a beauty spot opposite the Squirrel pub. She
emerged a muddy orange in color and considerable scrubbing was
needed to reduce the glow – though she does receive compliments
on the remaining tan today. There is much sharing of phone
imagery. Ofra shares with her girlfriends pictures of some clothing
purchase she is considering and Ellie shares a photo from Yara –
showing that our Lebanese friend is actually stuffing boxes today
as part of her move to an apartment in the street behind mine.
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Hanna, studying the photos in the Daily Mail, introduces the
subject of the recent attack on the Cereal Killer Café in Shoreditch
by protesters (who also attacked an estate agent’s office) because,
in their view, the arrival of a twee eatery specializing in breakfast
food is out of character with the former downmarket grotty
atmosphere presumably preferred by the displaced locals. Hanna
says that she doesn’t approve of their methods but she understands
why people resent gentrification.
Wednesday, September 30:
And so we reach the last day of another month. We do so in
celebration of another lovely morning in the park, cool of course,
but also sunny and bright. There seems to be no activity at all out
on the green, which may seem surprising after yesterday’s heavy
usage, but Otto charges off in hope anyway. In fact he is soon
waylaid by a fuzzy little black dog who enjoys the same chase,
tumble, submit and retaliate antics as does my pet. Then little
Archie makes a third member of this melee, though his attempts
at humping Otto while the latter is otherwise occupied are seen
as perhaps too embarrassing a gesture on the part of his mistress
– who often intervenes to pull her pet off the pile. Otto also has
a moment to check out the Randolph roadway scene, having just
time to touch noses with Popcorn (now wearing a cone on his
head after his recent snip) before it is time to head in for coffee.
There is only a small turnout at our breakfast table this morning,
just Georgie and Davide (who have arrived ten minutes early for
some reason), Janet, Ofra and Renata. It’s just as well that the
demands on my biscuit bag are on the modest size – I have once
again run out of Shapes biscuits though I will be able to replenish
my supply when I head for Sainsbury’s later this morning. Otto
again tries it on with Rufus – amid protests from the curly white
dog – but Rufus saves the loudest vocalization for a happy reunion
with his mommy, Melanie, who arrives now to reclaim her pet
from Georgie amid joyous barking that never seems to stop.
Prospects for my dog seem to improve a bit when Archie squeezes
through the bars for round two, but we can see a woman heading
at great speed across the green in order to reclaim this escapee.
Davide says that he and Dan have decided to live with the
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damaged and ill-fitting mattress and that he is expected to join
Dan at Thorpe Park today – I do remember when Dan announced
he would be visiting this amusement park months ago. (Davide,
no fan of such environments, says he plans to have lunch and then
go home). These two are also soon off for three nights in Malaga
and Davide wants to know if I have ever been there. (The best I
can do is recall a return trip from Malaga airport to the UK after
a walking expedition with ASL kids.) We now learn that Renata
(who gets confused and gives Janet far too much money for her
ticket) fell asleep during yesterday’s performance of Gypsy at
the Savoy Theatre and had to go home at intermission. Makiko
arrives just as the rest of us are ready to depart and this is a
moment of some frustration for Davide. He is trying to get Winnie
moving since she will spend the day with Georgie, who is waiting
patiently at the head of the Morshead roadway, and now Makiko
wants all the details he can summon about the price of air tickets
to Japan.
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Skye has a break in the grass.
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Thursday, October 1:
We begin a new month in the park – but without any departure
from that long succession of brilliant sunny mornings that we
have been enjoying. I can see Makiko heading my way with
baby carriage and Emilio and we join this party for a walk up the
Morshead roadway. In fact I end up with the baby in question, as
Makiko has to abandon the carriage in order to retrieve a Pug poo.
This sight is a matter of some amusement to Ellie, heading my
way with Teddy and Stephen, walking with Will and Grace. I can
see none of the usual wrestling companions for my pet anywhere
on the horizon so we head directly for the café, where our group is
already foregathering.
In addition to Makiko and Ellie, we also have Renata (again
wearing her wig after complaining about a cold head), Georgie,
Janet, Ofra, and Davide – with Hanna taking a sunny little table
in one corner. After we have been seated for fifteen minutes we
are joined by Karen – Dudley has been here since the start but his
mommy, who says she has to lose five kilos, has been out jogging.
We are also joined by Michaela, who comes in to cuddle the baby
while her Skye joins the biscuit queue. Skye is a snatcher, as my
fingers soon discover when I am trying to feed Dudley. DaisyMae spends much of the session beneath Janet’s chair – which
means she is even more of a menace to the peace of this world
in the eyes of Emilio, who keeps up a nonstop protest movement
throughout the session. Renata, when she is not stealing my blue
bag, is offended by this noise and keeps calling on Makiko to tell
her dog to shut up. “Shut up,” Makiko offers. “Now say it again,”
I suggest, “but this time like you mean it.”
Ofra has forgotten to bring with her a photo of herself as a shy
fifteen-year-old – something she mentioned yesterday. Davide
says that not only did he have lunch with Dan and his pals at
Thorpe Park yesterday but he did go on some of the rides after
all. He is kept busy looking up Tokyo airfares for Makiko – who
is hoping to visit her native land in December. Hanna asks me if I
want some bagels from Soloman’s tomorrow and I place my order.
(She has been passing on to me some vintage postage stamps
culled recently from her roommate’s correspondence.) When we
get up to leave she urges me to let Otto off his lead; this is because
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he has discovered Leonard outside our gate and the two cousins
have a great tussle for several minutes. Eventually there is a
shriek of pain (I don’t know from whom) and this is my signal to
continue my homeward journey. By this time the others have all
disappeared and this is a solo expedition.
Friday, October 2:
How boring – another beautiful, sunny morning in the park. Otto
is released as soon as we reach the green and he rushes forward
to the cricket crease, where Dan is waiting with Winnie and Ellie
is arriving with Teddy. There are quite a few little dogs about and
so some playtime is achieved. I have also brought a tennis ball
with me and Otto does enjoy chasing this down but he is chiefly
enchanted by the presence of Poppy. The latter is still on lead and
the chap with him indicates that perhaps his fellow ought to avoid
spirited play so soon after his op – this is a message that neither
Otto nor Poppy want to take on board. I try to lead Otto away but
this is a problem for Janet – who wants to take pictures of my pet
for her Christmas calendar.
We have a lively turnout at breakfast this morning. Vlad has
returned after a week of late night shifts and sits at his little table
behind the rest of us… and then we have Janet, Dan and Ellie,
already mentioned, Georgie, Renata, Ofra, Makiko and Yara.
(Hanna delivers my bagels and sits inside the café today.) DaisyMae jumps into my lap and agrees to accept several treats before
returning to Janet’s lap for a mid-morning nap. Tara manages to
move the table as she dives for the biscuits I toss her, but the chief
lawbreaker is again Bailey. After a number of handouts from me
he jumps into an empty chair and begins his valiant quest for the
vestiges of Yara’s tuna sandwich. The rest of us watch his progress
with fascination as he rakes the plate ever closer and snaffles the
leftover pieces of toast, making laborious work of consuming
these tidbits with his largely empty mouth. There is considerable
interest in the next stage – will he diversify his diet by going for
the cucumber slices as well? He will. Bailey also serves as the
focus in another one of Janet’s candid snaps. He is standing on
his hind legs in an attempt to snatch my blue bag off the tabletop.
While he does this (in a moment captured by Janet and then
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circulated for the amusement and disgust of the rest of the diners)
Emilio rushes forward and begins to lick the Cavalier’s willy.
Ofra puts her sunglasses on the head of young Alberto and many
of us get out our phones in order to immortalize the moment
Yara brings us up to date on the progress of her move. Then more
distant movement is discussed with Janet’s Christmas cruise on
the agenda, then Ellie’s December family holiday in Dubai (by
which time the workers will still be repairing flood damage at
her house), then Dan and Davide’s late November vacation in
Malaysia. Of course Ellie has already been to the island resort
they will be visiting and she has plenty of advice on what to see
and what to do. There is some speculation on the presence of
crocodiles in the local waters. It’s an important question since the
lads plan to do some kayaking. “If there are crocs,” I suggest, “we
may discover just how fast they can paddle.”
Saturday, October 3:
As Otto and I hit the streets on a misty and chilly Saturday
morning I am reminded of our last moment on this same stretch
of pavement – for on our late night walk yesterday the dog came
to an abrupt halt when he spotted a fox, only a few yards ahead
of us. This brazen animal crossed the street and stared back at us,
then re-crossed the tarmac and stared some more. Sightings this
morning include Daisy-Mae and Sparkie, just arriving with Janet
– as Georgie reaches the gate for a reunion with her pet. These
dogs have had an early morning expedition to Regent’s Park and
once again Daisy-Mae is several shades darker after rolling in
the mud. I let Otto off lead so he can touch noses with his pals
and we all walk along the Morshead roadway on our way to the
green. Here there is some good chasing to be had and Otto also
has an enjoyable session with a large brown dog at the foot of Mt.
Bannister before following me into the doggy compound at the
café.
In addition to Janet and Georgie our morning grouping includes
Debbie, Dan, Matthew, Makiko, Ofra and Hanna – whom I
remember to pay for yesterday’s bagels. (Ofra remembers to pay
me £10 for the five £2 coins I gave her yesterday.) Everyone is
still talking about the amusing sight of Bailey eating a cucumber
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slice at our last session. Today he restricts his diet to treats from
my blue bag, often jumping into a chair next to mine in order to
rake away at the shoulder of my jacket. Pucci is also a persistent
customer, though he is allowed only chips off the biscuits that the
other dogs eat in full. Tara, here with Vlad, is again a presence –
we are all amused when Sparkie, behind us, jumps into Vlad’s lap
for some unknown reason. Dan has brought a squeezy sack that he
uses to discipline any noisy dogs – squirting away with abandon
and managing to catch Debbie with one of his efforts. She is not
amused as she has just been to the beauty parlor and has “St.
John’s Wood hair.”
Ofra has remembered to bring in the photo of herself as a “shy”
teen – everyone wants to know how she was ever in this category.
For much of the session Alberto is sitting right next to me on
Makiko’s lap. He makes several efforts to grab my cap but my
glasses are safe – as I have left this useful item at home (as
everyone keeps reminding me). After a while Georgie claims
the baby and Dan gives him the squeezy sack – aiming it at
Janet for the little fellow. Then Makiko fetches from her purse a
soap bubble dispenser and she blows lovely bubbles for Alberto
to enjoy; Dan then takes over and blows some really big ones.
Before he heads off for work Dan hides the squeezy sack in the
wooden planter behind his chair, the one whose resident plant
always seems ready to devour Ofra with its sharp, spiky leaves.
Sunday, October 4:
Otto has experienced a bit of tummy trouble – disgorging some
of his dinner and some kernels from the popcorn I had foolishly
given him in the late afternoon. He showed no other signs of
distress, however, so I think this may have been a response to the
popcorn only. We again have a lovely morning in the park (we are
now thoroughly spoiled) but there are problems when we reach
the green. Poor Otto is given no peace, with a pair of Shih-Tzus
hectoring him and an Akita following everywhere. My poor pet
doesn’t even get a chance to squat for his poo and I have to lead
him across the grass and directly into the doggy compound at
the café. (The owners of these intrusive dogs can see how we are
being harassed but though one calls for his dogs, in vain, neither
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does anything to intervene.)
I join the coffee queue where some Germans are studying
the menu boards and making disapproving remarks about the
presence of Maxi and his tennis ball. I am hoping that they will
attract Renata’s attention but even when one of them orders “ein
fried egg” she doesn’t notice them. In addition to Renata we also
have Janet, Georgie (and grandson Oliver), Ofra, Dan, Hanna,
Matthew and Makiko – with Tony, who arrives with the large
Colin, occupying a table of his own in the corner. If Otto has
had a disappointing entry this morning the sequel, behind bars,
is far more congenial. To begin with Alberto, sitting next to me,
discovers what fun it is to tug on the puppy’s ears. Then he has
even more fun feeding Otto with his own treats. (These look
like fried onion rings but I am sure they are a healthy organic
foodstuff.) Otto eats plenty of biscuits too (again no signs of
tummy trouble) and he is seconded in his quest for treats by
Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie. Otto also enjoys following Colin
around and when a little boy pauses to pet him through the bars he
behaves in his usual, gentle manner.
Travel is an important topic of conversation this morning – Ofra is
remembering the time she was bumped up to business class on a
flight to Israel and Janet announces that she will fly to the south of
France tomorrow – Dan and Davide are off to Malaga on Tuesday.
Makiko shows us the wonderful leather jacket with its plethora of
zippers that she has inherited for Alberto from one of her show biz
clients. Since I am wearing my leather jacket as well (albeit one
whose sleeves have been shredded over the years by Bailey) she
insists that Matthew take our picture – which he does. I now tell
the others that I have had an interesting encounter with Amazon.
I ordered nine items, mostly books, on Thursday afternoon and,
much to my surprise, seven of them were delivered yesterday
morning – while I was in the park. Unfortunately no one seemed
to be about in my building so the deliveryman got some chap in an
adjacent building (whom I had never met) to accept the package
in my stead. They then sent me an email telling me where I could
pick up by box and so I did. What timing – I had finished the last
page of the book I was reading that morning and now I had a new
choice of reading matter.
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Monday, October 5:
It is very dark this morning and, as I have done on many another
such day, I decide to head for the park wearing my rain jacket,
the dog’s version of this garment in one of my pockets. As we
near the end of the Morshead roadway I spot Poppy with his
Slavic mommy, Valeria, and she obliges by letting her dog offlead so that he can play with my pet. By this time Poppy is much
larger than Otto but this doesn’t seem to matter and the two have
a great time tossing one another around, gradually migrating in
the direction of the nearby green. Here both rush up to a young
woman (in the lotus position) about to enter some meditation
under a tree. She is happy to greet the dogs – who soon continue
toward the cricket crease. Now they have picked up an outrider,
a large chocolate Lab appropriately named Snickers. Snickers
chases Otto everywhere as he darts in and out of the legs of all the
other dog owners who are standing out here with their pets. One
of these is Michaela, here with Skye, and about to get an update
on our latest battle over use of the green from Dan and the owner
of Alfie the Cockapoo, Michael.
We have a very small turnout at coffee this morning. Ofra is here
but leaves almost as soon as the rest of us arrive and Karen comes
only a few minutes before we depart. Then it is just Georgie,
Hanna, Dan and Michael – whom Dan has urged to try the café’s
bacon sandwich while his wife is in the gym. (I notice that the
gym’s sign, with its hours on display, is now illuminated; with all
their in-your face advertising banners hanging all over the place –
they are really working very hard to efface any notion that this is
a park.) Seamus, sporting a new haircut, has just had a fight with
Daisy-Mae – who sulks for the rest of the session, an abandoned
orphan. The Westie does get one biscuit but, with Bailey already
gone, the bulk of the snacking duties fall to Otto, Winnie and
Sparkie. I tell Hanna that just as flamingoes take on the coloration
of the crustaceans they like to eat so I maintain Sparkie’s coat
by giving him rusty-colored Shapes biscuits. After we have been
seated for fifteen minutes or so the rain begins and I strap the
raincoat on Otto’s back.
Michael, who lives on Dan’s street, is full of local lore; he plays
in a band that sometimes performs in the area’s pubs. Hanna has
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a number of suggestions on where Dan and Davide might dine
in Malaga, which they will reach tomorrow. (Look for a familyowned langoustine restaurant with gingham tablecloths near the
harbor.)
Karen says that yesterday she attended the NFL game between
Miami and the Jets at Wembley – one of three regular season
contests for this venue this season. She says she was mystified
by the game itself, hated all the pauses in action for TV ads, and
that she was scandalized to learn that there are different players
for offense and defense – but she did enjoy the spectacle. The rain
seems to be losing its intensity and it is decided that we need to
make a move; I am the only one properly prepared for moisture so
it is just as well that the rain is over for the moment.
Tuesday, October 6:
The morning begins with a call to the minicab company,
instructing them that tomorrow morning they have the assignment
of picking up Michigan Janet from Heathrow Airport – as she
begins a two-week visit. Of course she has yet to meet Otto and I
am really looking forward to this encounter. Today we again have
dark gray skies and so I am certain to shove the dog’s raincoat
into a pocket of my own. Georgie is ahead of us on the pavement
with Sparkie, Rufus and Seamus and when these dogs make an
illegal detour into the rose garden my pet follows. Extracted from
this spot he then continues on to the green, bouncing a tiny puppy
around before encountering his cousin Leonard. Caroline and I are
wondering where the rugby class is this morning but they must
be on their way because a security guard is moving two mystified
yoga ladies from the secure boundaries of the cricket crease.
Truth to tell, it is difficult to corral my beast when the school kids
do show up and he dances in circles around them until he spots
a likely looking group over on the Randolph roadway. I succeed
in reining him in when he traps himself behind a gate outside the
gym and he joins the animals of a very small company indeed.
Initially it is just Georgie, Ofra and me – then Flora’s owner,
Demi, comes in with his pet and Michaela arrives with Skye.
Georgie says she has two other dogs at home; Hanna arrives to
deliver Pucci in his basket (making six clients) but Georgie tells
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us that she also has the assignment of visiting Tara at home. She
would walk the Rhodesian Ridgeback as well but Tara won’t
venture from her house with anyone other than a member of her
own household. Skye soon begins to stare intently at me – “Don’t
look into his eyes!” Michaela warns – and I do have to give him
one biscuit. Seamus is also on such restricted rations but Sparkie,
Bailey and Otto make up for this with their insistent demands.
At almost exactly the same moment as yesterday the skies open
and the Rec is lashed with rain – those poor rugby lads continue
their work, however. I strap his raincoat aboard Otto – who often
ventures from the safety of our green umbrella to engage with
other dogs outside our fence. Ofra is discussing a trip to Israel
at the end of the month – when she will attend a family bar
mitzvah. Demi is sharing his experience (as a pilot) with Heathrow
takeoffs. Georgie and I discuss last night’s episodes of Coronation
Street. “You heard it here first,” I boast, “I told you Tim would get
over his sulk and marry Sally after all.” There is a brief break in
the moisture and this is a signal for us to make a move. We pass
more sodden pre-teens as we make our way down the Morshead
roadway and we are almost ready to exit when I realize that Otto
has yet to produce a poo. Fortunately he remembers this too and
hives off to compete his morning chores on the grass near the
running track.
Wednesday, October 7:
Rain has been a consistent presence for the last few days; last
night, for instance, I had to delay our late night walk because there
was a heavy downpour just as we began our journey – but half an
hour later it was dry again. This morning it is extremely dark and
so we are prepared for rain. The “we” includes Michigan Janet,
of course, who arrived only half an hour before park time for a
two-week visit. As we stroll along the Morshead roadway there is
a sudden screech of brakes as an intemperate cyclist encounters
Otto’s lead. Out on the green there is a lot of activity but my dog’s
playtime with Poppy and Leonard is disturbed by the intrusive
nose of the blonde Lab – whose name, we learn, is Sucre.
Annoyed, Otto actually charges this animal on several occasions –
driving the much larger dog away.
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As expected, there is a very small turnout under the green
umbrella this morning – just Michigan Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Hanna and Demi. Georgie gets up several times to use Dan’s
squeezy bottle when the dogs get too noisy. More dangerous is
the glint in Daisy-Mae’s eye. The Shih-Tzu is eyeing a distant
Alsatian and Georgie, who knows that Daisy-Mae can still slip
through the bars, attaches her lead by way of precaution. Thwarted
in her evil designs Daisy-Mae now attacks Flora and the two have
to be separated – since Flora will not be mollified. Flora does join
the biscuit queue – sharing the treats with Seamus, Bailey, Sparkie
and Otto. It begins to drizzle again but most of the dogs remain
under cover.
Ofra has brought with her some tasty mini-croissants – stuffed
with chocolate and tahini. She thinks they have been overbaked but I disagree. Their presence reminds Hanna that she
has discovered a Swedish bakery in Covent Garden, one that
specializes in delicious cinnamon buns. Demi provides for Janet
a complete history of daughter Isabella’s show biz career and
then joins us on our march back down the Morshead roadway. On
this walkway I see something I thought I would never witness.
A security guard with an insistent whistle is ordering a speeding
cyclist to dismount! I hope this is the beginning of a new era; if so,
it is long overdue.
Friday, October 9:
I have missed a day in the park, a dental appointment taking
precedence, so our visitor had the responsibility of taking Otto
to the Rec yesterday, a session that evidently included a wild
chase involving Otto, Poppy and Leonard, one that included a
forbidden incursion into the café forecourt and even into this
venerable institution’s interior! Today we start out under brilliant,
sunny skies and almost immediately Otto is pursuing Max (the
small black and white dog who likes to sit on shoulders) up the
Morshead roadway. Out on the green there is a small group of
dog owners near the cricket crease – Alaska always trots forward
to check my pet out. Then we head for the Randolph roadway
and here we are overtaken by Ellie, walking with Teddy, and
Karen, walking with Dudley. I am the first in the coffee queue
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this morning and when I return to our table I see that someone
has let Otto out of our compound so that he can enjoy some close
wrestling with his pal, Poppy.
Today we have Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, Ellie, Karen, Demi, Makiko
and Michigan Janet. I do notice that new signs have been affixed
to the planters – advising the casual visitor that this area is
reserved for people with dogs. (Georgie remembers being in here
with a trio that included a woman who observed that the dogs
might piss on her purse; “Pick it up then, this place is for dogs,”
Georgie had responded – as these interlopers departed.) DaisyMae has to yield her chair when we are all seated but Georgie
places the Shih-Tzu in her lap, the better to keep an eye on the
intemperate madam. Georgie seems quite chuffed that Tara, whom
she has been visiting while Vlad and Biba are away, actually
agreed to walk with her yesterday. I am kept busy dispensing
treats to the assembled pooches, though Seamus is still allowed
only one biscuit and the same is now true of Skye. Michaela
comes in now for a brief visit and she says that she keeps a closer
eye on her pet’s intake since his diabetes has been diagnosed – she
also gives him insulin shots twice a day.
Ofra is showing Ellie phone photos of some Zara boots on the feet
of a fat woman – she obviously craves a pair herself. When Ellie
asks, “How do you know they are from Zara?” I answer, “That’s
like asking the world’s greatest art historian if that’s a Van Gogh.”
It seems to me that we are making a lot of noise in our chatter this
morning (so that we can be heard over the fence patrol barking led
by Otto, perhaps) and there is much at the other end of the table I
can’t hear. I do know that Demi is getting a lecture on Reiki from
Hanna, that recipes for chopped chicken liver are being discussed
and that Ofra, entering another field of expertise, agrees that the
bagels that Hanna has brought me from Soloman’s are first rate.
There is also some discussion of the refugee problem that seems
to be overwhelming Europe these days. “There are people in this
country who die of hypothermia because they can’t afford to turn
on the heat – I’d rather take care of them than a lot of refugees,”
Ellie says. Makiko and I agree that we will have a rendezvous
at the Warrington pub at 6:00 tonight (well Matthew, Alberto,
Emilio, Michigan Janet and Otto are invited as well). Ofra is one
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of the first to leave this morning, returning a few minutes later
because she has forgotten something – in this case it is Bailey.
On our way down the Morshead roadway we encounter Caroline
with Leonard (named for Leonard Cohen) and the two Schnauzer
lads have a wonderful face fighting session – though Otto, on
lead, keeps getting tangled in all the chains and cords. As we walk
home I tell Janet that it’s too bad I don’t have a pressing need
for an additional expedition this morning – I can see that we are
already about to receive a visit from the mailman and thus I could
soon leave the house without worrying about finding a pile of
puppy-induced paper shards all over the hallway on my return.
Saturday, October 10:
Well, we have had an enjoyable outing to the Warrington – with
Matthew, Makiko, Alberto, Emilio, Janet and Otto in attendance.
The Randolph Avenue half of the pub remains dog-friendly,
though I have never convinced myself that Otto really enjoys the
noisy and crowded atmosphere of such establishments. Janet and
I remained behind for our evening meal – and, having to move
to a spot beneath a TV blasting out the World Cup rugby match
between New Zealand and Tonga, we encountered here a fluffy
Yorkie who, unrestrained, kept charging Otto and then retreating
as my boy shrieked in frustration. On our walk home we met
Renata, out with Maxi, and she is now among those heading for
the park on a cool and overcast Saturday morning.
Otto charges onto the green in search of play partners and,
though none of his pals is present, he does get in some good
chasing before finding Ofra, who is walking toward the Morshead
roadway with Bailey. London Janet, returned from France
yesterday, and Dan and Davide, also returned from Malaga, are
heading toward us from opposite sides and we are all soon turned
around for our march on the café. Here we are joined by Michigan
Janet, Georgie, Renata, Matthew and Makiko. The latter two have
just returned from what the rest of us must see as a melancholy
mission, a visit to Hamilton Vets to see if there is any special
advice on how to transport Emilio to the Gulf – as the prospect of
Matthew’s accepting a consultant’s post in Abu Dhabi becomes
ever more likely. (In the event they found no useful information
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but Emilio had a number of immediate problems that needed
attention, including his annual shots.) Michigan Janet has brought
some ersatz bacon strips for dogs and these are enjoyed by all the
dogs, especially the gummers, Winnie and Bailey. The dogs keep
up their vigilant patrol of the fence – where they soon discover the
looming presence of Wellington, an impressive Bernese Mountain
Dog whom Otto insists on kissing through the bars.
Our travelers have brought goodies back with them. London
Janet has some French biscuits and the lads have brought back a
delicious chocolate cake from Malaga. They tell us that they loved
this spot, which has smartened itself up considerably of late, and
they have one more present purchased here, a matador’s montera
for the head of Alberto, who remains asleep in his carriage for
the first half hour of the session. When he does wake up the
telephones come out as Alberto’s fans snap away, Dan leading
the accolades by suggesting, “He looks toreadorable.” On another
topic, I share with the assembly a section of a review of a book
by Mark Greif, who, one hates to say this in a Recreation Ground,
has written an essay entitled “Against Exercise.” I was struck by
his portrait of the jogger – after being joggled only recently on
the park’s back passage by a member of this tribe whose “Sorry”
is really meant to tell you to get out of the way. Greif notes that
joggers “take over shared spaces for themselves. With his speed
and narcissistic intensity the runner corrupts the space of walking,
thinking, talking, and everyday contact. He jostles the idler out
of his reverie. He races between pedestrians in conversation. The
runner can oppose sociability and solitude by publicly sweating
on them.” I can see my pals nodding in acceptance of this portrait
as we rise to head for home. Otto is having some trouble with his
own back passage as he squats on this return journey and I realize
that it is time to remove the accretions of the last few weeks with
a quick trip to the bathtub as soon as we get indoors.
Sunday, October 11:
We have had a rather restless night – as the puppy fell into one of
those ear-scratching episodes, like the one experienced a month
or so ago – and there are other problems when morning comes
as well. In order to make sure there is plenty of hot water for our
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guest I take an early shower but this throws Otto’s clock into
a tailspin since he is so used to leaving for the park just a few
minutes after I emerge from the bathroom. The result is a small
urine lake in the sitting room, which I am soon stomping on with
paper towels. Then it turns out that I needn’t have changed my
schedule at all as Janet’s alarm clock has failed to behave and she
is just rising as we get ready to leave. On the Morshead roadway
there is a most unusual sight. “What’s missing from this picture?”
I ask as Georgie strolls by without a single dog – her own having
accompanied Daisy-Mae on an early morning expedition to
Regent’s Park with London Janet. It is again a lovely sunny
morning as we make our way over the green. Almost immediately
Otto picks up an outrider, an insistent Akita who chases him
everywhere, even over to the Randolph roadway were Otto is
trying to play with dogs his own size. Soon Otto is chasing a
little fellow, the Akita is chasing Otto, and four other dogs are in
the comic chase. Otto bravely tries to drive the Akita off but this
fellow is there throughout our session – his owners standing near
the cricket crease and offering no assistance whatsoever beyond
an occasional shouting (completely ignored) of this dog’s name.
At last I can pull my pet into our compound at the café.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, London Janet, Ofra,
Renata, Dan, Karen, Matthew and Makiko. It is hard for me
to sit down before Bailey and Winnie are after me for more of
yesterday’s bacon strips. Daisy-Mae begins the session in her own
chair, very much resembling a creature from the black lagoon.
Janet says that most of the mud will dry and she can just brush
it off without putting her pet in the bathtub. Emilio never stops
commenting on the Shih-Tzu’s presence; surely today he is adding
commentary on her woeful appearance as well. Baby Alberto, a
spoon in one hand, is stroking the whiskers of Maxi, seated in
Renata’s lap, but Georgie thinks she has just seen Maxi curl his
lip in protest. Otto leads the fence patrol, even participating in
an ill-tempered exchange with Max. I tell the others that if these
same dogs were not on opposite sides of the fence there would be
no unpleasantness. I am also able to tell London Janet that, after
chopping down a man-eating plant on my kitchen counter, I was
able, yesterday, to mount on the wall her puppy portrait of my pet.
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Ofra announces that airfares to Israel have come down because of
recent unpleasantness there and Dan, listening to details of a knife
attack on a shopper, says the world is coming to an end. “Not
before the final episode of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here,”
I interject hopefully. Karen looks a little the worse for wear, not
because of too much drink (indeed she has sworn off the stuff
for the month of October) but because of her duties at a ladies’
party at her flat yesterday and the appearance of a transvestite
dressed head to food in leopard skin, who banged on her door at
5:00 this morning, complaining that he had lost his keys while
another drunk was advising him, “But you don’t live here!”
Karen has brought with her a lot of leftover goodies from the
party – including some sumptuous cupcakes. Ofra was a guest at
this fete, one that included the presence of a clairvoyant who told
fortunes for the guests. “She didn’t tell me anything about me,”
Ofra complains, “just stuff about my future success in property
deals.” “That’s all right,” I hasten to add, “but did she tell you
whether or not the world would come to an end or before or after
the final episode of I’m A Celebrity?” By this time preparations
for departure are being made and I have to hook my beast – he has
a rendezvous with a tube of flea repellent when we get home.
Monday, October 12:
We have spent a far more comfortable night as Otto and I now
begin a new week in the park. It’s a chilly morning but sporadic
sunshine brightens the atmosphere. Otto is straining at his
lead since he has spotted Emilio ahead of us on the Morshead
roadway and I unhook him so he can run forward to greet his
pal. Thereafter we cross the green and Otto and Poppy are soon
chasing one another all over the place. At the eastern end of the
green we have an encounter with that senior Schnauzer, the longeared and tail-bobbed veteran, Gus. My Fritz would never tolerate
the presence of Gus for long but Otto seems charmed by his
uncle and gives him a thorough sniff. When it is time to go in for
coffee I hook my pet but as Leonard is just descending from Mt.
Bannister I have to let these two have a play period of their own.
By this time Michigan Janet has arrived and now we really do
head in for coffee.
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Today our group includes both Janets, Georgie, Dan, Yara, Ofra
and Ellie. Georgie has with her a new client, a lively ambercolored young Cocker named Pampa. This lady, who hails from
south of the river, is the answer to Otto’s dreams – as she will
play with him happily for the next few minutes. It means that Otto
has no time for treats but he needn’t worry since Bailey, Winnie,
Sparkie and Seamus are eager to line up in his stead. (I have
brought with me another dog treat supplied by Michigan Janet,
some mini-steaks that seem to have an instant popularity.) Other
dogs are now brought into our compound as well. Boo makes only
a brief appearance as he has an unhappy encounter with one of the
resident canines and he is soon picked up by his mommy. Another
woman brings in both Charlie the Cockapoo, whom we have met
before, and his brother Watson. The two have no resemblance to
one another, Charlie being a mostly white Popcorn type mix while
Watson is a tan fellow who looks almost pure Cocker.
Dan and Michigan Janet have both seen The Walk with Reese
Witherspoon (I had read the book on which this film is based) and
they compare notes before moving on to Janet’s theater choices.
Shopping venues are the next topic, with Oxford Street, Regent’s
Street and the Westfield Mall each having a champion. Yara then
describes the latest encounters with her stalker; everyone insists
that the police must be called but Yara says that they have been
of no use in the past – “They just say, ‘he denies everything.’”
Ellie is now recommending how to buy a car camera that can
record any mischief from this fellow as we rise to begin our return
journey. On the Morshead roadway we are overtaken by Hanna,
who reports that they are now saying that our missing park pal,
Peter, has been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s.
Tuesday, October 13:
As often happens Otto and I make our departure for the park
just a few minutes before Aunt Janet is ready to follow us. The
mostly Pom pair of Buddy and Sparkie are heading our way on
the Morshead roadway but there is an even more exciting prospect
just ahead of us on the edge of the green, Popcorn. His owner,
having spotted us, unhooks her dog, and I have to do the same
thing so that these pals can have a good chase and wrestle at the
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western end of the green. This spot is a bit worrying, since they
are quite close to the exercising rugby scholars in the center of the
green but the only incursion into this reserved space is made by
Simba the Staffie.
In the coffee queue I learn that the coffees are on Renata today,
a thank you for our solicitude during her recent illness; she has
also brought her German friend Monica with her and the latter
has brought a wonderful home-baked almond cake. Also present
this morning are both Janets (eventually), Georgie, Ofra, Wendy,
Makiko and, trying out his Deutsch at the little table behind us,
Vlad. Hanna also arrives after a while, delivering Pucci in his
basket to Georgie. Bailey, who has to be ejected from a succession
of empty chairs, and Winnie are soon insisting on their treats
(raking my knees with their paws), Seamus is barking out his
order while Tara hovers. After a while Michaela comes in and that
means that Skye also joins the biscuit queue. Georgie has to get
up once or twice to silence the noisier members of this ensemble,
then she returns the squeezy bottle to the planter behind Ofra’s
head. (Ofra has brought with her a Wimbledon seat cushion
today.) Daisy-Mae needs no cushion as she spends the entire
session snoring on her mommy’s lap.
I try to get more information out of Georgie on the plot intricacies
of EastEnders, but she is as confused as I am and says that the
whole enterprise is getting on her nerves. Of more immediate
interest is the reported reappearance of our former Indian friend,
Shefali, who is moving back to her old flat nearby – Georgie
has already looked after Shefali’s pooch, Yaris, during the move
itself. Meanwhile London Janet and Renata are trying to signal
their theatrical choices to Dan – and both need some assistance
in getting the right email address. I leave my houseguest in
conversation with Wendy when it is time to head for home but my
attempts to follow others toward the Morshead gate are thwarted
by the presence on the green of the black and white Lucky. Almost
immediately I have to unhook my dog – as Lucky has managed to
wrap both of his front legs up in Otto’s lead. So we have a second
play period before finally making it home.
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Wednesday, October 14:
Chilly temperatures prevail as Otto and I head for the park on a
sunny Wednesday morning. We meet Makiko, just entering with
Alberto and Emilio; it is the baby’s first birthday today, a very
happy occasion indeed. I am soon left in charge of him as Makiko
goes off to clean up an Emilio poo and since I have to keep an
eye on Otto, lest he add his contribution to the greensward, I just
wheel the carriage all the way to the center of the green. Here Otto
finds both Leonard and Poppy and a spirited chase begins. Also
adding his nose to the proceedings is Sucre and it is interesting to
see that whenever this attention gets too intrusive my dog chases
the much larger intruder with concentrated vigor. I catch up with
Makiko, who has momentarily reclaimed her son – just as she
is ordering coffee not only for our lot but for several complete
strangers who are also in the café. I suggest that she has reclaimed
Alberto only momentarily – since Auntie Ofra now appropriates
the buggy and runs up and down with it in the forecourt and then,
since she has forgotten some food for Georgie in her car, she puts
the baby on her shoulders and heads for the car park.
In addition to Makiko, Georgie and Ofra we also have the
participation today of both Janets, Wendy, Ellie, and Clare – the
latter making a rare appearance with the Pug Harley. In fact
Harley is on his way to the vet with a growth in one eye and I
make sure he is not nil by mouth before offering him a piece of
Schmacko. I deal with the special requests of my usual customers
but, for Otto, there is an additional form of sustenance. This
comes in the form of more “onion rings” handed gingerly to the
puppy by the birthday boy himself. Others are very impressed by
the delicacy displayed by my dog in accepting such treats. Earlier
he has waited patiently while a little boy with his arm through the
bars stroked his whiskers.
Alberto then goes off with the nanny and this means that Ofra is
free to smoke. She asks Georgie if she has a lighter, receiving this
object from her friend while Ellie adds, “Asking Georgie if she
has a lighter is like asking the Pope if he has a cross.” The food
that Ofra has brought from the car includes some of last night’s
schnitzel, which Georgie examines without removing from her
lap the be-sweatered Chihuahua, Patsy. Ellie asks Claire about
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her daughter and then goes on to document the latest crises with
her own. “Dogs are much easier to look after then teenagers,” she
concludes. At a little table behind us Vlad is taking pictures of the
baby and then he moves over to sit with me in order to talk about
his recent holiday in Taormina. A highlight was visiting a village
used by Francis Ford Coppola while filming The Godfather.
Michigan Janet and I now have an exotic expedition as well, a bus
ride along the Harrow Road (“Little Baghdad”) as we head for
Sainsbury’s.
Friday, October 16:
I have missed a day in the park – as Dr. Chet worked on my new
inlay at the Smile Cliniq on Boundary Road – though Michigan
Janet assumed dog-walking duties in my absence. Today we have
gray skies and depressed temperatures for our adventures in the
Rec. Fred the black Lab welcomes us to the scene as we reach the
Morshead entrance and we have soon made it as far as the nearlyempty green. I urge Otto to cross this large space since I can
see Poppy at the far end but lying in wait for my pet is the burly
Staffie, Khalifa. This is quite a mismatch in size and strength but
to my surprise and the wonderment of Terry, who is also here with
his Alsatian Cris, Otto holds his own and chases Khalifa away on
several occasions. Just dashing by is Tanya with the Weimaraners
Pasha and Chicca. We also spend some time in the foothills of Mt.
Bannister before arriving at the café.
There is a good turnout this morning – London Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie, Davide, Demi, and Clare – with a late-arriving
Michigan Janet joining Vlad at his little table behind us. Georgie
again has Pampa the Cocker with her and this is a welcome
presence for Otto, who plays with the amber-colored pooch
throughout our session – enjoying himself so much that he eats
practically nothing this morning. (He does manage to break off
his play when Davide’s sandwich arrives.) Bailey and Winnie
are insistent on their share of Schmackos, of course, but Flora,
Tara and Sparkie are just as happy with Shapes. There is much
discussion of the costs of pet insurance – as it was with Fritz,
the older the dog becomes the harder it is to justify the expense
of such insurance and we do have quite a few senior dogs in our
company.
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Ellie is contemplating yet more disruption in the reconstruction
of her house and she says she wants to kill her husband for not
understanding the dislocation they are facing. I tell her she doesn’t
have to tell me what she means when she describes Robert as
“an academic moron.” Ellie and Ofra are planning a shopping
expedition to Temple Fortune and there is much discussion of
other fashion emporia, including Joseph. I suggest that this was
one of Dorothy’s favorite sites and I note that today should have
been my late wife’s seventy-fifth birthday. “Dorothy would have
hated being seventy-five,” I tell her best friend Janet, “but she
would have insisted on a great celebration at the same time.” The
homeward journey now begins, with Winnie staging one of her
sit-down strikes and Otto patrolling the grass at great speed as he
searches for just the right place for a farewell poo.
Saturday, October 17:
It’s on the gray and chilly side as Otto and I head for the
Morshead entrance this morning. John the Window Cleaner is just
passing by, ladder on his shoulder, and he asks, “Is he behaving
himself?” When I agree that he is, John adds, “I was talking to
the dog.” Ahead of us now is Lenny with his Wheaten Terrier,
Cleo, and we join him as he stares with mounting ire at the pile
of household junk that has been piled in front of the refuse bins
here. The problem is getting worse and worse – with the normal
bin emptying staff refusing to deal with the junk pile. Otto now
heads for the green, where we can see London Janet, Davide
and Caroline in conversation near the Randolph roadway. Dan
is describing for Caroline the early days of our life on the green,
including the role of Michael and the friendship between Fritz and
Charlie. There is now time for a nice play period with Leonard
before heading for the café.
In addition to Dan and London Janet our ensemble this morning
includes Makiko, Georgie, Ofra, Karen, and Davide, with
Michigan Janet replacing Dan when the latter, after requesting
my meatloaf recipe, goes off to work. Vlad, who pretends to race
ahead of me into the coffee queue, is also occupying his little table
behind us. Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie and Tara are soon in the biscuit
queue and Otto is not far behind. Alberto is shrieking but no one
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can figure out what he wants and Ofra says he does this because
he really wants to talk and doesn’t have the words yet. There is
one item of local news that I am able to talk about now – and this
is unhappy possibility that the 123 Cleaners may have to shut
down on Monday because the Council has vetoed their use of an
adjacent storefront for storage and they need this space to operate
successfully. There is a petition (which I have signed) protesting
this outcome but why so many people would have to lose their
jobs because of a planning snafu is not evident.
Our departure is problematic today. Winnie sits down as soon as
she is asked to walk and Davide has to call on her to get a move
on repeatedly. Otto wants to play with a little black Pug and when
I finally get him moving he makes me dizzy with his pre-poo
circles. On the Morshead roadway we encounter Renata and Maxi
and there is a great jam up at the narrow entrance gate with our
lot trying to exit and moms pushing their prams through from the
outside. There has been no progress in trash removal out here and
Davide, scanning the pile at our feet, actually plucks someone’s
debit card from the mess; it has been bent in half but not cut and
anyone could easily read all the card details. There may be rain on
its way and we are happy to get home at last.
Sunday, October 18:
A weak sunshine is penetrating the clouds as Otto and I begin
another Sunday in the park. “What’s still wrong with this
picture?” I say as, again, I see that Georgie is waiting at the
Morshead entrance without a single animal in tow. (Sparkie has
joined Daisy-Mae for an early morning ramble in Regent’s Park.)
The green is rather empty but other dogs do interrupt my fellow’s
concentration as he squats to deliver a long overdue poo. Matthew
strolls by with Emilio, who is soon left behind in the doggy pen at
the café so that Matthew can see how Makiko is getting on with
Alberto on the swings. Soon others are added to the mix: Janet
and Georgie, of course, then Ofra, Biba (with Tara), Hanna (with
Bonaparte), Clare, Dan, Davide and finally Michigan Janet – who
is scheduled to attend the races at Kempton Park with Linda and
her dad later today.
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We are getting thoroughly spoiled with all the treats that have
been showing up on our table. This morning Ofra has brought a
wonderful cheese cake (well, it doesn’t actually have any cheese
in it) and the lads have stopped off at Lisboa, the Portuguese
bakery on the Golborne Road, in order to purchase a box full of
those glorious custard tarts. Dan warns us, as he goes inside to
order his coffee, not to let Bailey get to his tart, and this turns out
to be prophetic – for the greedy (and toothless) Cavalier manages
to leap from Dan’s chair onto the tabletop in pursuit of this treat
– and we manage to arrest his progress only at the last minute. He
has to make do with Schmackos thereafter and in this treat he is
joined by Winnie – while most of the others make do with Shapes.
Bonaparte (who is suffering from a slipped disc) receives two
charcoal versions of this biscuit as Hanna, who has the care of the
French Bulldog for ten days, is fighting his gas attacks at home.
Meanwhile Clare says that in addition to an eye problem Harley
has a tumor on his head that needs to be removed – fellow Pug
Emilio has the same malady.
Alberto, who is on his mom’s lap just behind me, has a new sport.
It involves tugging at my cap, snatching at my glasses, pulling on
my ear and clapping me on the shoulder. Makiko tells me that she
has an act of industrial espionage for me this morning. I have told
her about the dire announcements posted at the 123 Cleaners but
she has a friend who runs a rival dry cleaning shop nearby and,
having heard all the rumors, this woman wants to know if she
should put on more staff – and I am to find out if this is needed.
Dan is trying to command Makiko’s attention with questions
about the darker side of Japanese cuisine – is it true that a turtle’s
beating heart is the centerpiece of a soup? (Makiko says merely
that the broth is supposed to be good for you.) Michigan Janet
gives a report on her attendance at a performance of Miss Saigon
last night, one of three shows she will see with discounted tickets
arranged by Dan. I tell Janet that I will walk home with her and
Otto and then leave them briefly in order to retrieve my cleaning
from 123. Of course I am worried that this may the last time I
can do so at this useful establishment but I am soon able to text
Makiko that it is only the launderette portion of the enterprise that
will close tomorrow (and that, hopefully, only temporarily) – the
dry cleaning operation remains unaffected.
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Monday, October 19:
It’s cold and gray and there is no escaping the advance of
autumnal coloration on the trees of Paddington Rec. There is quite
a jam-up at the Morshead entrance this morning – as Christopher
is trying to leave with the “gypsy Lurcher” pair of Ziggy and
the latter’s great granddaughter, Noli, and Kevin is just entering
with Jack, the Jack Russell, and Lucky, the portly Corgi. Lucky
would love to play with Otto but I think we had better move on
and clear the roadway for other users. On the green there are just
a few dogs but Poppy and Otto (and an unnamed black Poodle)
are soon chasing one another in grand circles. I am keeping an eye
out for members of our breakfast club since Michigan Janet wants
them all to know that the coffees are on her this morning – it is her
birthday.
London Janet is the first to arrive and she admits both Daisy-Mae
and Otto – who, spotting that the forecourt gate has been left
open, dashes through our compound and heads for the Carlton
roadway. I succeed in getting him back but when the door is
opened on Janet’s return he escapes a second time in order to join
the coffee queue. When he is corralled this time he does manage
to stay behind bars though he is very noisy – even barking at
innocent passersby and managing to induce some wonderful
teenage shrieking as a group of schoolgirls walk by. There are not
too many additional partners in crime this morning, just Bailey,
brought by Ofra, Daisy-Mae, brought by London Janet, Emilio,
brought by Makiko, and Sparkie, brought by Georgie. The latter
is fifteen minutes late today – the driver who ferries her and her
student charges to school couldn’t get his car started this morning.
Alberto is shrieking in his baby buggy behind us – with Auntie
Ofra attempting to get him to express his desires in words. “Boo
boo wah wah,” he says – encouraging me to reprise an ancient
commercial, “Alberto, your parents are saving thousands to
pay for your college education and all you can say is ‘Boo boo
wah wah.’” Makiko considers this and suggest that if there are
thousands to be saved they must be devoted to shopping for
clothes and, indeed, she and Ofra are on their way to look at some
dresses on the Edgware Road. I wonder if she is getting ready for
a life in Abu Dhabi by visiting such an outpost of Islamic culture
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(no, she is going to a Middle Eastern ball) but this reminds Ofra
that she once saw local residents here dancing in celebration on
the anniversary of September 11. Such matters are very much on
her mind as she travels to Israel for a bar mitzvah on Wednesday
and she spends some time reviewing the safety factor in each
of the venues she will be visiting. Meanwhile a pigeon keeps
swooping down to check out the crumb scene and I suggest he
may just want a drink from the dog’s bowl. “Perhaps,” Georgie
says with reference to her late spouse, “it’s James come to see
what I’m up to.” “If it’s James,” I respond, “he definitely wants a
drink.”
Tuesday, October 20:
Another chilly, gray morning beckons as Otto and I head for the
park – Michigan Janet, after a lovely evening spent at Linda and
Rob’s in honor of her birthday, begs off today. I can see Makiko
heading our way on the pavement but we continue forward along
the Morshead roadway without waiting for her today because I
can just see Poppy lying in wait on the edge of the green – a space
that seems to be missing its rugby pupils this morning. Otto and
Poppy have a wonderful time chasing one another, with Poppy
introducing a new element in the game as he hides behind trees in
an effort to tease my pet into yet more spirited play.
A larger group is descending on the café this morning and we
soon have Georgie, London Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Renata, Karen and
Hanna in position – with Makiko leaving us with Emilio when she
takes Alberto to the swings and Michaela coming in with Skye.
Georgie has brought Seamus, Rufus and Sparkie – so there is a
lot of noise this morning; when they are not barracking passersby
these dogs are chasing one another or lining up for biscuits. Hanna
is a bit concerned for Bonaparte’s back when he joins the chase
but Janet lets Leonard, in her charge for several days, utilize the
freedom of our compound to engage in endless struggles with
Otto; their face fighting only occasionally becomes nasty. DaisyMae, in Janet’s lap, is out of sorts this morning and growls at
Seamus and Bonaparte. Dudley, Bailey and Sparkie are never far
from my knee – or the biscuit bag on the tabletop. Janet goes out
once to replenish the water bowl – her little madam then makes
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it her own prize and won’t let the other dogs have a drink. Hanna
tells us that Bonaparte has been launching gas attacks on her flat
and encourages me to dose him with five or six charcoal biscuits.
Ellie is again worried about the misbehavior of her father-in law
and Ofra is worried about what kind of clothes to bring with
her when she flies to Israel tomorrow. Renata is worried that
the cigarette lighter she has borrowed from Georgie will be too
hard for her to flick into life and Georgie is worried that she will
have trouble getting reimbursed for the mini-cab she paid for this
morning – when her usual driver again had car troubles. Michaela
is worried that some of the launderette assistants at 123 Cleaners
may be out of work if the closure of this part of the establishment
goes ahead and Janet is worried that there are an ever-growing
number of anti-dog letters in Labour’s Westminster North monthly
online bulletin. The march home is not an easy one since Leonard
is off-lead and he wants to continue his spirited play with Otto.
Janet is trying to explain to Michaela who Leonard’s owner,
Caroline is. I add that Caroline is not only a caterer, with cakes
a specialty, but a psychotherapist. Skye’s mom does agree with
me when I do suggest, “For many, of course, cake is a form of
psychotherapy.”
Wednesday, October 21:
It has been raining for several hours by the time Otto and I, both
carefully clad in our rain-togs, head for a sodden Paddington Rec.
The place is eerily deserted; I would not linger out on the green
even if other dogs were present, however, and so we head directly
for our green umbrella at the café. In fact Poppy does make an
appearance but if the gent accompanying him today wants a
play period for his pet he needs to bring him into our compound.
Instead Otto finds his cousin Leonard here; Georgie has also
brought Seamus and Flora, London Janet is here with Daisy-Mae,
Jo Lynn soon arrives with Tilly and, after we have been seated for
half an hour, Michigan Janet makes an appearance as well. And
that’s it – a weather-affected total that has to be counted on the
meager side indeed.
I am interested in discovering if, in the course of their play,
Leonard can succeed in tearing Otto’s raincoat off. He cannot
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– even though there is a great deal of face fighting and chasing,
with Flora an outrider keeping score. Fortunately the Schnauzer
lads manage to enjoy themselves without nastiness today; they
even break off the chase in order to join the biscuit brigade. Tilly
jumps into an empty chair and trembles with excitement over the
opportunity of sharing in this bounty. On most days there would
be a good deal of noise as other dogs walk by, but with the rain
steadily beating down, there is little activity out there – just Will
and Grace in their smart clear plastic rain coats.
London Janet tells us that she is working on a date for our
Christmas luncheon at the Bridge pub – when we will spend the
so-far paltry dividends from a year’s worth of lottery investment.
Georgie, who leaves early to wait for the boiler man, explains
that she will visit sister Jean in Glasgow next week – at which
time London Janet will inherit all her canine charges. Michigan
Janet wants to know where she can buy mini-baking trays and Jo
suggests she try an online outfit, Lakeland Plastics. “Once you
see what they have you will become addicted,” she adds, “it’s like
porn for bakers.” As there is no break in the steady rain we make
up our minds to head for home anyway. I have to note that my dog
has yet to produce a poo and that the presence of Leonard, who
wants to resume his combat with Otto, is not helping my chap to
concentrate. So we hang back a bit, creating some separation at
last, and half way down the Morshead roadway Otto pauses to
squat. At home his towel has to be fished from the airing cupboard
– he is one wet dog.
Thursday, October 22:
It remains gray but it is a dry morning as Otto and I begin our day
in Maida Vale. We don’t get far – since Otto has spotted Georgie
coming up behind us with Seamus, Sparkie and Bailey and he has
to make contact with this trio before he is ready to enter the park
itself. I unhook him so that there will be no tangle of leads but
almost as soon as I do so I note that the rugby lads have returned
to the green and I had better re-hook my beast so that there will
be no unauthorized incursions. There is some compensation as we
near the café itself – for Leonard is lurking on the walkway and I
can admit both of these pals at the same time.
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I join Dan at the café’s front door and soon we are joining a
morning grouping that also includes Davide (back from Delhi),
Ellie, Wendy, Makiko, Georgie, Hanna and both Janets. Michaela
also comes in with Skye and he gets his one treat, joining Seamus
in this category. Hanna reports that the cooked vegetable diet she
has been offering Bonaparte seems to be reducing the gas attacks;
he gets a few more charcoal biscuits from me. Daisy-Mae is
getting a grooming on London Janet’s lap and this adds to her sour
mood – she would just as soon attack Bonaparte, whom she does
not recognize as a club member, but she is restrained from doing
so. Otto does get a number of biscuits himself but he is chiefly
preoccupied with his endless battles with Leonard; these are good
tempered and, hopefully, energy consuming – the only time there
is any unpleasantness comes when I put my pet on lead at the end
of the session.
Today is Michigan Janet’s last morning with us – her cab already
ordered for 11:30 – and there is a big turnout to wish her bon
voyage. Makiko had attempted to snag Janet for a final gettogether last night but I had to respond to a series of texts with
the news that Janet was off seeing Imelda Staunton in Gypsy. I
get Makiko to admit that I have made considerable progress in
my own texting capabilities before teasing our technophile by
reminding her that five text messages were needed to elicit the
same information that would have been forthcoming with one
telephone call. On the subject of technology Ellie has a daughter
who has a school trip to CERN in Switzerland today. This reminds
me of the fun we used to have teasing Peter, who was convinced
that the world would come to an end when they started up the
Hadron Collider. Dan spends much of the session on the phone,
dealing with an ailing employee who may or may not make it
into work today. He has already been sparring with Davide this
morning (something about stealing his pal’s pillow) and when he
says he is now too late to drop off a prescription for Davide the
latter indicates that if Dan thinks he can use the car while Davide
is in Nigeria he can forget it. Dan heads off to work now but after
thirty seconds he returns to accept the prescription slip after all –
with the rest of us breaking into a spontaneous round of applause.
Michigan Janet will miss this form of entertainment.
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Friday, October 23:
After a night back in our old bed we are ready to begin our
Friday in the park. I wish I could report that our sleep had been a
comfortable one – but shortly after I turned off the lights the dog
began another one of those manic ear-scratching episodes and
it took him a long time to settle down. (That, and a substandard
bottom, would seem to make a trip to the bathtub a necessity later
this morning.) Contributing to the latter problem, of course, is the
issue of Otto’s sloppy poo; after a conference with a visiting Linda
last night I have decided to mix his dry food with something
more succulent. I seem to do a lot of walking out on the green
this morning – why is the nearest poo bin always so far away? –
and Otto does a lot of running. He does so just to see where I am
going; this morning he doesn’t want to play with any of the other
dogs and seems happy to report to the café when I head here.
Today we have Georgie, Janet (the only Janet left), Renata,
Hanna, Dan and Karen. Hanna has brought Bonaparte with her
and also Pucci, whom she often receives from Debbie for later
transfer to Georgie’s care. “I hope his paws are dry,” Dan teases –
but Hanna is not amused. I am soon defending myself against the
eager appetites of Tara, Sparkie, Winnie, Otto and Dudley – but
today I don’t have to worry about Bailey, whom Georgie has left
at home, snoring on the sofa. Throughout our session Daisy-Mae
is enduring another spirited grooming from Janet; the Shih-Tzu
makes no protest but you can tell she is getting mightily upset
and once she attacks Dudley’s head. Outside our gate we also
have a number of dogs brought to the park by Madame Ling Ling
– including the Scottie duo of Maggie and Harold. I tell Hanna,
who has earlier spotted a tribe of parakeets in the park, that now
she, too, can claim to have only one degree of separation from
Ted Heath. Meanwhile Georgie notices that Otto’s brown collar
has come off – the guess is that he stuck his head between the
bars and lost the collar when he pulled it back in. I’m not sure if
there is any connection but Georgie, having replaced this missing
accouterment, now recoils in horror – as Otto seems to be paying
court to a dead worm on the tiles. “Leave!”
Dan gives us a report on last night’s party with the Wicked cast; he
says that in honor of the show (which evidently claims the right to
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exploit any and all connections to Halloween) his ticket booth will
be painted green. Georgie fills me in on some missing details in
the story line of Emmerdale – I had switched over to a new season
of The Big Bang Theory rather than remain with Emmerdale for a
whole hour. Janet says she has talked to Wendy and that the latter
has visited Peter in his flat and that it may be possible to celebrate
his birthday next month in the communal hall at his complex, a
site he used to manage. I ask Georgie if it is okay for me to hand
off Otto to her as she passes Hamish II this morning – so that I can
do some quick shopping without leaving my dog home alone. So I
follow along as she makes her way home with Pucci, Sparkie and
Seamus. I haven’t forgotten that as soon as we get home my Otto
has a rendezvous with soap and water.
Saturday, October 24:
It is quite dark this morning as Otto heads for the park, sporting
his newly washed fur coat. There is almost no activity on the
green – just a dad who can’t play any football with two little
kids without claiming his own section of the grass with dozens
of cones. I am worried that Otto might help himself to these
Frisbee-like pieces of plastic but he heads straight for the gate of
our compound, greeting Thomas outside before joining Georgie’s
menagerie inside, one that today includes Sparkie, Seamus, Bailey
and Dudley. Other members of our ensemble are heading our way
as well: Janet, Debbie, Hanna, and Vlad.
I get out the orange biscuit bag and begin my ministrations.
Tara manages to catch one or two tossed her way but Bailey and
Sparkie insist on hand-feeding. Daisy-Mae is again enduring a
thorough grooming and eventually she decides to escape this
treatment by leaping into my lap. I offer her a few of the smaller
treats on the menu board but she will accept only a full-sized
Shapes biscuit. Soon she is guarding this under Janet’s chair and
poor Otto, shrieking like a little girl, is attacked for just being in
the neighborhood. The next time this happens, a second biscuit
having been offered to the killer Shih-Tzu, it is Bonaparte who
is attacked – with Seamus sticking his nose in as well. Janet,
exasperated by her dog’s aggression, gets up and ties her pet to
the naughty fence – where she remains for the rest of the session.
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Meanwhile Bailey succeeds in raking the orange bag close enough
to the edge of the tabletop that a biscuit falls out and there is a
scramble for its possession on the floor – Bailey doesn’t win this
ruck.
Hanna has ordered some scrambled eggs and when they arrive
she actually produces from her purse a truffle (purchased at
the Portobello market yesterday) and a grater as well. She also
produces her telephone in order to show us pictures of Rizzy, who
went missing when fireworks were launched in the park last night
(there was also a music-driven teen party in front of the café at
midnight). Rizzy, as we know, belongs to wheelchair-bound Mark
and, once identified, efforts were made by other dog owners to
locate him and return this pet – who often pulls the wheelchair at
great speed. Debbie was involved in this search and she can give
us a detailed account. I have a dog story to relate as well – for on
Thursday, while Linda and Pepper were visiting, Otto jumped up
onto a sitting room sofa for the first time. He hasn’t repeated this
feat but perhaps he will try again soon; he has certainly not had
any exercise in the park this morning and now a light drizzle is
descending. As we reach the exit gate we find a tardy Dan, just
arriving with Winnie. Sensing some mischief afoot I remind him,
“Don’t forget to ask Hanna if you can borrow her truffle grater.”
Sunday, October 25:
Well, my experiment has been a disappointing failure – for, by
the time we had completed our late afternoon walk yesterday,
Otto was showing just the opposite of more solid poo production.
I made a call to the Hamilton Vets but they had closed for the
weekend and so the treatment for my dog’s diarrhea would have
to be up to me in the interim. As I was preparing for our late night
walk I discovered that the poor fellow had pooed and peed in the
bedroom at some time during the evening; of course I had given
him no evening meal.
Complicating matters was the movement from summer to standard
time; I tried to delay that late night walk (more sloppy squatting)
and bedtime itself, hoping that I could resume the rest of our
schedule an hour later than usual today but sleep was hard to
come by. On several occasions the flat was filled with mysterious
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clicking sounds – which I thought might be some of my selfcorrecting clocks making their internal adjustments. Otto slept
much better than I did and, snuggled up against me throughout the
night, I could hear no signs of tummy distress. I can now take him
out at 7:00 (on the winter clock) but our visit to the park produces
nothing new from the bottom half. He seems to be unaffected by
his indisposition, playing with his toys and my underwear as I
take my shower.
When we at last make a more sustained visit to the park he wants
to play with a lively Beagle as we make our advances on the café.
Here I discover a lively scene with others already searching for
extra chairs. Makiko is here with some members of Matthew’s
family, Georgie’s daughter is here, Vlad has two friends with
him at a little corner table and there are two people in here I have
never seen before. As there is no place to sit down it is easier for
me to make a necessary decision – I won’t be having coffee with
the gang this morning. I wouldn’t want to feed other dogs while
denying my own animal anyway and so I lead a puzzled Otto
on a back passage walkround. Surprisingly he does produce one
poo here, a far more solid specimen than anything I have seen in
days. I offer him no welcome home biscuit today though I will
give him some of the intestinal formula food I have stored in the
pantry. Now I have an appointment with a sordid bedroom carpet
as I begin another of those dog owner’s days – best described as
Watchful Waiting.
Monday, October 26:
We have spent a far more restful night and there were certainly
signs of improvement in the bottom division yesterday but when
9:00 rolls around this morning I make that call to the Vet Clinic
and, as they have an opening at 9:30, we make a start almost
immediately – not forgetting Monday morning’s blue recycling
bag. I am hoping for a swift passage through the park and I almost
get my wish – but just as we near the café we are broadsided by
Leonard and it takes a while for us to get going again. This is
Otto’s longest walk ever and he really does quite well, especially
if you add in all those new enticing smells and the stops and starts
that come as he is freaked by all the traffic sounds, particularly the
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noise of lorries and buses on Maida Vale itself. We are just in time
at the vet’s, getting a brief chance to greet Kat, a park veteran,
who is here with her Boston Terrier, Dolly.
Dr. Tom is on duty and I am soon giving details of my dog’s
dietary problems, including Saturday’s unfortunate denouement,
and Tom begins to discuss a hypoallergenic diet, handing me
a poo sample pot as part of the process. Otto’s temperature is
slightly elevated. I also mention his recent bouts of ear scratching
and Tom plucks some hair here and administers a special ear
wash. Before we are ready to leave I make an appointment for a
week Tuesday and load a large sack of dried food and some cans
of his new food into my knapsack – I’m really glad I remembered
to bring it.
The walk home is a bit more protracted in nature. After a black
Staffie tries to sniff Otto – springing from a corner shop on a lead
so long he can follow us into the street – I let the dog have his
way. I am pretty tired anyway and my right knee is giving me
trouble. When we enter the park on our return journey, passing
again the bombsite that once was the Carlton Tavern, I can’t
decide which way to reach our street. In the event there are still
quite a few dogs here and some of them want to play and some,
like the Pug Zorro, just want to sniff.
Tuesday, October 27:
Well, it wasn’t really my idea of fun as I had to bend over to
retrieve samples of puppy poo twice yesterday and once this
morning – when we are headed for the park after another quiet
night. The good news is that Otto’s poo is far easier to handle, a
firm and dry consistency – so let us hope that his new dry food is
having a positive effect. I am a bit late getting started this morning
and I am again wearing a brace on my right knee as we head for
the café – where Janet, Dan, Davide, Makiko and the latter’s
sister-in-law are soon seated.
Karen has also brought with her two “god kids” – a little boy and
an even younger sister. They are both wearing jackets bearing the
livery of the South Africa rugby team – though they seem to be
English – and they soon delight in the attentions of the doggies,
whose names they learn quickly enough. Otto is very gentle in
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his approach to them but when it is time to feed the assembled
canines he is as passionate as ever. Dr. Tom has recommended that
I use his own new dry food as treats and so I do – with Winnie,
Bailey, Tara, Seamus and Dudley finishing up the rest of the treats
in my orange bag. Dan says that its presence, these last two days,
was sorely missed by a puzzled Winnie. There is no Sparkie in the
mix this morning since Georgie has taken him with her on a visit
to sister Jean in Glasgow.
We discuss last night’s TV fare – which included the return of a
missing Phil Mitchell on EastEnders and the unusual appearance
of Sigourney Weaver on Doc Martin. Makiko (with whom I must
have exchanged half a dozen texts during Sunday’s Formula 1
race in Texas) says she can’t wait for the next race in Mexico. I
tell her that I was most impressed that Lewis Hamilton not only
won the Texas race, confirming the championship for the year,
but that he did so just in time for Downton Abbey. Dan reports
that his building in Leicester Square is now a bright green, in
honor of Wicked, and that the rest of the West End in his part of
the world is undergoing such a massive redevelopment that it is
unrecognizable. When I get home my first task is to call Linda,
from whom I would like to ask a considerable favor. Would she
have any time today or tomorrow to run the puppy’s poo pot up to
the Vet Clinic?
Wednesday, October 28:
Well, Linda did arrive late in the afternoon yesterday and Otto’s
poo pot was duly delivered. We hear from the other body part
this morning – the fellow is so excited when Cathy arrives that
he can’t hold in all his overnight pee. It is also raining a bit as
we make our way outdoors this morning but there are obvious
signs of clearing. Toby the Bulldog is just entering and I promise
to bring with me tomorrow a yellow soccer ball that has been
rolling around my house for years – too large and too heavy for
any Schnauzer nose. Otto rushes forward to squat on the green but
amid all the leaves here I just can’t find the poo itself – in spite of
the assistance of Caroline, whose Leonard assists Otto is a wild
play period with two other small dogs.
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“What kind of a turnout do you call this?” I ask as I return to a
table that makes room for Davide and Janet only – Karen having
departed after leaving Dudley with the surrogate Georgie, Janet.
Indeed, while we are drinking our coffee Melanie comes by
looking desperately for Georgie since she will be taking part in a
debate at Cambridge today and wants to take her mother with her
as a witness. Bless her heart, Janet volunteers to look after Rufus,
her substitute’s menagerie ever-growing. One of these charges, the
slack-jawed Bailey, is so manic this morning that I have to move
two chairs – even so he manages to pull a sack containing Otto’s
pellets off the tabletop. There are several problems in the feeding
process. First it is hard to distribute a handful of pellets to my pet
without spilling some. And today we have the additional problem
of all those wet paws on my trousers – this means you, Winnie.
Janet says that tomorrow we will not even have Davide here –
since he takes off soon for Hong Kong. (I give him the special task
of looking for stamp dealers in this Asian metropolis.) Yesterday’s
conversation on TV continues as I nominate the first episode of
Scream Queens, an American comedy in which Jamie Lee Curtis
plays a dean at war with the snootiest sorority on campus. David
the erstwhile dogsitter comes by for a visit. He is not the only
visitor to note that the dog’s water bowl is full of fallen leaves;
I suggest that, after all, these are the ingredients of your average
cup of tea. Our departure, under brighter skies, is a difficult one –
with both Daisy-Mae and Winnie staging sit-down strikes. Makiko
is just entering the park with Emilio (no baby this morning); she
wants to know how Harley’s operation for the removal of a tumor
on the top of his head has gone – Emilio is evidently scheduled
for a similar procedure – but no one knows the answer to her
question.
Thursday, October 29:
I have taken advantage of Cathy’s visit yesterday to undertake a
morning expedition to the West End – where much of it, indeed,
seemed to be undergoing endless reconstruction. At a Boots on
Oxford Street I was asked by the BBC if they could film me
making my purchase – as all the staff here were in Children in
Need livery. (I may never know if I’ve had another fifteen seconds
of fame.) In the afternoon we had another visit from Linda and
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Pepper. Otto seems to have forgotten how to jump on the sofa, the
better to have his famous face-fights with his Schnauzer uncle, but
Linda took him up here on several occasions and it was lovely to
see him snuggle as close as he could get to the patient Pepper.
This morning I start off with the famous yellow football for Toby
the Bulldog but there is no sign of him or his master during our
session in the Rec. For a while it appears that Janet’s prediction
(that there would be only two of us here today) is borne out – but
gradually our forces are augmented. Vlad comes in with Tara and
then we also have Ellie, Claire, Renata, Wendy, even a fly-past
from Makiko – though when Alberto’s carriage comes rattling
through it manages to overturn the dog’s water bowl, leafless
today but now empty as well. Harley has a line of stitching on the
top of his head but he seems well enough in himself. Janet, who
has Daisy-Mae, Seamus and Bailey with her this morning, says
that the latter is as manic at home when food is being served as
he is in the park – a talent he soon demonstrates by trying to pull
my orange bag off the tabletop. A canine highlight this morning is
the brief appearance of Dessy (short for Desdemona), a beautiful
Springer Spaniel puppy whose owners (unused to dogs) can’t
tell puppy playing from fighting. Needless to say Otto is in love
with the wonderful creature and when she is taken out of our
compound he cries woefully.
Much of the morning conversation is devoted to London property
prices; Ellie says that people are asking so much these days that
even some St. John’s Wood properties are going unsold. From
her purse she plucks a variety of analgesic tablets so that she can
dose Clare’s back spasms. Renata says that she is so tired these
days she goes to bed at 8:30. And Wendy is trying to organize
a birthday celebration for another invalid, the missing Peter,
and now proposes November 20th as the appropriate date. Janet
has been grooming Daisy-Mae, as usual, and therefore the sight
of her pet rolling on the pavement when we get up to depart
is particularly dispiriting. I propose a theory to explain this
behavior – dogs need to disguise their odor from potential prey by
adding something of the surrounding environment to their coats.
Hopefully this doesn’t have to be fox poo but it won’t do, under
any circumstances, to be too clean.
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Friday, October 30:
As with our late night walk so again we have a light rain falling
as Otto and I head for the park. I am wearing my rain jacket but
Otto is not. There is not much activity in the Rec, after so much
moisture, and there is no sign of doggy activity on the green at
all. For that matter the canine compound at the café is also empty
– though as we get closer I can see Karen and Vlad making their
way to seats in the shadow of the green umbrella. Wendy comes
as well and Janet, here with Seamus, Bailey and Daisy-Mae,
arrives soon thereafter – she has been welcoming New York Liz to
her flat. Finally Linda comes in, actually sitting down for several
minutes this time, with Pepper and Chica.
Karen is reading from the Daily Mail, where the latest revelations
in the unfolding scandal of Camila and her Kids Company make
for fascinating reading. (I can’t resist describing for Karen how
my Dorothy was first to question that lady’s methods and values –
twenty-five years ago.) Linda says that she has been to a concert in
St. Paul’s and to drinks at the Savoy – where she saw Tom Jones.
When the hotel’s bathrooms are up for discussion I remember a
second story involving my wife. Years ago we chaperoned the
ASL senior prom at the Savoy. When one of seniors showed
obvious signs of too many pre-prom drinks Dorothy took her into
the toilets and assisted the young lady when the contents of her
stomach made an unwanted appearance. Dorothy then attempted
to comfort the poor girl by saying, “Don’t worry; we’ve all had
similar experiences when we were your age” – only to be scolded
by an unforgiving administrator, “You should never tell a student
that you were once drunk!” Meanwhile Wendy is telling us how
she plans to prepare winter quarters for her hens and Janet is
reminding us that we need to refresh our lottery stakes.
Bailey is a real food pest this morning and we have to move two
chairs on which he has been surveying the scene and remove
him from the tabletop where he has been trying to reach distant
foodstuffs – and even the envelope that contains the lottery money.
Tara, Seamus, Pepper and Otto are also active and I am beginning
to think I may have to change out of my dog-paw dampened
trousers when I get home. Indeed, getting there is not an easy
process. Otto wants to follow Linda in the wrong direction, Daisy185
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Mae won’t move (in spite of the promise of squirrels ahead) and
she and Seamus try to board an Italian woman who is exercising
on her back in the vestibule of the clubhouse. Poppy now arrives
and naturally Otto wants to engage his pal in the type of tussle that
should have been part of the schedule almost an hour earlier. Then
Otto and Seamus share ownership of a tennis ball as we make our
way through the leaves at the head of the track. Before we have
made it home my dog has slipped through the rose garden hedge
and chased some pigeons in Morshead Road. At least the rain has
stopped.
Saturday, October 31:
Skies are brightening as Otto and I head for the park on a lovely
Saturday morning. Today we reach the end of another month in
the Rec and, of course, it is also Halloween. I have brought a
new tennis ball with me and Otto chases this down a few times
as he searches for any of his pals on the green and a suitable
place to have a quiet poo. Eventually there are four little dogs in
a wonderful melee out here; one of these is Leonard and, after I
have waited outside the gate to our doggy compound for some
time, these two dash inside to continue their play.
Our morning group is a lively one with Janet, Dan, Matthew,
Makiko, Renata, Debbie, Wendy and Hanna present (also Vlad
behind us) and, as an unusual addition, we also have a brief
appearance from my Stockholm cousin Stefan – who is staying
at a b&b houseboat on the nearby canal. Stefan uses this visit to
phone his mother and thus I am able to talk to the last surviving
sibling of my stepfather (who died forty-five years ago). Britta
is 97. Another visitor is New York Liz, who is on a business trip
for the charitable division of a famous cosmetics company. She is
recovering from the disappointment of being rejected by the board
of a co-op in Brooklyn Heights, where she was trying to buy a flat.
She says that her city-phobic Roxy, whom she misses very much,
seems very happy with a new family in Cape Cod and that the
Beagle has a Westie and a Lab as new sleeping partners; indeed,
she uses the Lab as her pillow.
Otto is in a manic phase, even after the departure of Leonard,
and he has a great deal of fun chasing Bonaparte and Flora about
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– though Boni ends up with a knick above one eye after all the
in-fighting. The fact that Alberto is eating a rusk (after enjoying
his own shoes for a while) does not escape Otto’s attention but
for the most part he is content with fistfuls of his own dietary
kibble – though I do have to encourage him to nibble at these
morsels gently; there is no need to snatch at the treats as though
each mouthful represented his last meal. Our other great food pest,
Bailey, is also treat-obsessed this morning and chairs have to be
moved with some frequency in order to prevent him from reaching
the tabletop in pursuit of some leftovers. Bonaparte does not seem
too concerned about food; he has chomped onto Otto’s tennis ball.
Hanna finally gets this away from him and tosses it over the fence
in order to deflect the French Bulldog’s ball obsession – and we
never see it again.
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Dan has lap room for Winnie and Otto.
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Sunday, November 1:
The dew is just rising from the grass of Paddington Rec as Otto
and I make our way into the park on a sunny Sunday morning.
Otto has survived well his first night of fireworks (which now
seems to be a feature of every Halloween) and I am relieved to see
that our foreshortened late night walk has not led to any household
incontinence. Intemperance is the best word to use as we describe
Winnie’s behavior – for we can hear her barking angrily as Dan
parks the car outside the Morshead gate. Otto is delighted by the
senior Pug’s presence and keeps kissing and jumping on her as
we make our way out to the green. Dan and I head directly for the
café, where already we can see Janet, Georgie and Liz. “Why am I
reminded of the opening scene of Macbeth?” Dan wants to know.
In addition to those already mentioned we have a very respectable
turnout – with Karen, Wendy, Debbie, Renata, Hanna, Vlad and
Makiko also present. Matthew is here as well, but he sits near our
gate with Emilio in his lap – this poor Pug is scheduled for surgery
on Thursday but he now has an unrelated malady – sore paws.
At a little corner table near the fence some women are having
breakfast; they have brought with them a fluffy white specimen
who, to Otto’s great delight, chases my dog away whenever he
gets too close. Flora is also available for chasing – especially
when Otto has a discarded Ribena juice carton in his mouth.
Flora also leads a patrol guarding the fence, barking furiously at
anything that moves on the other side. Liz and Janet report that
Flora and Daisy-Mae have had several bust-ups at home. To add
to the noise created by all our dogs barking at the fences we also
have the contribution of Bliss the Chow – who barks hysterically
with separation anxiety when her mommy, after sitting briefly
with Hanna, goes inside the café to put in an order.
Karen tells us that yesterday she attended the World Cup rugby
final at Twickenham – she has little voice left after cheering on the
the Australian team – losers to New Zealand. Georgie gives us a
report on her recent visit to Glasgow, Liz tells us that she has three
days of meetings coming up in Southampton, and Dan says that
he has promised to take Davide to French Polynesia for Christmas
2016. He also reports that he spotted the owner of the unreliable
Jazz digging Halloween ornaments out of other people’s front
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lawns this morning. Dan now plucks Alberto from his carriage
and tosses him up into the air – the baby smiling broadly over this
treatment. When he is again seated Renata orders Dan to lean back
– claiming that she can’t hear when he is blocking her sightlines.
(This does not prevent her from interrupting the conversation in
order to place a cosmetic order with Liz.) Janet and I discuss the
new weekend wintertime closing hours for the park. I witnessed
something of this myself yesterday when Otto and I were leaving
the Rec after our late afternoon walk at 4:30 and several security
guards in lime green vests were blowing whistles at innocent
visitors, shouting orders at them and in other ways turning a
request into a command. I tell her that I remember when, thirty
years ago, a single whistle blown from the clubhouse was enough
to get people moving to the exits. She says that in another ten
years the security guards will be carrying weapons in order to
encourage better compliance.
Monday, November 2:
Fog lies heavily on the ground as Otto and I reach the street
this morning – already on the pavement is Georgie, here to pick
up Seamus from the adjacent address. We continue on to the
Morshead roadway where I witness the unusual sight of an elderly
lady in a large wool cap patiently removing the leaves that have
fallen atop the hedges that border the rose garden. (Not only is
this a labor of Sisyphus at this time of year but she is a short lady
and can only reach the leaves that border the walkway.) Out on the
green I can just make out Poppy in the distance but before Otto
can reach his pal a young Labrador puppy named Austin rushes
up and he becomes the object of Otto’s attentions. Although he
is only fifteen weeks old, Austin is already much larger than my
pet – nevertheless he is soon on his back as Otto bores in. Then
positions are reversed and Otto enjoys being chased. Meanwhile
poor Poppy has no playmate, at least until Leonard arrives to
make this a fearsome foursome. Austin’s owner is very new to this
scene and she keeps asking if all this pretend-fighting is normal.
Leonard has had a trim and this has revealed a lot of lighter
patches in his fur – Caroline describes this as the piebald look.
In the wet grass Otto has become thoroughly soaked after some
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fifteen minutes of playtime; nevertheless it is time to hook him for
a short journey to the café, where we soon have a hardy company
that includes Davide, Georgie, Janet, Renata, Karen, Hanna and
Vlad. I am still having trouble getting Otto to accept his diet
pellets without snatching, and getting Seamus to accept the fact
that he is allowed only one treat. Tara, Sparkie and Winnie are
under no such restrictions but Winnie happens to be in the wrong
place at the wrong time because Daisy-Mae, irritated by another
grooming, attacks the head of the Pug, starting an ill-tempered
exchange. Otto spends a good deal of time at the fence, where a
little toddler (much amused by the wet head) is trying to stroke
him through the bars.
Karen has brought a jam roll with her this morning and she
cuts off slices of this confection for the coffee drinkers. Davide
tells me that the only stamps he found in Hong Kong were
expensive ones in antique stores – not the kiloware I was hoping
for. Renata announces that all of the London airports are closed
because of the fog but Davide insists this is not true. The two
have an ill-tempered argument on this topic as Davide tries to
convey the notion that there is a difference between “partially”
and “completely” and Renata insists that there are no take-offs
anywhere. The word “schweinhund” is introduced into this
conversation, followed shortly by a change of mood as Renata
now asks for Davide’s help in organizing a trip to Basel at the
end of the month. Our steward swallows his pique and begins
investigations on his phone. Renata plans to visit Christmas
markets in France and Germany and promises to bring me back
some pfeffernusse. We get ready to leave – but Janet has lost
Daisy-Mae’s lead. As we pass the clubhouse I ask Hanna if is she
is still clipping the corkscrew plants in their white tubs here. She
says that these plants (today covered in a filigree of spiderwebs)
are always being damaged by others and she has given up. In the
rose garden two drunks are sitting on a bench and swapping a
bottle in the fog.
Wednesday, November 4:
We missed our usual morning park session yesterday – though we
passed through the Rec twice and on the second occasion I was
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able to lean over the fence and tell the surviving coffee drinkers
that at Hamilton Vets Dr. Tom seemed very pleased with Otto’s
progress. He had found nothing nasty in those fecal samples, no
temperature at all, and we have decided to keep the dog on his
sensitivity control kibble for some time into the future. Today we
enter the park just after Dan, Davide and Janet and I unhook my
dog so that he can catch up with this group and follow them on a
slow circuit of the green. This seems like a lot of fun for Otto but
after a while he insists on following a mid-sized brown dog named
Pebbles into the walkways above the tennis courts. When we
reach the green again he can see some of his pals on the flanks of
Mt. Bannister so he rushes forward to engage Poppy and Leonard
in play – Alaska manages to floor him as well and this is my
signal to hook my pet again. It has only recently stopped raining
and he is very wet.
In addition to those already mentioned our morning grouping
includes Georgie, Karen, Hanna (here with Pucci, Vlad (here to
escape the umbrella run-off), and, back after two weeks, Ofra.
The latter is warned that Georgie is on her way with Bailey and
she goes out to the green to welcome her pet – who is thrilled to
see his mommy. He spends most of the session in her lap and then
he joins the ravenous crew at my feet; they seem to believe that,
since I wasn’t here yesterday, they are due double rations today.
The problem is that, after the rain, the paws of these little rascals
are soaked and by the time we have enjoyed our morning drinks
and some cake that Ofra has baked to celebrate her return – so too
are my trousers.
Davide is spitting feathers with his coffee – since he has gone to
a great deal of difficulty to purchase Renata’s Basel ticket only
to discover that her name as it appears on her Swiss passport is
not how she gave it to him two days ago – and straightening this
mess out with BA has consumed a great deal of time. (Renata
blames the Swiss.) Ofra gives us a report on her recent visit to
Israel, where she evidently avoided a trouble-beset Jerusalem.
Janet reports that visiting Liz attended a gala in Marylebone last
night, an event at which Hugh Bonneville was the compere, Annie
Lennox entertained, and an emaciated Victoria Beckham was only
a table away. Well, I have already welcomed Cathy and John the
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Window Cleaner to my house and taken the dog to the park but
there is still much to do this morning – a pile of laundry has to go
to the 123 Cleaners, I have to take the bus to Sainsbury’s, I have
to read my gas meter in the basement and – before any of these
other tasks – I must change out of these wet trousers.
Thursday, November 5:
How dark it is – and here I refer not to the imminent display of
those weapons of massive eruption on bonfire night – but to the
lowering gloom that presides over Paddington Rec on a damp
Thursday in November. At least there is no rain (so far) and it is
not that cold. With Sparkie, Georgie has just fetched Seamus from
his home and Otto is straining at the leash as we follow this trio
into the park; behind us a second trio is following – Dan, Davide
and Winnie, and Otto has to rush back to cover the Pug’s head in
kisses. The next distraction comes in the form of a curly black
puppy – who, after a period of chasing among the trees at the
head of the Morshead roadway, is followed back the way we have
just entered. The owner of this little fellow is actually holding the
pup’s carryall in one hand and to prevent my dog from following
them home he puts his puppy into the pouch – much to my relief.
In the meantime I am trying to get Otto interested in activity
out on the green, where I have already spotted Poppy. Here we
head next and a lovely play period ensues with Poppy, Leonard
and a little black-and-white pup named Donny. These four chase
each other around and roll one another in the wet grass for ten
minutes or so and then I finally hook Otto so I can make my way,
belatedly, to the café. By this time my usual seat at our table has
been usurped (though I do get a sympathetic shrug from Ofra)
and I sit down with Ellie and Karen. Others include Dan, Davide
and Georgie, already mentioned, and also Hanna, Liz and Wendy.
Otto returns for repeated visits to his kibble bag and Bailey and
Winnie are delighted by some ersatz bacon twists that I purchased
at Sainsbury’s yesterday. (I note that, while Otto is eating only
his sensitivity control food purchased at the vet’s, all my market
purchases now go into the greedy mouths of other people’s
canines.)
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Georgie departs after only a few minutes – she has a course she
needs to take today in connection with her work for the council.
Travel plans dominate much of the conversation as Karen
announces that she wants a holiday in Dubai and Davide begins
to look up information on flights and hotels and Ellie, who is
heading here herself next month, adds her extensive expertise.
(Middle Eastern travel seems a bit more risky in the wake of the
downing in the Sinai of a Russian airliner – perhaps as the result
of a bomb on board – which took off from another one of Ellie’s
favorite vacation spots, Sharm el-Sheikh, on Sunday). Meanwhile
Ofra, just returned from the Middle East, tells us that her daughter
Lee has jettisoned the boyfriend and signed up for a two-week
unpaid internship in advertising. Social plans are discussed now
– Davide and Liz agree to meet in New York on December 6th but
no one wants to go out tonight – we need to be at home in order to
comfort our dogs if they are undone by all the mindless fireworks.
Friday, November 6:
We did undertake an additional visit to the park yesterday – when
Linda came by with Pepper and we took our dogs for a rather
brief outing in the Rec. Brief it was for it was also raining and the
only exercise on offer came when Linda tossed a tennis ball for
Otto to chase along the walkways. It was already dark and I hoped
to impress Linda with my foresight – for when the dog squatted
among the leaves I produced from my pocket the little flashlight
that Renata had given me last Christmas and with its narrow beam
I was able to retrieve the missing poo. A few hours later the Guy
Fawkes explosions began and I was gratified to see how calmly
the pup endured this bombardment. He ate his dinner as usual,
he played with his toys and, though he spent most of the evening
snuggled up to me on the TV room sofa – he does that every
evening anyway. When we went outside at 11:00 there was still
the sound of an occasional explosion off in the distance but Otto
did not seem to react to any of this and we completed our walk
without problems.
It is again raining as we start off for the park this morning and we
are both in raingear. I decide to head directly for the café – where
I know that some exercise for my dog will be on offer in the form
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of a visiting Leonard – here this morning with Janet. That lady
has the company of Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Clare, Hanna, Wendy,
Karen, Liz, Ellie and a visiting grad student from Chile, Andrea.
(I note that I feel like the only male at a meeting of the Women’s
Institute.) Otto and Leonard are soon engaged in their famous
face fighting and this slows any Schnauzer advance on my biscuit
bag. No such reticence is forthcoming in the behavior of Bailey,
Winnie or Sparkie and, in spite of my numerous attempts to have
these schnorrers “Get Down!,” the wet puppy paws have again
soaked through my trousers in short order. The rain continues and,
though it is not intense in volume, it is blowing from behind us
and some of us are soon getting water down the back of our necks.
Today is Liz’s birthday (I have remembered a card) and the
coffees are on her. She invites me to a dinner celebration at Le
Cochonnet but I beg off – Otto doesn’t like it there and I am
sure that, especially with last night’s rain, we are certain to have
more fireworks from the arsenal of the noisemakers tonight and
I wouldn’t want to abandon my dog under such circumstances.
(Karen, Yara and Ellie are on the razzle tonight and it will be
interesting to see if Karen, who is still not drinking, joins the other
in a glass or two.) Ellie is describing the detailed online research
she has undertaken in the purchase of a pair of trainers for one of
her daughters but when I suggest that with such dedication she
could, by now, have found the cure for some important disease,
she says that she could have never studied medicine since she
(like Doc Martin) can’t stand blood. She adds that her latest
domestic battle with the builders (who have been in her house to
repair all the water damage from the broken gutter) has to do with
their insistence on washing paint down her drains – which have
clogged. Andrea, our guest, is visiting the Rec because she had
noted that we have dedicated dog areas here (though she has by
now discovered how few people actually take their animals inside)
and that her dissertation will be on the human-canine interface in
modern urban society. We tell her that she has come to right place
to ask her questions, indeed I give her my card as I get Otto’s lead
attached. Once again I have to get home and into a dry pair of
trousers.
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Saturday, November 7:
Otto has again survived an explosive evening, though there was
a reduction in the number of rounds fired, and we have spent a
fairly restful night. Prospects for this morning are rather gloomy,
however, since it is dark, blustery, and, as I discover only when
we have reached the street, is is again raining. We get to the
corner, where I post a letter, and enter the park by the Essendine
gate. Here I manage to drag the dog’s coat from my rain jacket
pocket. Getting it strapped on is not so easy, especially since the
burly Tumble is active here and, once released, Otto has to give
him chase. Over on the Morshead roadway I can see Janet (with
Daisy-Mae and Leonard) and this is reassuring since I have lost all
contact with my pet but I know that if Leonard is here Otto can’t
be far behind. Soon these pals are having a great time eluding our
efforts at an orderly progress by twice dancing into the forbidden
rose garden.
When we do arrive at the café it is obvious that they have opened
early and this will explain a very long queue, peopled in part by
footie parents. Hanna is just in front of me and she tells me that
Michaela’s poor Skye, under treatment for diabetes, has lost his
sight. I mention that I have sent a text to Makiko in order to ask
about the status of another invalid, Emilio. Before I can share her
response Debbie, standing behind us, has even more to offer. She
says that Emilio has had a tricky recovery, eating and drinking
nothing for quite some time and not even getting up to pee. In
addition, he not only had a tumor removed from his belly but
six teeth (one pus-filled) extracted as well. Once we have taken
our seats in the rain-raked space beneath our green umbrella it
is cheering, therefore, to see that Emilio, here with Matthew, is
trotting around nimbly outside our gates. (He was tempted to take
on some sustenance, we learn, by a special concoction cooked up
for him by Matthew and featuring sausages and gorgonzola.) Our
tablemates this morning, in addition to those already mentioned,
include Georgie, Karen, Dan, Ofra, Liz, and the chap who owns
Simba, the Cavapoo. While his dog is withstanding the bullying
advances of Leonard and Otto he tells us that his pet got lost
recently on Hampstead Heath and that last night he also managed
to eat half an advent calendar, necessitating an expensive visit to
the emergency vet.
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Karen, whose Dudley is wearing a rain suit (with legs), tells
us that she did have a drink while out with the other ladies last
night. David the Dogsitter comes by and says he had a disastrous
social encounter last night – but he won’t share any of the details.
Rob and Linda come by with Pepper (admitted) and Chica
(embargoed.) As earlier I had demonstrated my handy flashlight
trick so now I show Linda how I have decided to deal with those
wet doggy paws on my trousers – I have deployed a serving tray
on my lap. Bailey tries to complete an end run by jumping into the
chair next to me. When this is tipped forward he refuses to jump
off and manages to bang his head at the end of the process; I lack
sympathy when I say, “No sense, no feeling.” Winnie, similarly
inconvenienced by my shield, is wearing her pale green raincoat
this morning – something Hanna always dubs her slug lettuce
outfit (though I think she means lettuce slug). As yesterday, the
Schnauzer boys are slow to get in line since they are busy facefighting. This does turn ugly after a while and I am happy to join
the march home. Otto has not done his poo yet and with Leonard
on the green this is still unlikely. When Leonard does run off it
is Poppy who now comes forward just as my dog is beginning
to squat. As I follow Liz and Dan down the Morshead roadway
I discover a puzzled Daisy-Mae sitting here – it turns out that
Janet is having trouble out on the green hooking Leonard but Liz
manages to snag this chap soon thereafter. The rain, which has
let up for a while, begins again as we make our exit and I shall be
glad to get home.
Sunday, November 8:
We have had another uncomfortable night – indeed matters took
an early bad turn when Otto threw up his lunch on the living room
carpet. The bombardment that began with nightfall again meant
that the dog spent the entire evening snuggled up to me on the
TV room sofa – perhaps worn down by the fusillade he took no
part in play and refused to eat his evening meal. Our late night
walk at 11:00 or so was accomplished without major incident but
by this time I was in knots (or so my stomach told me) over the
dog’s discomfiture. In addition my left hip was aching and I found
it difficult to find a comfortable position for sleep – there were
explosions well after midnight.
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It remains depressingly gray as Otto and I head for the park on
a damp Sunday morning. Otto spots Leonard over near the loos
and soon these two, and two other little dogs, are participating
in a major ruck among the leaves on the green. When the
Schnauzer’s face fighting again turns nasty I put Otto on lead and
head for the café. The line-up this morning includes Dan, Janet,
Georgie, Wendy, Ofra, Karen, Debbie, Hanna and Makiko. The
convalescent Emilio has been left at home but the other canines
are soon up to their old tricks. I have to tilt a chair forward in
order to prevent Bailey from gaining an advantage over the other
contestants in the greed sweepstakes but he finds an empty chair
on the other side of the table – the better to sneak up on Makiko’s
ham and cheese sandwich. Portions of this treat are also handed
to Alberto – who eats some and offers some of this bounty to the
dogs.
Ofra spends some time helping Alberto practice his walking skills
– still no solo effort yet. Dan announces that Liz would like to see
the rest of us for lunch at the Bridge this afternoon. I have to tell
him that 2:00 is precisely the moment when I am expecting some
Face Time with my Philadelphia in-laws; others object to this
time since they wanted 3:00 but Dan, complaining that this is far
too late for lunch, has changed it to 2:00, In other social matters
Wendy passes out invitations to the birthday celebration for Peter
on the 21st. I mention that I watched the first of Gino D’Acampo’s
series on the cuisine of Sardinia (and later Sicily) and Dan, who
says they are planning on buying some land on Sardinia, adds that
he has recorded this program for Davide. We discuss the reactions
of our dogs to bonfire night and its sequels and Hanna reminds us
that we also have more Diwali to look forward to. When Makiko
and Ofra push the baby carriage through the gate Otto escapes
onto the green and Ofra borrows his lead in order to reclaim the
rascal. This isn’t easy since he has found Poppy out near the
cricket crease but eventually she succeeds, restoring my dog to me
as we start, at last, for home.
Monday, November 9:
After a far more restful evening – the volume of shells fired in
a weeklong bombardment at last showing signs of abatement
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– Otto seems to have survived his first fireworks season with
considerable aplomb. (The same cannot be said for me since my
left hip has been giving me problems and making an uninterrupted
sleep quite difficult.) I do remember to bring the blue recycling
bag with me as we head for the street this morning. Next door
Georgie, with Sparkie, has just fetched Seamus and Otto is very
pleased to follow his pals in the direction of the park. Here I let
him off-lead so he doesn’t get tangled in the leads of the others
and he responds by dashing into the forbidden rose garden. I
am most gratified when a sharp whistle gets him to rejoin us; as
we near the green he dashes off in pursuit of little Max. It is a
great pleasure to see him running in ecstatic circles out here –
eventually he spots Leonard over near the loos and these two, plus
Poppy, have a little play before I usher Otto into our compound.
This morning we make room for Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Wendy,
Ellie and Hanna. Hanna has brought Pucci with her and she puts
him in my lap while she goes inside to order her coffee, then he
spends the rest of the session peeking out from the confines of her
leather jacket. On the next lap a newly groomed Teddy is seated;
Bailey, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie also have considerable lap time
this morning. Otto exhausts my supply of his sensitivity control
pellets while the other dogs make do with mini-bites, bacon twists,
and Shapes. When he is not nibbling my dog patrols the fences,
squealing with anticipation if a dog he likes passes by. A little boy
is reaching through the bars trying to pet him and it is a matter of
some satisfaction that I know I can trust my pup not to offer any
problem at such a moment.
Georgie is still suffering from a heavy cold and Dr. Hanna
prescribes dry toast and the application of Vick’s. (“She could put
the Vick’s on the toast, thereby saving a step,” I offer hopefully.)
Among the others there is a great exchange of phone photos –
Liz has a photo of her Jack’s ex-girlfriend, Ofra has photos of
her daughter Lee, and Ellie summons photos of the Indian steel
magnate who, as this industry sinks into a terminal decline here
in the UK, has plunged to his death from his penthouse perch. We
also discuss flu shots; my announcement that I will have mine this
afternoon at 3:55 reminds Wendy that she has one (at the surgery
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we share) a little before this. Suzanne now comes in with Sunny
and she too has a phone photo to share, a picture of herself with
our former student Michael Benz – celebrating the completion
of his West End stint as Jack Worthing in a production of The
Importance of Being Earnest. Janet now goes off to play tennis,
leaving Liz in charge of Daisy-Mae – and of her car, which Liz
will drive home. Just as we reach our exit the sun makes one if its
rare appearances in our lives.
Tuesday, November 10:
It’s a bit of a struggle to get ready for our morning in the park,
a struggle for me since both my hip and my stomach have been
making life difficult and sleep was again hard to come by. Otto,
of course, is just fine and, under gray but mild skies, we can start
off at our usual hour. Just as we reach the green a young Beagle is
encountered and Otto and this fellow get in some spirited chasing
among the leaves. Then we head across the grass in the direction
of a knot of dog owners – a collection that soon produces both
Leonard and Poppy from its shadows. Surprisingly, however, Otto
seems content to follow me in the direction of the café – where
he is admitted to our compound while I get positioned outside the
front door. Today I will be the first in the queue.
Our group today includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Liz, Wendy, Hanna
and Makiko – with Karen making a passing appearance and Dan
(after a monumental fight with Davide) here just to deliver Winnie
before heading off to work. Winnie and Bailey are soon laying
siege to my knees – where Otto soon arrives for some more of his
pellets. Led by Sparkie and Seamus, the dogs are also extremely
active in patrolling the fences; every time Otto sees someone who
would make a good play partner he begins to shriek. He does
so, for instance when Khalifa the Staffie makes an appearance
– Khalifa would like to play as well and he has the strength to
open the gate by himself so we soon have him in our midst amid
general confusion. Terry has to rush in to extract his pet and while
he is doing so Leonard comes in as well. This works a bit better
and Otto and his pal do manage to have some fun as they jump
on one another’s backs. Hanna notes that, out of consideration for
the rest of us, Seamus has turned his back so that he can squat in
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a corner for another inappropriate poo. (I’m not sure that Georgie,
whose head is still cold-stuffed, finds any comfort in this gesture
as she gets up to retrieve this contribution.)
Today is Liz’s last day and she is promising to forward some
cosmetic goodies to her pals when she gets back to New York. Her
work for the charitable division of a famous cosmetics company
leads to a discussion of all the grants that have been made to
health professionals who are fighting such conditions as HIV. Liz
mentions that her company now has a new store in a Tel Aviv mall
but Ofra wants to know which mall – “Do you think Israel is so
small we have only one?” Makiko, meanwhile, has made a baby
cappuccino for Alberto, who is interested in the spoon-fed foam.
Then she hands the baby off to Sara the nanny and makes a quick
trip home, fetching the recuperative Emilio for his trip to the park.
We meet them coming in as the rest of us are about to make our
exit, a melancholy moment since here we really do have to bid Liz
farewell.
Wednesday, November 11:
After another restless night – with Otto loyally following me
throughout the house as I searched for a perch that might agree
with my protesting hip – we welcome Cathy and head for the
park. It is mild enough but very gray. At the Morshead gate we
encounter Celine with Noli and Ziggy and Natasha with Millie.
The latter is soon dancing at my feet – she remembers that in
years past I have paused to untie my biscuit bag. Ahead of us
we have Dan, Davide and Winnie – and Otto has to check them
out before heading for the green. I am afraid that, in spite of my
best efforts, I cannot locate his poo among the leaves that litter
this surface – I spend a lot of time in a fruitless search. Otto has
discovered a Staffie who is playing with a stick and soon he has
one a well, a perfect prize to brandish in the face on the charging
Leonard. These two have a good time and then I manage to get
Otto to enter our doggy compound by admitting both Schnauzers.
When I return from my trip to the coffee counter, however, I am
greeted by the unusual sight of Otto lofted in Ofra’s arms – he has
obviously escaped, perhaps with Leonard, and she has undertaken
a mission of recapture. In addition to Ofra, Dan and Davide, our
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lineup this morning includes Janet, Georgie (still suffering from
her head cold), Renata, Karen, Hanna, Wendy and Jo Lynn. It
is nice to see Dan and Davide somehow recovered from their
recent fight – indeed one of their chores today is to open a joint
bank account. Renata asks when the Christmas lunch for our
lot will take place and this leads Dan to introduce the topic of
Secret Santa. Why he persists in this venture is a mystery. Several
of us don’t participate and those who do often complain of the
inappropriateness of what they get. (In short the whole venture
is a product of Dan’s sense of mischief.) While this discussion
continues Ofra is drawn into a second one with Tanya, who is
leaning over the fence that separates us from her Weimaraners,
Chicca and Pasha. Tanya’s daughter is ten now and there are
important questions about where she should next go to school.
Ofra has one bit of advice, “Send her to school that also has
boys.”
Our own dogs are up to their usual mischief – Georgie is
constantly trying to silence Seamus and Otto’s squeaking response
to dogs on the other side of the fence is not exactly welcomed.
I also have the normal complement of greedy dogs at my
knees – today I have brought some Schmacko strips to liven the
proceedings. Among my customers this morning is Jo’s Border
Terrier, Tilly. Jo makes an early departure but just as the rest of
us are preparing to leave she returns in some distress – Tilly is
missing. It is agreed that some of us will hunt for the missing
madam along the back passage while the rest, their eyes peeled,
head down the Morshead roadway. Georgie, who has looked after
Tilly on a number of occasions, says that Jo’s pet has just gone
into some bushes somewhere and she is bound to surface soon. In
fact we leave the park before there is any resolution to this crisis;
for my part there are a number of errands I need to run while
Cathy can keep an eye on Otto. When I return from these I can
tell her that the Christmas season is officially here with us now
– at the 123 Cleaners that famous Christmas tree firm, Pines and
Needles, is establishing its Maida Vale outpost.
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Thursday, November 12:
Well, to memorialize that moment when the guns at last fell
silent, we had another nighttime bombardment yesterday –
Diwali supplying the pretext on this occasion. Otto survived
this onslaught with aplomb and this morning he is full of beans
– indeed, as we are about to close the door behind us, I note that
he has discovered a toilet roll and taken this from the bathroom in
order to create his own version of a blizzard in the sitting room.
Makiko is just entering the park with baby carriage and Emilio but
I try to get past this obstacle in order to see if there is anything of
interest out on the green. There isn’t and Otto rushes off to check
out our compound at the café – too bad nobody here bothers to
open the door for him because by the time I arrive here he has
given up and wandered down the Randolph roadway.
There is such a long queue in the café that I sit down without a
drink – later Makiko gets a coffee for me when she arrives. There
is a lively turnout in the bright sunshine this morning – Makiko,
yes, but also Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Renata, Wendy and Jo
Lynn. Jo has also brought a neighbor with her, Lucy, and Lucy
has brought with her a darling ten-week-old Border Terrier puppy,
Jimmy. At the little corner table, we can add, Hanna sits with
Bonaparte in her lap and, sharing this space is Lynn, who owns
the black Chow, Bliss. Jo spends some time telling us how she
tracked down her Tilly yesterday and the women compare notes
on various local groomers. Georgie and I have seen Emmerdale’s
version of Thelma and Louise with last night’s episode showing
the estranged brothers, Robert and Andy, each behind the wheel of
a speeding car, heading toward one another on a narrow country
lane. “I hope they do crash,” Georgie says. Details for the birthday
celebration for Peter are discussed; it is by now obvious that the
ladies are not going to provide the birthday boy with his beloved
fish and chips – because they don’t care to dine on this fare
themselves.
Otto would love to play with Jimmy but this is discouraged
because this is the little fellow’s first visit to the park and the first
time he has been with other dogs since leaving his brothers and
sisters. So Otto has to join the biscuit queue – he’s lucky any are
left after Bailey repeatedly uses an empty chair to help himself
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to my dog’s special formula pellets. Tilly, Sparkie and Winnie
manage to keep their rear paws on the pavement. (Otto soon has
croissant crumbs all over his head – as Alberto has been sharing
this treat with the dogs.) After we have been seated for half an
hour Caroline comes by with Leonard and the latter is admitted
for some spirited play with Otto. I do not join the others when
they get up for the trip home – since I want to let Otto get in some
good exercise. When Leonard is withdrawn I make my move but
we don’t get very far since Leonard soon spots that Otto is on the
walkway and rushes back across the green to begin play all over
again. When we manage to move forward it is Chester the Yorkie
who now wants to play with my pet and even as we near the
gate there has to be a lengthy sniffathon with Zorro. I don’t want
Otto’s lead to snag the carer, just arrived to look after my neighbor
Madeleine, so we have to remain on the street for a few extra
minutes at the end of our session.
Friday, November 13:
After another session at the dentist yesterday afternoon Otto and
I have had a fairly quiet evening – as I nurse my catalogue of
injuries and infirmities. This morning I try to retrieve some of
the shards of toilet paper that decorate the sitting room (having
memorialized the blizzard with a video on my iPhone) but Otto
has other ideas – finding the whole process a delightful game and
fighting me over every piece of paper. I give up and we head for
the park, just catching up with Makiko, Alberto and Emilio as we
reach the green. Here I release my dog and he crosses the empty
space in order to see which dogs may be active at the other end.
There don’t seem to be any worthy foes out here, however, and so
he follows me to the café – whose doors are already open.
I share the video of Otto presiding over his sitting room
handiwork to Makiko (who is here to bid farewell as she and
her family begin a week’s holiday in Italy) and to Ofra. Outside
Georgie and Janet get to see it as well. Also present are Clare,
Wendy and Hanna (who has just reminded a van driver of the 5
mph speed limit in this park) – with Vlad beginning his morning
with a clean-up chore of his own – as Tara has just vomited in
a corner. The episode does not seem to dampen her hunger and
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she is soon nudging me with her nose. Harley and Bailey are
raking away at my shredded leather jacket while Seamus uses
his imperious voice to attract attention. This leaves Daisy-Mae,
enduring another grooming in Janet’s lap, as a latecomer in the
snacks department. She rejects a piece of Schmacko in favor of
a Shapes biscuit; Janet says that her surly pet is surely hoping to
find someone who might want it as well – so that she can start
a fight. This strategy works well and soon she and Seamus have
to be separated. Rufus gets a few biscuits as well; he and Fritz
do manage to get in a little playtime before Melanie arrives to
reclaim her pet from Georgie.
Georgie and I share our impressions of last night’s version of
highway chicken on Emmerdale – both brothers have survived.
Hanna has brought with her a large supply of Soloman’s bagels
for Ofra – but this introduces a mystery since no one can figure
out who is supplying this Middle Eastern outpost with products
associated with a Jewish bakery. Hanna has problems of her own
– a missing bank card that she is attempting to trace by making
a number of phone calls to shops she visited yesterday. Wendy is
still discussing the refreshments to be offered at Peter’s birthday
and Clare is fretting over Harley’s escalating medical expenses.
It is noted that rain is predicted for 10:00 this morning and it has
been getting colder and windier as we finish our coffee. When the
first drops are felt as well we decide to make an early move for
home.
Thursday, November 26:
Almost two weeks have passed before I am ready to return to
morning life in the park – as the injuries and infirmities mentioned
in the last entry were pipped by a serious case of shingles. Having
twice endured this affliction in the past it was not too difficult
for me to arrive at an instant diagnosis when I first saw the
telltale welts snaking around my midriff at 4:20 in the morning
of Saturday, the 14th. I made arrangements for Linda to take
possession of the dog (from Georgie) in the park as I continued on
my way to the medical center at Maida Vale and Abbercorn Place
(which does maintain a weekend presence) and here a doctor
confirmed my diagnosis and wrote out a prescription. For the next
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twelve days Linda arrived to take Otto with her (and Pepper and
Chica) on a morning expedition to Regent’s Park – a stimulating
experience that he seemed to enjoy tremendously. I continued to
take him out in the late afternoon and just before bedtime. My
convalescence has been protracted and painful, with a lot of nerve
pain and great problems with sleep but this morning, with Linda
out of town, it is time for me to resume my duties in the Rec.
It is a pleasant enough morning, with bright sunshine presiding
over a scene of dogs at play on the wet grass of the green. Otto
has some fun chasing down the little fellows out here but I can tell
he is trying to track my progress and when I whistle he charges
across the grass in order to check out the scene at the café. I have
heard by phone and email from many of my park friends during
my illness; Dan (who is in Malaysia with Davide) came by with
a get-well card as well. Now there seems to be considerable
satisfaction in my return to this scene – today our group includes
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Vlad, Jo Lynn, Wendy, Makiko, and Hanna
– with Michaela coming into the compound as well with poor
Skye, now completely blind with diabetic cataracts. He somehow
manages to make his way to my knee in his search for treats
– fighting for space with all of my regular customers (Bailey,
Seamus, Sparkie, Tilly, and Tara). Winnie is not here this morning
but they tell me that she was so disappointed by my recent
absence that she exploded with a number of disbelieving tantrums.
Naturally I have to answer many questions on my physical state
and accept lots of advice from people who don’t know what
shingles is. Janet (who is suffering from a leak in one of her
ceilings) passes around the menu so that diners can choose what
they would like to eat at the doggy people’s Christmas lunch on
December 13th. She also notes that she has been busy working on
the park calendar and I try to reserve some extra copies of this
famous document. Another seasonal document is my own holiday
card and here I can tell Makiko that I plan to make her a star –
since the photo selected comes from Alberto’s naming ceremony
in May. Leonard, here with Janet today, manages to escape when I
get up at the end of our session but he is soon recaptured. I can see
that it will take forever to get home if Otto is allowed to walk with
all the other dogs in a Morshead road procession so I undertake a
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solo expedition along the back passage. By this time I am really
tired and longing to get home.
Friday, November 27:
In fact Otto and I did return to the park for a second visit
late yesterday afternoon. I was on my way to pick up a new
prescription from the Randolph Surgery, one that promised some
relief from the post-shingles pain I have been enduring for the
better part of a week. I timed our afternoon walk to coincide with
Janet and Georgie’s coffee session at the café – and here I was
able to leave Otto in the dark as I headed for the surgery first
and then the Vineyard Chemists. Janet still had Leonard with her
and this provided my pet with a second play period. The pills,
incidentally, offered no relief when I employed them at bedtime.
This meant a most uncomfortable night as I switched from room
to room, hoping to find a comfortable perch somewhere. Each
time I moved the loyal dog followed, insisting on snuggling up to
me every time I moved.
Gray skies are dominant this morning, and some moisture has
already fallen by the time we head for the park –followed closely
by Jasmine Guinness and her Fly. Otto has a terrific time chasing
all the other dogs on the green but he manages to keep an eye
on me as well and when I head for the café he follows dutifully.
This morning our grouping includes Janet and Georgie with the
addition of Ellie, Debbie, Ofra and Karen. Ellie has brought a
blanket with her – as protection against Teddy’s wet paws on her
lap. Sparkie is on Janet’s lap for some reason – but not for long
since Daisy-Mae isn’t going to honor this act of usurpation and
soon drives him off. Of course the dogs are riveted by the treats
in my biscuit bag; Otto enjoys some of these as well; then he and
Leonard again have pretend bust-up
Karen is much the worse for wear after a night on the tiles but
Ellie is relishing a plate of beans, eggs and chips. After a while
she pushes the plate away and summons her mobile phone – on
which she is soon engaged in a recurrent topic, organizing home
care for her dementia-beset father-in-law. Several of those present
have seen Facebook photos of Dan and Davide on their Malaysian
holiday; Janet wants to send them one of Paddington Rec in the
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rain. Some of these ladies have been watching dating shows on
the telly and there are many devotees of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me
Out of Here! Caroline, leaning over the fence while her Leonard
is at play, says she never watches any of these reality shows,
preferring cookery and forensic programming. Every time there is
a new presence in our midst I have to provide a health update and
this becomes a real bore, especially since I don’t yet have much
cheery news to confide.
Saturday, November 28:
I have been trying to maintain something of a normal schedule
in spite of the problems associated with my recent illness. The
pills which I picked up on Thursday afternoon certainly did
not induce any drowsiness, as promised, though perhaps there
was a cumulative effect for I kept falling asleep wherever I sat
throughout the day. In more lucid moments I undertook several
errands and worked on my computer. At nighttime I again
switched between my bed and various sofas – sitting is less
painful than lying down. I start today with a shower and a coating
of calamine lotion and, under intensely sunny skies, we head for
the park at 9:15.
Otto crosses the green at great speed and soon finds a number
of dogs to play with on the Randolph roadway. These include
his pal, Leonard, but also a large and intrusive chocolate Lab
named Jasper. To escape the attentions of the latter I manage to
get both Otto and Leonard inside the doggy compound at the
café, continuing on to join a slow-moving Saturday morning
coffee queue – you know the scene (“Mum, I want a cupcake!”).
There is a rather substandard turnout this morning – just Georgie,
Janet, and Ofra, though Karen comes somewhat later and so does
Makiko – just as we are about to leave. As well, we also have
the presence of the chap with the Cavapoo puppy, Simba, and
Caroline, leaning over the fence in order to keep an eye on the
Schnauzers at play. I have decided, incidentally, that I dislike this
form of social hovering – it means that I have my back turned
to the visitor and this makes it difficult to participate in the
conversation. Such casual visitors should be invited to enter and
sit down like the rest of us. (And this goes for those of you who
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do enter the compound but remain standing for as many as ten
minutes a time.)
Caroline is still waiting for the re-installation of her Sky signal but
some of the others have been watching I’m A Celebrity, where,
last night, fashionista Susannah Constantine was the first of this
year’s lot to be evicted from the jungle. Janet continues to wrestle
with a leaking pipe; she can get only a small jug beneath the leak
and it has to be emptied every three hours – she suggests that as
I am afflicted by sleeplessness I ought to do the emptying for her
in the wee small hours. Ofra reports that someone has charged a
£200 Debenham’s order to son Guy’s credit card but there seems
to be universal agreement that the police won’t want to waste any
time trying to track down the perpetrator of this theft. Caroline
at last departs with Leonard and this means that Otto wants to
play with little Simba – whose owner seems to think that such
play is dangerous. We are not long before the rest of us make our
departure. It is a chore getting home these days since my dog
wants to check out every other animal in the park – regardless of
size.
Sunday, November 29:
As I get ready for our morning in the park I am acutely aware of
nothing – that is, for once, no throb of pain is coming from my
post-shingles midriff and this is all the more surprising since, once
again, sleep was difficult to come by last night. It is a gray and
damp morning, with a blustery wind, as we reach the Rec. I let
Otto off his lead as soon as we reach the green and he is soon off
in pursuit of Poppy. There are a number of dogs over near the loos
and Otto has to check all of them out; then he reports to the gate
into our doggy compound and I am soon able to let him. There is
a very small gathering at out table this morning – just Ofra, Janet
and Georgie.
Georgie has both Yaris and Kramer with her this morning and
Otto and Kramer are soon chasing one another around the table.
Caroline enters with Leonard and now Otto is spoiled for choice
in his play partners. His activity means that he fails to join the
queue for treats at my knee. Vlad comes in with Tara and the
Rhodesian Ridgeback is soon hovering – vying with Bailey
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and Sparkie for her biscuits. There is some canine misbehavior
this morning. Sparkie is beside himself in barking protests at
passersby and he further blots his copybook by overturning the
water bowl. (He spends several minutes on the naughty lead.)
Daisy-Mae spends a good deal of time on my lap, munching away
at a generous supply of Schmackos, but Janet can tell that her pet
would really like to mix it up with some of the newer arrivals in
our morning menagerie and this means that she is not allowed
to guard a treat under Janet’s chair – instead she is pinioned in
Janet’s lap, out of harm’s way. Meanwhile Kramer gets into a
number of scraps with the other dogs.
Ofra reports that her daughter has somehow lost a purse –
following family tradition in this category – but if anyone finds
it they will discover that Lee has no more credit on her cards
anyway. Janet tell us that she has lost track of the wire handles
on which the dog calendars are suspended – in spite of a spirited
search of her premises. I have ordered an extra three copies of
this publication to share with some of the close observers of our
doggy scene, like Michigan Janet, Cathy the cleaner and Naomi
and Adrian in Philadelphia. While London Janet is describing her
fruitless search for the wire handles Georgie is reminded that she
once threw out a gold watch with the rubbish. The watch had been
a gift from James, her husband, and she waited and waited for
him to say something about this missing item. Years passed before
James died and in all that time he never noticed that the watch was
gone.
Monday, November 30:
I would like to bring a copy of The Great British Bark Off with
me today – since Metty has expressed an interest in this additional
chapter in his café’s life – but I don’t have any way of carrying
it. I have the dog’s lead in one hand and the blue recycling bag in
another and the two large pockets of my winter coat are similarly
occupied, one stuffed with dog treats and the other with Otto’s
raincoat. Yes, it looks like to could rain at any minute, though it
is mild enough outside. I am a bit groggy after another night of
interrupted sleep – at least I managed to stay in my bed throughout
the night. As I follow my dog up the Morshead roadway I can see
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Bonaparte disappearing around a corner but there is no activity
on the green itself. Nevertheless Otto charges off in the direction
of the café (where Leonard is in situ); this would be a happy
outcome were it not for the ubiquitous tractor hovering on the
Randolph roadway. By the time I arrive at our gate, however,
Janet has admitted my boy safely and I can head directly for the
coffee counter.
I am not only the sole customer this morning I seem to be the
sole human in this Marie Celeste of a café. After a while Lurch
emerges from the kitchen and I am soon back with my morning
drink. Again there is only a small turnout – just Janet, Georgie,
Ofra and Hanna, though Vlad is sitting at a little corner table
with a friend who is wearing a baseball cap featuring Sir Lankan
elephants. Georgie has her own Sparkie and also Yaris with her
this morning and she soon takes delivery of Pucci from Hanna.
Yaris has re-learned the biscuit routine and I soon have her paws
on my legs, with Tara, Sparkie and Bailey following suit. Otto
has a good play period with Leonard but Janet leaves early, taking
Caroline’s dog with her – since tennis beckons.
There is some discussion of recent expulsions from our favorite
reality shows – the smarmy Peter André has been booted out of
Strictly and the self-absorbed choreographer Brian Friedman from
I’m a Celebrity. Money changes hands, but not because we have
been betting on these outcomes. I give Janet £20 to cover the cost
of my Christmas lunch on the 13th (the rest coming as a form of
rebate from our rare lottery wins this year) and also to pay for
three extra copies of her famous doggy calendar. Then Ofra gives
me a £10 note in exchange for the five £2 coins I supplied her
yesterday. She says she is saving up for her next Thai vacation but
more immediate matters escape her attention. In spite of Janet’s
emails on the topic Ofra has no idea of the menu, the date or the
costs of our Xmas lunch. (Does she know the month?) Hanna and
I now discuss the conclusion of the Formula 1 season with Nico
Rosberg’s victory at the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix yesterday – though
Lewis Hamilton has again won the overall championship. As we
get up to begin our return journey Jo Lynn joins us on our walk
with her Tilly. The rain has held off though I am happy to get
home anyway. I need another day of impromptu naps as we bid
goodbye to November.
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Tuesday, December 1:
The light rain that experienced during our late night walk has
lifted, though it is still cloudy and gray as Otto and I begin
another month in the park. I am a bit cloudy and gray myself –
after another sleep-interrupted night during which I found myself
passing the time by watching the Michigan State-Penn State game
on my study sofa at 3:00 am. At least my old school definitively
beat its Big Ten rival 55-16 and surely this has inspired me to
wear my Spartan-green hoodie today as we reach our entrance
gate. At the end of the Morshead roadway we meet up with Janet
and Daisy-Mae; here Janet hands me a pocket full of change from
the £20 note I gave her yesterday. She says she is not joining us
at coffee this morning and that she is only waiting to turn her dog
over to Georgie – as she will soon begin her annual spa holiday.
Otto charges across the green in search of playmates and by the
time I have made it to the café he has found Poppy and enticed
his friend into a high-spirited chase. My pet still has the treasured
stick in his mouth as I admit him to the doggy compound. I am
able to pass on Metty’s copy of The Great British Bark Off to a
barista behind the counter before returning to our much-depleted
table – only Ofra, Hanna and Georgie this morning, though,
behind us, Vlad is having coffee with a fellow employee of the
West Hampstead tube station. I decide to sit in Janet’s chair
but Georgie is reluctant to sit in her regular spot because there
is a pink worm wriggling on the ground behind this piece of
furniture. Hanna, demonstrating skills that would grace any of the
contestants on I’m A Celebrity, gets up, plucks the worm from its
spot and transfers it to some spot less likely to give Georgie the
vapors. Georgie has Seamus with her this morning and is about
to take possession of little Pucci. Bailey and Tara are the chief
customers in the biscuit brigade this morning; Otto is distracted by
the appearance of Leonard on the other side of the fence, shrieking
in frustration as his pal dances around our perimeter without ever
coming inside our space.
Georgie tells us that she found the lock on the front door of
her building broken yesterday – and she had to spend several
hours separated from the canine club in her flat upstairs while
a locksmith made slow work of the repair. Ofra complains of
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an incipient cold and, in fact, she does not remain long in our
company. Georgie and I follow soon (I need to get home for a
long nap). Karen is just arriving with Dudley and agrees to have
coffee here if Hanna will wait. Makiko is also a late arrival, just
coming to the park (at the end of her own cold) with Emilio. I
pause to discuss the Abu Dhabi grand prix with her and she tells
me that the convalescent Emilio is much better but perhaps he
needs some of the fresh air of the Cotswolds in order to make his
recovery complete.
Wednesday, December 2:
I’ll need to take my sunglasses with me today for there is a good
deal of brightness in a sky that somehow also manages to threaten
rain. I have managed to spend the entire night in my own bed,
though there certainly wasn’t much sleep possible after 5:00 am or
so and I can tell that this will be another day in which I am likely
to nod off from moment to moment. There is no corresponding
lassitude in my pet, who bounces around on the green as he
searches for play prey. Fortunately he soon finds Poppy and they
have a wonderful time together. Poppy is by now almost twice the
size of Otto but my dog is adept at making himself into a moving
target; both dogs like to brandish sticks as part of the exercise.
Once again it is necessary to record a verdict of poor attendance
at coffee time. Vlad returns to his little table behind us but Janet
is out of town, Ofra is ill, the Malaysian party has yet to return –
and so it us only Georgie, Ellie and Hanna in class today. Tara is
wearing her lurid purple coat today but this doesn’t stop her from
nosing in for her fair share of biscuits. Sparkie is also insistent
and Seamus (after his lone biscuit) can’t take no for an answer.
Otto is still restricted to pellets from his own own special formula
food but he is more interested in staring through the bars at the
passing scene. There is a curious incident when Vincenzo walks
by with his Thomas. He has found a dog collar on a nearby street;
it has American insignia on it and it is clearly labeled “Otto” but
the address and phone number (let alone the owner’s name) seem
to belong in New York rather than London. We talk about how
Vincenzo might still find the owner and I resume my place at our
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table.
I begin our conversation with some intelligence passed on to
me by Cathy, who has told me that her granddaughter has texted
with the momentous news that Lady Colin Campbell has left
the jungle! This news, incomprehensible to so many worldwide
readers and of no moment to many who do understand its context,
refers only to ITV’s I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! Lady C
has supposedly been excused on medical grounds – I am assuming
that raving egomania counts in this category. Well, that’s the
international news taken care of – next we have more domestic
matters as Ellie gets into another long phone conversation with
one of her father-in-law’s carers. Hanna is reading the tabloids but
as we reflect on the fact that Parliament may approve air strikes in
Syria tonight we have nothing to say.
Thursday, December 3:
I have another rather rocky night, forced to find some position
other than a prone one in which to continue my sleep beyond 5:00
am or so. Still I do manage to head for the park with Otto at the
normal hour, around 9:15 these days, and we are soon making our
way down the Morshead roadway in pursuit of the magical green.
My usual routine is to unhook the dog at this point, following him
closely as he circles the grass in pursuit of a suitable bombing site.
Then I retreat in search of a red box with the waste product now
collected, following my dog on the rest of his journey as he rushes
across the greensward in pursuit of play opportunities. There
are plenty of these. Poppy has to be chased, sticks have to be
brandished, Leonard has to be crashed into – it is all so much fun
that I grow weary waiting for Otto to enter our compound at the
café; finally Caroline says she will keep an eye on my dog while I
go inside for my cup of coffee.
Numbers are a bit more respectable this morning – Vlad at the
little table behind us, Ellie, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Hanna and the
woman who owns the fluffy white Daisy now sitting at our table.
Indeed, while the latter is ushering her dog through the gate, Otto
manages to make a brief escape. Fortunately, Leonard now rushes
in (for his morning treat from my blue bag) so Otto has to rejoin
the ruck at my feet. Bailey does not remain among this number for
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long; soon he has jumped into an empty chair, the better to rake
the biscuit bag in his direction; the presence of two unclaimed
pellets from Otto’s lunch sack drive the Cavalier crazy and before
he has a meltdown I shove these things into his mouth. That
leaves Tara, Seamus and Sparkie to deal with. Sparkie, of course,
has other work to do. That chap just going into the gym, surely he
needs to be barked at – after all he is wearing orange.
I don’t have everyone’s attention (since Ellie can’t get a girlfriend
to get off the phone) but I do begin the morning’s conversation
with the suggestion that since we last met the UK has begun to
bomb Islamic State targets in Syria, fourteen people have been
killed in another mass shooting in California and these events
have quite eclipsed our concentration on the reason that Lady C
has left the jungle. That’s okay, the ladies at our table have much
more to say on two other topics – louche behavior spotted at
some of London’s more expensive nightspots and the impossible
behavior of teenage daughters. Here Georgie and Ofra can join
Ellie as the latter bemoans a series of recent domestic crimes:
refusing to get up in the morning, borrowing items of mom’s
clothing without asking first, last-minute attentions to the kind
of study needed to get into a good university. Ellie says that as a
former teacher I must had lots of experience with such attitudes
but I tell her that I was quite lucky and rarely had to face this kind
of challenging behavior – except, perhaps, on overnight trips.
Friday, December 4:
It has been another rather rocky night for me and I am not so sure
that I feel any more refreshed by a pre-park shower. At least it
is sunny outside – I was astonished to discover that London had
only 36 hours of sunshine during the entire month of November
– but such a statistic does help us understand why Londoners
make a note of a bright morning like today. We are a bit late as we
reach the green, where Suzanne, here with her Sunny, is making
a valiant effort to avoid the paws of my pet on her pristine white
trousers. There is very little activity out on the green itself and
I am not surprised, therefore, when Otto heads directly for our
compound at the café. Long before I have arrived at this spot
myself Georgie has risen to admit my pet and I can head directly
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for the open front door of this establishment.
I am served by proprietor Metty himself; he has received the
copy of the Great British Bark Off I left for him a few days ago
and he not only pays me for this volume now but throws in a free
cup of coffee as well! Our table seems to have resumed its more
normal numbers this morning, with Makiko (here for the first time
in two weeks because of a bad cold), Janet (back from her spa
holiday), Dan and Davide (back from their holiday in Malaysia
and Thailand) rejoining such regulars as Karen, Hanna, Georgie
and Ofra. Vlad is also here behind us and this means that Tara is
soon in the biscuit queue; Sparkie, Winnie and Seamus are also
here and Bailey, of course, is manic in his efforts to attract my
attention. Otto too comes by for several fistfuls of pellets before
receiving a lovely cuddle from Aunt Karen. Hanna has brought
with her some bagels from Soloman’s – not for me this time but
for Ofra – and Seamus, not content with his single treat from me,
actually snatches one of the bagels from a sack on the back of
Ofra’s chair and consumes this bounty on the spot.
Karen soon puts Davide to work – since she has a flight to the
U.S. that needs booking now. The lads have brought with them
some chocolate-covered almonds from Malaysia (Ofra has made
a chocolate confection today as well). While Davide is clicking
away at his telephone Dan offers highlights of the recent holiday, a
roundup of all the exotic birds and animals on view and plenty of
impressions of the other tourist groups in Malaysia and the ladyboys in Thailand. “How are your going to record all this in your
journal?” someone asks me. “Very carefully,” is my response. In
fact I am the first to depart this morning since Linda has promised
to drive me up to Swiss Cottage, where I can retrieve copies of
this year’s holiday greeting card. This is a matter of some interest
to Makiko, since she and Alberto (who now goes off with the
nanny) are pictured in the cover photograph this year. I decide to
let Otto tough it out home alone during this sojourn, but not before
I toss an enticing chew-toy down the hall to keep him amused in
my absence.
Saturday, December 5:
It is a cold, gray and blustery day in the park – and I have
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forgotten my scarf! Not to worry, since both my coat and my
sweatshirt are hooded and the latter is soon pulled atop my wool
cap for extra protection. I have come a bit earlier than usual since
Otto has not had a decent play period in some time – therefore it
is a matter of some disappointment when we do reach the green
that there is no one about. In fact the pup seems to retreat in
disappointment, but this is only because he has spotted Winnie
coming in behind us with Dan and Davide. “Don’t head-butt her,”
I can hear Dan saying as I am bending over in pursuit of a fallen
poo, but by the time I have straightened up the scene has changed
considerably and a large knot of dogs and their owners is forming
near the flagpoles. What a great time Otto now has chasing and
being chased by all the other little dogs. I don’t know the names
of many of these fellows, though I do recognize Harold, Maggie
and Leonard – the latter here this morning with Janet. I don’t feel
as though I am putting an end to all exercise when I finally hook
my dog – because I know that he will be able to continue his play
with Leonard once we have reached the café.
The line is not too long for a Saturday at the coffee counter –
where I am again served by Metty (who doesn’t know that I
usually disdain chocolate on my cappuccino). Vlad is in the line
behind me and he and the Kosovan Metty always enjoy some
light banter on their former homeland, Yugoslavia. “You see,” the
Serb Vlad says, “even though he is the boss he still works behind
the counter – because he grew up under Socialism.” In addition
to Vlad, Janet, Dan and Davide, our table also makes room this
morning for Georgie, Renata, Ofra, Matthew and Makiko. Georgie
has Daisy in her lap throughout this session (while, in the next lap
we have Daisy-Mae). Another one of Georgie’s charges is Yaris,
who seems to have re-learned the biscuit-begging routine so that
she is able to join Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie and Tara in the queue.
Emilio, smothered in a knit sweater, remains in Matthew’s lap
throughout the session – people say he looks a bit cheerier after
all his recent indispositions. As predicted, Otto and Leonard have
another half-hour play period under the table – and there is no
unpleasantness at all this time.
Renata, back from her visits to the Christmas markets, passes
around some honey cake she has purchased in a medieval town
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in Alsace and we all get to see pictures taken there on her iPad.
Janet registers Renata’s Christmas lunch order and that of other
members of our canine society, who will foregather at the Bridge
House a week from tomorrow. (Ofra orders no food since she
can’t find a single item on the menu that excites her palate.)
There is a good deal of travel talk since Dan and Davide are
talking about a trip to Sardinia and Matthew and Makiko will be
heading for Turin in the new year. Davide asks me if I need him
to mail anything for me in the States since he is off to Boston
and New York tomorrow. He will not be meeting up with Liz, as
predicted here earlier, since the airport in the latter case is Newark
not JFK. I am getting quite cold and as no one else seems to me
making a move I decide to be the first to depart this morning. This
means separating Otto and Leonard at last. As we walk down the
Morshead roadway we meet Wendy; she is on her way to the café
to return little Maxi to Renata.
Sunday, December 6:
The weather remains on the blustery and gray side as Otto and I
head for our usual park rendezvous. I can already seeing Georgie
entering the park with Sparkie, Daisy and Yaris and as we reach
the Morshead roadway there is Dan with Winnie. Otto is tugging
desperately at his lead in an effort to reach these pals and so, far
earlier than usual, I free him to rush forward and touch noses.
Thereafter we are faced with an empty green but I can see Janet
and Caroline sitting on a bench atop Mt. Bannister and so I urge
Otto to follow me across the grass. When we reach the Carlton
roadway it is obvious that Poppy is over here as well – running
around with Leonard – and the three dogs are soon happily in
pursuit of one another. Poppy’s owner has brought a ball sling and
he keeps the dogs busy chasing down a red rubber ball as well.
A little French Bulldog named Phoebe is also active in this scene
today.
There is a terrific turnout at coffee this morning. Vlad occupies
a little table behind us and at a second corner table Hanna, with
Bonaparte in tow, has joined the owners of Bliss the Chow.
At our grouping we have Dan, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Makiko
(with Alberto in her lap), Debbie, Wendy, Yara and the latter’s
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friend, Amanda – who is a singer. Dan is explaining that Davide
is feverish and won’t be flying today after all – he is even
worrying that he might have contracted malaria on that recent
visit to Malaysia and Thailand. Dan has a lot of business to
conduct this morning. He is making sure that everyone coming
to the Christmas lunch one week from today has received and
is responding to his Secret Santa e-mail, he is seeing if anyone
wants to attend midnight mass on Christmas Eve at a church in
Little Venice, and he is here to announce that his schedule is so
unpredictable that he ought not be included in the subgroup that
takes turns buying café coffee for other members of the syndicate.
All of this reminds me that I want a change in practice too, an
anti-hovering rule. Here I register my protest against those visitors
to our group who merely stand at tableside for a long period of
time or hang over the fence behind me, addressing remarks to
the back of my head – such people need to be invited to take a
seat at our table. Not before long we get to test this new rule for
Clare enters with Harley and hovers at one end of the table while
discussing Daisy’s incontinence with Georgie. I invite her to sit
down but the only vacant chair is at the other end of the table and
she doesn’t want to shout.
David the erstwhile dogsitter comes by just as Otto is escaping
with Yaris – but my dog soon returns to the biscuit queue (shared
this morning with Bailey, Winnie, Sparkie, Tara and Harley). We
discuss the final stages of I’m a Celebrity, though Ofra hasn’t seen
last night’s episode and so we can’t tell her who the final three
contestants are. Janet is busy collecting money for our lunch and
for our lottery stakes – it is obvious that she is fed up with the
paltry returns of late and is considering some other format for
the new year. Meanwhile we learn that Yara and Debbie are now
sharing a cab ride home since Ellie has discovered that they are
both working in Berkeley Square these days and has gotten the
two together. After quite a lengthy session we do get up to begin
our out-lap. The park, in spite of the less than friendly weather, is
very busy – and it takes a long time to weave through the kids, the
other dogs, the bikes and even a remote-controlled toy convertible
as we make our way out to the gate.
Monday, December 7:
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I hadn’t noticed that there was a little moisture falling from the
skies as Otto and I head for the streets on a mild but gray morning
in Maida Vale. On the steps of the adjacent building we discover
Georgie, Sparkie and Seamus – who has just been retrieved by his
day-carer. I unhook Otto as soon as reach the Morshead roadway
since I know there will be an impossible tangle of leads otherwise
and my pet gambols ahead in great spirits as we near the green.
Here we encounter a dog-walking couple with lots of dogs in
tow – a Lab, a Dachshund, a Staffie and another small Schnauzer
with a red collar. This is, believe it or not, a third Otto! There is a
natural affinity between the two Ottos and they have a great time
chasing one another all over the place – soon greeted by a third
member of the tribe, Leonard. By this time we have crossed the
green and reached the Randolph roadway – where we find half a
dozen dogs at play on the margins of Mt. Bannister. My Otto is
particularly fond of a black-and-white pup named Denny.
I manage to get Otto into the doggy compound and head in for
my coffee at the café. As I am bringing this cup back Georgie
tells me that I have just lost all of my poo poo bags out of the left
pocket of my coat. I put the cappuccino down on a little table and,
brandishing a much larger wad of these essential items, located
in the same pocket, I respond, “Not all!” Vlad is seated at his
little table behind us but at our table we have Georgie, Janet, Dan,
Ofra, Ellie and Hanna. Daisy-Mae is sitting in Janet’s lap and
wakes from a deep sleep only to growl at Seamus. In fact, after a
few more lunch and lottery collections Janet will make an early
departure in order to play tennis – but not before telling us that
Peter will not be joining us at lunch, having ended up in hospital
with a fractured pelvis after another fall. Janet’s departure leaves
an empty chair, soon occupied by Bailey, who is certain that he
will be able to rake some of Otto’s pellets into his mouth from this
elevated position.
Dan is trying to sign people up to his Secret Santa app on Elfster
and this is causing a great deal of difficulty for some of the group.
“Remember when we just drew names out of a hat,” Janet adds,
“now we have to register a code name, our blood type and list
any of our allergies.” Dan says that Davide is still off work but
perhaps he is feeling a bit better and he is no longer talking about
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malaria. This topic leads to a comparison of vacation experiences
(with shared photos) between Dan, Ellie and Ofra. Ofra says that
her island spot in Thailand was so beautiful she woke up each
morning and asked herself, “Am I really here?” (I lean over to
Georgie in order to add, “Actually she asks that every morning
in London too.”) Ofra, Dan and I are a bit disappointed that
Ferne McCann, the reality star of The Only Way is Essex, came
only third in the race for last night’s Queen of the Jungle title to
Geordie Shore’s winner, Vicky Pattison. Dan is still talking about
Ferne’s valor in eating a live spider on Celebrity’s last show as we
make our way toward the exit gate. Here we encounter Wendy,
just entering, and I have to pause to note that last night, as I was
watching an ancient re-run of Father Ted, I encountered Wendy’s
late husband, Vass Anderson, playing Dr. Sinnott – the chap who
has to recommend that Father Jack, suffering from Stage 6 hairy
hands, needs to check into St. Clabbert’s rest home.
Tuesday, December 8:
I really can’t tell – is is raining or not? If umbrellas were lofted
there would be no ambiguity, but, although the street and the
pavements are certainly damp, is it still coming down out there?
To be on the safe side I put Otto’s raincoat in a pocket and I am
glad I have done so – for only a few steps are enough to confirm
that a light rain is falling. I strap this garment into place and we
continue on to the park, though, with none of Otto’s pals about,
I decide to head directly for the café. We do cross a portion of
the green to do so, with Otto making me dizzy as he circles
relentlessly, looking for a good place to poo.
Not surprisingly there is only a modest turnout this morning –
just Georgie, Janet, Karen, Ofra, Davide and Hanna. The latter
has brought Pucci with her but the tiniest Yorkie takes no part
in the morning’s activity. This is left to a number of wet-pawed
dogs who have soon soaked through my trouser legs and those
of Davide. From Davide they are getting sandwich scraps; from
me there is the usual assortment of soft chews, hard biscuits and
Otto pellets. Bailey finds an empty chair next to mine and uses
the leverage provided to invade the tabletop and help himself to
any treats he can find in my open biscuit bag. After a while Louise
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comes by with little William and Bonaparte the French Bulldog.
The latter is admitted briefly, to the delight of Otto. Last night
Boni’s cousin Poli was just entering our building as we were about
to exit for our late night walk and he and Otto had to have an
impromptu play period on the stairs. This morning it is Leonard
who is admitted to our compound by Caroline so that the two
Schnauzers can have some quality playtime under the table.
Above their heads the humans are discussing various holiday
traditions – with Ofra complaining that she can’t find a
satisfactory Chanukah doughnut and Hanna recommending the
jam-stuffed variety found at Paul Tregesser’s on Shirland Road.
Georgie complains that she doesn’t know what to get grandson
Oliver for Christmas and Janet apologizes that she hasn’t brought
any of the famous doggy calendars with her this morning – since I
want to send two of these off to the States soon. Davide is still off
work and as he lists his symptoms he is flooded with diagnoses.
When he mentions skin irritation Ofra wants to know if maybe he
has the shingles too – but I suggest he has nothing to worry about
here. (My own skin eruptions are well-healed now but I still have
both numbness and some pain along the nerve pathway.)
Skies are brightening and the rain seems to have come to an end
and so we decide to make an early move for home. Otto has to
sniff everything on either side of the walkway and in frustration
I complain, “Look, Otto, you are so slow this morning we have
even been overtaken by Winnie!”
Wednesday, December 9:
The morning has a positive beginning, not because of the cheering
sunshine but because today’s visit from Mr. John Lewis is so
much more problem-free than the last time they delivered a
sleeper-sofa. They arrive by 8:30 and they are just finishing up
in my study, taking the old sofa with them without complaint, by
the time Cathy arrives a few minutes later. I have enough time
for a clean-up in the bathroom and then Otto and I are off for our
morning in the park. Otto would really like to engage a small Jack
Russell in play – dancing around him in the middle of the green
without getting much in the way of reply. In the meantime I have
noted that Janet has arrived at the café with Leonard in tow and I
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can urge my pet to abandon his efforts out on the green for some
surefire playtime behind our bars.
There is a good turnout this morning, with Janet being joined
by Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Clare, Hanna, and Wendy initially,
then Dmitri comes in with Flora and sits down to read his paper
at Vlad’s abandoned table and Jo Lynn comes by with Tilly and
another Border Terrier, Gus. She is a bit nervous about admitting
Gus, not knowing how he will react to all these dogs, but I note
that someone has let in Bonaparte. Georgie is obviously very
frustrated by Daisy’s toilet habits – the visitor never goes outside
for any of her pees or poos and ignores the pads that have been
put down for her on the rug – in favor of the rug itself. (Georgie
says she is not going to accept Daisy as a client again.) This topic
leads to a thorough discussion of the poo quality in her other
clients, with Winnie coming out on top – though the competitive
Ofra insists that her Bailey’s poo is the best. (Of course they are
both wrong; on his sensitivity control diet Otto’s is the best.)
Meanwhile Daisy-Mae is enduring another grooming in Janet’s
lap, coming alive only briefly to snarl at Seamus.
With both Dmitri and Hanna studying the tabloids it is not
surprising that the next topic of conversation is Donald Trump,
who has further advanced his campaign for the Republican
nomination in the U.S. presidential race by asserting that, until
further notice, the U.S. should ban entry to all Moslems. I suggest
that the real problem with such idiocy is not that Trump said it but
that his followers think this way too. (Other Republicans, world
leaders and many less xenophobic citizens have denounced this
bigotry.) I now accept delivery on four copies of Janet’s “Dogs
of Paddington Rec” calendar, one for Cathy and two to be sent
on to the States later today. I plan to distribute my holiday cards
at the lunch on Sunday but Makiko reminds me that she, Alberto
and Matthew are off to Tokyo before this that I must bring her
copy of the card (on which she is pictured at the famous naming
ceremony) tomorrow.
Thursday, December 10:
As we head down the pavement I can see Makiko heading toward
the Morshead gate with Emilio on lead. She is carrying a bottle
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in a shopping bag and a balloon as well – since today is Debbie’s
birthday. (This comes as news to me, since Janet’s calendar has it
on Friday.) I am able to give my Japanese friend the first locally
distributed version of my holiday greeting card, the one with her
own likeness thereon, and she promises to open it in secret. Otto
and I continue on to the green and I can see a lot of little dogs
playing near the Randolph roadway gazebo. Here we head and
Otto has soon joined three other dogs in a delighted romp – with
Poppy as the chief target of pursuit. At one point the latter runs
to the top of Mt. Bannister and, to the consternation of the other
owners – who all begin an anxious run up the slope – these dogs
disappear down the other side of the hill, out of sight. I am a bit
more relaxed about this disappearance and, sure enough, Otto
soon reappears on the summit. If he is chasing Poppy then it is
fair to add that he is himself the object of great fascination on the
part of a mostly Staffie named Buddy. However, when Buddy’s
sniffing gets too intrusive Otto turns on this much larger animal
and drives him off with righteous fervor.
I meet Ofra in the coffee queue; she is humming along to the
latest offering from Adele on the café’s radio. She says that all
of Adele’s songs are instantly recognizable and I add that this is
because Adele’s songs are all about herself and her wonderful
voice and that they are unlikely to be covered by other artists,
and that in my day it was all about the tune and a good one was
covered by dozens of other singers. Ofra wants to know if today’s
music is better but I have to tell her, “I’m a traditionalist in such
matters.” Outside the birthday girl is cutting up a Victoria sponge
and handing round slices. Hanna is taking bagel orders and
Davide is complaining that he has received a Nespresso package
that he didn’t order. Makiko has had time to open my holiday
card; she is obviously charmed by picture and text and I promise
to bring her some extra copies tomorrow. Tomorrow will be her
last day here for she and the rest of the family depart for Tokyo on
Saturday. She tells us that she is planning to dine at a famous sushi
outlet (one frequented by President Obama) and naturally phone
photos will follow.
Daisy-Mae is not feeling well and she manages to bite Dudley’s
ear in her fury. Karen seems pretty cool about this incident and
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Dudley soon accepts a compensatory biscuit. I have all of the
other candidates making their needs known at my knees but after
Otto has accepted several handfuls of pellets he stations himself
at the fence on the green side of our compound and soon he is
squeaking in anguish since way out in the middle of the green he
has spotted his pal Leonard. We decide to let him out for some
more play since Caroline is standing out there anyway, and he
is soon off. Poppy is out there as well and, just as we are getting
ready to leave, the dog walkers come by with a small menagerie
including Otto III. Soon we have a trio of Schnauzers having
a wonderful time on the grass, though I have to make a special
effort to hook the right dog when it is time to head for home.
Friday, December 11:
Otto heads for the park on a gray, chilly morning and it is a
wonder that he is still so full of energy since he enjoyed such a
very exiting and fun-filled day yesterday. Not only were there two
play periods during our morning visit but as we entered the park
for our late afternoon session we met Caroline, about to exit with
Leonard. Instead we undertook a long walk around half the park
as the Schnauzer lads had a wonderful time wrestling, chasing
and tempting one another with brandished sticks. And then, when
we had been home only for an hour or so, Linda arrived with
Pepper. Otto’s uncle is too ancient to play like a pup but my dog
still worships the fellow and will do anything to be near him. This
morning we make it as far as the green where Buddy the Staffie
shows up again and the two dogs pick up where they left off
yesterday. Indeed the fun begins before I can unhook my pet and
then the two keep crashing into my legs. Otto picks up a branch
fallen from a nearby chestnut tree and makes this the object of
pursuit. It still has three withered conkers attached so it looks like
he is about to open a pawn shop.
I make my way across the green in the direction of the café,
gratified that Otto is soon following me, but it takes a while to
separate him from Buddy and get him into the compound at the
café. For some reason Renata is sitting in the absent Janet’s seat
and Ellie is sitting in mine. We also have Georgie, Ofra, Wendy
and Hanna here today and after a while Dmitri comes in with
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Flora. For that matter Makiko soon arrives with Emilio and her
friend Giovanna, who will be looking after the Pug while Makiko,
Matthew and Alberto are in Tokyo. I have brought with me some
extra holiday cards and Makiko has me make one out to her
parents while Otto gets into a wrestling match with Flora under
the table. Bailey and Winnie are pawing away at my sleeves and
Sparkie has placed two proprietary paws on my right knee as I get
the biscuit bag out.
Renata and Ellie are talking about the college admissions process
since Renata’s granddaughter and Ellie’s eldest daughter are both
going through this process now. I want to know which is the best
party school (Exeter is nominated); it is interesting that neither
girl wants to study in London. Ofra, of course, is a veteran of this
scene; last night she was out on the town with college graduate
Lee and photos are shared. Next Ellie wants to know what each
of us has ordered for lunch on Sunday. Her jaw drops a bit when
it turns out that the fussy Ofra is only having the cheese and
crackers but she does brighten a bit when I describe this as just
another instance of Ofra’s LOA – late-onset anorexia. Our Israeli
friend does take delivery on half a dozen bagels, delivered by
Hanna. The latter says she can’t get her mind round the Christmas
card thing this year. Georgie is the first to leave this morning and,
when I get up a few minutes later, Otto and I are alone on our
walk home. Out in the middle of the green I can see Michaela
walking through the grass with the blind Skye and soon we also
have a lorry here – the first to arrive as the park gets ready to host
this weekend’s Christmas Fayre.
Saturday, December 12:
I can tell that the park scene will be on the unusual side today as
soon as I look out the window and see the tent encampment and
the Ferris wheel that reveals that it is Christmas Fayre time in
the park. I am wondering just how much noise this activity will
generate as I leave the house – at least the car alarm that was
omnipresent yesterday (after a van had been vandalized) is no
longer in evidence and the building’s front door buzzer has at last
fallen silent after getting stuck last night for several hours. On the
corner a crane is helping to empty the detritus of a flat conversion
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and that is not exactly a quiet activity either – though it promises
to come to an end soon enough. I keep Otto on lead as we make
a circuit of the green, where fifty numbered tents are being filled
with foodstuffs and Christmas junk. Ahead of us I can see Georgie
with Sparkie, Winnie and Yaris and as we reach the Randolph
roadway Otto spots Ofra and Bailey and lunges after them all the
way to our compound at the café.
Coffees this morning are on Debbie, who arrived too late the other
day to assume this traditional birthday responsibility. In addition
to those already named we have Dan, Renata, Hanna and Karen
with us this morning – with Vlad seated at his little table behind
us. If Vlad is here this means that I will soon have a hungry Tara
in my lap. Yaris is quite demanding this morning as well and
even Dudley comes by for several treats. None of these animals
can compete with Bailey or Winnie in the greed sweepstakes,
however, and even Otto manages to eat almost all the pellets I
have brought for him – the remaining handful going to Pucci, in
Hanna’s lap. Debbie is of course preoccupied with the diet of her
pet but we reassure her that these are special sensitivity control
pellets and she is mollified. There is a great deal of activity on the
walkways around us – as more people arrive to set up their stalls
– and our dogs are keeping a wary eye on these proceedings. At
one point Giovanna arrives with Emilio. Otto is delighted with the
appearance of his friend and does such a through job of greeting
the Pug that he manages to pull Emilio’s coat off.
Dan is wearing his wool hat with “Japan” emblazoned thereon,
perhaps in honor of the expedition to Tokyo that is already
underway. He does not have time to relax, however, because
Renata is soon complaining of all the difficulties she has
encountered in using his Secret Santa website – which others,
ill-at-ease with the Internet, have also had trouble with (it’s a
generational thing) – but when our German friend goes on an on
and accuses Dan of selfishness in this matter there is an explosion
and things turn nasty. Vlad tries to smooth things over but his
efforts are rejected and Dan says he is never going to organize
this effort again, that his whole day is ruined by this ingratitude
and that he no longer feels like coming to lunch tomorrow. He
is still going on about Renata’s rudeness as we depart, so upset
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that he forgets his bicycle and has to come back to retrieve it. The
walkways are even more crowded now but we somehow make it
as far as the gate where, Winnie, at her regal best, is lofted into the
bicycle basket for the ride home.
Sunday, December 13:
A light rain is falling as Otto and I head for the park on a gloomy
and unwelcoming Sunday. I have strapped his raincoat into place,
a process accepted by the pup with greater good humor than that
displayed by his predecessor, Fritz. The park is still displaying its
tawdry Christmas Fayre atmosphere and this also means that there
is only limited access to the green and not another dog in sight,
anyway. We do venture out here, each step producing a splash,
as Otto circles again and again before deciding that it is okay to
deposit a massive poo. Thereafter we head directly for the café,
where Ofra, Dan Janet, Georgie and Karen are already seated
under the green umbrella.
Ofra does not remain here for long, squeezing behind the café’s
counter to complain about the quality of her morning coffee.
(Later, to his credit, Zen comes out to admit that, indeed, part
of the brewing process was omitted this morning.) I sit next
to Dan this morning and this means that Winnie is overcome
with excitement since she is so close to the source of all those
treats. Dan is handed some leftover chicken by Ofra and he does
distribute this but, as usual, I remain the love object of all the
greedy dogs. The problem this morning is that they all have wet
paws and no matter how many times I beg them to get off my
knees my trouser legs are soon saturated by the attentions of Yaris,
Bailey and my own Otto. Dudley has been separated from Karen
for one night but, from the sight of him licking her face off, you
would think it has been much longer. Today will be the second day
that Otto has lacked a proper exercise period and he keeps rushing
the fence to check out the passing canine activity or jumping on
one of the other interior dogs in hope. Ofra says that his attentions
are keeping Bailey from senility.
Dan wants to know if we would all like to contribute to the cost of
a box of chocolates for the café staff – who, we learn for the first
time, will be off for about ten days when the café closes for the
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holidays. There are already worries about where we will get our
morning coffee during this period. Janet says that a friend is not
feeling well and may have to cancel on the Caribbean cruise she
was going to share with Janet over the holidays. Ofra announces
that she is going to Amsterdam during this period. Hanna joins
us and says that she told one of the Fayre purveyors of Indian
vegetarian food that he would be stoned if he charged £6 for
his wares in Delhi. The rain has stopped for a while as we head
for home, a lengthy process as we wait for them to get a lorry
turned around on our walkway. Dan, still thinking of yesterday’s
quarrel with Renata, says that he has been looking up sites where
the technologically-challenged can learn how to make their way
around the Internet. He is now fretting about the seating pattern at
this afternoon’s lunch at the Bridge House. “Get there early,” he
tells Georgie.
Monday, December 14:
In fact, Dan must have gotten to the Bridge House on the early
side as well because by the time I arrived at 1:30 yesterday
afternoon he had attached little place cards before each spot on
our long table – a complicated task of social engineering that,
among other goals, managed to provide maximum separation
between himself, at one end, and Renata, at the other. There were,
in fact, fifteen of us at table (plus Maxi and Dudley) and people
did seem to be having a good time with Christmas crackers, lots of
wine and those famous Secret Santa gifts – Ofra had put a kitchen
grater on her wish list and she got it. The food was good enough,
if slow in arriving, and I had just finished my cheesecake when I
started to pull my coat on again. By this time Otto had been left
home alone for three and a half hours, surely his longest such
session, and I now remembered that I hadn’t left any lights on
in the house. So I was glad to get home just as the last light was
fading and we were lucky that, because of the Christmas Fayre,
the park was still open for a late afternoon visit.
I am somewhat surprised that the Fayre folk have all cleared off in
such a timely fashion when Otto and I reach the park this morning.
It means that for the first time since Friday there is a chance of
some play out on the green and, indeed, there is Maggie, lying in
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wait. The Scottie is succeeded by Poppy and Otto is soon giving
delighted chase. These two cover great swaths of territory and at
one point they almost enter the gym together. At another point
in their trajectory they disappear altogether. When Otto is safely
behind bars he has the opportunity of a further play period with
Leonard. (Otto III is out on the green with his dog walkers and
at one point my pet emits a needy shriek of recognition.) Seamus
is now barking at my feet, Tara is inserting her nose into my lap,
Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie are claiming me with their paws. Near
the end of the session Dmitri arrives with Flora and Otto chases
her all over the compound as well – I remember when she had the
presence to drive him off.
Seated at our table this morning we have Janet, Georgie,
Giovanna, Ofra, Dan, Davide and Hanna – with Vlad at his usual
spot behind us. Naturally there is an extensive post mortem on
yesterday’s Christmas lunch. I learn that Ofra and Ellie finished
the afternoon with a visit to Peter in his hospital bed at St. Mary’s.
Ofra reports that he seemed his old self, complaining that he was
bored and wanted a beer. She says that she tried to tune his TV
for him but gave up when this process proved too complicated. To
this I add, “Perhaps Dan can find a TV tuning course for you on
the Internet.” Dan takes this jibe well but I am not finished. He is
taking credit for his strategic seating plan at the lunch yesterday,
making sure that we all know that much of it was calculated
to keep Ofra from sulking, when I add that, “Yes, I was seated
between Wendy, who, when she speaks, can barely be heard, and
Renata who, well let us say, never lets silence have a turn.” These
remarks are taken in good spirit by the assembled coffee drinkers
and we depart happily, heading down the Morshead roadway on a
leaden chill morning.
Tuesday, December 15:
The walkways are damp and the skies are gray but it isn’t actually
raining as Otto and I head for the park this morning; his raincoat
can stay in my pocket. When we reach the green I can see quite
a few small dogs at play near the Randolph roadway and here I
head, Otto soon pursuing his pal Poppy in large grassy circles.
When I head for the café I do have some problem getting my dog
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to enter the compound – he rather makes a game of it – but at last
he is secured and to cement matters Caroline lets Leonard in as
well so I know Otto will be well-preoccupied as I abandon my
pet for ten minutes, making short work of a brief visit to Vineyard
Chemists in order to retrieve my bag of prescriptions.
When I return I hand my holiday card over to the staff at the café
as I am fetching my coffee; this morning Ellie has brought in a
box of small pastries for our table, making sure that there is still
one left for me. Also present are Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra,
Hanna and Wendy. Today Georgie has the care of Melanie’s
Rufus and Dmitri’s Flora, though only the latter reports for treats.
Vlad is also here which means I am soon lofting biscuits for the
snapping jaws of Tara – she used to be able to catch all of these
offerings but I think her eyesight is no longer as good as it once
was. Otto is sure to demand his fair share of pellets but he is still
looking for play partners, especially after Leonard leaves. He
manages to tempt some of the other dogs with a stick he has found
somewhere; then he rips up a poo poo bag, a charming gesture
that is echoed every time he finds one of these useful objects at
home.
The care and treatment of the elderly is a principal topic of
conversation this morning – perhaps my bag of medicines is the
inspiration. Ofra and Ellie give updates on the dementia suffered
by near-relatives and we get a fuller version of the bedside visit
to Peter at St. Mary’s. Ellie says that Yara is planning to smuggle
a cold beer into the hospital but ex-nurse Wendy says that this
might interfere with Peter’s diabetes regimen. Ellie is also able
to report that some of her furniture, after months of storage, will
be returned today after the completion of flood damage work.
For some reason the subject of weddings comes up and several
of us report astonishment that at some London venues guests are
supposed to pay their own bar bill. Ellie says that one of her best
friends said that she couldn’t attend Ellie’s wedding at Claridge’s
because she couldn’t afford the booze. “I told her that this was a
Jewish wedding and my father-in-law would be paying for all the
drinks. And you know what she said to me? ‘In that case, can I
bring my cousin?’”
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Wednesday, December 16:
There is some chance that the sun may make an appearance this
morning and it is certainly mild enough as Otto as I head for the
park. The dog seems ever eager to reach the green and I soon
realize that he has picked up a scent – thus I am able to unhook
him soon after our entrance and he can rush the length of the
Morshead roadway in order to kiss Winnie. Maggie is out on the
green and she and Bruno (both in the care of Madame Ling-Ling)
participate in some useful chasing out here before we head for the
café. I can see that Janet has Leonard with her this morning and
this means that more exercise will soon be on offer as I admit both
boys to our compound and head for the café’s front door.
Ofra has been deputized to hand over a Christmas gift from the
dog people to the staff (I don’t know what it is) as she is the first
in line this morning. Outside we have Davide, Georgie, Janet,
Clare, Hanna and Bliss’s mom, Lynn. Georgie has so many dogs
in her charge these days that Janet has the care of Rufus – who
now distinguishes himself by trying the mount Bliss’s back and
chew her ears. (No wonder the fuzzy black Chow had to be
shoved into the compound in the first place.) Seamus and Tilly
are also part of Georgie’s entourage but they are allowed only
one biscuit each. I need to replenish my supply of treats for the
dentally-challenged but I do find a few smaller items to please
the likes of Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie and Harley. Then Clare has
brought some chicken pieces and Davide can carve off portions of
his toasted sandwich as well.
Davide has brought cards and presents for a number of us and
these are distributed. (I got to the end of my holiday greeting
process with ten e-mailed versions of my card yesterday.) Hanna
is reading the tabloids and finds an article that suggests that
sleeping with your dog is useful in reducing stress – as if we
needed to be told this. The subject of house prices in Maida Vale
is the next topic of conversation – since Dan and Davide have
recently had their flat valued – but Ofra can’t quite believe that
values here have risen even faster than in West Hampstead. I
have heard that David the erstwhile dog-sitter is considering a
move away from our neighborhood; Michaela will have a kind of
farewell party for him next Tuesday. A tiny Jack Russell puppy
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named Mila wants to play with all of our dogs as we make our
way toward the exit gate – but this will have to wait for another
time.
Thursday, December 17:
I have had a rather rough night of it and my stomach could be
better as well but I know it is time to get ready for the dog’s
morning in the park. It is less gray than usual this morning, the
sky almost pink with a Saharan sand that has been blowing toward
us once again. Otto soon spots some of his pals out on the green
and after a brief and somewhat unsuccessful squat he is off. He
and Poppy take turns brandishing a stick and then Leonard arrives
to make it a threesome. I admit both Schnauzers to our compound
when it is coffee time.
This morning we have Caroline, Wendy, Hanna, Janet, Georgie,
Ofra and the latter’s visiting sister, Rachel. Behind us Vlad is
reading the paper at his little table – though he does get up to take
a picture of me dipping into my blue bag in search of dog treats,
my supply replenished by yesterday’s expedition to Sainsbury’s
(accompanied by the ever-generous Linda). Seamus is now
barking for his treat, Tara has her nose in my lap and Bailey and
Winnie are scraping away. Sparkie shows up as well and Leonard
even gets a biscuit today. Hanna has Pucci tucked into the top of
her jacket and here he remains comfortably for the entire session,
surveying the tabletop scene with equanimity. Daisy-Mae is also
keeping a close eye on the proceedings, but she does so by lying
on the flagstones of the café forecourt, staring at the rest of us in
our caged compound.
Rachel quizzes Vlad on the whereabouts of his wife – but Biba
is in Belgrade, where her mother has just died. This fact leads
naturally to Vlad’s mother and I get to hear in greater detail a
story I had been told once before – Vlad’s mother (who has been
honored in Israel) was one of those righteous saviors who, from
her home in Mostar, organized the safe evacuation of Jewish
children during the Second World War. Rachel has baked a cake
but for once (still uncertain about the direction of my tummy)
I decline any portion today. I tell the others that I have heard
from Danielle in New York and that her vet duties have included
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a lot of home visits to the penthouses of the posh. In addition,
Makiko has sent me a photo from Tokyo. We have joked about
the fastidious packaging accompanying each individual biscuit
from this site in the past so Makiko is keen to show that there is
a parallel gesture in the laundry returned by the hotel – with each
tiny item in Alberto’s ensemble individually encased in its own
transparent plastic sleeve. Ofra has received a picture of Alberto’s
cot but she is mad to see my phone photo as well and so I have to
promise to bring it in tomorrow. We now head for home but after
two more troublesome squats I know that, for Otto, the first order
of business will be one of these bottom-cleaning sessions in the
bathtub.
Friday, September 18:
We will have real sunshine for our session in the park today; this
and the mild temperatures make for a most welcome chapter in
our doggy life. Georgie is heading toward us on the pavement,
Sparkie and Winnie in tow – as she seeks out Seamus in the next
building. Otto is tremendously excited by this sighting but I tell
him he will have to wait a few minutes for an actual reunion. Out
of the green there are a number of dogs at play and we head for
a grouping near the flagpoles. Among the assembled canines we
have that wild child of the Golden Retriever band, Simba. To my
surprise he and Otto begin to play – I have never seen this side of
Simba’s personality but his Brazilian carer says that, though seven
now, he has resumed a much more playful life due to the presence
of a younger cousin in the mix, Brinkley. Otto soon begins to play
with dogs more his own size and when Leonard shows up on the
walkway I admit both of these chaps to our compound.
Yesterday was Dudley’s birthday; Karen forgot all about it but
she is here to pay for the coffee this morning. She and Georgie
are members of our tribe this morning but we also have Caroline,
Janet, Hanna, Wendy, Renata, Clare, Ofra and Rachel. (I
compliment the latter on making it here two days in a row since
she usually sleeps in on the second day of a visit but she insists
it is on the third day that this happens.) Clare has brought with
her some home-baked chicken pieces and these are certainly as
popular as the goodies I am able to offer. Giovanna comes by
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with Emilio; she says that she has put him on a diet and he is
much more lively during his morning walks. Otto is magnificently
shaggy these days – but his groomer is away and he won’t
undergo any beauty treatment until January 12. He gets a lot of
attention this morning from Karen and Clare. Unfortunately the
birthday boy, Dudley, is suffering from tummy troubles and he
gets no treats at all this morning.
I show Ofra the pictures of Alberto’s laundry on my iPhone; she
is very interested in the case I have purchased for this object
since she needs a sturdy model indeed – since she drops her
phone at least once a day. The tabloids are lying on the tabletop
and this naturally leads to a discussion of the dismissal of
Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho yesterday. Most of those present
are not particularly interested in football but the human drama is
instructional in the “how the mighty have fallen category” – as
the self-styled “special one” brought Chelsea the championship
last season and this year, at mid-point, they are only one place
above the relegation zone. Some travel plans are discussed next.
Janet still doesn’t know if her friend will be well enough to travel
next week but Georgie goes off for a weekend visit to Hereford
tomorrow morning. On our way home Otto and I encounter
Camilla, captain of our unit’s stalwart cleaning crew. She too
notices how shaggy Otto has become but she says she likes him
that way.
Saturday, December 19:
It is bright enough outside today but there is a tinge of sadness
as well for already active in the hallways are the removal men –
come to move my upstairs neighbors to a house they have bought
in anticipation of an imminent birth. They are not selling their
flat, so I suppose I will still see them occasionally, but they have
been outstandingly responsible neighbors and there is always an
anxiety when new tenants become a part of that intimate interface
that is life in a Maida Vale mansion block. I can tell Otto that I
have already spotted Leonard in the middle of the green and my
pet is soon charging forward in pursuit of his friend. Dan comes
out here as well and he and Caroline fall into a conversation on
those breed collectives symbolized by the Pug people’s conclave
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in Green Park. Dan says that Winnie actually hated the other Pugs
and wanted nothing to do with them. Caroline says she would
like to go on a Schnauzer walk but that none seem scheduled in
the London area. “Well, you know what to do,” Dan says, “you
have to organize this yourself.” While we are chatting a young
Dalmatian comes by with a stick in his mouth. His American
owner says that he is actually a rescue dog from Battersea. A Cubs
fan, this chap has named his foundling Maddux – after pitcher
Greg Maddux.
There is a good turnout at coffee this morning – Dan, Ofra, Rachel
(not having a lie-in, even though this is the third day of her visit),
Wendy, Giovanna, Karen, Renata and Janet. Renata says that
Maxi has not been eating much of late and she is worried about
the health of her pet – but by the end of the session we can see
him plucking toast crusts off his mommy’s plate and munching
away happily. Karen says that Dudley’s stomach is improved
and he is allowed a few treats from my blue bag. Janet is looking
after Sparkie while Georgie is making her visit to Hereford and
the naughty fellow keeps jumping into Rachel’s lap – well, she is
occupying the chair normally used by Georgie.
Dan is advising Rachel on what to see in the West End and Rachel
and Ofra are trying to get Dan and Janet to visit Israel. Dan says
he is not afraid of any violent outcome but that his mother would
have a meltdown if he announced a visit here. I remark that my
Israeli friends used to urge me to visit with the phrase – “We’re
having a lull.” Zen comes out with a coupon worth £7 at the Tesco
meat counter. Dan ends up with this prize but I note that this is
only appropriate since he organized our collective Christmas gift
for the café staff. This is a reminder that we haven’t paid our share
for this present and soon Dan has collected £2 from a number of
us. Dan warns Rachel not to let Ofra smoke any wacky backy on
their forthcoming trip to Amsterdam (there is enough craziness
here already) and we get up to begin the walk home. Outside
the fence Daisy-Mae is encouraged to dig up the biscuit she has
buried in a flowerbed yesterday. Daisy-Mae does this – but only to
rebury it a few feet away. “I’ve told you this before,” I tell Janet,
“she’s just been spending too much time with squirrels.”
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Sunday, December 20:
The sun has been making some efforts on another mild morning in
Maida Vale – as Otto and I head for the park on a quiet Sunday. I
unhook the dog just as we reach the margins of the green, hoping
that he will join forces with some small dogs out in the middle of
this muddy space but they disappear and he turns his attentions to
Janet, who is walking near the bandstand with Daisy-Mae, Winnie
and Sparkie. We follow this party along the walkways as far as
the café, where, to my dog’s delight, Leonard is discovered lying
in wait. These two are admitted to the doggy compound and I go
inside to fetch my coffee.
This morning we have Janet, Ofra, Giovanna, Hanna, Wendy,
Caroline and Dan – here to reclaim Winnie after a night out
on the town. His adventures, so he tells us, were by no means
overindulgent but on the bus ride home he somehow managed
to lose Davide’s car key. He spends some time filling in a lostproperty form on the bus company’s website and then the rest
of the session worrying over Davide’s imminent explosion and
the replacement costs. Janet has made some delicious scones
and these are shared out with clotted cream and jam – each of
us also receives a Christmas panettone from the café itself. Ofra
has been out celebrating Ricky’s birthday and she forbids the
rest of us from telling her who won last night’s final version of
Strictly Come Dancing. Meanwhile Wendy has brought a snapshot
taken during a rehearsal of the Father Ted episode I had watched
recently, one featuring husband Vass and Dermot Morgan himself
in the hallway of the parochial house on Craggy Island.
Winnie, her mouth smeared with scone cream, moves on to my
blue bag, joined by her partner in greed, Bailey. Leonard and
Otto are wrestling under the table but they too join the queue
eventually. Daisy-Mae is pursuing a large and elderly black dog
whom she has twice attacked before but after this display of
thuggish behavior she jumps into my lap and barks for treats.
Unfortunately, although I have a variety of goodies on offer, none
please the imperious madam – who rejects each in turn. When it
is time to depart there is a bit of a crisis – I can’t find Otto’s black
plastic extendo-lead anywhere. For a while we assume that one
of the other dog owners has made off with it and Janet, who has
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her car nearby, attaches Daisy-Mae’s lead to Otto’s collar so I can
get my pet home safely. (In the old days I would have made an
impromptu lead out of my belt but I have been wearing braces
for the last half year.) I decide to look for the missing object by
retracing my morning in-lap but we don’t get beyond the flagpoles
when there is an interruption. A yellow-white little bird is sitting
on the grass in a most vulnerable position and there is an instant
call for the animal rescuer, Hanna, who tries to throw her scarf
over the confused creature. This has the right effect, for the bird
now flies off – there is considerable speculation that this is a
fledgling belonging to the green parakeet flock that has made the
Rec its home. We can now continue past the clubhouse and, just
as we reach the edge of the green opposite the poo poo box at the
top of the Morshead roadway, there it is – Otto’s missing lead. So
Janet removes Daisy-Mae’s version and I attach my own and we
can resume our homeward journey in a happier frame of mind.
Monday, December 21:
Otto has passed through a very eventful period since our park visit
yesterday. In the afternoon we had to delay our walk because of a
brief shower – the dog was already a bit damp after a needed bath.
I had decided that this encounter with soap and water was needed
because at 7:00 Linda came by to bring us over to her house for a
delicious holiday meal. Otto had a great time palling up with his
cousin Pepper and enjoying some leftover lamb. Although missing
her best scissors Linda even had a go at shortening my dog’s
eyebrows. More rain has now fallen overnight but it is bright
enough as we head for the park at the beginning of a new week,
one that allows us, at last, to see the hours of daylight lengthen.
As we cross the green I can see Leonard, crouching in the grass
as he eyes the advancing Otto; soon both of these dogs have been
admitted to our compound at the café.
I join the coffee queue where, to my regret, I see that Janet is at
the head of the line – which means that she is ordering for herself,
Georgie, Dan and Davide. This is bad enough but after five
minutes or so Ofra and Rachel arrive (and someone lets Leonard
out of the compound) and their orders have to be added as well.
Rachel ends up carrying the tray with all this liquid but I don’t
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lose the opportunity of complaining that if you want someone else
to order your coffee for you then at least you need to be here when
the café opens its doors. In addition to those already mentioned
we also have Renata, Ellie, Wendy, and Hanna – with Vlad at his
own little table and Matthew and Makiko (with Alberto in his
stroller) making a return visit near the end of our session. Janet
leaves early to play tennis – I want her to train Daisy-Mae in the
duties of ball girl. Unfortunately their departure means that Bailey
has an empty chair to jump into and I soon have him scraping
away at my arm.
Rachel has baked a lovely confection and slices are passed around
the table. Ofra has still not watched the tape of the Strictly final
but when I tell her that Hanna’s tabloid has an article in which
some of the judges claim the public got it wrong – since they had
favored EastEnders Kellie Bright over the voting public’s choice,
The Wanted’s Jay McGuinness – she has me find the article
and hand it over. I ask if any of the others witnessed last night’s
live extravaganza, a production of the The Sound of Music, one
featuring former Strictly winner Kara Tointon. This leads to a
discussion of the late efforts of Rodgers and Hammerstein. I claim
that the show is cloyingly saccharine and sentimental and that
“like a lark who is learning to pray” is surely the worst lyric in the
history of the musical. Much fuss is made over Alberto, who has
evidently managed his first ten steps since we last saw him. Ellie
describes the preparations she has been making for the family
holiday in Dubai – which begins Wednesday. Davide wants to
know if she also has to pack a suitcase full of Christmas presents
but Ellie says this is not necessary – “It helps in this case to be
Jewish.”
Tuesday, December 22:
We have been lucky with the local rainfall, having twice dodged
a period of showers yesterday, and even this morning the clouds
seem to be lifting. They do so too late to encourage much of a
turnout from the resident dog owners – when I unhook Otto as
we reach the green he is the only dog anywhere on this large
empty space. Fortunately there soon appears the little foxy-faced
Loki and he and Otto have a good romp – with my dog soon
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discovering a stick with which he can tempt his new pal into a
good chase. Eventually I admit my pet to our doggy compound
and make my way into the café in pursuit of coffee.
There is a small turnout, at least initially, with Janet, Georgie,
Davide and Ofra the only participants. Then we have a number of
latecomers including Hanna, Makiko and Caroline and the latter,
of course, is accompanied by Leonard. This means that Otto has
a second play period. Most of the other dogs are concentrating
their efforts on food, with both Davide and Janet announcing
“bacon time” to the assemblage. These days Georgie is looking
after the long-haired Chihuahua, Patsy, and, as so often happens
with newcomers, Daisy-Mae launches a vicious attack on the
frightened miss. Then the killer Shih-Tzu jumps into my lap,
as though this act of thuggery deserves it own reward. Here
she disdains one treat after another until she agrees to accept a
conciliatory Shapes biscuit. While Daisy-Mae is in my lap Sparkie
makes a graceful leap into Janet’s empty lap.
Caroline has brought with her some wonderful examples of her
expertise in baking, including some chocolate confections and
some Christmas cake, and these are enthusiastically accepted by
our lot. Janet is in an ebullient mood anyway, having discovered
that her friend Barbara has been cleared to accompany her
on the forthcoming Christmas cruise. By contrast Georgie is
suffering from a pinched nerve in her neck and she says she
may soon be calling on our Reiki specialist, Hanna. Ofra says
that she and Ricky will be taking the car to Amsterdam – but
Davide warns them that once they arrive they need to park this
vehicle permanently since street parking is almost impossible
here. Davide explains that members of his family are arriving
here for a visit on Christmas Day – when he will be away. He
has sent keys to the house to his sister but they haven’t arrived
yet, which is worrying. I suggest that copies of Janet’s calendar
have made their way to both Michigan Janet and to my in-laws in
Philadelphia, though it took twelve days for the latter “airmailed”
copy to arrive While we are chatting the weather has undergone
some new permutations. There is now bright sunshine but this is
accompanied by a fierce wind, one that threatens to send our green
umbrella into outer space at any moment.
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Wednesday, December 23:
I think I’m getting a cold and therefore, even though it seems to
be an excessively pleasant sunny and mild morning for December,
I am wrapped up in my heavy coat, with scarf, wool hat and even
gloves in use when Otto and I head for the park. The long-haired
Chihuahua, Tennessee, is happy to greet Otto as we try to make
our way down the Morshead roadway and no sooner have we
freed ourselves from these attentions then cousin Gus makes an
appearance and Otto has to touch noses with the senior Schnauzer.
Out on the green there is a lively band of small dogs at play and
my pet is soon among them. Poppy is the chief attraction in the
melee but Leonard soon arrives as well and he and Otto are soon
admitted to the doggy compound at the café.
With Vlad at his little table behind us we still have only a small
turnout this morning – the great holiday exodus having begun –
just Janet, Georgie, Davide, Wendy, Karen and, eventually, Hanna.
Georgie has by now accepted delivery on Patsy, Teddy and Bailey
and, with Sparkie as well, she has her hands full this morning. In
the next few days she will assume as well the care of Daisy-Mae,
Rufus and Flora – not to mention offering day care for Pucci and
checking in on the backyard chickens belonging to Wendy, who
is soon off to Ireland. This morning it is Bailey, Winnie, Tara and
Sparkie who are most active in pursuit of the treats from my blue
bag, though Dudley accepts a few treats, Leonard as well, and
(especially after Leonard escapes) Otto is soon springing up on
my knees as well.
Wendy’s Irish plans are only at the beginning of the travel docket
affecting our line-up: Ellie and family are off to Dubai today, Ofra
is on her way to Amsterdam, Janet will leave for her Caribbean
cruise tomorrow and Davide has a flight to Bangalore. (Karen says
she will fly to Houston twice next month.) I should also mention
that dog-owners Janet, Georgie, Dan, Linda, Rob, Tony and
Jean-Baptiste were guests at a somewhat melancholy gathering
at Michaela’s last night. This was a kind of farewell for David,
the former dogsitter who has looked after so many of our dogs
over the years while gradually resuming his career as full-time
photographer – he is moving now to Wandsworth. There was quite
a downpour during this party and I was happy to get a ride home
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with Linda and Rob; it was the first time I had left Otto home
alone at night but he seemed to have survived well enough and,
fortunately, the rain had almost stopped by the time we had our
late night walk.
Thursday, December 24:
It’s bright but blustery as Otto and I head for the park. My dog
somehow senses the presence of a pal once we have entered
our gate and, sure enough, there is Bonaparte, accompanied by
Louise, on the Morshead roadway. I unhook my dog so he can
catch up and these two dogs chase one another for a while, then
Otto switches his attention to a lively little Jack Russell, then
it is Karen, just entering with Dudley, who excites his attention
and, once we have reached the green, he can see Leonard off in
the distance as well. In fact it is none of these who commands
his principal attention this morning but Popcorn. Soon Otto is
chasing Poppy all over the place, though this morning there is a
unique variation. Someone has left open the gate to the children’s
playground and when Poppy dashes into this space he is closely
pursued by Otto and both dogs are closely pursued by their
owners – who know that dogs don’t belong in here. It takes a
long time for them to exit this spot, which they do naturally in the
course of their chase. This half of the playground is for kids 5-11
years old and I can’t help reflecting that if we accept the formula
of one dog year to every seven human ones then Otto is about six
now.
I finally get his lead attached so we can continue on to the café,
which is open for the last time for a number of days because of
the holiday period. Present today are Vlad and a pal at a little
table behind us, Janet (on her last visit before the famous cruise),
Georgie, Dan, Caroline, Debbie and Hanna – with Makiko and
Giovanna arriving somewhat later. Leonard is here waiting for
Otto and these two are soon active in their wrestling match. I am
extremely popular with the other dogs – Tara, Winnie, Bailey, and
Sparkie in particular, and there are many demands on my blue
bag. Leonard eventually joins the queue as well. Not surprisingly
Otto’s pal has a face that reminds me so strongly of Bertie, Toby
and Fritz – Otto too would remind me of his forebears save for the
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fact that he is so shaggy these days it is almost impossible to see
his eyes.
Makiko has brought me a present of two pairs of socks. I engage
her expertise in trying to undo some function on my iPhone and
we all agree that we will try to meet tomorrow at the Lebanese
café on Castellain Parade (one of the many successors to Plan 9)
since Hanna has ascertained that it will be open on Christmas Day.
Hanna now hands me a throat lozenge since, for the third day in
a row, I am feeling as though a cold is coming on. I tell Dan that,
after three insulin shots, I have finally finished watching the live
production of The Sound of Music. He says that people who first
experienced this show as children have a far greater fondness for
it than those who came to it with an adult perspective – and I think
he has a point. Giovanna sends her toast back because it has butter
on it and she’s lactose intolerant. Alberto is given his own slice
of this treat and this perhaps explains why the opportunistic dogs,
including Otto, are milling about beneath his carriage. I do make
a move in a homeward direction for the wind has picked up and
there is moisture in the air and we need to get home.
Friday, December 25:
While we were in the park on our afternoon walk yesterday
afternoon we met Karen, out walking with Dudley. She invited
us (yes, including Otto) to a Christmas afternoon gathering at
her house, one which I have been looking forward to, indeed, but
this morning when, for the fourth day in a row, the runny nose
asserts itself, I think it might be better to excuse myself from this
encounter. (For that matter, I know Karen lives on the same street
as Janet, but I don’t know her address.) I am looking forward to
running into someone I can tell I won’t be coming as Otto and I
now head for the park on a gray and chilly morning.
Not surprisingly there is no activity on the green at all and with
the café closed the park is a bit of a ghost town this morning.
Eventually I spot Poppy atop Mt. Bannister and he and Otto are
soon having a great play period on the foothills of this peak.
Poppy’s master has a ball sling with him and the dogs enjoy
chasing this missile – the winner gets to taunt the loser by
brandishing the prize in his teeth. Eventually some people come
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walking down the Randolph roadway with two dogs and another
ball and Otto often makes off with this toy as well. I am getting
chilly standing out here so after fifteen minutes or so I decide to
see if I can find any members of our dog club – none of whom has
been spotted in the park at all this morning.
It’s a painfully slow process making our way down the Morshead
roadway but at last we exit the park and I can turn left with the
dog on lead and head for Castellain Parade – where the Petit
Café is supposed to be hosting our lot at coffee time today. In
fact, though this is the only establishment open in the parade this
morning, there is no one about, either here or over on Lauderdale
Parade, where I look next. Well I was thinking of making my
excuses at this point anyway, not wanting to sit out in the cold,
and so there is no reason to linger. Otto seems a bit puzzled by this
conclusion to our morning in the park but he too, I am sure, will
be happy to get back inside.
Saturday, December 26:
Well, I was able to reach someone yesterday (in this case Georgie,
by phone) so that my apologies could be passed on to Karen. I
persisted in our usual walk pattern but I think that my failure to sit
down for an evening meal had an effect on that creature of habit,
Otto, who failed to eat his own before our late night walk. In a
further variation he produced no poo on this outing, distracted by
the presence of the Shiba Inu, Koji – and the latter’s sister – on
the pavement across the street. There does not seem to be any
particular urgency in his behavior this morning, however, and
we begin our morning walk, after I have dosed myself with Day
Nurse, at about 9:15.
Again the park is rather empty but I can see some dogs on the
Randolph roadway and here we soon head. It is a gray, somewhat
damp morning but milder than yesterday. Loki is over here and
so is Toby the Bulldog. But the latter is preoccupied with his
flattened football and doesn’t even react when his owner kneels to
give Otto an extensive cuddle. There is a little tan mix-breed dog
named Max here as well and he does enjoy being chased. This is
a game in which Max finishes the run by jumping up on my legs –
perhaps he senses that I still have my biscuit bag in a pocket.
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Eventually I hook my dog for the walk home. Georgie had told
me that some of the other dog people did meet for coffee at about
10:00 yesterday but there is no question about my sitting outside
with them for a chilly half hour today. I decide to extend Otto’s
time in the park, however, by taking the back passage walkround.
This is a lonely route today – with only the Israeli security guard
and his hand weights for company. A final flurry as Otto chases
some pigeons and then it is an early retirement.
Sunday, December 27:
I have been trying to replicate some semblance of normality,
in spite of my troublesome cold, and therefore, after my early
morning shower, I lead Otto at the usual time into the park on a
gray but mild Sunday. I have been keen to avoid walking out onto
the green itself – I have walked over Pennine peat hags less juicy
than the footing on offer here these days – but my attempts to keep
Otto on lead while we keep to the walkways on the periphery are
thwarted by the appearance of a number of other dogs, beginning
with the tiny Yorkie, Ted, and concluding with the rambunctious
Golden Retriever, Brinkley.
There is one unusual sighting this morning – for heading our way
is Dan with Winnie. He is the first member of the dog fraternity
I have seen here in some days. He says that he is on his way to
have a non-park coffee with Georgie but I again beg off. I let Otto
off-lead by the time we have reached the Randolph roadway and
he dashes about looking for someone to play with, even getting
mixed up in the exchange of a football that two lads are kicking
back and forth at the bottom on Mt. Bannister. Then he heads out
to the cricket crease and has a little bit of play with two Beagles,
an Alsatian and little Boo.
I have felt a lot better and getting Otto home is a bit of chore.
First I can see that one of the larger dogs has drooled all over his
back and I have to clean this up. Then Boo, having been neutered
only three days ago, wants to follow us along the back passage
walkway and so this is a progress completed only in fits and starts.
At last we escape the park and get inside, where I put down some
Shapes biscuits for my pet, who, after all, has not been getting his
morning park treats at all these days. Then I turn on the TV in my
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study and prepare to watch the day’s inevitable taped bowl game
but I don’t get very far – for the next thing I know is that an hour
has passed and I have spent it sleeping in a seated posture on my
sofa.
Monday, December 28:
How many of my neighbors disappear at holiday time? Most
of them, it might appear, if the number of blue recycling bags
deposited on the front pavements is any measure. Indeed, while
I was out with Otto last night I could detect only two such bags
in front of a block with over one hundred units. Surely everyone
knows that, even on bank holidays like today, the recyclers will
be here faithfully about 10:00 or so – which is why I start our
morning in the park by descending to street level with my own
blue bag and an empty Amazon carton. I am a bit surprised that
now I can see no blue bags at all – have they come early? – but I
deposit my refuse anyway. We have moved only a few feet away
when, against the usual choice of direction, a giant Clean Streets
vehicle rumbles to a stop just behind me and by the time I have
turned around my bag and my box have been seized by the City of
Westminster as promised.
Just as we have entered the Morshead roadway we encounter
Karen, exiting with Dudley. She is on her way down to coffee
with the gang, but again I beg off – my cold seems a bit better but
I don’t want to make things worse by sitting down in the chill of
a bright, sunny morning. A minute later I can see Davide entering
the park with his visiting parents and again heading toward me is
Dan, with Winnie. He tells me that he has just spotted Caroline
with Leonard and so we continue toward the shuttered café in the
hopes of an extended play period for Otto.
The two Schnauzer cousins are soon having a wonderful romping
reunion and now they are joined by Poppy as well. Once again
the lads manage to steal Poppy’s ball, taunting their friend with its
possession. Poppy has evidently been making willful excursions
on his own, a phenomenon quite worrying to his owner and this
chap, indeed, is soon in pursuit of a pet who is heading toward
the Carlton Road exit. Poppy spends much of the rest of the
session on lead – which means that he is not part of an intense
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“chase me” session conducted by a lively (and fast) back Cocker
puppy named Ellie. Ellie rushes back and forth among the foliage
outside the children’s play area, bursting into the open only at odd
moments, when Otto and Leonard make a vain attempt to catch
her. This chase goes on for ten minutes or so, with Otto’s tongue
now hanging from his mouth, but it does end unhappily when the
heedless puppy crashes into a white post near the flagpoles and
bangs her head. I think we have been out here long enough by this
time and so we start for home. Ahead of us is Renata with Maxi –
she waves and then heads off for coffee with the gang.
Tuesday, December 29:
An early morning shower has given way to sunny skies on a
sparkling Tuesday morning in Maida Vale. Otto has some fun
dislodging pigeons from the puddles on the Morshead roadway
as we make our way toward the green. Ziggy and Noli are
heading our way with Christopher and behind them I can see
Ofra, returning to the scene after her holiday in Amsterdam. Our
conversation is brief and mine is conducted in a voice several
octaves below its usual pitch. Ofra says she enjoyed her holiday
but she obviously has some reservations about Amsterdam. I
notice that she is dogless and, indeed, she is looking for the others
so she can reclaim Bailey. I give her some clues on where to find
the coffee drinkers and she retreats to the parking lot to get her car.
Otto is off-lead by this time but his search for play companions is
not rewarded. I decide we might a well take a walk, just to stretch
our legs, and so we head for the alleyway behind the tennis courts.
Otto does a good job of keeping in touch, following my lead and
returning when I suggest we need another direction. We walk
through the parking lot and reach the Carlton roadway. Against
a fence is an abandoned bicycle; there is another purloined and
abandoned bike leaning against the fence on Morshead Road.
Otto has another hopeful sweep of the green when we reach the
café but there is again no joy. I am getting a bit chilly and so I
put him back on lead as we head for our exit gate. Just before we
get there a little brown dog appears and Otto would really like to
chase him but I am definitely in “get home now” mode and, after
I have been jerked about several times by a charging dog on lead,
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I succeed in getting Otto to exit the park. As usual, the refuse
bins at the gate are overflowing and the pavement is littered with
holiday junk – including an abandoned Christmas tree.
Wednesday, December 30:
They have removed the Christmas tree that was dumped next to
the bins at the Morshead gate; unfortunately another has taken its
place. These are my first observations as Otto and I enter the park
on a blustery gray Wednesday; already Cathy has reported that
half of her garden fence has come down in the back yard. I am a
bit groggy after a night with little sleep but I soldier on, urging
Otto to cross the green since I can see a number of smaller dogs at
play on the Randolph roadway.
A woman here has two dogs in play, a little black dog named
Lola and a young Shiba Inu who is still attached to his training
lead – his name is Yoshi. Otto has a great time playing with Yoshi
and they chase one another in endless loops on the slopes of Mt.
Bannister. Lola follows these proceedings closely, barking at the
combatants and helping matters along by grabbing Otto’s tail in
her teeth. Then Poppy arrives to make this a foursome. More fun
is had by all but it comes unstuck when the errant Poppy heads
for the top of the hill, disappearing altogether over the other side.
Fortunately none of the other dogs is following him at this point
and I take this as a sign to hook my dog for the journey home.
We make our way down the Morshead roadway as I note that I
have not seen a single member of our group this morning. Sparkie
(the Pom) and Buddy are following along in our direction and
I can see that the chaps who own Max and the bowlegged Jack
Russell, Baba, are sitting with their pets in the rose garden. On
the walkways of Morshead Road itself we meet up with Lenny,
who tells me that yesterday he undertook a five-and-half mile
walk with his Cleo. Then at great speed a dog sprints by us
heading toward Elgin Avenue. He seems unaccompanied and
this is worrying but it turns out that he has gotten separated from
his anxious owner – who is across the street and heading in the
opposite direction. We tell him where his dog is and there is a
grand and grateful reunion before this pair enters the Rec.
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Thursday, December 31:
An overnight rain, one that was just getting underway as we
completed our late night walk, has come to an end and we have a
beautiful sunny (if chilly) morning in the park. On the Morshead
roadway I can see Louise in conversation with a neighbor as
baby William explores the countryside and Bonaparte chews on
his tennis ball. I unhook Otto so that he can touch noses with the
French Bulldog and so he does. Then we continue on to the empty
green, passing the flooded basketball court and wading around
standing pools of water in the grass. Otto spots the blind ShihTzu, Rocky, but he is unlikely to get any satisfactory chasing here.
With no one else about I decide to repeat our earlier walk around
Mt. Bannister. Just as we reach the tennis courts Max appears and
soon he is growling at Otto; his owner picks him up and carries
him along the walkway behind the courts. By the time we have
reached the parking lot Max has calmed down and can be returned
to terra firma; he doesn’t seem to mind that Otto is following a
few paces behind. There is a problem with this homage, however,
for Max and his owner turn right into the forbidden environmental
area and I haven’t spotted whether Otto has followed them in here
too. Not to worry, he has just found an interesting Cavalier around
the corner and soon we have regained the café; the green is still
empty.
Having made some progress on the cold-recovery front I have
actually entertained the notion of joining the others for coffee this
morning but I don’t know where or when they are foregathering
these days and it is much colder today and so I decided to head
for home. We pass Will and Grace and Bonaparte – who hasn’t
budged all this time – and soon I can see yesterday’s wayward
escapee entering the park with his owner. The latter tosses a
Frisbee for his dog to chase but it takes an erratic turn and crashes
into the wheels of a baby carriage just being pushed toward the
exit gate. There are fulsome apologies to the chap in charge of this
vehicle but I don’t detect much in the way of acknowledgement –
perhaps this chap doesn’t speak that much English. So, we have
reached the end of the year in Paddington Rec and now we have
to see just how well Otto survives the typical New Year’s Eve
fireworks festivities at midnight.
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Friday, January 1:
Well I do think that Otto survived New Year’s Eve quite
successfully. I took him out at 10:00 or so, long before the
predicted fusillade, and we were happily ensconced in front of
the TV as midnight approached. I tuned into an excellent concert
by Canadian Rocker Bryan Adams in order to provide a more
immediate and less threatening source of sound; the concert was
interrupted by a ten-minute fireworks display along the Thames,
spectacular as usual. At midnight, of course, local sources of
bombardment were beginning to rival the riverside show but only
a few of the explosions were loud enough to disconcert the dog.
He snuggled up next to me on the sofa, as have so many of his
predecessors on this night, and shortly before 1:00, when all was
quiet again, we went to bed.
This morning there is no scent of sulfur in the air as we head
for the park on a cold but bright morning. In an instant replay
of yesterday’s entry we find little William and Bonaparte on the
Morshead roadway (with dad this time) and after passing this
grouping we reach an empty green – with poor Otto wandering
right and left just to see if he can uncover any play pals. I continue
walking toward the café and here, with not a soul (human or
canine) in sight, I decide we might as well repeat yesterday’s
circumnavigation of Mt. Bannister.
Completing a walk around the green is little Ted – but there is no
chance of a roll in the grass with this little Yorkie. We pass behind
the tennis courts and through the parking lot, with Otto keeping
in reasonable reach, but on the Carlton roadway he discovers the
white Shar-Pei, Cracker. This fellow seems like a much more
likely candidate for some action. Cracker, who used to try to
dominate my Fritz by placing a chin on his back, doesn’t know
quite what to do with the lively pup. Otto does try to follow him
into the forbidden environmental area and this is my clue to hook
my pet and head for home. Our walk has been fairly brisk and
he has had some exercise but he is far from through – running up
and down the hall with his turkey toy gobbling in protest. I can
always tell when he is playing with this toy, of course, but he has
a new squeaky toy from his Auntie Naomi that I can’t detect at all
because its squeak can evidently be heard by dogs only – what a
brilliant idea!
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Saturday, January 2:
There is a light rain falling as Otto and I head for the park today;
this is rather a surprise and I have not brought the dog’s raincoat
– but after only five minutes or so the moisture comes to an end
and there is no fear that I will return home with a sodden dog.
As one might have guessed, there is very little activity in the
Rec this morning, though I do note that Max is loose in the rose
garden. He is obviously on a quest and the object is not the little
robin bobbing on the branch of a bush overlooking the Morshead
roadway. Instead it must be a squirrel that has attracted his
attention and soon we have Max’s owner trying to summon his
pet while the later is barking hysterically at the foot of a tree – an
insistent protest that goes on for the next five minutes.
I decide to make a complete circuit of the green, using the exterior
walkways rather than venturing out onto the morass itself. So we
pass a pair at the bandstand straining away under the instruction of
their personal trainer and we are passed by a hopeful tennis player,
pushing his bike. The attentions of a Cavalier slow us down a bit
as we pass beneath the slopes of Mt Bannister but, having seen not
a single member of Otto’s play group. I decide to head for home.
Unusually, the dog has not been off-lead at all this morning.
I notice that the green umbrella has been left in place at the
abandoned café – perhaps it can’t be lowered any longer. On the
Morshead roadway again we are greeted by Lynn, just arriving
with Bliss the Chow, and just as we reach the exit we encounter
Hanna. She tells me that yesterday she had coffee at the Starbucks
on Randolph Avenue – it’s the one day of the year when this
American outpost does not earn her sneer – but she is certainly
looking forward to the reopening of our own café tomorrow. I
am too – for with this return to business as usual there is a better
chance that the under-exercised Otto can get some decent action.
Sunday, January 3:
Rainy weather persists as we head for the park on a gray January
morning. I am carrying Otto’s raincoat in a pocket but the
moisture is so meager that it is not necessary to put it on today. He
is distracted by a Cocker on lead near the entrance gate and this
means he doesn’t follow up on my suggestion that he has some
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friends up ahead of us on the Morshead roadway. I am referring
to Sparkie, Winnie and Teddy, in Georgie’s care this morning, but
in a moment Otto picks up their scent and goes off at great speed
to check them out. By the time I have reached the clubhouse Otto
has veered off onto the green where, reluctantly, I have to follow
him out onto the swamp. He finds a little play with a mid-sized
yellow dog on the Randolph roadway and then I am able to get
him admitted to the doggy compound of the newly re-opened café.
There are six of us under the green umbrella this morning –
including Hanna, Karen, Dan (here to reclaim Winnie), Ofra and
Georgie. I learn that Winnie has greeted the first sighting of her
biscuit provider with an impromptu dance, a new variation on the
famous cheese dance she used to undertake in Covent Garden.
I am told that the other dogs have surely missed my biscuit bag
too and I open it now to demonstrate that it contains small chewy
treats for the dentally disabled (including Bailey), Shapes for
those who can still manage sturdier fare (Dudley, Sparkie) and
pellets for Otto. It falls to Dan to announce “bacon time” and at
this point I am abandoned by all these petitioners.
Of course some of the gang are still engaged in holiday travel –
Janet still has a week to go on her cruise and Ellie has yet to return
from Dubai. On December 31st there was a serious hotel fire here
and we have been a bit concerned but Ofra says that she has been
in contact with Ellie – who has reported that her family are staying
not downtown but “on the palm.” Ofra says that she really would
like a £1000 coat and much envy is expressed over Karen’s leather
jacket with the furry hood. As we get up to head for the gate
Winnie sits down immediately. I tell Dan that she is just trying to
figure out who will be giving her a ride home – in fact Dan has
the use of Janet’s car but Winnie will have to walk as far as the
gate – where we meet Matthew, walking with Emilio. I have just
been telling Dan about Otto’s new toy, the one whose squeak can
only be heard by dogs. He thinks this is a fabulous marketing idea
since you can tell punters that there is such a device inside any
object and no one will be able to tell that this is untrue. “I’m going
to invent a digital radio like this,” he says. “Right,” I continue,
“encourage users to turn it on for the dog when you leave the
house and no one will know that there’s nothing here to make any
noise.”
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Monday, January 4:
Sun is trying to assert its supremacy in the skies above Paddington
Rec as Otto and I head for the park on a sparkling Monday
morning. Of course I need to drop my blue recycling bag on the
pavement – almost at the same spot where, last night, a very large
fox was patrolling this world. There seems to be no action out
on the green itself – which is okay with me since I’d prefer not
to venture onto its spongy surface – but I can see Popcorn over
on the Randolph walkway and Otto is released to pursue his pal.
These do end up near the cricket crease but Poppy doesn’t seem
that interested in chasing around today and I am able to summon
my pet when I want to get the coffee ordering process started.
These days he circles our compound, usually managing to end up
opposite bars rather than gates. I hook him with his extendo-lead
for the final few feet into our space; his lead, made sodden by all
the recent rain, is not retracting properly.
Dan is ahead of me in the coffee queue – gently chiding Lurch
on the quality of yesterday’s coffee. (In the meantime I can’t
figure out what happened to the three one-pound coins I was
given in change yesterday; if you dropped these anywhere they
would make such a racket – so how come there is no sign of
them anywhere?) In addition to Dan we have the participation of
Hanna, Ofra, Georgie and Karen this morning. Before Georgie
and I have a chance to review the Christmas-time episodes of our
favorite soaps, our Scottish friend admits that, in anticipation of
a return to work this morning, she has spent a sleepless night. To
make matters worse, when her pre-ordered cab failed to show she
phoned the council official in charge of such matters – only to be
told that work for her begins tomorrow. Ofra still doesn’t have her
£1000 coat but Hanna says that t-shirts are a bargain at £2.50 each
at Primark (or, as she likes to call it, Primani).
Winnie and Bailey have developed the idea that I owe them treats
for every day that I missed over the holidays. As a consequence
they spend almost the entire session scraping away at my sleeve
– or in Bailey’s case, at the edge of the table; it looks like he
is mastering a particularly difficult passage of Rachmaninoff. I
am certain that Otto would eat less if only there was a suitable
play friend under the table but his efforts to get Rufus involved
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are a failure. Matters would seem to improve with the arrival of
Leonard but the two Schnauzers, who haven’t had a real session
in some time, are so over-excited that their encounter immediately
turns nasty and Leonard is led away by Caroline. We try again
as departure time beckons but even outside the cage of our
compound there are too many teeth on display. A third member
of this tribe, Otto III, is encountered on the way home – where I
abandon my dog for fifteen minutes so I can pick up the sheets
at the 123 Cleaners. Vincenzo is here with the snaggle-toothed
Thomas – who seems very happy to see me – but I am only a
second choice. What he would really like to do is piss on 123’s
Christmas trees.
Tuesday, January 5:
My back is a bit sore and I am not exactly happy to be pulled
along by my dog, who is anxious to get into the park on a sunny
but cold January morning. I can’t see anyone on the green so
I urge Otto to remain with me on the walkway as we pass the
clubhouse. Now he can see Maggie, lying in wait, so I venture
out onto the sodden grassland but the pup is so eager to reach his
friend that his lead slips from my hand and makes its way through
the intervening mudslide – coming to a rest outside our compound
gate. To my surprise Otto seems content to enter this precinct,
disdaining any further adventures on the Randolph runway.
I remind the counter staff that tomorrow, as birthday boy, the
coffees will be on me. At our table this morning we have Georgie,
Davide, Karen, Renata, Hanna, Wendy and Ofra. The latter is
distressed over the disappearance of a jacket and her favorite
trousers – which she is certain she unpacked after her return from
Amsterdam. (I suggest that perhaps she has traded them in on that
expensive coat.) Davide, just back from Singapore, has several
tales to relate concerning difficult passengers. Renata says she
watched the New Year’s Eve concert featuring Bryan Adams
and now she wants to order the CD. None of this commands as
much attention as Karen’s news – Yara has been banned from
Le Cochonnet! It seems that, once again, the proximate cause is
our Lebanese friend’s stalker – who evidently bears a Yara tattoo
and, even with many other seats to choose from in the bistro, sat
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down in the immediate vicinity of the loved one. Yara then called
the police and the kerfuffle was blamed on the victim. Karen is
obviously outraged by this outcome, since café staff know nothing
of this history, and plans to speak to the owner.
Even before I have been inside to get my coffee the dogs are
pawing away at me and I have to remind them that the blue bag
is still in my pocket. Otto, who has had no exercise, again tries
to wind Rufus up. My dog is also eager to join the pack when
protests are made over the presence of alien animals outside our
bars – first by little Sid and then by Max. (The latter’s snarling
reaction requires his immediate subtraction from this ruck, a
hand reaching down to pluck him skyward.) Michaela comes in
with Skye and her friend Jenny, who will be looking after the
blind Cairn while Michaela and Stewart are in New York. The
temperature seems to be falling and so it is no surprise when
Davide and Georgie announce they are leaving. There is a small
problem here since Georgie has forgotten to take Pucci with her
– but this is because he is all but invisible, buried inside Hanna’s
coat.
Wednesday, January 6:
Davide with Winnie and Georgie with a substantial tribe of
canines are just arriving as Otto and I reach our gate this morning.
I unhook my fellow as soon as I can – he is certain to get his lead
tangled with that of all the other dogs otherwise – and I am happy
not be pulled along, with my sore back, any longer than necessary.
The problem with this strategy is that he races so far ahead of me
that it is hard to locate his poo out on the slushy green There is an
additional problem this morning for, once again, Poppy leads my
delighted fellow on a chase into the forbidden playground – the
door again having been left open. Today Poppy is here with his
mommy, Valeria, who is soon vainly commanding her pet to cease
and desist. To add to our consternation a Rec employee opens
a window in the adjacent clubhouse to tell us that dogs aren’t
allowed in here. I thank him for this information, wondering why
he cannot see all the efforts being undertaken to end this chase.
Then a Vista security guard in a lime green jacket comes by to tell
us that dogs are not allowed in here. In fact Otto is easier to snag
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than Poppy and, with the help of Poppy’s mom, he is recaptured
and returned to his lead. There have been so many occasions in
the past when I have suggested that if only the park would install
weighted, self-closing gates this would not be a problem.
The coffees are on me this morning since it is my birthday, and
I do rather well since the turnout is rather poor this morning.
Makiko is just leaving with Emilio, though I do have a chance
to thank her for my Christmas socks, so we have only Davide,
Georgie, Ellie, Ofra and Hanna this morning – with Vlad just
behind us. I am overwhelmed by hungry animals – who never
cease pawing at my knees or my sleeves. Poor Bailey’s tongue
has slipped through the gap in his deficient teeth and he looks like
a slack-jawed idiot – albeit a starving one. Georgie has brought
Daisy-Mae with her this morning (she is usually walked early
and left at home) and I soon find Janet’s dog in my lap – rejecting
one treat after another. Otto needs to scoop up his pellets is a less
manic mode – he is so eager to snaffle up his treats that he can
easily gnaw into hand and fingers as well. At least I know that he
has had plenty of running this morning.
There are a number of cards and presents at my place at our
table and Hanna has baked a delicious orange cake. Ellie, tanned
from her holiday in Dubai, regales us with tales of hotel life;
she actually loved the place she was staying in but when they
wanted to charge her for an extra three hours on departure day she
threw such a fit that management sent her a conciliatory bottle of
wine – an interesting gesture, I would think, in an Arab country.
Meanwhile Ofra has still not solved the mystery of her missing
trousers – but she does admit that she changed out of them in a car
park so that may explain part of the problem. Not to be outdone
in the “haven’t we forgotten something?” category, Ellie admits
that she came home from the airport with somebody else’s case.
She blames her husband who, spitting feathers, had to drive all the
way back to Heathrow.
Fortunately for me (and my bad back) Linda has agreed to take
me to Sainsbury’s this morning and so at 10:30 or so we begin
our expedition. After our return I put away the groceries (and all
those treats for other people’s dogs) and have a bit of a rest on the
living room sofa while Linda tries to tempt Otto into jumping onto
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this surface himself with proffered biscuits. He has done this only
once, and that by accident, but today she gets him successfully
airborne twice. Then she and I go off to Ibuki for a nice birthday
lunch.
Thursday, January 7:
I have tucked Otto’s raincoat into a jacket pocket for it is still
on the damp side outside, with gray clouds pressing down on
a sodden Maida Vale scene. On the Morshead roadway we
encounter Kevin with Lucky and Jack and just ahead of us I can
see Bonaparte and his neighbor, the Boston Terrier, Indie. Otto
is happy to greet these pals and for a while it looks like he and
Bonaparte will soon be contesting ownership of a long stick, but
before they can get started properly the heavens open up again
and, not wishing to stop here, I urge my pet to get under the cover
of the green umbrella as soon as possible.
Our stalwarts this morning include Dan, Davide, Georgie, Ofra,
Ellie and Hanna. The real problem this morning is wet paws, with
both Dan and Ofra on their way to the office environment and
most reluctant to accept the attentions of our juicy pets. Davide
is not so lucky but I am the chief victim of canine attention this
morning – how the others must grow weary of the litany, “Get
Down!” Under any circumstances it doesn’t work, especially with
veteran schnorrers like Bailey and Winnie, though, to be fair, Otto
(now in his raingear) is just as bad. (I will clearly have to hang my
trousers in the boiler cupboard as soon as I get home.) Bonaparte
is left in our care while Louise and the owner of Indie go inside
the café but he whines so piteously over this abandonment that he
has to be let out.
The conversation begins with the unhappy news, relayed by
Georgie, that Peter has been moved to a hospital in Hampstead
and that he is now speechless. There is still great fascination over
the subject of Yara’s exile from Le Cochonnet and a good deal of
speculation on what will happen next – surely the bistro doesn’t
want the headline, “Local Bar Takes Side of Stalker; Victim
Barred.” Ellie goes on to offer another Yara story. Our Lebanese
friend has been organizing a visit to an uncle in Sierra Leone and,
in pursuit of four visas, has recently visited its London embassy.
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Here, according to Ellie, she was reminded that it was Christmas
and that in order to expedite matters a gratuity of £50 (and a
lipstick and mascara from Harvey Nichols) would be required.
This tale elicits other interesting travel stories. Davide (who is
taking Dan with him to Disneyland soon) says that he was stopped
in Mexico for driving without a license but the cops let him off
when they saw that he had his elderly parents with him and an
Englishman (Dan). “Hey, Wayne Rooney!” one of the cops said
– Ellie says that when she was in Tunisia her accent produced
another spontaneous reaction – “Hey, EastEnders!”
Friday, January 8:
Although it is bright enough this morning it is also quite cold
and I am buttoned up tightly as Otto and I head for the park. It is
dryer this morning – if you don’t count the drowned basketball
court and the marsh that is the village green – and therefore it is
a bit of surprise when, shortly after we have arrived at the café,
there is a brief shower peppering the green umbrella. We have
only a modest turnout here this morning, at least at first – just
Davide, Ofra, Georgie and Hanna, with Pucci occupying his own
chair within the confines of his basket. Then Makiko comes with
Alberto and Emilio and Karen arrives with Dudley.
Otto has lacked a proper exercise period so he tries to remedy
this situation by engaging Rufus in some spirited play. Rufus is
not entirely reluctant to mix it up but he has to bark at the same
time and this winds Sparkie up and he begins to bark as well
and Georgie is rattling her keys in frustration. Rufus is one of
six animals in Georgie’s care at the moment but she has brought
only him, Sparkie and the little black Pug, Elsie, with her today.
Makiko is here to hand Alberto over to the nanny, Sara, but first
she plucks the baby from his carriage so that we can see him take
a few tentative steps on his own. Otto is fascinated by this and
rushes forward to lick the baby’s hands – Alberto seems charmed
by this gesture; I figure he must have been clutching food in those
fingers recently.
Ofra spends a lot of time at the coffee counter, chatting with
proprietor Metty, and returns to tell us that there is some talk
about moving the café’s opening time to 8:30. This would be fine
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with most of us and, if it happens, it might mean an earlier start
for most of us – though Georgie, because she has her school run
duties, may not be able to adapt to an earlier time. I have some
news to relate as well, intelligence that Linda picked up while
fetching some more of Otto’s special pellets at Hamilton Vets –
Frank has sold his establishment to Village Vets! Makiko is most
alarmed at this news since she thinks VV will be much more
expensive and because she is worried about the fate of Dr. Tom –
who has been taking such good care of Emilio. I too would follow
Tom to a new practice should he leave – Linda thinks that the
staff on Boundary Road may stay in place. Mulling over all these
possibilities we start for home – I have only a few minutes here
before heading off for a visit to Julie the osteopath.
Saturday, January 9:
Sleep was difficult to come by last night so I am a bit groggy
as I rise to greet the other birthday boy – Otto is one today.
The weather has cooperated and we have a sunny though chilly
morning for our adventure in the park. No one seems to be about
on the green and so I continue on directly to the café and even
manage to be the first in line at the coffee counter – this is just
as well because I want to remind the staff that the coffees are on
Otto this morning: his beneficiaries will include Georgie, Davide,
Hanna, Karen, Ofra and Makiko.
Ofra reports that she actually had to chew her steak at her favorite
entrecôte restaurant recently – have they chosen a different meat
supplier? (Davide says that the chain now has a new site in Soho.)
Makiko has brought a box of those exquisitely-wrapped biscuits
from Japan – these are just being passed around as she goes in for
her coffee and Alberto has an inconsolable abandonment crisis
until she returns. Georgie reports that they have actually had
freezing temperatures in Glasgow, where sister Jean has reported
the need to scrape ice off the bird table so that the birds can have
a drink instead of a skating rink. Davide has a rendezvous on
Oxford Street today but there are worries that a demonstration by
striking junior doctors will make it hard to find his friend there.
Hanna passes around her phone so that we can all see a photo she
has taken of a slug, climbing her kitchen wall.
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Caroline comes by with Leonard but he and Otto have to be
separated more than once when their play has too many teeth
attached. (No sign of Poppy this morning unless you count a
female Schnauzer of the same name – just returned to London
from Paris.) Georgie, who had seven dogs at home yesterday, has
brought Daisy-Mae with her this morning; Janet (who returns
on Monday) won’t recognize her disheveled pet. Davide has
ordered a second sandwich in honor of Otto’s birthday and this
is gratefully received by the hungry canines in our company. I
have again escaped with a modest bill at the coffee counter but
after I have paid up I decide to head for home with Otto on my
own. As so often happens in the wake of one of Julie’s therapy
sessions I am rather weary today. Just as Otto and I are about to
make our exit my dog spots Linda with Pepper and Chica and we
spend some time with them – Linda will be picking Otto up for his
overdue grooming on Tuesday morning.
Sunday, January 10:
An overnight rain has at last cleared and the sun is making a
comeback as Otto and I head for the park on a clear but cold
Sunday. I can see that Ofra has taken a seat on a bench near the
playground – whose gate I pointedly close against any further
incursion. By the time we have reached our compound the café
has already opened its doors and I have only Hanna, choosing her
Sunday tabloids, in the queue ahead of me. Today we will have
the breakfast participation of Ofra, Hanna, Dan, Makiko, Georgie
and Wendy – with Vlad (also buried in his own paper) at his little
table behind us.
Otto has not had anything resembling exercise this morning –
unless you count the workout his jaws have had in consuming one
of my favorite pens in the sitting room. He is eager, therefore, to
find some play pal and when Melanie arrives with Rufus (who
left Georgie’s custody yesterday) Otto tries to wind up the curlyhaired one. There are a number of passing dogs, including one
Tibetan Terrier, whom Otto would also love to play with – we get
to hear his high-pitched scream (always a sign of such a desire) on
a number of occasions. When he is not prospecting for wrestling
partners Otto is also eager for handouts from my blue bag – but he
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has found another source of nourishment, one my other customers
(Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie, and Daisy-Mae) have not discovered
yet. This is that inviting rice cake that baby Alberto (quietly
pondering the second law of thermodynamics this morning) is
holding loosely in his tiny fingers. Otto doesn’t even have to wait
for this to fall to the floor – Alberto merely hands it to him. At
the opposite end of this spectrum we have the marauding Tara;
when Ofra makes an expansive gesture with a toasted sandwich
the Rhodesian Ridgeback snatches it – and a few fingers as well.
“Ow,” the shocked victim cries, “She just ate me!”
Dan tells us that yesterday he was knocked from his bicycle on
Tottenham Court Road when an Uber cab passenger opened his
door without checking the rest of the traffic first. He seems to
be okay now and his bike survived but he was knocked out, if
only briefly. Wendy says that she and Ellie visited Peter in his
convalescent hospital in Willesden yesterday – Yara has also been
there to feed him jello. Wendy reports that Peter can speak – that
is he can complain again – and he has made a good recovery
from his mini-stroke. No one thinks he will ever be well enough
to return home. Still in the medical mode Wendy next tells us
that one of her chickens has, literally, fallen off her perch – and
is now being nursed indoors. It is getting colder, or so it seems,
and I pull the hood of my blue sweatshirt over the top of my wool
cap. Makiko is most amused by this gesture and makes several
remarks about sitting with a “hoodie.” As we make our way down
the Morshead roadway (again encountering Linda with Pepper
and Chica) I retaliate by suggesting that the way Alberto suddenly
thrusts his head forward from the confines of his jacket hood
reminds me of a turtle or, in his case, “a Ninja turtle.”
Monday, January 11:
Another all-night rain has come to an end; it started just after we
returned from our late night walk and we are lucky it has lifted
now. Nevertheless it is still cold, damp and gray outside. Georgie
is heading down the pavement with Sparkie only; this seems
unusual but she explains that there are several other dogs at home
and that she expects to take delivery on Tilly, Pucci and Winnie
here in the park. Otto keeps trying to mug Sparkie as we walk
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along – I am careful to make sure the playground gate is closed
because Poppy is also making his way in our direction. I head
directly for the café, whose doors are already open, and, leaving
the dog behind, I join the queue.
Today our lineup includes Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Hanna and Ellie
only. The latter has brought with her a video taken at Peter’s
bedside in Willesden and her phone is passed around so that we
can hear our old friend pass on his greetings to us. There is a great
deal of discussion on the aging process and its discontents (tell me
about it) and this includes speculation on whether children will
do an effective job of looking after declining parents. Dan says he
just wants to be able to take a pill when the time comes. Georgie
says she’s afraid the pill might be offered before she is ready. Ofra,
whose mother does require the special care that her daughters
have been providing, says, after all, “My mother never said no
to me” – and that explains a lot. Meanwhile Dan is beginning to
feel the aches and pains that his recent bicycle mishap have left
behind.
Dan has brought with him a full box of Shapes – which he is
passing on to me in recompense for all the dog treats I have been
dispensing. One animal excluded from this bounty is Tilly, whom
Jo Lynn now turns over to Georgie – with the warning that the
Border Terrier has a pulled muscle and will be going to the vet
soon. The paws of the dogs are again very wet and I spend much
of my time trying to discourage the attentions of Sparkie, Winnie,
Bailey and my own pet. In fact Winnie spends much of the session
in Dan’s lap – barking out her distaste for every other dog in our
company. Otto begins one of his shrieks of recognition because
Leonard has appeared outside our bars and when, a few minutes
later, Ofra leaves the door ajar as we get up to depart, Otto rushes
out to find his friend. It has been several days since my fellow has
had a proper exercise session so I make no attempt to collar him
and he and Leonard have a wonderful time pursuing one another
out on the sodden green. Otto has found a stick and he brandishes
this prize in the face of his pal while Caroline and I have a good
laugh. It takes quite a while to hook these dogs and departure is
further delayed by a file of toddlers crossing our path and by a
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visit from Alaska. The white dog is two-toned today; the top half
is still white but from the tummy down he is a muddy brown.
Wednesday, January 13:
A park day has been missed for, at the usual time for our morning
expedition, I had no dog. This is because Linda had just picked
him up for a jaunt to Regent’s Park and his 10:30 grooming
appointment at Primrose Hill Pets. Otto was back home by noon
and, once again, a tremendous job has been done in transforming
the overgrown muddy rat-bag of a dog into a spiffy, sleek
specimen with a pom-pom tail. Gone was his black puppy coat
and now he sported the traditional gray shade so reminiscent of
Fritz and all the other Schnauzers I have owned. I could tell he
was feeling the cold, however; he snuggled up to me on the sofa
and on the bed as well and this morning I have stuffed his coat
into a pocket in case he starts shivering. It is, in fact, very cold
outside, though it is quite clear and sunny.
As we reach the green I am hailed by Ellie, who is carrying two
boxes of Israeli pastries, part of a celebration of the birthday of
her Teddy – whose birthday was yesterday. I keep Otto on lead,
not wanting to spoil first impressions of his new look with any
coating of superfluous mud. Our morning group will also include
Georgie, Davide, Wendy, Hanna, Karen and, back from her
Caribbean cruise, Janet. The latter is collecting lottery money (we
seem to have switched to the Euromillions version); she has also
brought Leonard with her today and he and Otto are soon having
a wonderful time wrestling on the tiles. Sparkie and Rufus get
into the action as well while Daisy-Mae has to endure a belated
grooming in mommy’s lap.
Davide has to get to work on travel plans – in this case Ellie is
looking for a flight to Ecuador for her younger daughter, who
will be cruising the Galapagos in April. Janet reports that her
cruise went well enough but in at least half of the stops on her
Caribbean itinerary passengers were merely offloaded into a
pier-side shopping mall. There is still conversation on the death,
two days ago, of David Bowie. The national outpouring of grief
is incomprehensible to some of those present at our breakfast
this morning – but among the mourners is Georgie’s sister, Jean,
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who owns a substantial collection of Bowie memorabilia. With
Georgie I discuss the latest implausible plot twists on EastEnders
– the introduction of all sorts of new characters who seem to be
heretofore unknown relatives of the current cast. I complain about
the dumbness epidemic – as none of the other characters has been
able to detect that Stacey needs to be sectioned immediately – as
she is a danger to herself and baby Arthur. (The dumb ones keep
referring to her bi-polar condition but she is obviously showing
signs of schizophrenia as well.) Well, Otto has not been shivering
but I am doing so now – and I welcome a move to head for home.
Thursday, January 14:
A light rain is falling as Otto and I hit the streets on a dark
Thursday morning. This means that I have strapped his raincoat
into position but these days he might be happier wearing this
garment all the time – since he is obviously feeling the cold after
his Tuesday grooming; I know this because he still manages to
snuggle up as close as he can get to me on sofa or bed. Far ahead
of us I can see some little dogs larking about and Otto sees this too
– so we head directly for the café where one one of these fellows,
Leonard, is already in residence. He is again here with Janet; also
present this morning are Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Renata, Wendy
and Makiko.
Outside our compound a Whippet in a onesie draws many
comments – pink is really not the right color. The two Schnauzer
lads are soon having a bust up, with teeth prominent, and they
have to be separated on a number of occasions when their play
seems to take on lethal dimensions. (Leonard never manages to
strip Otto from his coat, however.) Daisy-Mae spends most of
the session outside our fence; when she is inside she manages to
snap at poor Leonard – whom Janet is planning to leave at home
with the ill-tempered Shih-Tzu at tennis time. I don’t seem to have
enough soft chews in my biscuit bag but our gummers don’t seem
to mind the occasional hard Shape. Of course there is “bacon
time” but what Otto would really like is that rice cracker which
Alberto dangles dangerously from his perch aboard Makiko’s lap.
Makiko apologizes to me for stealing my Cathy, who was needed
for some early morning babysitting yesterday. I pass on to Davide
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a bank deposit he has promised to mail for me this weekend, when
he takes Dan with him on an L.A. flight that will include a visit to
Disneyland. Renata wants to know how to say “hello” in Japanese
– Makiko’s answer sounds a bit like “Ohio” but I’m sure this is
an oversimplification. Renata tells us that she has been attending
a group therapy session with other cancer survivors – “If I wasn’t
depressed before this I certainly am afterwards.” Janet tells us that
she has already booked her next cruise, a June return match with
Alaska. She has been enduring a number of home malfunctions
and she is currently sharing a repairman with Davide. Television
reception is also a topic for conversation and several of those
present are contemplating purchase of TVs with ever larger
screens. I ask Ofra which she would rather have – a giant TV or a
£1000 coat – but to my surprise she says it would be the TV.
Friday, January 15:
As Otto and I head for the park on a bright but frigid Friday
morning I suddenly realize that I should by now have added one
more item to my outdoor attire – I should be wearing my long
underwear. Too late for such second thoughts today but I am left
thoroughly chilled as we stroll along the Morshead roadway – at
least the puddles are not covered in ice. There are no dogs out on
the green – whose spongy surface discourages invasion – and
so, once again, we head straight for the café. In our compound I
find that Georgie has tethered Sparkie and Flora to the bars – this
makes them sitting ducks for the attentions of Otto as I go inside
to order my coffee.
Present this morning, in addition to Georgie, we have Janet,
Ofra, Davide, Wendy and Makiko. Davide has brought with him
some Downy product, purchased in the States and this leads to a
comparison of cleaning embrocations and their aromas – zzzzzzz.
In other news Davide announces that he and Dan are eager to
finalize a deal on the purchase of some land in Sardinia. A number
of those present have been watching a celebrity version of Big
Brother (which I gave up on years ago); Janet thinks that at least
two of the contestants are showing signs of madness. Only a few
days after the death of David Bowie we have now heard of the
death of actor Alan Rickman – both were 69.
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Otto is looking for playmates in our compound and this is a
frustrating project. Sparkie merely snarls and Bailey barks
hysterically when baited by my pet. Better luck can be had
with Flora – who puts him on his back during one of their
exchanges. Some park workers are trimming the tropical plants
in the planters behind us and Otto succeeds in picking one of the
discarded spears, the better to tempt Flora into a spirited chase
around our table. (Though why either animal would want this
piece of brandished vegetation is beyond me.) I slowly dispense
treats from my blue bag – something that is hard to do with
gloves on. Otto has better luck with Alberto, who, just before a
demonstration of his new walking abilities, hands one of his rice
crackers over to the dog. On days when we head directly for the
café Otto rarely stops for his morning poo and so, as we begin our
return journey, I am not surprised to see him head out onto the
the muddy surface of the green. Let us hope that I will be able to
shake most of the mud off my boots before reaching home.
Saturday, January 16:
I don’t think Otto is enjoying the cold weather. He continues to
snuggle as close as he can get wherever I am – on a sofa watching
TV or working, and in the bed at night, where he would sleep
on top of me if I permitted this. Moreover he seemed to lose his
appetite yesterday, eating only a few snacks and disdaining the
food in his dish. Even though it is bright and sunny this morning I
have decided to put his coat on just before we head for the park on
a frigid Saturday; I am buttoned up from head to toe as well and
for the first time this year I am wearing my long underwear – as
anybody can see since my cords seem to have shrunk somewhat in
the wash.
Dan comes in behind us as we walk up the Morshead roadway,
where some watery surfaces are iced over today. Winnie, who is
wearing a woolen jumper, is about to be turned over to Georgie
– as Dan and Davide are off to L.A. later today. There is only a
short queue at the coffee counter but, since Ofra is at the head of
this line, it might as well be a long one. (She fails to charm Lurch
into delivering all the coffees she has ordered to our table; he says
it’s too cold to go outside.) We do, in fact, have a very respectable
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turnout for such a cold day: Georgie, Dan and Ofra to begin with,
then Janet, Renata, Wendy, Hanna and Matthew and Makiko.
Janet has again taken charge of Leonard, as Caroline remains
poorly. Otto and Leonard now get a chance, therefore, to resume
their struggle – with Hanna telling them repeatedly to knock it
off when things get too noisy. She has brought Bonaparte with
her this morning and he is soon being chased around our table
by Flora. (Georgie says she will have four Pugs at home now:
Winnie, Flora, Peggy and Elsie.) The dogs benefit greatly from
Alberto’s handling of a full-sized croissant. He soon grows bored
with actually eating any of it and delights in throwing pieces of it
to the ground, as though we had birds down there and not dogs.
Matthew and Makiko are planning a skiing holiday next month
and Hanna insists that Alberto should be given his own tiny
skis. Closer to home, Dan recommends visiting the London
Lumiere light show downtown. Ofra is thinking of getting a
cigarette rolling machine since she finds the cost of a pack of the
commercially produced variety too dear – I have a suggestion that
would eliminate any costs. Georgie says that she found watching
EastEnders last night to be more than painful – with both Phil
Mitchell and his mom (played by the newly-minted Dame Barbara
Windsor) on their last legs. I manage to get quite a few of his
pellets down Otto’s gullet and he produces a quite satisfactory poo
as we begin the march home. I have left the heat on there – as we
face another icicle of a day.
Sunday, January 17:
A little snow has fallen during the night but by the time Otto and
I hit the streets it has melted almost everywhere – some of the
playing surfaces in the park are still white and there are small
patches of snow on the green but, if anything, it seems warmer
this morning than it did yesterday at this time. As is usual these
days we head directly for the café – where Georgie is already
is residence with Sparkie and Flora. Janet has Daisy-Mae and
Leonard and she is next to arrive. Then it is Ofra with Bailey and
Vlad with Tara. Hanna is the last to arrive, returning to our table
with the Sunday tabloids under her arm.
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I tell Janet that I had spotted her yesterday afternoon, exiting the
park with Daisy-Mae and Leonard, and that I had hustled Otto
out of the park before the two Schnauzer pals could recognize
one another and start one of their manic romps. There is no
impediment to such activity now and the two are soon enjoying
an extensive play period. There are three external distractions, the
first coming when Max and Baba walk by as their owners head for
the coffee window. Max never fails to wind up those inside with
his aggressive stance and our dogs respond in kind, making such
a racket that Max has to be picked up. Then Seamus, out for his
walk with one of his owners, arrives to insist on being admitted
to our company – whose canine members are just as adamant that
he may not come in. Then Poppy, off-lead, arrives to tease those
inside the bars as Otto, Flora and Leonard pursue their friend in
endless circles – without being able to catch up. Eventually Poppy
is led away as well and this means that the Schnauzers can resume
their wrestling. Couldn’t make it through the full session without
it turning nasty, could you? I have to get up and, amid flashing
teeth, separate the contestants. Of course Tara, Bailey and Sparkie
are only interested in treats from my blue bag.
Janet reports that her cruise company has offered her $60 in
spending money if she books another venture now – she already
has. Georgie reports that neighbors engaged in an extensive
screaming match, starting at 3:00 last night and continuing to
dawn. I add that my peace was also interrupted last night when
a food deliveryman rang my bell in the mistaken belief that he
was on the right street – he was at least three blocks off-target.
(Otto throwing up all over the television room carpet would also
count as a late night interruption.) There is some conversation on
the deficiencies in local weather, with envy for Dan and Davide,
enjoying Southern California sunshine, soon surfacing. Ofra
says that she doesn’t care for Israel in the winter and soon she is
discussing Israeli cinema. She says that she doesn’t care for such
films either. “It’s such a small country that we recognize all the
locations in these films and this spoils the mystery.”
Monday, January 18:
The cold weather persists – I can tell this, without reference to
my outdoor thermometer, from the position of my dog in the
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bed (as close as he get to me as possible). This means that once
again I make sure that Otto is wearing his coat when we descend
to street level with the blue recycling bag. Georgie is just behind
us on the Morshead roadway with Dudley, Seamus and Sparkie.
I am surprised to see that the latter is being carried, but Georgie
has spotted a lively gray Staffie nearby and knows that her pet
will go ballistic if not restrained. I can see quite a few dogs out
on the grass near the loos and since Poppy is one of these I decide
to let Otto have a long-delayed play period. Soon he is part of a
fearsome foursome (though I don’t know the names of the other
two dogs in this posse), having a wonderful time. I try to snag him
several times, once coming away with his two collars but no dog,
and at last we are inside our compound gate.
Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Wendy and Ellie, it would seem, are the
only members of our group to brave the frigid temperatures today.
Ofra begins the session by asking me if I would please close the
window. “I would if I could,” is my response. The ladies are soon
engaged in a litany of domestic crises, especially including the
way teenagers manage to pilfer mommy’s makeup and empty
her purse. (In a variation on this theme Ofra blames Ricky for
stealing one of her treasured hoard of £2 coins.) Also under
discussion is the escalating cost of replacing the ski equipment of
growing teenagers. Ofra says Ellie should have asked her before
buying a new pair of boots for her younger daughter as she has
four pairs of outgrown boots in her closet. Janet has been to see
Eddie Redmayne in The Danish Girl and this leads to a thorough
discussion of the contemporary cinema experience which, with its
seat-side alcohol and cooked food extras, can also cost a lot.
Just at the end of our session Matthew and Makiko arrive with
Alberto, soon turned over to the nanny, and Emilio. Makiko is
wearing a wonderful fur hat with a conical crown and the other
ladies laugh when I suggest she looks like she is running for
president of Mongolia in that hat. (They laugh but suggest I
should not repeat this line to Makiko.) Jo Lynn is also just outside
our gate now with the ailing Tilly – who is not supposed to be
walked for more than five minutes at a time. I have a difficult time
getting Otto home, since he wants to play with every dog we meet
in our homeward progress but when we do achieve this objective
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he is in for additional disappointment since I have to toss a treat
down the hall and take off in pursuit of the laundry at the 123
Cleaners. On Elgin Avenue I pass Wendy on her way home. “Got
to keep moving in weather like this,” she says, and then, closer
to home I pass Lennie – who tells me that his Wheaten Terrier,
Cleo, has pulled a ligament. He asks after Otto and I end the way I
began – with a description of our attempts to keep the little fellow
warm.
Tuesday, January 19:
How slowly we make our way into the park this morning; truth
to tell, I don’t feel that great – my doctor says my light-headed
moments and other symptoms are typical of those endured by the
shingles survivor. As for Otto, he needs to stop every few feet for
another sniff or a run at some passing animal – and this dilatory
progress suits me just fine. When we at last reach the café I sit
down for a couple of minutes before heading in to the coffee
counter. This morning our club will make room for Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and Caroline. (We can see Makiko, wearing
her “I’m running for president of Mongolia” hat, but she is just
here to hand Alberto over to the nanny. It is bright and sunny this
morning, but there is a thin scrim of ice on some of the puddles.
Caroline’s attendance is of course synonymous with the presence
of Leonard and the two Schnauzer lads are soon having a good
time chasing one another and, at the same time, resisting the
inappropriate sniffing of Kramer the Tibetan Terrier, who is one of
Georgie’s charges these days. Hanna has the care of Pucci – since
Debbie is on a work assignment in Italy. Pucci spends the entire
session zipped up inside Hanna’s jacket and this means that he is
not among those canines at my knee. Bailey, Sparkie and Dudley
take turns trying to attract my attention with a variety of winsome
poses. Daisy-Mae, after a gratuitous attack on Kramer, leaps into
my lap when she wants a treat. Her cousin, Thomas, also makes
an appearance outside the bars; Vincenzo has combed all of the
hair from his dog’s face and so we can all see those lower fangs
heading skyward.
The ladies are busily analyzing the record of retailing giant John
Lewis – which gets pretty good reviews from these demanding
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women, I must say. There is also much talk on a vital topic for
dog owners – which of the local shops will allow you to bring you
dog inside their premises. Hanna says she can bring a dog into
Vineyard Chemists (I have never dared) and Ellie says she can
bring Teddy into a local Boots. The problem is that no one feels
secure these days in tying a dog up outside and, indeed, Hanna
reports a rumor that a dog tied up outside Soloman’s yesterday
has been stolen. In other local news Janet reports that the shabby
shisha palace opposite the Chippenham pub is being taken to
court by the council and Ellie reports that real progress has been
made in reconstructing the building that houses the Formosa
Dining Room and the Prince Alfred pub. Finally, Georgie and I
compare EastEnders notes, happy to observe that, finally, one of
the characters has noted that Stacey is, in fact, quite mad. There
is news here as well – since someone says that Grant Mitchell
(portrayed by actor Ross Kemp) will be returning to the show
after many years away. I tell Ellie that when we first moved to
Maida Vale there were pictures of all the EastEnders stars on
the wall of George’s fish and chip emporium – also near the
Chippenham.
Wednesday, January 20:
Cathy, here to clean the flat, has lost her voice but this has nothing
to do with the time-delay I propose in our departure for the park
this morning. I can tell that again we will face frigid temperatures
and I don’t want to arrive before the café opens its doors. Davide
is just going through the gate with Winnie as Otto and I approach.
He says that the weather in California was very nice and that he
and Dan enjoyed Disneyland but they were part of a very crowded
Sunday scene. (Then he gets around to telling me that he did
remember to post my bank deposit, which, after all, is what I am
really interested in.) There are a number of dogs about (including
Otto III) but I have to thwart my pet’s desire to engage these
fellows in play. I have just enough energy to make it to the café.
Ofra is warming her hands on the café’s radiator as I take my
place in the coffee queue. At our frigid table we are also joined
by Janet, Georgie, Wendy and Makiko. Wendy reports that Peter
is scheduled to return home tomorrow but no one can tell if
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occasional visits by the caring community will be enough to make
life tolerable here for the invalid. I ask Georgie if she switched
to EastEnders at 7:30 last night or remained, as I did, with the
hour-long Emmerdale. She says she switched to BBC 1 but that
the mad Stacey remains un-sectioned. I suggest that what we
need is a new version of that typical end-of-soap announcement,
“If your are affected by the issues facing Aaron, please call…..”
In my version, however, the announcement would be, “If you
are affected by the problems facing the EastEnders scriptwriters,
please call….” Makiko says that she is checking out local play
sites for baby Alberto (who is absent this morning) – Ofra says
that she remembers queuing just to get a place for her kids at the
more desirable locales.
There seems to be a division of labor in the dog care department
these days. Georgie will leave with Sparkie, Dudley and Seamus
while Janet has the care of Daisy-Mae, Leonard and the burly
Kramer, who is delivered while we are drinking our coffee.
His presence seems to have a destabilizing effect on the other
canines – perhaps because he still has his bits. Both Leonard and
Otto have a go at leaning on the Tibetan Terrier’s back and each
is jealous of any attention paid to a third party. On a number of
occasions it is necessary to separate the Schnauzers, whose play
has turned nasty – with too many teeth in evidence. Eventually I
put my own pet on lead but this doesn’t exonerate him from the
blame (according to Hanna) in several other internal fights and
a major bust-up when a brawny Staffie answers back at the bars
when our resident canines have a go. “But, Hanna,” I protest,
“Otto was nowhere near the action this time; he’s on lead.” “Yes,”
Hanna replies, “but you don’t know what he is saying.”
Thursday, January 21:
As the cold snap continues I make certain that both man and dog
are well buttoned up before we hit the streets on a gray Maida
Vale morning. Otto has picked up the scent of some of his pals on
the pavement but this merely delays our progress and by the time
we have reached the gate itself these animals are well ahead of us.
Although there are some dogs at play out on the green I insist that
we need to continue on to the café, where we are the last to arrive.
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With all the others (Davide, Ofra, Georgie, Hanna and Wendy)
having been served already you would think that the coffee
queue would be a short one but some suits are present and poor
Benny, who seems to be alone this morning, has to make them six
cappuccinos before I am served.
Most of the morning’s conversation is devoted to troublesome
moments in local home ownership. Wendy, who clearly resents
the role, seems to be the only responsible leaseholder in her fourunit building and reports that the cowboys who have surrounded
the site in scaffolding – with dire predictions of costs to come –
have very much exaggerated guttering problems and completely
missed a leaking pipe at a much lower level. Her problems are
compounded by the fact that all of the other flats are owned by
absentees, who have rented their properties and left the building.
Davide says that he and Dan have identical issues– with the
absentee owners of the other three units in their building (which
clearly needs repairs to the front elevation) unresponsive when it
comes time to assume their share of the costs of such work. Hanna
makes the interesting suggestion that if one leaseholder assumes
all the responsibility for managing the affairs of such a building he
or she ought to receive a managing agent’s salary. I wouldn’t buy
a flat in Maida Vale or anywhere else that did not have a managing
agent in place.
Georgie has placed Seamus on lead so that he will not spend the
entire session barking at me for biscuits. (He still gets only one.)
Dudley, who is on a diet, gets two. Winnie, Bailey and Sparkie
accept no limits and I am soon overwhelmed with requests.
Leonard rushes by on his way out to the green and Janet reports
that Kramer, who is admitted to our circle soon thereafter, pursued
Caroline’s pet for hours yesterday – with Leonard finally taking
refuge on the sofa with Janet and Daisy-Mae. We have no fighting
this morning. When it is time for us to make our homeward
journey the gate is left open before I can hook my dog and he
rushes through the opening and makes a beeline for Leonard
out on the green. I don’t begrudge him this needed exercise and
the two pals have a good chase for the next five minutes. At one
point I can see Otto veering off to pursue one of his patented poo
circles. To my delight, however, he responds to my whistle and I
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can hook him for the walk home. I do notice that, though his coat
has remained in place, this garment is now covered in Leonard’s
muddy paw prints.
Friday, January 22:
There is a light rain falling as we make our preparations for a
morning in a sodden Paddington Rec. The damp weather has not
helped my back which, in addition to all my other infirmities, is
now stiff as a board – is it any wonder that I react with more than
the usual disapproval when Otto begins to run off with my trouser
legs (while I am still in the process of inserting my feet)? I can see
now that I have done a totally inadequate job of removing a layer
of mud from the dog’s raincoat – perhaps the rain itself will help
as we march slowly up the Morshead roadway. In fact walking is
slightly less troublesome than sitting. Otto insists on crossing the
mucky green but as we near the café I insist that, if he is going to
do a poo, he needs to do it now. He does.
Needless to say there is only a small turnout at coffee this morning
– just Janet, Georgie, and Ofra – with Vlad sitting at his own little
table with a workmate. Janet accepts delivery on Kramer and Otto
makes a valiant effort to get some play out of the Tibetan Terrier
before accepting a place in the biscuit queue. I try to deflect the
wet paw brigade with a tea tray but it is too small to serve this
purpose. A soggy Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap and barks at me
as I rummage through my bag in search of treats that the fussy
madam will accept. At one point the bag disgorges its contents
onto the tiles below – Ofra helps me pick up the scattered treats.
Bailey, Tara and Winnie are delighted with this misadventure –
though the goodies are back inside the blue bag before they can
make too much of the accident.
Ofra now hands me a £10 note, having remembered that I told her
yesterday that I now had five £2 coins to turn over to her. (Luckily,
I have remembered to bring them with me.) I ask Vlad if there will
be a tube strike on Tuesday but he is uncertain; two of the three
unions involved have suspended action but the RMT will decide
today. It is noted that they have gotten Stacey as far as the hospital
in EastEnders but whether she will stay there is so far uncertain.
Janet seems to be considering medical intervention herself since
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she has injured a finger in a spectacular fall while playing tennis
yesterday – and she missed the shot. She and Georgie discuss their
late Friday afternoon rendezvous – which usually takes place at
Le Cochonnet and which became a weekly routine when Georgie
decided she needed a place to be with Sparkie because, every
Friday, they test the fire alarm in her building and the Yorkie goes
ballistic. For that matter he does so on a number of occasions now
– with every passerby inviting injured protest.
Saturday, January 23:
It is nice and sunny this morning and, as it soon becomes evident,
several degrees warmer than it has been of late. I can see that I
will have to employ my sun glass clip-ons as we near the green –
where Poppy is let loose so he can play with Otto. Unfortunately
I have already seen that the gate to the children’s playground is
wide open and so I have no intention of letting my dog loose,
given Poppy’s penchant for breaking into this forbidden area.
Instead we have to head directly for the café, where I can be
certain that Otto will be safely behind his own bars. I am the first
of our lot to penetrate the café’s interior and my wait here is a
brief one for a pleasant Saturday morning – as the park fills up
with kids, dogs, joggers and casual strollers.
While I am waiting my turn I can see that Leonard has also arrived
with Caroline and, as Otto is obviously eager for a rematch, we
decide to let him join his pal out on the green. Caroline keeps an
eye on these dogs (and on Poppy and several other contestants),
taking Otto’s lead with her. With the low sun shining into my eyes
I cannot tell whether I am looking at Otto or Leonard out on the
grass. But Janet does spot something interesting in the forecourt
of the café. It is Otto’s green collar – which has obviously come
off in some of the spirited play. Eventually Otto returns to the
confines of our compound, where he joins the other dogs in a
parade of starving animals. As I am handing out treats to him,
Sparkie, Bailey, Winnie and Dudley, Daisy-Mae is barking for her
biscuits from the comfort of Janet’s lap. The shaggy Shih-Tzu is
undergoing another thorough grooming – soon there is enough fur
on our table to produce a small sweater. Ofra gets interested in this
process and soon borrows the comb so that she can have a go at
Bailey.
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In addition to Ofra and Janet we also have Dan, Davide, Wendy,
Hanna, Georgie, Matthew and Makiko with us this morning.
Alberto has a streaming cold but he does manage to totter around
the table – a delighted Otto almost knocking him down and Uncle
Dan snatching him up for a simulated airplane ride. Makiko seems
to have the assignment of staging a version of a “Full Monty”
pub scene for Japanese media and much time is spent in figuring
out how to recruit such dancers. We also get a further update on
life at Disneyland. Dan wants to know why Davide insisted that
two forty-year-olds must ride in those individual pink caterpillars
while everyone else looked on, but Davide defends this decision
– “I just paid $99 to get in and I wanted to ride on everything!”
Does this lead to a discussion on the intelligence of the average
Londoner? I note that, at last, they have gotten mad Stacey under
sedation in EastEnders – after days went by before anyone noticed
that she was babbling. On the other hand there was a map on the
news last night charting those parts of the nation where buyers had
failed to redeem big wins on their lottery tickets. The pattern was
interesting since there were no unredeemed winners in London at
all. Savvy London.
Sunday, January 24:
I have to store Otto’s raincoat in a pocket for there are clear signs
that there has been some overnight moisture and this morning’s
dark skies presage more to come. The unusual sight of Georgie,
entering the Morshead Road doggy pen with only one dog
(Sparkie) greets us as we reach the park gate on this side. I tell
Otto that he can say hello to his pal in a bit but, for now, we want
to keep moving toward the café. As often happens he insists on
a foray onto the squishy green. This is usually a sign that a poo
is forthcoming and I do believe that this is my dog’s intent but
he is soon distracted by other animals on the Morshead roadway
and, in the event, there is nothing forthcoming in this category of
endeavor.
My timing is exquisite and I arrive at the café just in time to be
the first customer. Today there is a terrific weekend turnout under
our green umbrella. Birthday girl Karen has brought her visiting
sister and the latter’s boyfriend with her and we also have Hanna,
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Debbie, Matthew, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Ofra and Linda, the owner
of Patsy, the long-haired Chihuahua. Kathy’s boyfriend is another
Israeli (though he has spent most of his life in Australia) and
he and Ofra soon discover that they went to the same school in
Jerusalem. Ofra has brought with her some homemade hummus
for Makiko (home with Alberto and his cold) and there is a
discussion of Ricky’s recipe with the conclusion that no, you can’t
start with canned chickpeas. Matthew, after explaining delays
in the construction of the clinic that he hopes to join in the Gulf,
tries to bring Dan up to date on the grievances of junior doctors,
who have been challenging the government’s new pay proposals
– Matthew himself is now a consultant. Someone asks if anyone
has seen Renata. Janet says our German friend is coming to the
park a bit later than the rest of us and that Renata has endured an
upsetting incident at one of her chemotherapy sessions – when the
patient in the next chair suddenly died. Matthew says that this is a
most unusual happenstance.
Needless to say, poor Otto has had no exercise at all and keeps
rushing he fence whenever a likely play candidate passes by – his
high-pitched wail coming out on top of the usual barracking that
Sparkie and Dudley mount on their own. When he is not charging
the fence Sparkie spends a good deal of time in Georgie’s lap
and this places him in the sightline of Winnie – who is staring at
him malevolently from Dan’s lap. It’s one of those classic “You
looking at me?” moments and when Dan puts Winnie down on an
empty chair the enraged Pug actually takes a bite out of Georgie’s
jacket sleeve. Leonard now appears outside our gate and when it
is time for us to go I decide that he and Otto can now have some
running time out on the green. This invitation is accepted by Otto
with great enthusiasm, though at one point I can see him peel off
to complete a solitary circle that ends in the missing poo. Caroline
is heading for the Essendine gate and we let the boys continue
their romp much of the way. Janet is here too but Daisy-Mae has
decided not to budge from the clubhouse and eventually Janet has
to retreat to fetch her stubborn pet.
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Monday, January 25:
With an appointment at the dermatological clinic at St. Mary’s
scheduled for later in the morning it is no wonder that I am
somewhat preoccupied in my preparations for our sojourn in the
park. Almost as soon as we hit the streets I realize that I have
committed a serious canine crime – I have forgotten my blue
biscuit bag. Poppy is on lead as we walk along the Morshead
roadway but I can’t wait around for a play period this morning and
Otto has to endure a fairly quiet passage as we continue on to the
café. I get stuck behind a large group order in the coffee queue but
eventually I am able to bring my own cuppa back to our table.
This morning we have Hanna, Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, and
Ellie. Hanna has taken on the responsibility of distributing
pieces of a strawberry cheesecake from Raoul’s, a dividend
from Karen’s birthday yesterday. (Many comparisons of this
confection with Ofra’s version of the same item.) The weather is
another topic – since the morning is mild and sunny and there is
a reluctance to say goodbye to this good fortune – with the tail
end of the blizzards that have affected the northeast United States
heading England’s way in the form of torrential rain. Since Dan
has recently been afoot in Disneyland I ask him the following
question: is there much evidence there of Br’er Rabbit and other
Uncle Remus favorites from the 1946 Disney film, Song of the
South? I do so because during a long conversation with Michigan
Janet last night, we began to speculate why this childhood
favorite is never seen these days. A little research soon confirmed
my theory – the film can no longer pass the politically correct
barrier. Seen as racist by many, Disney has withdrawn the film
from the normal distribution channels. (Dan says that the Joel
Chandler Harris characters do still populate Disneyland but he too
wondered at their stereotypical speech.)
Shortly before ten I begin to make my move, an early departure
for home not aided by the sudden arrival of Leonard. It takes quite
a while to separate the lads as I work my way home. Poor Otto, no
treats for him from my blue bag, no play with Poppy or Leonard,
and now (leaving behind some guilty treats) I have to abandon the
fellow for an hour-and-a-half or so. I am not long at St. Mary’s
and I have succeeded in coming away with a therapeutic salve, but
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to make amends I bring something home with me that I know will
delight – a portion of chips form George’s fish bar (est. 1963).
Tuesday, January 26:
I am not so certain that abandoning my wool cap for a baseball
version of this item of headwear is really justified by today’s
temperatures – which are depressed as the consequence of a nasty
wind, one that rakes the park as we head for the café. Otto gets
into a little chase and growl session with a Jack Russell named
Rupert as we make our way past the clubhouse. Already I can see
a number of the dog people foregathering in our fenced compound
and I just have time to toss the dog’s lead onto the table and
squeeze through the front door – thus getting in ahead of the group
order that I know is coming next.
Davide is in the chair this morning, buying the coffee for Janet,
Georgie and Ofra. Renata is also here and says that she has been
walking around the park with Ellie (who soon arrives as well)
– “And for the first time I was able to walk and talk at the same
time.” Georgie and I discuss the latest plot twists in EastEnders.
“If I worked for Walford Social Services I’d send every household
a DNA kit,” I suggest, “since no one seems to have complete
confidence in issues of paternity these days.” Georgie says that
Kat and Alfie are getting their own spin-off so Kat can search
Ireland for a son she lost track of decades ago. Ellie says that her
seventeen-year-old daughter has lost her fake ID – not an entirely
unhappy event from her mother’s perspective. She adds that she
can keep a closer eye on her Teddy than her daughter and plans
to take him into an M&S today. Somehow the subject of dogs
“home alone” also arises – evidently Teddy was so destructive as
a youngster that he destroyed a sofa.
I have remembered my blue bag today and I soon have all of
my old customers back. Davide is also dispensing chunks of his
toasted sandwich, explaining that he eats lunch at midday and
so he doesn’t need to eat that much in the morning anyway. He
too has a lot of customers, including Winnie in his lap, and when
Seamus hectors the Pug Otto intervenes to drive the Westie away
– Davide is very impressed. When they are not eating the dogs
are up to their usual mischief. They rush the fence when any other
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dog arrives – Otto would really like to play with a passing Sid but
at least he gets a nice cuddle through the bars from Sid’s owner.
When a large Alsatian passes through the forecourt the protest
level rises to great heights and Daisy-Mae, who has been barking
at me for biscuits, breaks off her entreaties, squeezes through
the fence and rushes at the visitor – with Janet joining her in an
attempt to make certain that her pet keeps out of further trouble.
Seamus then does a patio poo and we begin our walk home. A
friend of Caroline’s has brought Leonard to the park this morning
but the latter is tied to the café fence so there is no chance of
a play session this morning. Janet says she will have Leonard
tomorrow so perhaps Otto’s luck will be better then.
Wednesday, January 27:
Last night’s rain has lifted as we start off for our morning in the
Rec. Just ahead of us I can see Davide walking with Winnie so,
much earlier than usual, I unhook the dog so that he can rush
forward – soon showering the dowager Pug with his kisses. It
doesn’t take long for him to spot some of his pals out on the green
and he is soon charging across the vast space in order to tumble
into Poppy. As they are chasing one another Leonard comes down
the hill with Janet. He is released in order to join the fray; Otto
and Poppy tease him by paying no attention to his presence but,
a minute later, when both of the Schnauzers are admitted to our
compound, things will be quite different.
I join Ellie outside the still padlocked door of the café. She is
complaining about her Teddy’s feet – insisting that even when
he isn’t allowed to walk in any of the park mud his filthy toes
somehow manage to blacken her bed linen at home anyway. At
our tables this morning we also have Makiko, Janet, Georgie,
Davide and Dimitri – who is here to turn over his Flora to
Georgie. Flora takes the lead in snarling at other animals as they
pass our spot. Of course there is the usual outcry (led by Otto)
when Max is carried by. Janet does such a good job of scolding
our dogs into silence that she is offered a position as warden
at Wormwood Scrubs – or so it is suggested. You can tell that
Sparkie would really like to jump into Janet’s lap but he is not
quite brave enough to share this space with Daisy-Mae, who has
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already had a go at Leonard. For once, however, Leonard and Otto
manage to get though a lengthy play period without any nastiness.
I tell the others that, much to everyone’s surprise, Otto leapt
unaided onto the sitting room sofa this morning.
Davide and Dimitri, who is a pilot, spend a lot of time comparing
aircraft models and then Davide begins to look up flight costs
should Janet be tempted to visit New York – where Liz says
she is close to finalizing a deal on a flat in the financial district.
Meanwhile Makiko tells us that she will flying off to Tokyo in a
few weeks on a business trip – and this will be her first separation
from Alberto. (The ladies have lots of advice on how to handle
this situation.) Janet says that she has Leonard because Caroline
is having back problems and I promise to forward Julie the
osteopath’s number as soon as I get home. There is quite a strong
wind this morning, though it isn’t too cold, and I tell the others
that I will be gambling that the rain holds off for a few hours so I
can complete errands to the cleaners and to Sainsbury’s. In fact,
it is drizzling when I emerge with my groceries but, fortunately,
there is a minicab waiting to take me home.
Thursday, January 28:
I am still recovering from the exertions of a solo mission
to Sainsbury’s – even though Cathy, bless her heart, lugged
most of the 13 bags upstairs. At least there has been a marked
improvement in the weather for this morning it is very bright and
sunny, though also quite cold again. As Otto and I near the green
I can see Khalifa lying in wait out on the grass. This is not an
altogether happy sighting since the burly Staffie jumped us during
our late afternoon walk yesterday, smashing into me twice before
Terry could get him back on lead. This morning the high-spirited
fellow has a stick in his mouth and he seems content to play with
this until he at last answers his master’s call.
It’s just Antonio and his all-girl orchestra at coffee this morning
– Ellie, Ofra, Janet, Makiko, Georgie, Hanna and Wendy. Ofra
is pondering which warm clime to head for in a forthcoming
holiday – though she does agree that we have had a relatively
mild January here. Ellie is having difficulties with the dried red
wine stains in a decanter and with her father-in-law, who has
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turned randy again during a shampoo administered by his latest
carer. Dentistry is also a topic of conversation and there is general
disapprobation expressed for moms who pacify toddlers with
sweets. Janet says that for her generation such a gesture was a
byproduct of the wartime rationing of sugar and adds that sweets
were still rationed when she was born. This reminds me that my
Dorothy used to recall her first post-war banana – which she had
no idea how to eat – and her first dish of ice cream – which she
placed on the radiator because it was so cold.
I pass on to Georgie the business card of my neighbor Mark,
who seems to be looking for some form of day care for his
French Bulldog, Napoleon. We met these two on our late night
walk – when Mark told me that Poli had been kicked out of his
“school.” (I can hear his whimpering during the long hours he
is home alone.) Hanna does walk Napoleon on occasion but she
evidently does not want full-time responsibility for the fellow.
Today she turns Pucci over to Georgie, who has arrived with
Sparkie, Seamus and Flora; Daisy-Mae gets added to this lineup when Janet goes off to play tennis. Flora outdoes Sparkie in
her objections to exterior dogs and there is a lot of rushing the
fences (when the feasting is finished); Otto does get a good deal
of exercise in this fashion. As we get up to leave he manages to
get out before I can hook him but soon we have the arrival of
Bonaparte, who rushes into our compound with my dog in pursuit.
This makes it easy for me to get him back on lead as the march for
home begins. Wendy has taken pity on the overstretched Georgie
and walks Seamus for her.
Friday, January 29:
The wind is really whipping up a storm as Otto and I head for
the park today – fortunately I don’t have to deploy the dog’s
raincoat, which I have secreted in a pocket. There are quite a few
dogs at the top of the Morshead roadway but I ask Otto to rein
in his enthusiasm for just a while – for I have spotted Poppy and
others way over on the Randolph roadway. I must say that Poppy
performs superbly as a moving target – for with Otto and another
little dog in tow he leads his pursuers on a merry chase over
the foothills of Mt. Bannister, in and around the bushes outside
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the café, even into the ladies’ loo. Eventually I manage to hook
my dog for the short march to our usual position beneath the
trembling green umbrella.
There is a very modest turnout indeed – just Ofra, Janet, Georgie
and Hanna. The latter has brought half a dozen Soloman’s bagels
for Ofra, but there are two extra specimens – which I am more
than happy to purchase myself. Ofra says that daughter Lee has
been applying for jobs everywhere and that there may even be a
neuroscience internship in Berlin. In other news – Phil Mitchell
has collapsed in EastEnders after a bout of projectile vomiting
that rivaled that of Hugh Bonneville in Downtown Abbey. (Phil
needs a liver transplant – any volunteers?) As we continue with
our medical theme Hanna now asks me for Julie the osteopath’s
number. The ladies compare tales of forgetfulness – with Georgie
saying she had no sooner scolded the late James for forgetting
Oliver’s name than she forgot her own daughter’s married name.
There is also a lot of talk about the likelihood of London escaping
the next storm. The Met is now giving names to these weather
phenomena and the next one is called Gertrude.
I don’t have many customers for my treat bag today. Pucci, in
a blue sweater, is uninterested, and Daisy-Mae, who has a hike
across Regent’s Park scheduled for later today, is asleep in Janet’s
lap. Sparkie manages a biscuit or two and I have some soft
chews ready for Bailey but Otto soon has other fish to fry. This
is because Caroline arrives with Leonard and she asks if my dog
wouldn’t like a run on the green. Soon the Schnauzer lads are
having a wonderful time out there (also joined by a third cousin,
Otto III) but soon they have abandoned the green for the forbidden
café forecourt and we have the spectacle of Caroline trying to
retrieve them from the Carlton roadway. Soon they are back, but
this time they have picked up another playmate, a Bull Terrier
who has muddied his white coat in his morning’s play. This chap
manages to station himself in front of the gym’s front door –
which automatically senses his presence and opens wide. For
an awful moment I think Otto is about to follow him inside but
Caroline arrives to extricate the intruder and play resumes on the
green. Here I hook my dog when it is time to head for home – he
has certainly has a wonderful exercise session today.
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Saturday, January 30:
It has been a noisy night – with partying downstairs and wind and
rain rattling the windows for hours – and it is still gray and damp
outside this morning. It also seems to have gotten colder and the
sight of all those brave daffodils in the rose garden somehow
seems all wrong. As we near the green Otto spots both Poppy
and Leonard (here today with Janet) and he strains so to join his
pals that I have to let him have his freedom. Fortunately Leonard
soon races through the gate of our compound and that must mean
that Otto will not be long in joining him. There is a robust queue
inside the café and Chili the Cocker manages to rush inside every
time someone opens the door. His owner then ushers him out, the
fellow begins to bark, and then he is back at the counter one more
time.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning – the dour
weather no doubt depressing the numbers. Georgie is here, and
so are Janet, Hanna, Ofra, and Dan. Leonard surprises me with
his insistence on ever more biscuits; he has such a sweet face
that I find it hard to say no. It is no surprise that Bailey is an
ever-faithful customer and since he is improving his chances by
jumping into an empty chair next to me I find it necessary to tip
this piece of furniture forward so that it can no longer be used as a
launching pad. Several of the coffee drinkers are also sharing the
contents of their sandwiches with the dogs – though Dan has to
get up to remind Winnie that it is Janet who is offering treats, not
Hanna. Otto and Leonard have a good play period and once again
there is no nastiness to spoil the mood.
Dan has a chest infection and has been off work for the last two
days. Of course he gets a lot of advice on remedies. Janet wants
him to see a doctor and get some antibiotics. Dan says that one
of his strategies has been to rub Olbas oil on the soles of his feet
before donning his socks. With health matters on the agenda he
also launches into a long harangue aimed at Ofra – and the latter’s
addiction to cigarettes. He says that Davide has refused to return
to the hypnotherapist for help with the same problem. Georgie
adds that she now smokes only out of doors and that she has not
had a cigarette in her flat for over a year. I note that it is certainly
true, as Otto and I complete our late night walk, that we frequently
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encounter lone smokers on the pavements and porches of the local
mansion blocks – banished from their own homes by the Dans of
this world. Hanna thanks me for forwarding Julie’s the osteopath’s
number – and this must mean that I have finally learned how to
send a text message on my new phone. As we start for home there
is one last health puzzle. How was it possible for me to rise from
my bed this morning with a twisted right ankle? I can’t remember
even a dream about walking (let alone stumbling) during last
night’s sleep.
Sunday, January 31:
By the time we have reached the front door of our building I can
see that a light rain is falling and that Otto’s raincoat must be
strapped into place. And so we will have an unpleasant, damp
adventure in the park as another month comes to an end. A chap
with a senior Cocker is just exiting as we arrive at the Morshead
gate and leads are soon entwined. “They’re just socializing,” he
says of our dogs. I try to urge Otto to get a move on, since I would
like to get under cover at the café as soon as possible. Other dogs
do come up to inhibit this process but at last we make it. I join the
coffee queue behind Hanna and Ofra. Hanna is letting the staff
know that whoever took over the cooking chores yesterday failed
to lived up to the standards of Christina, the barista who used to
deliver her sandwiches to our table but who has now found a job
elsewhere with better pay.
In addition to Hanna and Ofra our breakfast group also includes
Demi, Vlad, Georgie, Janet and Dan. Vlad has had to abandon his
own little table in order to enjoy the protection of our umbrella.
He tells us that he has just returned from Belgrade, where his
favorite dentist is working on a series of implants – at knockdown
prices. Dan complains that his seat is wet and Ofra jumps every
now and then when a drop gets through the tattered green canvas
above us. Dan and Davide (on his way back from Beijing) have
hired a woman to do a “deep clean” at their house but Ofra says
that her home gets such attention every time she cleans. Georgie
says that this weather makes her feel like shopping – and there are
lots of suggestions as to where she might go to satisfy this urge.
The conversation plunges into a more gloomy phase as we discuss
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the death this morning of TV personality Terry Wogan. Actor
Frank Finlay died yesterday and so January has been a particularly
bad month for celebrities – with David Bowie and Alan Rickman
on the death list as well.
Winnie is wearing a new sweater with orange and black piping
and I compliment Dan on matching this to her traditional harness
– Dan is wearing an orange scarf as well. For her part Winnie
is drying her paws on my knees and I can see that it’s the boiler
cupboard for my trousers as soon as I get home. Bailey and Tara
are also customers this morning but Daisy-Mae never budges
from Janet’s lap and Sparkie, who is shivering from the cold,
remains perched on Georgie’s lap. This position does not rescue
him from a gratuitous scolding from Winnie, on Dan’s lap; now
he is trembling as well as shivering. A family with a fuzzy black
youngster named Stanley comes by and Stanley spends some time
inside our compound, to Otto’s delight, while mom is sent inside
to get something healthy for dad to nibble on – marmite on toast
is one suggestion. When Vlad departs he leaves our gate open
and Otto uses this opportunity to join Stanley on the green for a
wonderful bit of chase – soon joined by Poppy as well. Otto keeps
finding sticks to taunt his pals with and when they catch him there
is some spirited tug of war. I keep trying to catch him myself –
since it is not much fun standing out here in the rain – but his
collars are buried deep inside his coat and I fail to secure his
hurtling body on several occasions. He still hasn’t done his poo
and so when he is finally back on lead we have to tramp over the
sodden grass for another few minutes before we can finally head
for home.
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Dudley knows we all envy his pink nose.
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Monday, February 1:
Just as we are about to make our departure for the park the phone
rings. The caller, from France, is Marlene, who, over thirty years
ago, first introduced us to the wonderful world of Miniature
Schnauzers. It may have been ten years since I have seen this old
friend but she knows all about my activities – as a recipient of
my holiday greeting cards – and now she plans a visit to London
in March. She will be able to meet Otto on this occasion and I
look forward to the event. Today Poppy is being walked along
the Morshead roadway as we make our tardy entrance – but there
is no time to play since I can see that the rest of the gang already
have their coffees before them.
Our grouping includes Georgie, Janet (who soon departs for
tennis), Ofra, Dan, Davide, Hanna and Ellie. Ofra may not have
chosen the site for her next holiday yet but Ellie certainly has –
this time she will be heading for Miami’s South Beach. Inevitably,
with Davide present, the subject of airfares arises and figures
do the flying long before the planes themselves. Dan is only
partially recovered from his recent illness, one that leaves him
alternately ravenous and unable to eat anything. Yesterday, as he
picked Davide up at Paddington, he insisted on a visit to Burger
King before going home. This morning he has ordered a piece of
Danish pastry but when it makes a belated appearance at our table
he can’t eat it. Both Dan and Davide have had recent experiences
with unhappy odors. We get the story of the clean-up efforts
Davide was required to undertake after a passenger vomited
everywhere. And Dan has taken delivery on some shopping from
Sainsbury’s that included a sack of rotten potatoes.
Ellie discovers that she has forgotten to put Teddy’s collar on this
morning. It’s not likely to become an issue since the Cockapoo
never leaves her lap. Instead the task of helping me reduce
the weight of my biscuit dog is undertaken by Bailey, Winnie,
Sparkie and Otto – when the latter is not hoovering up Dan’s
Danish crumbs. Poor Bailey’s tongue is sticking out of a gap
in his deficient teeth – he really looks like the village idiot this
morning. Otto doesn’t help matters by trying to wind the Cavalier
up – my dog has really had no exercise at all this morning and
he is not likely to get any from Bailey. Georgie tells me that she
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has contacted Napoleon’s owner and she will be sharing custodial
duties with Hanna soon. Having forgotten Teddy’s collar Ellie
now forgets her handbag as we rise to make our homeward
journeys – has Ofra infected all of us with her forgetfulness?
Hanna now accompanies us on a walk to the Essendine gate –
since she is off to the post office. She notes that the crows are
washing their food in a little puddle near the running track and
that they are also ingesting some therapeutic pebbles for the sake
of their digestive processes.
Tuesday, February 2:
Dan and Davide are just arriving with Winnie as Otto and I reach
the Morshead gate – and they are the first to know, therefore,
that my dog has recorded another milestone in his maturation:
he can now jump up onto every seating surface in the house. The
transition began yesterday when I found him with his head buried
in a pillow on the newest sofa bed in the sitting room. Later he
must have jumped up on the orange sofa here as well – for I found
a Chinese cushion cover in the middle of the floor. When Linda
arrived for a visit with Pepper she decided to see if he could also
jump onto my bed, bribing him with a biscuit that she placed on
the bedspread. I did not witness this feat – though I did discover
biscuit crumbs on the surface of the spread when I went to bed.
This morning he jumped onto the blue sofa in the study. (He will
forget how he managed these feats – so there will still be some
plaintive pleading when he wants to come up to my level.)
It is a very cold, windy and gray morning and there is even a
little moisture in the air; soon after we take our seats in the doggy
compound there is even a brief shower. Otto stands at the front
gate of this area and welcomes every newcomer – when he jumps
Flora the feisty madam turns him over on his back in an exercise
in female domination. Dudley and Seamus are soon in the biscuit
queue while Bailey and Winnie are feasting on bits of ersatz
bacon. Daisy-Mae, enduring another grooming, knows not to bite
the groomer but every now and then she takes her unhappiness
out on the head of a passing dog. Caroline arrives with Leonard
and asks if Otto would like to join his pal out on the green – soon
these two are having a wonderful romp.
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There is a lively turnout for such an unpleasant morning: Georgie,
Janet, Dan, Davide, Demi, Wendy, Hanna, Makiko, Ofra and
Ellie. Conversation on forthcoming holidays continues and I
learn, to my astonishment, that Ellie’s South Beach bookings
are for next Christmas! Everyone is watching Janet at work on
Daisy-Mae’s fur (and Ofra takes over to have a go at Bailey as
well) and this leads to a discussion of the difficulty in obtaining
timely appointments at our professional grooming establishments.
A number of these ladies like a groomer in Temple Fortune but
she is hard to reach and there is the problem of where to park and
what to do while your dog is undergoing his or her transformation.
Parking, not surprisingly, is next on the agenda. The problems
of driving in London lead Ellie to mention that she has seen a
program on the Smithfield meat market – whose trade has dried up
because of the congestion charge. She and Ofra, it appears, have
complicated strategies on when and where to take the car – all
based on the availability of parking. By this time Otto has been
returned, he has enjoyed mouthfuls of his little pellets, he has
been turned over by Flora one more time, and now we can head
for home. At least blue has returned to the skies and the sun is
beginning to shine in earnest.
Wednesday, February 3:
John the Window Cleaner and Cathy arrive at almost the same
time this morning – but I am ready for them, having endured a
mostly sleepless night but happy to be alert enough to let them
in on a blustery mid-week morning. Cathy has been baby-sitting
little Alberto in the afternoons and she reports that the little fellow
can now push the right buttons to get any number of kitchen
appliances going – a gate has been installed to bar free admission
to the kitchen as a consequence. She adds that when Alberto had
that streaming cold last week he found his own baby-wipe to dab
his nose with – and then used the same tissue to wipe the nose of
Emilio! Once again Winnie is making her entrance to the park as
we arrive, though Dan has gone to work this morning and only
Davide is present. It is bitterly cold as we make our way toward
the café and Otto, seeing other dogs across the green, tries to yank
my arm out of its socket in his eagerness to join them.
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Janet has brought Leonard and the two Schnauzers begin their
morning battle with far too many teeth in evidence. I think that
the presence of the burly Bonaparte has unsettled equations here
and, indeed, the dogs are a real nuisance this morning, brawling,
barking and insisting on every treat going. A new barista comes
out with a sandwich and the dogs are soon petitioning Davide for
handouts. Sparkie twice jumps into my lap, the better to advance
his chances. Sparkie and Seamus are foremost among the fence
chargers and Georgie is unnerved by all the racket. Otto doesn’t
help in this category as he sees friend (Poppy) and foe (Khalifa) as
the stimulus for more high-pitched shrieking.
In addition to those already mentioned our small morning
ensemble includes Hanna (who has brought both Pucci and
Bonaparte), Ofra and Vlad. Hanna is taking orders for Friday
bagels. She wants to know when Davide is next going to the
States since she needs some Visine. (In fact it will be a while,
since he needs to go to Hong Kong first). He and Janet are
discussing hotel rooms in Vancouver, where Janet will spend some
time after an Alaskan cruise in June. (Ellie would consider this
last-minute planning.) Georgie says that grandson Oliver wants
her to buy him a £300 desk. I tell her that for that price the little
guy should now be expected to earn the Nobel Prize in literature
at the very least. Ofra says that if her Lee accepts the internship in
Berlin then daddy Ricky wants to accompany her in order to find
her a flat. It is the cold, more than anything, that gets us moving
this morning. I don’t mind an early start for home (where John is
just finishing up) since this is one of those days when, groggy or
not, I have a number of needed West End errands.
Thursday, February 4:
I have had a much better night but I can sense that Otto thinks
I need to get up when he sits up on the bed, leaning against
my still prone body at 7:30 or so. In spite of an early start in
park preparation I manage to lock the door before I remember
that there are a number of items left behind – money, watch,
and sweetener among them. The problem is that, with his long
extendo-lead, the dog is by now on the ground floor and he is
clearly unwilling to remount the steps – such is his eagerness to
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get going. So I tie his lead to a newel post and re-open the door
in order to remedy the aforementioned deficiencies. Outside it is
bright and several degrees warmer than yesterday. I must be on the
same schedule as Davide for, once again, he is just entering the
park ahead of us with Winnie. Otto rushes forward to bump heads
with the dowager and with Will and Grace as well and we cross a
corner of the green as we zero in on the café – where most of our
lot are already assembled.
Today this grouping includes Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Janet,
Wendy, Hanna and Ellie. As I sit down they are discussing the
latest developments in the continuing health crisis of former
member Peter, who, after a few more falls, has been taken to the
Royal Free and then sent home again. Ellie and Wendy plan to
visit him later today but no one can understand why his living
situation has not been better organized. Much of the conversation
this morning is devoted to our dogs. I remind the others that Otto
has now mounted every sofa in the house and that my throw
pillows are part of an endangered species. Janet says that someone
has peed on her sheets and suspicion falls on Dudley. Ofra says
that when he was a puppy Bailey had to be coaxed into eating his
food with periods of play. (Janet: “Then you played too much.”)
Ellie notes that Teddy has rolled in some mud and that his neck
is encased in black goo – he needs to go the groomer as soon a
possible.
The dogs themselves are up to their usual antics. Georgie puts
Seamus on lead because she can discourage his barking better
this way. He comes away with one biscuit while Bailey, Sparkie
and Winnie claw away at my knees. Otto lays a claim to a portion
of Davide’s sandwich but he gets nothing from me today – for
Caroline now comes by with Leonard and takes these lads out to
the green (even picking up one of my pet’s poos!) for an extended
play period. When this comes to an end and Otto is returned to our
compound Poppy appears and the sight of Leonard and Poppy at
play (without him) infuriates Otto, who, after a sustained period
of squealing, is allowed to rejoin the fun. The Schnauzers are avid
in their hunt for the elusive Poppy but they eventually catch up
and manage to bring him down like lions flooring a gazelle on the
Serengeti. As this trio dukes it out I manage to hook my dog for
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the march home. As I begin this passage I discover that DaisyMae has undertaken one of her famous sit-down strikes. Janet
has reached the clubhouse and her dog is still back at the café,
willfully refusing to budge. I try to get her moving and at last,
responding to Janet’s plaintive call, the naughty Shih-Tzu gets a
move on.
Friday, February 5:
An overnight rain has come to an end and so, though his raincoat
is in my pocket, Otto and I are able to make our way into the
park without getting wet. It is a gray but mild morning. I usually
discourage Otto from attempting to join any other dogs in play as
we inch our way toward the café – if I let him have his way I will
never be able to collar him in time for a needed visit to the coffee
counter. In fact I am slightly early this morning and first Ellie and
then Ofra join me outside the front door – we are the first to be
admitted. Back in our compound we are joined by Janet, Georgie,
Wendy and Hanna.
Vlad also comes with Tara and before taking a seat at his own
little table he makes Georgie the custodian of two large blocks of
chocolate. “These are from Croatia,” he says, “They and the Serbs
used to butcher one another, now they send us chocolate.” Ellie
and Ofra have been to visit Peter and we get a full report on the
chaos they encountered – with Peter’s cab-driving son, a district
nurse and a physiotherapist all there at the same time. Ellie says
the place is a dusty mess, with junk piled everywhere and every
inch of floor space so cluttered with unnecessary items that it is
no wonder that Peter keeps tripping over them. They have decided
to return with their Marigold gloves next week and give the place
a thorough clean. Peter is being looked after by Camden social
services and this reminds me that I saw a news item the other
night dealing with the attempts of the residents of Hampstead
to separate themselves from Camden and assume a borough
identity of their own. There is also some talk on the attempts
of WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange to separate himself from the
Ecuadorian Embassy – where he has been hiding from a Swedish
arrest warrant for three years. Evidently a UN panel has ruled that
he is being unlawfully detained there – but no one knows how that
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is possible. I remember when those who chose the route of civil
disobedience (like Thoreau) accepted, even welcomed jail as a
part of their protest.
The protest we hear most often this morning comes from our
noisy dogs, who are keen to register their umbrage over the
presence of any other dogs passing by our bars. Even the newly
bathed Teddy, seated in his Winston Churchill boiler suit in Ellie’s
lap, takes offense at something out on the green and growls for
several minutes. Otto, starved for exercise, is also foremost among
the protesters but he does manage to scarf down a handful of his
pellets as well. Bailey, Tara and Sparkie are my chief customers
this morning – Georgie has left Winnie at home. Janet now
hands me a memory stick with photos of these dogs – for use in
Volume VIII of The Dog People of Paddington Rec. I am anxious
to have a look at them but homeward progress is delayed by the
appearance of all those loose animals whom Otto would like to
play with. These include the Scottie pair of Harold and Maggie,
here again with Madame Ling-Ling. Poppy is also a noted
temptation; his presence means that my dog again tries to rip my
arm out of its socket as he dashes at full speed (but with only a
short lead) after his pal.
Saturday, February 6:
I have had a good sleep and, indeed, I am still abed at 8:00. My
dog, who has jumped off the bed some time before this, is not at
all happy with this dilatory behavior and, in an effort to get me
going at last, he accomplishes something that has been a long time
in coming. Linda had gotten him to jump onto the bed by tempting
him with biscuits but this morning, with no obvious inducement in
sight, he manages the feat for the first time on his own. (Perhaps
I will no longer have to lift him up to this surface at bedtime.) An
hour or so later we make our way to the park under lowering gray
skies. I follow Otto out onto the spongy surface of the green and
retrieve a first poo just before it is time to report to the café. For a
Saturday the coffee line moves rapidly enough and I am soon able
to take my seat with Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Hanna.
We have been seated for only a few minutes when a high-pitched
shriek from my dog presages the arrival of Leonard and Caroline
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soon takes both dogs out onto the green for some spirited play. I
can see much of this from my seat under the green umbrella and
the festivities include even a third visiting Schnauzer and Harold
and Maggie as well. Bailey and Daisy-Mae are both undergoing
grooming this morning – which means that the task of consuming
all those treats from my blue bag falls chiefly to Sparkie and
Winnie. Georgie reports that she has no idea when Karen is due
back from her second trip to Houston – but the food she has left
for Dudley is about to run out. After twenty minutes or so Otto
and Leonard are seen outside our bars. I admit them both; indeed
Leonard comes back one more time even after Caroline has started
the march home.
Both Georgie and Janet seem to have dozed off during last night’s
soaps and so some time is spent filling in the missing portions
of confusing plots. Ofra says that the wrong housemate has won
the latest version of Celebrity Big Brother – I wouldn’t know. In
our own local soap opera (as predicted here) the government has
rejected as “ridiculous” the U.N. panel’s suggestion that Julian
Assange is being illegally detained in the Ecuadorian embassy.
Hanna now reports that she has had another park altercation when
a couple objected to the sparring of Napoleon and Bonaparte, both
on short-lead, because the dogs had frightened their little girl. The
father asserted that he was taking Hanna’s photo and would report
her to Westminster. I wish I could have been there to hear her
response – but he is still trying to remove the flea from the deepest
recesses of his ear.
Sunday, February 7:
There is a problem this morning – I have no heat. Fortunately it is
not that cold in the flat and there is even a little lukewarm water
left in the tank so that I can at least shave. I am wondering if the
fierce winds that we experienced last night have knocked out the
pilot light but I will have to call British Gas as soon as Otto and
I return from the park. It is not warm outside but it is sunny and
bright and I pause to add my clip-on sunglasses. It is a bit of a
struggle getting Otto as far as the café – since there are quite a few
dogs on the walkway and they want to play, but I at last succeed
and join the coffee queue.
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Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Dan, and
Ofra – with Vlad at his little table behind us. Dan reports that both
he and Davide have bad coughs and that Davide is out of sorts
after having trouble with a cabin door-opening procedure on his
refresher exam yesterday. Ofra introduces the topic of a potential
Oscar boycott – since it has been discovered that no black actors
have been nominated in any of the major categories. Dan says
that his outfit has been organizing a public vote on popular West
End productions and that, in response to a request for a photo
from each show, all sixteen productions sent photos of men only. I
make the mistake of mentioning my heating problems and soon I
am overwhelmed with advice.
Janet has Leonard with her this morning and this means that the
two Schnauzers are soon duking it out under the table – they have
to be separated a number of times. There are other problems with
doggy behavior this morning. Bailey uses an empty chair to help
himself to half of Hanna’s apricot pastry. Vlad says that Tara has
started eating unsuitable objects at home. Janet recoils in pain
when Dudley snatches at a piece of proffered bacon. Egged on by
Dan, Winnie is growling at Sparkie and when she is placed in an
empty chair nearer the Yorkie he turns his back on her, twisting
around every now and then for a serious bout of protest barking.
When Ofra departs Otto makes a brief escape but we are soon part
of a homeward procession anyway. I note that Janet has DaisyMae, Leonard and Dudley with her but this is soon explained.
Karen has just returned from Houston and Janet, her neighbor,
will soon deliver the naughty Coton to his mommy. Meanwhile I
am getting ready for that call to British Gas.
Monday. February 8:
Well, it wasn’t the pilot light – it was a faulty timer. And I must
say that British Gas performed superbly yesterday. I called at
10:30 or so and an engineer was here, quickly restoring order, by
12:30. The winds that made my suspect the pilot light persisted
however, and, by the time Otto and I had our late night walk,
rain was lashing us as well. This morning it is bright and dry but
the very cold wind is still howling as we reach the bottom of our
stairs. I have forgotten my blue recycling bag – if they haven’t
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picked these objects up by the time we return I may still have
a chance to sneak mine in. On the Morshead roadway we find
ourselves behind Georgie, who has Sparkie and Seamus with
her today. My timing is just right this morning for after we have
dodged all the puddles out on the green (as Otto at last chooses to
part with his gift) I am the first to report to the coffee counter at
the café.
The lineup this morning includes Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Wendy and Ellie. The latter arrives in a bit of a state since
her Teddy has just been attacked by an ill-disciplined Staffie. He
is no longer shaking but, of course, he spends the entire session
nestled in his mommy’s lap. Caroline comes by and asks if Otto
can join her Leonard in some play out on the green. Every now
and then I can see these two pals chasing one another out there –
Otto likes to tease his friend by brandishing a provocative stick.
I am left to deal with Tara (here with Vlad), Seamus, Winnie and
Bailey. The latter again uses empty chairs to improve his chances
at food snatching. Near the end of our session Karen arrives with
Dudley; she has a bad head cold after her second trip to Houston
but she seems in good enough spirits. She says that Dudley adores
her sister, Cathy, who returns to Australia tonight.
Davide says that he has passed his door-opening exam – the first
time around he had evidently pointed to spots on the door in the
wrong order. Tonight he will fly to Hong Kong, where he must
spend four nights before he returns. You can tell that he is not
entirely pleased by this prospect but he says that the flight to
China will be shorter than usual – with the tail wind that is raking
us now helping matters along. Not surprisingly travel becomes the
chief topic of conversation this morning. Dan has booked a brief
holiday in Seville – where none of us have been – but many other
potentially sunny spots are nominated as appropriate vacation sites
– in Greece and Spain especially. I note that last night I watched a
documentary on Andrea Camilleri, whose Inspector Montalbano
(at least in the various TV versions) is a favorite – not only for
me but for Naomi, Adrian, Makiko (whom I texted) and Cipa,
the latter’s mother-in-law. So, as we conclude our Mediterranean
odyssey I am able to add Camilleri’s Porto Empedocle to the list
of must-see sites. This morning we do not linger for long, always
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fearing that our green umbrella will soon become airborne. As we
reach our exit gate I can see that the clean streets folk are piling up
blue bags in advance of the famous Monday morning lorry. This
means that I do have time to rush home, unhook the dog, grab my
own bag and return to the street in time to hand it directly to the
advancing recycler.
Tuesday, February 9:
The winds have abated somewhat and there is no moisture as
Otto and I head for the café on a gray February morning. The
trees have taken quite a shaking of late and kindling lines all the
walkways in the park. Once again the dog circles about on the
green and completes a pre-coffee poo. Ellie and Ofra are chatting
at the counter as I enter the café and Teddy, not traumatized today,
is trying to sneak into the kitchen. Outside we are joined by Janet
and Georgie, though Vlad is sitting behind us and, near the end of
the session, Makiko arrives with Alberto and Emilio.
Leonard soon appears at the gate and Otto is released to undertake
a play period out on the green under Caroline’s supervision.
Eventually my dog reappears – perhaps because there are
additional play opportunities inside our compound. This is
because Georgie has brought Napoleon with her. Since the French
Bulldog lives in our building he and Otto have had brief wrestling
matches on the landings but this is the first time they have had
the opportunity for a lengthy wrestle. (Poli makes up in bulk for
the sheer aggression of my pet.) Tara, Sparkie, Winnie and Bailey
would rather eat than fight and I am kept busy doling out treats.
Ofra says that she has at last secured a grooming appointment for
Bailey today – it has taken so long to obtain this prize that he is
shaggy and she thinks she has to find another groomer.
Ofra has forgotten her Wimbledon cushion on the tabletop – and
doesn’t know where her purse is and has forgotten to wind up
all the windows of her car. Ellie gives us a further report on last
week’s visit to Peter’s flat. She says that the old curmudgeon
had not even opened his Christmas presents and when he did so,
under her supervision, someone had given him a pair of slippers
– which meant that Ellie could put his old pair (so raggedy they
invited more tripping) in the bin. Janet and I confer on the cover
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of Volume VIII of “The Dog People of Paddington Rec” as Ofra
gets up to leave – forgetting her cushion one more time. This only
makes us laugh but there is more sobering news to digest as well.
Makiko tells us that Matthew has now signed his contract and the
long-anticipated move to Abu Dhabi is scheduled for May 10.
Thursday, February 11:
I have missed a day in the park but Otto has had a wonderful
outing in Regent’s Park with Linda, Pepper and Chica. Today the
dog becomes very excited as we make our descent to street level
and as I round a corner of the stairwell I can see why – for here
we have the unusual sight of Georgie, Seamus and Winnie tied to
our newel post, attempting to wrestle a floppy Napoleon into his
harness. She doesn’t need Otto adding his presence to this scene
so I manage to steer him around all this canine nonsense and out
the front door. From my window I had noted frost clinging to
the playing surfaces in the park but, in fact, there is now bright
sunshine actually supplying some real warmth as we make our
way over the soggy green to the café.
This morning our group includes Ofra, Janet, Georgie and
Hanna – with Vlad preoccupied with his mobile phone at a little
table behind us. I can add that there are other notable figures
just outside our compound, Louise with Bonaparte, Makiko
with Alberto and Emilio, and Caroline with Leonard. Hanna has
brought with her some Swedish cinnamon buns purchased at Ikea
and these do go well with our coffee. Ofra is beaming with pride
as she announces that potential employers are now fighting over
the services of daughter Lee; it looks like the lab in Berlin has
been outbid by the Saatchis – who want to employ her in their
medical advertising branch. (She would still live at home and
could begin to pay off her student loans if she accepts this offer.)
Georgie tells me that it looks like everything is going to kick
off on tonight’s episode of Emmerdale and I promise to watch.
Janet and I confer on the first draft of the cover of Volume VIII
of the “Dog People of Paddington Rec,” which is now in draft
form. I tell the others that I seem to have survived my MOT at
the cardiologist’s yesterday (my reason for deserting my post)
and that I shouldn’t have to see him again for another year, I tell
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Makiko that her Emilio will be the featured dog on the cover of
Volume VIII and she says that she can now move to Abu Dhabi
having arrived at the very pinnacle of her stay in London.
While I am trying to slow down the attentions of Tara, a newly
shorn Bailey, a greedy Winnie and a barking Seamus, my own
dog departs for the green in order to play with Leonard. Here they
are joined by Rex, the Fox Terrier, who likes to referee – barking
loudly at the contestants. Otto’s place in our company is taken by
Bonaparte and he and fellow French Bulldog Napoleon (Boni and
Poli) have a little play before Otto comes back and crashes into
Poli himself. Ofra tells us that Bailey, who seems quite proud of
his new sleek look, celebrated his makeover by peeing on the bed.
Janet has brought with her Dudley and that means that, as we start
for home, Georgie now has four dogs. Their progress is impeded
when Poli decides to roll over on his back, just for the fun of it.
Meanwhile I have a problem of my own. As Otto searches out a
suitable spot for a second poo he trots in so many circles out on
the green that I am getting dizzy.
Friday, February 12:
The sun is fighting it out with the clouds as Otto and I head for
the park on a very cold Friday morning. Over on the running track
boxing practice is underway and ahead of us I can see Jasmine
Guinness with her Fly. I pause to discuss the latest ad from the
famous brewery – which currently honors John Hammond for
his pioneering attempts to bring white and black jazz musicians
together in the Thirties and Forties. I tell Jasmine that my family
knew Hammond’s sister, Alice, who married Benny Goodman
– with whom my stepfather had a number of professional
collaborations. When I get to the café I am surprised by the length
of the coffee queue, which seems to move ever so slowly. Hanna
is ahead of me and eventually we make our way out to our tables
– where Janet has brought her friend from Dedham, also named
Janet; also present are Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, and Makiko. Naturally
the latter has brought Alberto, who wants to show us what his
little legs can now do.
Ellie is advising Makiko that she won’t need a winter coat in Abu
Dhabi but I insist she needs to have one handy for all those times
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she flies back to visit us. I am also able to join in the travel plans
theme of the ongoing conversation since, after three calls from
Sweden last night, I seem to have a hotel room in Paris for the
annual April reunion of my stepfather’s family, a tradition begun
in the wake of the publication of my biography, The Lives of
Ingolf Dahl in 2008. Hanna mentions that Yara’s stalker was here
yesterday and that she cut him dead – not because of his shabby
treatment of our Lebanese friend but because he gave up a dog he
had earlier adopted. This leads to speculation on whether Yara is
still banned from Le Cochonnet but no one seems to know.
While I am opening my blue bag I notice that someone is missing
from the canine ensemble. This is Otto, who has, in my absence,
joined Leonard for some play out on the green – under Caroline’s
supervision. Every now and then I can see these lads at play and
soon there is a Pomeranian named Chino in the mix as well.
Chino treats Otto as a love object and there are squeals of protest
from my dog as he rounds on his pursuer. Caroline ushers the
Schnauzers back into our compound and they join the queue.
Bailey, Winnie, Dudley, Flora and Tara are already here but today
there is a new supplicant, Pepper. Linda and Rob are in Madrid
this weekend and Georgie is looking after the senior Schnauzer –
whose piercing barks are soon punishing our ears. He quiets down
when Hanna picks him up and puts him on her lap but there isn’t
time for a Reiki treatment before a move for home begins. Earlier
I have had to put my sunglasses on but now a chill wind is driving
the clouds in. As we near the exit gate Thomas begins where
Chino left off and Vincenzo puts his pet on lead to forestall further
erotic shenanigans.
Saturday, February 13:
With half-term upon us the park seems almost deserted as Otto
and I make our Saturday morning entrance. It is overcast, gray,
and very cold. Heading toward us we have Napoleon and Cleo
and their owners. Lenny says that his Cleo has had an operation
and, indeed, the Wheaten Terrier does have a shaved leg. I can
see Poppy out on the green and there is Leonard as well. Caroline
beckons Otto to join this group and I unhook him so that he can
begin a glorious play period with his pals. I head into the warmth
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of the café, where only Hanna is at the counter. We note that the
giant Sport Relief bucket, which yesterday hid the staff’s tip jar in
its shadow, has been moved the top of the food counter. We agree
that around here what we really need is some relief from sport.
In addition to Hanna our somewhat reduced lineup includes Dan,
Janet and Ofra only – with Vlad at the little table behind us. In
fact Georgie arrives a few minutes later, but she is unable to take
her seat without a scolding from Dan first. “Next time phone if
you are going to be late,” he says, “poor Janet was so worried
she has had to change her TENA Lady pants.” Dan has been to
press night for a new Matthew Perry vehicle and he says the play
was embarrassingly awful. Someone asks where Karen is (since
Georgie has brought Dudley) and the answer is that she is on a
brief ski holiday – though she doesn’t ski. We discuss last night’s
version of The Last Leg on Channel 4. This irreverent look at the
week’s events held its annual “Dick of the Year” award but I am
restrained from revealing the winner since Janet has only recorded
but not watched the show yet. (Georgie and I know that Donald
Trump was easily beaten by Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt – who
has just imposed a new contract on striking junior doctors.)
Georgie now explains that she was late because she had to walk
Flora and Pepper, who have been left at home while Dudley and
Sparkie have made it to the park. Sparkie out-barks Dudley and
ends up tethered to his lead at Georgie’s feet. She has to reach
into my blue bag in order to get his treats – since he has been thus
restrained. I have to reach in here myself for the other supplicants
– Tara, Bailey, Winnie, Dudley and Daisy-Mae. The latter uses
my leg as her dining table and after it has been thoroughly crumbcovered she jumps off, slips through the bars and pursues a large
dog with great vigor. There is other activity outside the bars –
with Otto and Leonard still circling out there and a three-year-old
Pug named Lorenzo making his first appearance. Dan has to get
up to greet this fellow but he is soon cuddling Otto in his lap as
well. I am beginning to shiver and so I make preparations for our
departure. This gesture is enough to get everyone else moving and
we are soon off.
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Sunday, February 14:
Last night’s rain has come to an end and sunshine prevails as Otto
and I head for the Rec on a very cold Valentine’s Day Sunday.
Kids are playing in the puddles near the entrance gate but Otto
manages to give them a miss; he has other fish to fry… pigeons
to chase and daffodils to pee on. The café is already open by the
time we arrive and I head for the coffee counter immediately.
Fortunately Janet has brought Leonard, so I know that there
will be no boredom for my pet in my absence. Also present this
morning are Debbie, Hanna, Dan, Georgie and Wendy. (Matthew
and Makiko have taken the baby with them on an Italian skiing
expedition – leaving Emilio in the hands of their friend, Matthew
II.)
Otto and Leonard have to be separated on several occasions –
when just too many teeth seem to be on display – but most of the
time they are content to join the biscuit brigade at my feet. Bailey
and Winnie are here as well but the latter also spends a lot of time
basking in the sun while sitting on Dan’s knee – her eyes opening
only when there is a rustle of plastic as goodies are extracted from
my blue bag. (It was somewhat unkind of someone to ask her
how many Valentine’s Day cards she received this morning.) As
often happens, Pepper provides the chief canine nuisance, barking
percussively every few seconds in search of more treats. “Shut
up, Pepper!” becomes the chief refrain – he is not so deaf that he
can’t hear these imprecations, but he ignores them. Finally Hanna
helps us all out by lofting the pudgy Schnauzer onto her lap for an
extensive Reiki treatment.
Janet has not yet checked our lottery ticket numbers against last
night’s results. We know there was a big UK winner and this
leads to fantasies of success on our part. Dan is afraid great riches
would change him, Georgie says she would just buy her own flat
and Ofra says she wouldn’t tell her husband. That lady, whom
I have congratulated on her daring – wearing white trousers to
the park – has had another loss, her American Express card.
The company identified alien usage – Ofra didn’t even know it
was missing. (Since she and her daughter both use the card each
thought it was with the other.) Hanna says she keeps forgetting
to bring me some Finnish stamps but this reminds her that she
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has recently learned that 4,000 Iraqis are being repatriated by
the Finnish government as they found the weather and the food
in their new home unacceptable. They wouldn’t like the cold of
the park either but we have somehow managed a lengthy session
before it is time to set off for home.
Monday, February 15:
We have an instant replay of yesterday’s weather – as I deposit
Monday morning’s blue bag on the pavements of Maida Vale.
Here we also meet the white Shar-Pei, Cracker, before entering the
park where the icy wind has depressed temperatures considerably.
I am sorry my coat is not zipped up but I am able to remedy this
deficiency after depositing Otto in our doggy compound and
heading into the temporary warmth of the café. Outside our group
includes Davide, Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Hanna and Ellie.
Janet tells me that Leonard is at the groomers today but Otto at
last finds a worthy play pal in Dottie, a fuzzy brown Labradoodle
– who is admitted by her owner just so the two can have a romp.
Otto does have time for his fair share of kibble but I grow cross
with Bailey and Winnie, who are scraping away at me. When
Janet goes off to play tennis I also have to move all of my tabletop
materials out of the reach of Bailey, who has used the empty chair
to improve his chances of reaching the goodies. This morning
Georgie places Pucci in his bag and puts the bag in the same seat
(after it is vacated by Bailey) but the little fellow is shivering.
Meanwhile the white pair of Dudley and Seamus keep up a nonstop barkathon, much to Georgie’s annoyance. Near the end of the
session Matthew II comes in with Emilio.
Before she departs I tell Janet that I was successful in dispatching
all of the materials needed to get Volume VIII of “The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” onto my website. I have suggested to Eric,
my designer, that perhaps we might think of mounting “And Your
Little Dog, Too” in a slightly larger type than last time – so that
the resulting off-line printing will be a little easier for elderly
eyes to read. Davide is back from his long trip to Hong Kong but
he is full of complaint over the final stages of the return journey
– with Heathrow Express down and the cars of the underground
system an uncomfortable unheated purgatory. He is advising
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Ellie on places to stay on Sardinia this summer. Ellie reminds us
that she is wearing curly hair extensions this morning – she has
long hair anyway so I’m not certain what is being accomplished
here. She says that she has a friend whose extension became
detached during a posh party. She didn’t know what to do with it
and decided to flush it down the toilet. It wouldn’t go down and
each subsequent visitor to the loo reported the floating object
still circulating in the pan. Chuckling over this picture we rise to
begin our homeward journey. On the pavements I find the owner
of Mitzi, one of the cleaners who regularly services the local
mansion blocks, dragging a red Henry vacuum cleaner. I ask her if
is easier to walk Henry or Mitzi. She says the dog is easier since
she doesn’t tip over and come to a halt, as Henry is doing now.
Tuesday, February 16:
I notice that for the second day running the tree trimmers have
closed the Essendine gate as they work on foliage overhead. It is
again a very bright, sunny and cold day – though I would say that
it is slightly warmer than yesterday. As I reach the head of the
Morshead roadway I encounter Janet and Caroline – and Leonard
is happy to see his play-pal. I have a request, however, and that is
that if these two are to have a session I would like it to be behind
bars in the doggy compound – and this is because I need to dash
over to Vineyard Chemists to pick up my prescriptions and if Otto
is loose on the green he might be tempted to follow me. This plan
is accepted and, indeed, Janet volunteers to take Otto’s lead now –
so I am soon off to Maida Vale Parade.
A few minutes later I am back with my meds and the
aforementioned animals are released for additional exercise on
the green. Otto does try to follow me now – into the café, where
I have to wait out a long queue. After the lads have exhausted
themselves Otto is returned to the compound but here he has the
company of Poli and there is a round two. At one point, however,
Dudley tries to intervene, pinning Otto to the tiles and earning a
dressing down for over-aggressiveness. In fact Karen excludes her
pet from our presence but the Coton is none the worse for that.
His independence is well-tested and his attitude seems to be that
if he is not wanted here he can always find his way to Georgie’s.
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Also on the periphery is the large Tumble, who manages to admit
himself to the gym – whose door is somehow jammed open. Two
of our canine regulars are absent today. With Pucci, Seamus and
Napoleon to contend with Georgie has left Sparkie at home. And
Bailey is not here because Ofra has taken some visitors on a train
journey to an outlet center in Bicester. That leaves, in addition to
Georgie and Karen, just Wendy, Hanna, Davide and Janet among
the tablemates.
Davide is fussing over a number of issues this morning. The
postman keeps delivering his mail to the upstairs portion of his
building – even though he and Dan live in the garden flat. Also
Davide has lost his Alitalia frequent flyer card, the dealership
wants £200-300 to replace the chipped car key that Dan lost
on the bus some time ago and, like everyone else in aviation,
he is outraged that some idiot with a laser has so blinded a copilot on a Virgin flight yesterday that the plane had to return to
Heathrow. Hanna turns two Finnish stamps over to me – she
doesn’t understand why her native land is featuring vegetables
on its postage but I tell her that this is not an uncommon theme.
Some local building issues are discussed. It appears that plans for
a Paddington Basin version of the Shard have been withdrawn
– though one can expect a lesser version on the skyline of the
future. And there is now much objection to a major development
proposed for Lanark Road – which would eat up all the green
spaces for parking and destroy access to light and view for many
residents of the existing blocks over there.
Wednesday, February 17:
With Cathy busy at work behind us, Otto and I are free to make
our way park-ward on another very chilly morning. There is some
pale sunshine loitering about so the atmosphere is not cheerless.
It is half term and, though there are no organized school sports
groups, we do have a number of infantile precessions instead.
“Don’t step in the water; you are not wearing your Wellingtons!”
“No running; we don’t want any accidents!” Otto would like to
do some running as well, but I manage to contain his enthusiasm
as we cross the grass toward the café. Here I am the first in the
queue, soon followed by Georgie, Dan and Renata. We haven’t
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seen the latter here in some time but she seems well enough.
Davide, Wendy (celebrating a birthday today), Hanna and Janet
are also present today – but Ofra is again among the missing.
Dan tells us that he has been watching a program on animal
orphans and that, as a consequence of last night’s program, he
has just adopted a sloth. (“You have no right to refer to Davide
that way,” I suggest.) No, it turns out that this sloth lives in Costa
Rica and Dan is expecting updates and photos as the youngster
progresses. In other news it turns out that Dan and Davide
have an appointment to view an investment property in Slough
tomorrow – counting on a rise in the popularity of such a remote
western suburb because of the link to London that Crossrail will
provide. I can only remember the famous line of John Betjeman,
“Come friendly bombs and fall on Slough!” I tell the others that
I’ll be heading out west myself this morning, but only as far as
Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove – and I have to go to the bank, in the
opposite direction, first.
Otto has accepted the duller prospects of our doggy compound
because this morning he has the company of Leonard, whom
Janet has brought. The two are soon having an extended battle but
every now and then Otto likes to hive off for a chance to enter a
second all-breed tie-break, one between Napoleon and Bonaparte.
Every now and then there is a dramatic escalation in the volume
of the growling and someone has to tell the dogs to stop that
immediately – which is what one says to the barking Seamus
all the time anyway. Vlad comes in with Tara and she joins the
biscuit queue. Maxi, sitting in Renata’s lap, never lines up but
this morning he enjoys four bone-shaped biscuits from my blue
bag. I have to tell Winnie that just because Bailey isn’t here she
is not to expect his share as well as her own and that she needs to
stop scraping away at my coat sleeve. Disappointed, the warrior
princess of all Pugs takes a position on Dan’s lap and launches
a vicious attack on Maxi, next door. I am the first to leave this
morning; Otto is making a noisy nuisance of himself with the
French Bulldogs and I have much to do this morning.
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Thursday, February 18:
After another lengthy overnight rain skies have cleared and
the sun is shining brightly as Otto and I, somewhat earlier than
usual, head for the park. Unfortunately I can just see Caroline
leaving this area with Leonard – which means that other forms
of play must be found today. I am the first to arrive at our empty
compound and the first to approach the café’s front door. Here
I am joined by Wendy, who wants to buy everyone’s coffee this
morning since she was too late to do so yesterday, when her
birthday was being celebrated. Meanwhile Georgie has arrived
with Seamus and Poli, Janet has arrived with Daisy-Mae, Hanna
with Pucci, and Dan and Davide come with Winnie as well.
Otto is delighted with the presence of Napoleon and the two duke
it out for the kingship of our common stairwell for the next half
an hour. Daisy-Mae is getting another thorough brushing – but
this will mean less of an ordeal tomorrow, when she goes to the
groomer’s. Pucci’s mustache is judged a mess by Hanna and so
he gets a bit of grooming as well. Georgie keeps Seamus on lead,
the better to handle his barking outbursts, but he does get his one
biscuit. Otto and Winnie are my chief customers this morning –
Otto has taken to warning others to stay away from his pellets,
though some of these always fall onto the tiles as he scarfs them
from my hand.
Georgie, who has left her own Sparkie at home, learns now that
she may have a new client. This is Hanna’s floating fungus in
a jar, a kombucha that, when fed with sugar and tea, evidently
produces an invigorating concoction that Hanna drinks for its
healthful properties. “If I go away, can you add more liquid to
the jar?” Hanna wants to know. (“But at least she doesn’t have to
walk it,” I add.) Davide has already been to the Fiat dealership
to get the process of obtaining a new key started. He has learned
that it will not cost £200-300 but only £149. This fact is slowly
revealed to Dan – who lost the original and must pay for its
replacement. He seems relieved and Janet says that this is like the
moment when she got a ticket in the post asking for £120 – only
to read on to discover that it would be half this total if she paid by
a certain date. I consider these financial problems mere trivialities
next to my own for, after battling several years ago with British
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tax authorities – who needed to remind me that as a U.K. resident
I must pays taxes on my U.S.-based pension here – the American
tax authorities are claiming that I need to pay them for the same
income. The first installment in this saga dragged on for months
and its sequel promises an equal period of anxiety – not helped by
the IRS’s decision to close the tax office in its London Embassy
several months ago. No wonder I had a troubled sleep last night.
Friday, February 19:
Another night of troubled sleep – not so much because of an
unsatisfactory telephone conversation with an IRS functionary in
the States (she seemed to understand about one word in three) but
because the dog was obviously going through some crisis. He had
eaten almost nothing yesterday and one biscuit at bedtime seemed
to set off a prolonged period of stomach rumbling, which, since he
was jammed between the pillows at the head of the bed, was hard
to ignore. This morning, by way of contrast, he seems full of life;
he has eaten yesterday’s food from his bowl in the kitchen, his poo
is mostly satisfactory and he wants to play with every other dog as
we head for the café.
Poppy comes rushing up as we near the compound gate but I need
to get Otto inside and join the queue outside the café door. For
a while I am the queue but then I am joined by Renata, whose
Maxi soon joins us inside. There is only a small turnout on what
is becoming another bright but chilly morning – Renata, Georgie,
Ofra, Hanna and Wendy. After several days away Bailey has been
whining in anticipation of a reunion with my blue bag. Otto also
manages to gulp down all of the pellets I have brought with me
and Winnie is no slouch. Missing from this picture are Dudley,
who departs after Karen has reminded Georgie that she will
shortly be travelling to South Africa, and Daisy-Mae, who departs
with Janet for her scheduled grooming. All of this means that Otto
has no one to play with this morning, though he does run around
quite a bit as he spots likely candidates out on the green or on the
nearby walkways.
I tell Ofra that she is supposed to bring a written excuse if she
expects to be re-admitted after three days of absence. She tells
us something of the regime she adopted with her visitors. This
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included a surprise stay at the Hilton Metropole on Edgware
Road (where I saw them conveying the walking wounded from
the Edgware Road underground station in the wake of the 7/7
bombings) and a magnificent filet mignon at the Playboy Club.
She tells us that she ate bacon every morning at the hotel and
that she has put on so much weight in three days that she must
now go on a diet. (I respond, “Your entire life is a diet.”) The
subject of weight having been introduced, Georgie says that at
her surgery (where they have booked her an appointment with a
smoking cessation clinic) her weight was a substandard 7 stone,
10 pounds. Renata says that she weighs 60 kilos and it takes us a
while to translate this into stones. The good news is that she has
added a stone to her weight and that this morning, for the first
time in a month, she feels invigorated. It is time for us to begin
our homeward journeys, though I am not exactly looking forward
to the rest of my day – since I now have to call another branch of
the IRS in the States.
Saturday, February 20:
It is bright enough this morning, more overnight rain has come to
an end – and it is several degrees warmer than yesterday as Otto
and I head for the Rec. The troops are already foregathering as
we near the café; there is Dan with his bicycle and, returned from
their skiing holiday, Matthew and Makiko. I am third in the coffee
queue today but I am followed by a toddler eager to take his place
behind me – and to my astonishment this turns out to be Alberto
himself! Our group will also include, Janet, Ofra, Wendy and
Hanna. (Georgie is meeting a train bearing grandson Oliver.)
I had received a number of photos, mostly featuring Italian home
cooking, from Makiko (well, there was one shot of a ski slope) but
now many more pictures and even a video of Alberto in the snow
are passed around. Also passed around are cubes of a delicious,
moist cake baked by Ofra, who also shares with us her recipe for
last night’s sal-mon. Alberto enjoys a piece of the cake, plucking
tiny pieces off his chunk and popping them into his mouth. It
is now revealed that there was a downside to the holiday (no,
not Matthew’s decision to forego cake after over-indulgence in
mountain food). In their absence the holiday-makers’ car has been
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plucked from the street in front of their house by tree-trimmers,
who have re-parked it in St. John’s Wood. Dan now gives us a
report on the hunt for income property in Slough. He says the
place wasn’t as awful as he imagined but that most of the people
he encountered here “are not like you and me.” (Prices were
certainly cheap compared to London property.) I ask him when
Davide (in Miami) is next going the States. He says next Thursday
and I might let our traveller mail my next letter to the IRS from
the U.S. – in yesterday’s conversation they denied having received
my letter of November 26 – even though I had sent this by
international recorded delivery!
I am soon the object of affection for a number of greedy dogs –
led by Bailey and Winnie of course. Otto, quite recovered from
his Thursday night indisposition, is another frequent customer –
but he also has his eye on Alberto’s biscuits, a number of which
are held out for the dog to pluck from the baby’s hand. (My dog
does not get to sample Ofra’s cake, however.) Janet reports that a
sleepy Daisy-Mae crashed into a coffee table in her play yesterday
and by the time she was turned over to the groomer there was
quite a bruise on one shoulder – which the groomer photoed
for forwarding to Janet, just to prove that the injury had already
occurred before D-M was turned over to her. (Dan and I suggest
that Janet can now expect a visit from the RSPCA.) There is, of
course, much sadder canine news. This is because this morning we
have all received from Michaela an email conveying the news that
Skye the Cairn has passed on. Skye was for many years quite a
park fixture, an inveterate biscuit snatcher and an obsessive tennis
ball chaser. How many times has he dropped his ball at my feet –
so that I could give it a good kicking? And how many times, since
he refused to move after this gesture, has the kicked ball bounced
off his head, his nose, or his back in consequence?
Sunday, February 21:
A breeze blows across the park as Otto and I head for the café on
what turns out to be a relatively mild but gray February morning.
Otto spots Caroline, walking with some friends at the head of
the Morshead roadway, and he begins a frantic attempt to spot
his pal, Leonard, who must be somewhere nearby. Or must he?
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Caroline has no idea where her dog has gone but a woman with a
strong Slavic accent is heading our way with a dozy Lab and she
says that Leonard can be found at play with the other “hooligans”
near the café. Leonard has soon spotted Otto and he now rushes
forward and, with Caroline’s permission, I unhook my dog so
that the two Schnauzer lads can have a spirited play period out on
the green. Poppy is soon out here as well but one consequence of
accepting Caroline’s stewardship of my pet at such moments is
that several members of our group now solemnly inform me that
my dog has escaped our compound – to which he has yet to be
admitted.
Our morning conclave includes Janet, Ofra, Wendy, Dan,
Matthew, Makiko and Georgie – here with grandson Oliver. Dan
introduces the topic of the moment – in or out. He is referring of
course to the end of David Cameron’s mission to amend Britain’s
status in the European Union and the announcement that the
nation is now ready to decide on June 23, by referendum, whether
to stay in Europe or to go. To my surprise most of those present
seem to be leaning toward an “in” vote – citing great economic
uncertainties should Britain pull out. Janet says they can’t vote on
June 23 since she will be out of the country, and others register
travel plans as well, with Makiko heading for Japan in a week on
a business trip. Meanwhile Oliver is doing a good job on a ham
and cheese toastie and a packet of vanilla wafers (with Bailey
sitting behind him and peeking over his shoulder expectantly) and
Alberto is indulging his passion for ham and cheese as well – after
sharing a corner of buttered toast that I have ordered for the dogs.
Ah yes, there has been a cock-up on the catering front as I have
forgotten my well-stocked blue bag this morning and the toast
is just my way (albeit a very successful one) of fending off the
accusatory glances of the assembled canines. Bailey is active
here as well – Ofra says that she has just taken him to the vet so
that his impacted anal glands could be attended to. I save the last
section of the toast for Otto, who is eventually returned to me (in
a somewhat muddier version) by Caroline. Thereafter he amuses
himself by shrieking hysterically at the presence of any other
exterior dog. One of these turns out to be Terry’s Khalifa – with
whom he has a furious face fight through the bars. I have to say
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that the burly Staffie seems to be behaving himself but the sight
of all those gnashing teeth gives me considerable unease and I put
Otto on lead for the march home. Now, however, there is a new
menace since the even larger Tumble is out here and he pursues
my dog with passionate interest as we make our way along the
walkways – desisting only when the little boy who brings him to
the park rushes across the green to put the bruiser back on lead.
Otto now begins one of those circuitous marches over the slimy
green; I think he is looking for a second poo site but this never
comes and eventually we join Matthew, Makiko, Alberto and
Emilio for the march to the gate. I tell Makiko that as a sign of his
continuing puppyhood Otto delights in dragging everything on the
sofas onto the floor. She says that Alberto does this too.
Monday, February 22:
I can’t tell what the weather is likely to be this morning; I am
wearing my heavy coat, which is quite waterproof, but the dog
is coatless. In fact, as we descend our steps with the Monday
morning recycling bag, I do detect just the finest mist and, as we
work our way toward the café, a light rain does indeed begin.
We overtake Davide with Winnie and I determine that I need to
turn over to our frequent flyer copies of my U.S. tax materials
tomorrow – as this may be the last day we will see him before he
flies to L.A. on Thursday. He asks why I don’t deposit them with
the tax office at the embassy – and is nonplussed (along with the
rest of us) to learn that in its wisdom the Americans closed this
office last September.
We are the first to arrive at the café but others are soon here as
well: Hanna with Pucci and the little black Schnauzer named
Hector, Ellie with Teddy, Janet with Daisy-Mae, Jo Lynn with
Tilly, Ofra with Bailey, and Georgie with Sparkie, Seamus and
Flora. (The latter’s owner, Dimitri, also arrives to reclaim his pet.)
Ellie explains that she and her older daughter have used one of
the half-term days to visit one of Georgia’s choices for study next
year, the engineering division of Manchester University. Ellie is
also full of news concerning St. John’s Wood High Street, where
there is now a new chicken joint and the promise of an Ivy Café.
Botox, car keys, white wine vinegar, chimney dust, the café’s
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drains, birdsong and weather prospects – I wish I could be more
specific about the morning’s conversation topics but, truth to tell,
it is almost impossible to hear what is going on for, after the leaf
blower has left our precincts, we have the tree trimmers grinding
their byproduct in a machine near the clubhouse.
I have remembered my blue bag this morning and I am soon
parceling out treats to the ravenous multitude. Flora joins Bailey,
Sparkie and Winnie in her search for goodies and Otto is here as
well. My dog, however, has found a new pal in little Hector and
therefore he spends most of his time chasing and being chased
under the tables. The rain has not let up – as I discover when it is
time to head for home. Someone lets Otto out before I am ready
and by the time I am on my feet he is over at the east of the green,
checking out the big boys like Alaska. I am hoping that some of
yesterday’s mud, still clinging to his throat after his tussles with
Leonard, may come off in the moisture out here – though perhaps
he is just adding another layer. He does respond to my calls and
we are able to join the others as they march toward the Morshead
Road exit. Here Makiko is just arriving with Emilio. “You must be
in a different time zone,” Davide says.
Tuesday, February 23:
The sun is shining brightly as Otto and I head for the park today;
the park has resumed its role as surplus schoolyard and there
are lots of kids about – as well as the pram pushers, the joggers
and the dutiful dog owners. I can spot Leonard at play near the
café and so I unhook my dog so that he can dash across the
green in pursuit of his pal. To my surprise, however, by the time
I have arrived at the café gates Otto wants to join us inside our
compound. It is true that Leonard soon begs admission as well.
With Hector here again we now have three Schnauzers at play.
The human company is made up of Ellie, Davide, Ofra, Janet,
Georgie, Wendy, Hanna and Makiko – with baby Alberto.
Georgie has brought Seamus but not Sparkie, who has already had
his early morning walk. I tell her that this is just as well – since
Hector is wearing a lime green coat today and this color (and
fluorescent orange) always enrage the Yorkie. I am soon very
popular with the canine contingent and the feeding frenzy begins.
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While the animals are busy snacking one of the park guards (also
wearing lime green) arrives, picks up the water bowl and returns a
minute later with this vessel freshly filled. Otto immediately dives
in for a drink and gets a nice pat on the back from this fellow –
to whom are all indebted for this act of spontaneous generosity.
Leonard and Otto have a nasty face-off at one point and Otto also
gets into a growling match with Hector – but the fullest display of
puppy choler comes from Daisy-Mae, who is sitting in Janet’s lap,
shivering with rage over something.
Ofra has brought with her two condiment bottles for Davide and
some more cake. The latter, baked with sour cream instead of
butter, is again a hit, particularly with Alberto who, after he has
had his abandonment meltdown because mommy has gone into
the café, enjoys several pieces – losing only one to the thieving
teeth of my dog. Makiko is quizzed on Alberto’s time in the Italian
Alps and this reminds Ellie of all those time when her kids were
enrolled in ski schools on winter holidays. “There’s no point in
doing this until they have stopped wetting themselves,” she says,
“toddler’s ski school always resulted in a lot of three-year-olds
with stains down their ski pants.” There is evidently some “skiing”
experience to be had even in Abu Dhabi – which is naturally the
next topic. We learn from Makiko that Emilio may have to be
left behind in London for a number of weeks since permanent
accommodation has not been located and the local hotel bans
dogs. As we get up to make our move I offer Davide a second
shopping bag but he promises not to place all the condiment
bottles in the same bag as my precious tax envelope – which now
leaves the park with him on its long journey to Philadelphia.
Wednesday, February 24:
Once again we have sunny skies but very cold temperatures as
Otto and I make preparations for our morning in the park. Otto
seems more excited than usual as we make our way down the
stairwell. For a while I think this is because he can sense the
presence of one of the little girls from an upper floor and, indeed,
she is there with her dad – just about to exit the building. But Otto
has an even more exciting quarry – as I discover as I reach street
level myself. This is Georgie, who has just come to pick up Poli;
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already she has Winnie and Seamus in tow. I try to inch my dog
around this trio and I succeed up to a point – though Poli, now
behind us, almost gets a face full of pee as Otto lofts his leg for
the first time. There is an additional hazard as we reach the green.
This is Khalifa, whose attempts at play are always fraught with
danger. In this case the Staffie is off-lead and Otto is still very
much attached to his extendo-lead – as I soon discover when I
have my legs tied together by the whirling pup. Khalifa is finally
led away but now we have to contend with the amorous Thomas,
who follows us all the way to the café.
We have a relatively small turnout at our tables under the umbrella
this morning: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Makiko and Hanna –
though after a while the grieving Michaela comes in to deliver a
redundant box of Shapes. I am administering the selfsame treat
to Seamus, Leonard (here with Janet) and Poli – while more bitesized tidbits are going into the mouths of Bailey, Winnie and Otto.
The latter has two play partners this morning and both Leonard
and Poli get a turn as the target acquired. In both cases, however,
there comes a moment of nastiness when too many teeth make an
appearance and the contestants have to be separated.
Ofra announces that husband Ricky has had lunch at the Novikov
Bar, where the next table was occupied by Kanye West (and
twelve bodyguards). Ellie says that the license plate on her Range
Rover has been cloned and speeding and parking tickets have
been flooding in for a vehicle that was parked in her driveway at
the time of the offense. She has also been fretting over a septic
tank pump that has failed at her house – it is no wonder that she
is extremely sensitive to the smell of drains; every morning she
says she can smell a problem with the café’s sewage system as
well. In addition to a box of Shapes I am now made the recipient
of a second gift – for Makiko makes me a present of a metal flask
containing grappa, a souvenir of that recent ski holiday in Italy.
Getting home is not an easy process this morning. First Otto gets
his lead tangled with that of Poli and then with that of Seamus as
well. Then I notice my old ASL colleague Keith (also known as
Henry) sitting on a park bench in the sun and I pause for a brief
chat. Keith has just been to the Emirates Stadium to see Arsenal
play Barcelona and so we spend some time discussing the North
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London club’s failures in what American football fans would call
the red zone. Keith says that he had to attend this match, however,
because Barcelona means that Lionel Messi (also referred to as
“God”) would be there. Hmm, Keith in the presence of Lionel
Messi, Ricky in that of Kanye West and I now run into John the
Window Cleaner. He wants to talk about the latest primary victory
of Donald Trump, a matter of extreme puzzlement to many. I have
a stock response whenever the prospect of a President Trump
comes up – “I just glad I’m living in this country.”
Thursday, February 25:
It seems much colder this morning – there is some effort on
the part of the sun but, for the most part, gray skies continue to
dominate the Paddington Rec scene. Otto and I soon overtake
Makiko – who is pushing Alberto’s buggy while her mother-inlaw, Cipa, has Emilio in tow. With gleeful bounces Otto has to
greet each member of this party as we make our way toward the
café. I mention to Cipa, who is from Turin, that I am reading a
work with a Torino setting, Primo Levi’s The Periodic Table. I am
not surprised that she has read a number of this author’s works
but I am impressed by the fact that members of her family knew
members of his. Even before we have reached our destination I
have unhooked my dog so that he can pal up with Leonard, out on
the green.
There is a good turnout this morning – Makiko, Cipa, Davide,
Hanna, Wendy, Janet, Georgie, Ellie and Ofra. (Behind us,
at Vlad’s usual perch, we also have the owner of Skippy the
Grippet.) I tell Davide that I expected him to be at work mailing
my tax letter in the States but he assures me that it is already in
his suitcase and that he will soon take off for L.A. Georgie is
obviously in pain, moving very stiffly indeed; Hanna says our
Scottish friend is suffering from sciatica but I don’t think we know
what is really wrong yet. Bad things are supposed to come in
threes and therefore it is not surprising that Ellie (who yesterday
reported on a cloned license plate and a failing sump pump) now
reports an additional tragedy – well, in fact, two. First she tells us
that she gave Teddy a worming pill, one that he threw up in the
kitchen, and that twice she slipped on the vomit. Then she adds
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that this morning she dropped her mobile phone into her cup of
tea. She spends much of the session seeing if it is still working
while the rest of us can’t stop chuckling. Sensing a rival in such
matters, Ofra says that Ellie’s run of bad luck has come “because
she is my friend.” Then Ofra adds that daughter Lee has now
had five iPhones stolen – this is carelessness with a capital “C” I
would say.
Otto and Leonard have not been together more than five minutes
before they rush into the compound. I tell Caroline that I much
prefer them out on the green, where they can use up more energy
and where there is less of a need to prove who is king of the
castle. She agrees and gets them to resume their play in the wideopen spaces. I can see them having a great time out there – with
many other dogs present and a muddy Poppy a favorite target.
When Leonard goes home Otto is re-admitted and he spends much
of the rest of the session (when he is not in the treat queue) duking
it out with Napoleon. I have noticed that when the others get up to
leave they often let my dog escape before I have gathered up my
blue bag and Otto’s lead – and so it is today. On this occasion he
doesn’t stray far, having found a large black Poodle from whom
he has purloined a favorite tennis ball. The Poodle’s owner asks
me if she can have the ball back and I reply, “Eventually.” “But
I’m late for work,” is the plaintive rejoinder and I am about to
intervene when Otto drops the ball and Seamus grabs it. It is
now restored to its owner and, a second poo dance having been
performed by my dog out on the green, we can head for home.
Friday, February 26:
It’s a bit brighter this morning – but no warmer – as Otto and I
head for the green. At the foot of Mt. Bannister I can see quite a
few dogs at play and among them are Leonard and Poppy. This
means that I can unhook my dog so that he can join his pals in an
extensive period of morning play – under Caroline’s supervision.
In fact I wander over here myself – since there is no one at our
tables at all – and I spend a few minutes watching all the chasing
and sniffing before heading for the café. In fact the turnout is
again dismal – just Georgie and Hanna to begin with and then
Makiko and Cipa come as well. But Ofra has just texted Georgie
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that she is not coming this morning, Dan is on a work assignment
in Birmingham, Karen is in South Africa, Janet is visiting her
sister for a few days and David, of course, is in L.A.
There is one other dog owner present, however, and this is the
very pretty blonde woman who is here with the elderly chocolate
Lab, Coco. When she departs, after a look at the horoscopes in all
the tabloids, Hanna says that the newcomer is, in fact, a model,
one who specializes in items of interest of use to seniors – like
shower stalls with seats in them. We ask Georgie how she is
doing and the answer is not cheering – since our Scottish friend
is stiff with back pain. I ask her if she has a walking stick and she
remembers that sister Jean always leaves one in her flat and that
she may, indeed, now use it herself. (I want her to visit Julie the
osteopath.) Meanwhile it looks like we are about to lose another
breakfast regular since Makiko says she is off to Tokyo tomorrow.
Otto is having the time if his life out on the green – even though
this means that he has to fight off the amorous intentions of
Alaska. My dog is returned to me after ten minutes or so by
Caroline and he manages to gobble down some of his pellets (my
only other customer is Coco). But the arrival of Cipa and Makiko
gives him an unexpected escape opportunity and he he off for
round two. Fortunately Caroline is still out there and I know I
don’t have to chase down my pet. He is seen brandishing a stick
on the Randolph roadway, hoping that someone will contest
its ownership, but for long periods of time he is out of sight.
Eventually Caroline manages to get him inside the bars a second
time; we start for home a few minutes later. Heading toward us is
the owner of Toby the Bulldog. Both man and dog always like to
give Otto a nice greeting but stroking Otto is almost a hazardous
duty – as a patina of mud now clings to his gray coat.
Saturday, February 27:
It is very cold, cold and gray this morning, and there is a nasty
wind blowing across the open spaces of the park. Otto gets
to touch noses with Poppy, not his usual pal but the senior
Schnauzer, who, at eleven, shows her age in the absence of the
tail that younger members of the breed must now sport. Georgie
is also walking stiffly down the Morshead roadway, with Dudley
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and Sparkie, and we all arrive at our compound at the same time.
The café is already open and there is almost no queue, unusual for
a Saturday. Ofra comes in behind us and I slip her another sack
of £2 coins. Outside Vlad is sitting with his workmate at his own
little table and at our spot we have Dan and Hanna. After half an
hour or so the touchdown of an expensive Louis Vuitton handbag
heralds the arrival of Yara – and Wendy makes a late appearance
as well.
Otto has found no playmate on the entry lap and none of his
play buddies is present here this morning. This means that his
chief exercise is running from one fence to the next as passing
dogs are spotted, his high-pitched shriek of excitement acting
as a temporary interruption in the non-stop barking of Dudley
and Sparkie. The latter jumps into my lap in order to enhance
his chances at a handout from my blue bag. Bailey uses an
empty chair to improve his own and Winnie has to be reminded
repeatedly that I would prefer it if she refrained from scratching
away at my sleeve. “Push her away,” Dan suggests but I tell him
that to do so would require me to remove my hands form my
pockets and that they are so cold already I do not want to do this. I
have another reasons for hiding the fingers of my right hand – this
is because Tara has mistaken my thumb for a biscuit, chomping
down on both simultaneously. I do regret that there is so little
exercise for my dog but at least I won’t have to spend the rest of
the day combing grit from his fur – as I did yesterday.
Dan says he quite enjoyed his visit to Birmingham and wonders
if he and Davide ought to look here for investment property.
Ofra reports that Lee’s first assignment at Saatchi and Saatchi
has to do with Alzheimers, quite appropriate for a neuroscience
graduate, but no one can figure out who the client might be in this
case. (Hanna says it must be one of the big drug companies for
only they could afford S&S fees.) Yara reports that she has been
working such long hours at the bank that when she gets home she
just wants to cry – she tries to borrow a comfort Dudley for the
night but Georgie is a bit reluctant to permit this. I tell Georgie,
incidentally, that I have a new professional opportunity for her
– someone on my street wants to pay £8-£10 a day to someone
who will come in at noon to play with her cat! Wendy gives us a
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report on Peter; she says he seems a bit sharper mentally but he is
losing weight; they are still looking for an appropriate care home.
Wanting to catch up with Yara has meant that we have remained at
our places far longer than we would normally do on such a frigid
day and by now my legs are shaking. So I am just as glad when
people begin to make a move – after over an hour in situ. The
good news, Winnie, is that you are getting a ride home today in
daddy’s bicycle basket.
Sunday, February 28:
Well, Otto certainly gets in a nice play period this morning – and
that’s well before we leave the house for the park. This is because
he is adept at entertaining himself with his vast array of toys
– which he tosses and chews and chases up and down the hall
as those that can still emit sounds keep him amused with their
squeaks and cries. Some of the morning’s play may also involve
an illegal cushion or two from the sitting room sofa – but now
that he can leap onto any surface they seem fair game, don’t they?
Outside is is again very cold and mostly gray, though the sun is
making some attempt at a breakthrough. Georgie again has Oliver
in tow as she precedes us up the Morshead roadway. Grandson
hives off as we pass they children’s playground.
This morning our ensemble includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Dan,
Matthew (with Alberto), Wendy, Hanna and, sitting behind us,
Vlad. Georgie has brought Sparkie and Dudley, Janet has both
Daisy-Mae and Leonard and Hanna has brought Bonaparte.
Otto is soon engaged in a wild session, wrestling with Leonard,
charging the fences in order to shriek as any other dog comes by,
and breaking off this frenzied activity to chew on some of his
pellets or on less suitable pieces of wood. Dan is a bit worried
about a lump on Winnie’s chest but it doesn’t seem to have
diminished her appetite. Bailey is also an active fresser – though
on several occasions he jumps into the seat of the baby’s buggy.
“He’s a naughty dog, isn’t he?” Dan says to Alberto. “No, he’s
not,” Ofra replies defensively, “He’s the best dog in the world.”
Both Sparkie and Daisy-Mae jump into my lap during the feeding
ritual but I am firm in my refusal to add Tara to the catering list –
since my right thumb has still not recovered from yesterday’s bite.
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I tell Matthew that there has been a further eerie connection in my
reading of Primo Levi’s The Periodic Table – Levi, a chemist, was
given the task, in the early Forties, of developing an anti-diabetes
drug, a matter that is now of the utmost professional importance
to Matthew himself. Dan, still on Italian topics, says that he is
learning the language through a new app he has downloaded on
his phone. Hanna says she doesn’t know how to download an
app and that her phone needs are very simple – to Dan this is
like saying you are just as happy to go through life with one leg.
Matthew is trying to find someone to look after Emilio while he is
at work this week and Wendy volunteers to walk the Pug. (Nanny
Sara is afraid of dogs.) Meanwhile Ofra is having a wonderful
time eliciting chortles of laughter from the little fellow with her
funny noises. Alberto responds with appropriate babble and I have
to repeat a variation on an old TV commercial, “Alberto, here’s
your daddy setting aside thousands of pounds for your university
education and all you can say is, ‘Ba, ba, ba, ba.’”
Monday, February 29:
Leap day (can we call it this?) brings with it bright and sunny
skies and even slightly cheerier temperatures. An angry crow, in
the Morshead Road doggy corral, is scolding all the world as Otto
and I head for our usual park entrance. My dog makes slow work
of his advance on the café, repeatedly losing the concentration
needed for his chief task (a morning poo) because there are other
canine candidates out here; These include his pal Poppy, also
on lead, and a little Yorkie who wants to engage my pet in some
serious chasing. The effect on my shoulder, as Otto (still on lead)
charges after this fellow is not pleasant. At last we reach the café,
where, already, a jolly crew is assembling.
Today we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Wendy, Renata,
Hanna and Ellie. Almost as soon as we are seated Caroline comes
by as well and Otto is soon ushered onto the green in order to play
with Leonard and quite a few other dogs, large and small, at the
eastern end. When he is returned, some twenty minutes later, he is
un-muddied, always a gratifying condition, and he can now devote
himself to his position in the snacking queue. Wendy has brought
Emilio this morning but the Pug takes no part in the feeding
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frenzy (led by Winnie and Bailey), contenting himself with a quiet
bit of sun basking. At one point Ofra grows agitated since Bailey
seems to have lost his coat; it soon becomes evident that she has
forgotten to put it on him in the first place. “I’m beginning to
become just like my mother,” she says – a remark challenged by
both Georgie and yours truly, who feel that “beginning” doesn’t
begin to do the proper justice to her history of forgetfulness.
I can tell the others that as of this morning all the chapters of
Volume VIII of The Dog People of Paddington Rec can be viewed
on my website, though we are still working on a printed version.
Davide reports that he has mailed my famous packet to the U.S.
tax authorities but this leads to a long discussion on the increasing
amount of on-line red tape required by the Americans of anyone
who thinks they might want to visit the States. Janet says that she
and her sister wrestled for an hour-and-a-half over the weekend,
trying to fill in a visa application needed to visit Alaska next June.
A good deal of discussion is devoted to last night’s TV viewing,
including a program on Churchill’s last weeks and, of course, the
Oscars – though I can’t imagine people were actually up to view
this program live. Also on the agenda is the lengthy dramatization
of the trial of O.J. Simpson – but here I can boast that my cousin
Ellen once led us on a West L.A. crime tour, one that included
the murder scene and O.J.’s house and the examination of a diner
napkin the famous footballer had signed for her twins and a
U.S.C. football journey with his number thereon. Finally, I remind
Wendy that, with the death yesterday of Frank Kelly (Father
Jack) that More 4 altered its late night programming to present a
number of episodes of Father Ted in which the actor was featured
– including, of course, another viewing of the famous episode in
which Wendy’s late husband, Vass, appeared as Dr. Sinott, the
man who diagnosed Jack’s case of Stage 6 hairy hands.
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Harley welcomes the arrival of spring.
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Tuesday, March 1:
We begin a new month under dark skies indeed; there is the
lightest of mists when we first hit the streets but by the time Otto
and I have reached the park entrance a light rain is falling. Ahead
of us I can see Davide with Winnie but behind us Dan is also
walking up the Morshead roadway with a Pug. “You’ve got the
wrong Pug,” I remind him – he has Emilio in this case but he is
desperate to catch up with his partner, who has all the poo poo
bags. Out on the green I can see Caroline with Leonard and so I
unhook Otto; to my surprise, however, he is soon waiting for me
at the café; Leonard joins him inside our compound and they play
a bit here until Caroline comes to usher them out onto the green
once again.
Seated under the porous green umbrella we have Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan, Davide, Karen and Hanna. Half of these people are
complaining of pain somewhere in their rebellious bodies. “What
you don’t realize, Janet,” Dan is saying, “is that men feel pain far
more acutely than women.” I try to switch the topic to the pain
of dealing with the interactive web-based forms offered by the
U.S. government. I can report that after hours of struggle I seem
to have succeeded yesterday in filing my foreign bank account
forms. Dan now says that he and Davide are in the market for a
55-inch TV; Ofra says she has one and now wants an 80-incher.
(Dan now wants this too.) Dan has been to see a production of
Jean Genet’s The Maids and I try to fill him in on who Genet was.
Mention of the Parisian world which was home to Genet reminds
Ofra that when she was eighteen and visiting a sister in Paris that
Barbra Streisand and Robert De Niro gave her a ride to the train
station. The others are nonplussed but I say that I believe her.
“However, I don’t believe Ricky’s story about Kanye West,” I add,
“Kanye has only eleven bodyguards.”
Highlight of the canine chapter this morning is the reunion of
Dudley with Karen. Amid chortles of joy the Coton is lofted onto
Karen’s lap and there he stays for the entire session. I compliment
Sparkie on his forbearance since Dudley is wearing a raincoat
in that lurid shade of orange that Sparkie hates so much. Poli
is hiding under the table from the rain but most of our dogs are
becoming sodden – and so are we, especially my trouser legs.
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I have brought Otto’s raincoat with me and this is strapped on
but his paws are still very wet and Winnie and Bailey are just as
damp. The problem for me is that I have a number of errands I
must perform in the rain this morning and as soon as we get home
I dry the dog off, change into a new pair of trousers and loft my
umbrella – the one with the back Schnauzer’s head handle. (Well,
it could be a Scottie’s head.)
Wednesday, March 2:
It is a blustery and very cold morning as Otto and I head for our
usual park rendezvous. On the Morshead roadway we meet Linda,
walking with Pepper and Chica. The latter is in disgrace since, in
breaking up a fight featuring this aggressive Jack Russell, Linda
has fallen over and injured her wrist. I learned all this, in fact,
yesterday afternoon – when we met up with Linda during our
afternoon walk. Then she had only Pepper with her but soon there
was a third member of our party as Linda recognized Lily, the
daughter of actor Danny Webb, who was walking her year-anda-half-old Lurcher, Dylan. The latter, a female, proved to be a
delightful playmate for Otto and she and my dog had an extended
wrestling match as we circled the green. Linda told me that, with
the temporary re-location of all of the Moberly Sports Centre’s
activities to the doomed Jubilee Centre – which her house faces
– there is a new clientele parking on her street – and she has
recently had the spectacle of David Beckham, unloading his kids
from an appropriately expensive Bentley.
Our morning group today includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra,
Ellie and Hanna – though near the end of our session Wendy
arrives with Emilio. Today Georgie has Poli and Janet has Leonard
and this means that Otto will have his choice of play-partners.
In fact he and Leonard have to be separated almost immediately.
Leonard is an avid biscuit hound but no one can drive Bailey from
his position at the head of the queue. He is scrabbling away at the
table rim and it takes a while for us to realize that this is because
he has spotted a small piece of Schmacko on the tabletop. DaisyMae is not in the biscuit queue; she has squeezed through the bars
in order to pursue some much larger dog. Also out there is Rex,
the Fox Terrier; he arrives to bark at all the doggy wrestling inside
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our compound, an effective counterpoint to Seamus, who wants to
bark at everything outside the bars.
Janet is using her mobile phone to cancel her tennis match for
today; rain is heading our way (again). She also says she has
been exchanging emails with Liz, who wants to include a visit to
Sardinia when next she visits us in May. Davide says she changes
her travel plans so frequently that he doesn’t believe any of her
statements on this subject. One can almost envy Davide, who
will soon be poolside at the Sheraton in Delhi. Here it is now so
cold that I have to put my gloves on and my hood up – indeed the
drops begin to fall as we make an early exit. If only I didn’t have
an appointment at Vision Express for later this morning.
Thursday, March 3:
Yesterday’s mission to Oxford Street necessitated continual
deployment of the Schnauzer head-handled umbrella – but
today there is lovely bright sunshine for our entry into the park.
Bonaparte is just departing and, truth to tell, there doesn’t seem
to be much in the way of canine activity anywhere on the green.
For that matter, as I soon discover, there is no one at our café
compound either – even through the coffee queue is already
forming inside. I can see Janet heading our way with Daisy-Mae
and Leonard and so I leave Otto as a welcoming party and head
inside myself.
After my return the ranks are filled in a bit more completely for
we soon have Vlad at his own post behind us, Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie, Wendy and Hanna. Today there is another new face at
the end of the table, a woman who leaves her Pomeranian, Leo,
with us as she goes inside to order an omelet and chips. When she
goes inside a second time to retrieve some salt she has to be told
not to leave her empty chair where Bailey can use it to steal her
food – which he is already attempting to do. (Ellie says that Bailey
should have a second career as a truffle hound.) Leo is quite
willing to engage in some of the chase-the-doggy games initiated
by my Otto – who also has Poli, Hector and Leonard as play-pals.
Indeed, Otto is so eager for play that he doesn’t come by for any
treats until most of the others have left. While we are drinking our
coffee Ofra receives a telephone call from Alberto’s nanny, Sara,
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wanting to know when Wendy is coming to walk Emilio. Poor
Wendy has to gulp her coffee before taking off on this expedition.
There is much discussion of the nanny’s own dog phobia; Sara
is studying psychology so people want to know why she hasn’t
gotten to the root of her own malady. Ellie says she would have
sacked a dog-phobic nanny long before this moment.
Hanna takes orders for tomorrows bagels, offers up tidbits of nonnews from the Daily Mail, and joins into a conversation on finding
the right eyebrow technician in Marylebone. “Can you imagine
me with black eyebrows?” she says, “I’d look like Charlie
Chaplin.” Ofra says she’d loved to become an eyebrow maven
herself. She is in a manic mood as it is, reminding us that daughter
Lee says that she can start her Alzheimer’s research with her own
mommy – who now chortles in triumph when her phone reveals
that we expect more sun tomorrow. The only cloud on the horizon,
it would appear, is the difficulty of finding her favorite sweet in
all the branches of Marks & Spencer. While we are on the topic of
food Janet announces that she will have Leonard for a week soon
– when Caroline departs for a major catering assignment in the
New Forest. She has him today because Caroline is again having
back problems; unlike the stubborn Georgie, however, Caroline is
going to see Julie the osteopath today.
Friday, March 4:
Again we have lovely sunshine to enliven the Paddington Rec
scene – and it is even one or two degrees warmer than yesterday.
Alaska trots over to have a sniff at Otto’s undercarriage but, in
fact, there is no doggy activity out on the green itself and we
continue over the grass to the café. Janet is just arriving with
Daisy-Mae and Leonard so I know my dog will be well amused
as I take my place in the coffee queue. I use some of my change
to repay Hanna for the bagels she has brought from Soloman’s;
Ofra will have an even larger supply. In addition to these
aforementioned ladies we also have Wendy, Ellie and Georgie –
with late appearances from Vlad and Makiko, just back from a
successful business trip to Japan.
Ofra has brought some biscuits for the humans (having forgotten
to bring the cake she baked for us). Of course her Bailey thinks
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these treats should be just for him and much care needs to be
taken to prevent him from one of his patented tabletop raids. A
head-scarfed barista arrives with some sandwiches but it is soon
established that, contrary to our fears on the subject, she is not
bothered by dogs. The sandwiches soon overshadow the appeal
of my biscuit bag, with all the animals lining up at Makiko’s feet.
Alberto, in her lap, knows how to shield himself from Otto’s
invasive nose but my dog will never learn the limits of acceptable
puppy behavior when chunks of the treat are handed down to him
from above. When he is not cadging for food my pet enjoys a
lengthy tussle under the table with his pal, Leonard. Daisy-Mae
shows some interest in food this morning and accepts several
Schmacko shards from me and then a Shapes biscuit which we
insist she eat on the spot – rather than use it as bait in one of her
honey-trap rituals.
The ladies start off on eyebrows again (zzzzzzzz…….) but soon
they are onto to the subject of teeth – Janet telling us that her
dentist will be paying her £100 to appear in a commercial for his
practice. (I want Bailey to appear in such an ad – starring as the
“before.”) Soon all the ladies are producing stories of various
ancient dental crises – Hanna says that soon we will be able to
grow our own replacement teeth, with the help of stem cells.
Ofra announces that they have bought a new car, just a later
version of the one they already have. This reminds Ellie that she
has to deliver a daughter to a party in Chiswick at rush hour this
afternoon. Janet and Georgie (who now meet for their Friday
afternoon get-together at Daniela’s on Shirland Road – rather than
at Le Cochonnet) make an early departure and I decide to follow
them – it’s the best way of removing Otto from the precincts of
Alberto’s sandwich.
Saturday, March 5:
I begin the day with an unusual email, one that has been
forwarded to me from the contact page of my own website.
Sometimes people who want to sell me something use this way of
hectoring me – most of the letters I receive in this fashion carry
responses to my walking adventures. But today someone with an
interest in the ancient history of the dogs of Paddington Rec has
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written me to ask about Vito, one of the two dogs once belonging
to Christian and Reina, long-disappeared dog walkers in the Rec.
Vito, now nine, has by this time gone on to new owners and one
of them wants to know if I have any puppy pictures of the Bostoncross. Actually one appeared (in black and white) in Volume IV, A
Doggy Day in London Town, but I have the original in color and
perhaps one or two more so I will forward these when I get home
today.
I see that I have made several miscalculations on the weather
front. First, it is much colder than I expected and I should have
worn my heavy coat. Second, there is moisture in the air and by
the time we have reached the green a light rain is falling. Getting
here has not been easy – since Tumble wants to follow us for
quite a distance – but at last we arrive, soon finding an assemblage
that includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Makiko, Renata, Wendy, Dan,
Karen and Jessica, the owner of the burly young Pug, Pablo. It
has been almost half a year since Pablo has been among us and he
has put on considerable bulk, weight that he uses to fend off the
advances of a hard-charging Otto. My dog does arrive for handfuls
of his special pellets, when he is not fighting with Pablo, but he is
not a match for the ravenous Bailey or the insistent Winnie. When
Dan takes Winnie into his lap the dowager Pug decides that Maxi,
in Renata’s lap, is a dangerous enemy and twice she launches
attacks in his direction. This turns Sparkie, in Georgie’s lap, into a
quivering jelly, certain that he is next on Winnie’s hit list.
Makiko is presenting small gifts to those who looked after
Emilio while she was in Japan and Dan receives a pair of white
socks with the red Japanese sun thereon – I tell him that with
that footwear he could play for the Yomiuri Giants. Much of this
morning’s conversation is devoted to the latest chapters in Donald
Trump’s quest for the Republican nomination. The childish
vulgarity of the man (and his opponents) has jaws dropping all
around our table. I note, after watching last night’s episode of
The Last Leg, that in the wake of primary victories for Trump on
Tuesday, the website explaining how Americans might emigrate to
Canada has crashed. To offset this population loss several of those
present want to move to Florida’s warmer climes immediately.
Among them is Renata, who spends much of the session extolling
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the virtues of marijuana as a cancer cure-all. She can’t hear
Dan’s sotto voce response, though it sends Karen into hysterical
convulsions, “Well, it’s already done wonders for you.”
Sunday, March 6:
The early morning sun is fading and I don’t really need those
clip-on sunglasses with which I begin our morning in the park.
It is again very cold and again I wish I had brought my big coat.
I am a few minutes behind schedule and most of the gang have
already accepted their hot drinks by the time Otto and I reach the
café. There is a good weekend turnout today – with Ofra, Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Davide, Wendy, Isabella and her mom Lisa (here
with Flora), Karen and Hanna at our table, Vlad at his own, and
Matthew and Makiko occupying the second little table behind us.
The dogs zero in on my blue biscuit bag almost immediately,
with Bailey and Winnie at the head of the queue – though Otto,
Sparkie, Dudley and Tara are not far behind. Poor Tara – I won’t
offer anything to her by hand (the scab on one thumb still healing)
but her eyesight is now so bad that she misses all the biscuits I
toss her way – fortunately Bonaparte, here with Hanna, snaffles
them up immediately. When Makiko accepts delivery on a toasted
sandwich I have some relief as all these animals switch their
attentions to the corner table. Otto finds some exercise in tussles
with Flora. Dudley is not receptive to broadsides anymore and
when he attacks Bonaparte after rejecting such an overture he is
ushered out of the compound by Karen, the better to contemplate
his own bad behavior.
Ofra has forgotten her Chanel handbag in some restaurant (it was
soon returned) but she has remembered to bring in that missing
cake. She has a rival in her pursuit of baby Alberto – as that young
ingénue, Isabella, falls on the little chap and carries him around,
to his obvious delight. “I’m jealous!” Ofra complains. Dan uses
his phone to wish his mom a happy mother’s day; he and Davide
are off on a four-day holiday in Sardinia – this time to look at
vacation properties. (Dan has a trip to Marrakech on March 18th as
well.) In other news Karen is having her books audited by the VAT
inspector and she is not looking forward to this. Janet is thinking
of joining Liz when the latter visits Sardinia as part of her next
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European visit. And Georgie (complaining of the cold) needs to
get home to see what kind of a mess daughter Lynne has left in the
bathroom after another weekend visit.
Monday, March 7:
The morning sunshine persists as Otto and I descend for our
morning in the Rec. I am carrying the blue recycling bag – into
which my dog has been burying his nose – and our departure is
delayed just a bit as I pick up scraps of paper he has extracted.
My sunglasses are in place from the outset but, in fact, they don’t
provide much relief from the intense light; I would also need a
billed cap for this kind of protection. We pass Celine with Ziggy
and Natasha with Millie as we enter the park and I can see a
wonderful assemblage of dogs at the eastern end of the green.
Otto can sense that there is fun to be had over there but I urge him
to finish his poo first – and he does! Then I can release him as he
seeks out his pals – under Caroline’s watchful eyes.
The café has just opened its doors and I can soon return to our
table with my cappuccino. Joining me here we have Janet,
Georgie, Makiko, Wendy and Hanna – though Vlad is sitting with
a friend at the sunny corner table this morning. Tara lies sprawled
atop Vlad’s lap and she takes no part in the food fest that follows.
Bailey leads the charge here and when Makiko gets her toasted
sandwich he is beside himself over the prospects of snagging this
treat for himself. It has to move its position from table to table in
order to escape his attentions; Alberto is also enjoying a piece of
this sandwich. Otto and Leonard make a brief appearance inside
our compound but Caroline urges them to continue their play
out on the green. When my dog is finally returned he places a
very muddy set of paws on my leg, reminding me that he is now
seeking sustenance as well. Thereafter he contents himself with a
nice play period (no rough stuff) with little Hector, whom Hanna
has brought. Vlad tells me that his friend, now departed, is still
mourning the death of his Jack Russell.
Hanna announces that her famous mushroom continues to grow
and that it will have to be subdivided soon. Makiko passes around
a box of green tea biscuits from Japan. It turns out that she and
Matthew (with baby) will also be part of a Sardinian exodus at the
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end of April. Ofra and Ricky have been to the Israeli film festival
and Ofra tries to give me a five-minute plot summary of the film
they watched last night. I ask her if she recognized any of the
locales featured in the film and she says she did, citing a memory
of a storefront in an Arab district of Jerusalem where she used to
buy ice lollies on a Saturday – because only here were the shops
open. This story reminds Hanna that the latest Paddington film
features a number of Maida Vale locales – including the tube stop.
Makiko goes off with Alberto to the swings and a rendezvous
with the nanny and there is some puzzlement over whether she
plans to return. But since she has left behind the biscuits, the baby
carriage and Emilio I insist she will. When she does so we have
another item to stuff into the carriage – Ofra has again forgotten
her Wimbledon seat cushion.
Tuesday, March 8:
Once again I am surprised to find how cold it is. I am not wearing
my heavy winter coat – just my old leather jacket – though I will
soon have cause to congratulate myself on this choice of garment.
I can see quite a few dogs at play out on the eastern end of the
green so I release Otto with the suggestion that he should be able
to find Leonard among them. Paddy is out here as well and while
I am heading for the café myself I can see that these three pals are
part of a posse, led by Daisy-Mae, in pursuit of a timid Alsatian.
Otto soon reports to the compound.
I can hear one canine bust up as I wait for my coffee. Ofra is here
to congratulate the staff on the addition of a woman behind the
counter. I am admitted to the doggy area by Hanna but an accident
ensues. Her wonky wrist loses its purchase on the gate and the
latter smashes into my coffee cup, sending cappuccino foam
down the front of my jacket and all over my boots. (If I had been
wearing my good winter coat this would have necessitated a trip
to the 123 Cleaners.) Poli begins to lick up the foam from the tiles
as Hanna goes inside the café to fetch me a new cup of coffee (no
charge). We are now joined by Georgie (here with Poli, Seamus
and Pucci), Vlad, and Ofra. Otto has his choice of play-pals – with
Leonard (here with Janet) and Hector (here with Hanna) both
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providing plenty of opportunities. Bailey knocks Ofra’s purse over
in his pursuit of goodies.
Ofra says that she will be working in Ricky’s office today and that
in addition to sorting and filing chores she gets to visit with all of
this couple’s pals – who like to drop by for a chat. She adds that
she is morbidly afraid of incurring parking tickets and that this
limits the scope of her driving adventures. Hanna and Janet add
tales of their own parking citations, with the occasional victory
over the system thrown in. I get a good deal of advice on what to
do with the stain on my jacket. Ofra adds that her own washing
machine is broken and that she no longer has a working i-ron.
“Good,” Janet concludes, “you won’t have any ironing to do
because you can’t wash anything in the first place.”
Wednesday, March 9:
The weather is of paramount concern today – for I really should
go to Sainsbury’s this morning and I don’t like to do this in the
rain. Moisture is predicted for today and we have had a lot of
rain overnight but it is merely gray as Otto and I, after admitting
Cathy, head for the park. I can tell it is several degrees warmer
this morning and that a lot of rainfall has already been recorded;
there are puddles everywhere and the green itself is a morass.
Nevertheless I can see Leonard, lying in wait out there; he is in
Janet’s custody today and I unhook Otto so that he can splash
across the intervening space in pursuit of his pal. Soon he is
chasing Leonard in long and intricate circles. Once I have to wade
out to the middle itself in order to remove a poo.
Janet is standing on the Randolph walkway with Ellie and they
seem amused when I summon the galloping Schnauzers to the
gate of our compound, adroitly imprisoning them and continuing
on to the café, where Georgie is already at the head of the queue.
Soon Ofra also makes a breathless appearance as well – Ricky
needs the car for a meeting and she has only come to pay for the
coffees since it is her turn; then she departs. Janet, Georgie, Ellie
and I are joined by Hanna – who has brought little Hector. With
Poli here as well Otto now has three play-pals to choose from.
Unfortunately he and Leonard spend too much time cadging for
food – which means that now I have four sodden Schnauzer paws
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on my knees. Not wanting to change trousers when I get home I
decided to borrow the serving tray that was used to produce Ellie’s
order and with this on my lap I am able to fend off the attentions
of these customers.
Much of our conversation this morning is devoted to the feeding
habits of our dogs at home. Janet say that she feeds Daisy-Mae
first but she always saves a little from her own supper for the little
madam. Georgie says than when she picks up Poli he has already
had his breakfast but he waits patiently when she returns from the
park while the other dogs in her charge have theirs. Ellie says that
last night at the family dinner table both chicken and lamb chops
were served since one daughter won’t eat lamb – and that Teddy
refused every chicken morsel offered him since he had his heart
set on the lamb. I note that I often share a little of what I am eating
with Otto but that he knows instinctively when there is no more
hope – turning to his own food bowl and polishing off his kibble.
It is not a long session and after half-an-hour or so we head for
home. Complicating matters today is that I am expecting a large
package from the States and Cathy can’t hear the doorbell while
she is vacuuming. So I have to keep an eye on matters while she
hoovers and then I am freed to drop some laundry off at the 123
Cleaners and walk over to the bus stop on Chippenham. I manage
to do all my shopping, take a taxi home and do the unpacking
before Cathy leaves at 1:00. My package has arrived in my
absence and it has just started to rain.
Thursday, March 10:
I wouldn’t call it rain, just a few drops of moisture deadening
the gray scene as Otto and I head for the park. I can see Ellie
walking with Stephen over on my left. Will and Grace are without
outer garments today but Teddy is encased in his blue Winston
Churchill boiler suit. There doesn’t seem to be any activity out
on the green but I can spot Leonard, now beginning a week under
Janet’s care, staring out from the gate of our compound and we
head here directly. Inside the café we now have two apprentice
baristas learning the ropes under the watchful eyes of Zen. This
does slow things down a bit but eventually I am back at my table.
Today we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Wendy and Hanna –
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with Vlad at his station behind us. In the coffee queue he has told
me that, having noted that dogs never seem to grow up, Hanna has
added, “Or men.”
Again I deploy a serving tray against the wet paws of my
supplicants. Zen misses this object when he comes out to remove
coffee cups from the tabletop – and when Janet says that the
coffee produced by the two new ladies was just fine but not hot
enough he brings them two new cups. No one has ordered a
sandwich today so the dogs have to make do with my provender.
Tara manages to catch a few biscuits today. Again Otto has his
choice of play-pals but there is one nasty moment when he and
Leonard become overheated and the decibel level rises and the
teeth begin to flash – though in this case Otto has Hector on his
back at the same time. The docile Teddy spends all of his time in
his mommy’s lap. I note that he has a blue identification tag on
his collar bearing the legend “I’m chipped.” “In my house,” I add,
“That would read, “I eat chips.’”
I complain that EastEnders is incomprehensible these days – as
the desperate scriptwriters insist on introducing important events
in a past so deep that we have never actually met the characters
involved – like the Mitchell brothers’ dad. Other TV fare is
discussed and Ellie says that her mom has turned the sound up
on her device to such an uncomfortable level that Teddy has to
put his paws over his ears. Hearing problems do dominate our
conversation at this point. I note that since my Cathy can’t hear
the door buzzer when she is vacuuming I had to watch the street
for any delivery vans yesterday while she completed this chore.
This problem is certainly a familiar one for Wendy, who tried to
return Emilio to Makiko’s house while Cathy was vacuuming
there and it took a long time to get admitted. Hanna now begins
to turn the pages of her copy of The Sun, denouncing the attempts
of Sharon Stone to keep up with the naked selfie antics of much
younger women – though not the paper itself for printing these.
The Sun draws attention to the row over the Queen’s views on
the “in” or “out” of the European debate – a row which Mr.
Murdoch’s local flagship itself started yesterday by quoting out of
context something the queen said at a luncheon five years ago.
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Friday, March 11:
The sun is shining brightly and temperatures have again risen as
Otto and I head for the Rec on a pleasant pre-Spring morning.
It has not been twenty-four hours since we were last here – for
Linda and I walked Otto and Pepper around the green yesterday
afternoon as well. (Otto had such a great time chasing around
with all the other dogs here that it was very difficult to get him to
come home at the end of the session – and when he did so he was
covered in another layer of mud.) This morning I can see Davide,
with Winnie, making his way across the spongy surface of the
green somewhat ahead of us. Otto is just about to hunker down for
his morning’s business when he is broadsided by Leonard. Pooing
will have to be put on hold until our session is over – playing is
more important now.
Karen is in front of me in the coffee queue. She has just had a
(home) visit from the V.A.T. man (who brought a trainee) and
she seems most relieved that she has survived this encounter
unscathed. I remind her that when I did the books for Tony (of
Tony and Jean-Baptiste) in the early Eighties I too survived a
V.A.T. inspection with flying colors. Karen and I are joined by
Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Makiko and Davide – with Vlad stationed
behind us. The big news is that Davide and Dan have put in an
offer on a plot of land on Sardinia, one on which they hope to
build a holiday home at some time in the future. I suggest they
need to add at least two or three extra bedrooms for all their
London friends; Davide says there will be a big basement. In
fact, as we know, Matthew, Makiko, Janet and Liz are heading to
Sardinia (where Dan and Davide will be waiting for them) at the
end of April. Makiko renews her suggestion that I join this junket
as well; I tell her that, as interesting as this sounds, I will just
have returned to London after four nights in Paris and that will be
enough travel for me for a while.
Leonard is a very hungry boy this morning and I have his head in
my lap on many occasions – with Sparkie, Winnie, Dudley and
Tara not for behind. It is very noisy this morning – with Seamus
barking at everything and the Schnauzer boys mixing it up in their
wild play. (It doesn’t help matters that when Leonard and Otto are
having a face-off Hector jumps on one of the combatant’s backs.)
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Also contributing to the din is a large white dog, whose owner
has chained him to the forecourt entry gate – where his presence
is an incitement to protest. Finally Daisy-Mae, in Janet’s lap, is
growling at any passing dog head, Dudley one time, Leonard the
next, and Janet has to make certain that a fight is not about to
break out. The din is one reason for an early departure; Georgie
says she can’t stand it any more. So we are soon on our way home
– but not before we get that tardy poo from you-know-who.
Saturday, March 12:
I begin the day by dispatching an email of congratulations, for
today at the oldest synagogue in the Western Hemisphere, that on
Curacao, my nephew Matthew and his bride Elanor will marry.
Here in London we have a misty morning, with the sun making
noble efforts to break through. I can see Janet just parking her car
near the Morshead gate and by the time we have reached this spot
Daisy-Mae and Leonard have begun their walk up the Morshead
roadway. This means that I can release Otto as soon we we have
reached this spot ourselves and he and his pal are soon chasing
one another delightedly as Janet and I make our own way toward
the café. Janet says that Daisy-Mae can cow her houseguest into
submission with a mere glance.
Our morning grouping today includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra,
Wendy and Hanna, Vlad arrives after we have been seated for
fifteen minutes and he had another nice bar of chocolate for our
table to share. Hanna has again brought Hector and today he is not
wearing his lime-colored coat. In spite of his diminutive size he
is a feisty fellow and he has soon quite distracted Otto from his
sparring with Leonard – as my dog now needs to defend himself
against the attentions of the littlest Schnauzer. As if to prove this
designation Hector squeezes through the bars and dances around
outside the compound – with Hanna having to get up to readmit
her charge. Hector has not learned to line up for treats yet – but
Leonard, Bailey, Winnie and Tara are soon “hectoring” me
instead.
Dan is beside himself with excitement over the purchase of the
new property in Sicily, though his nose is a bit out of joint because
Davide evidently told us here yesterday that an offer had been
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accepted before sharing this news with his partner. Dan has taken
a photo of the land in question and one of the completed houses
in the development and superimposed the latter on the former. We
can see that the house already has a name – “Casa Winnie.” This
conversation leads to a surprising sequel when Wendy announces
that she is thinking of purchasing a property in Dorset. In other
news Georgie says that she has now passed ten days without a
cigarette, an initiative undertaken with the assistance of an NHS
smoking-cessation clinic.
Sunday, March 13:
Again we have the sun attempting to penetrate a misty morning
as Otto and I head for our usual rendezvous with the park people.
Little William is walking with his dad and every other word is
“Mommy.” He is scanning the horizon, searching for Louise (and
baby on board) and at last a sighting occurs. She is walking with
Bonaparte, who, spotting the other parts of his family at last,
comes bounding joyously along the walkway for an enthusiastic
reunion. Outside the café gates I spot Makiko with Emilio. I ask
her if the clocks have changed – since she seems to be about
an hour earlier than usual. She says that she has left Alberto,
recovering from a fever, at home.
In addition to Makiko we have Janet, Georgie (with grandson
Oliver), Ofra, Hanna, Dan, Karen and Wendy this morning. Janet
again has Leonard, Georgie has brought Pepper and Hanna has
Hector – this means that we have four Miniature Schnauzers this
morning – they rule! Otto has many play-pals to choose from and
this is just as well since he and Leonard are soon snarling at one
another when their play gets a bit rough. Of course Pepper has to
be reminded to shut up on a number of occasions. This morning
Daisy-Mae is in a foul mood and growls at all the other dogs,
attacking any head so foolish as to walk beneath Janet’s knees.
Bailey is also misbehaving – not because he is his usual greedy
self but because he insists on humping Ofra’s boot, much to her
distress. There is even news that Buttercup, one of Wendy’s two
chickens, is out of sorts after laying an overlarge egg.
Dan, suffering the after-effects of too much late-night champagne,
objects when Makiko and Ofra begin whispering to one another.
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Makiko is planning an elaborate luncheon pasta with peppers and
anchovy sauce and she receives a text from Matthew – suggesting
that she head for home as it’s time to start cooking. She ignores
this reversion to “Victorian husband” mode and tells us that she
is considering an appropriate leaving party, even speculating
on whether the park café couldn’t be turned into an appealing
Arabian-themed venue. Another topic of conversation (as it is so
often these days) is the further adventures of Donald Trump. The
prospect of Donald as president and Boris as prime minister seems
to have a lot of appeal – they can compare haircuts. Janet says that
she has twitted a Canadian friend with the prospect of that brick
wall, needed to keep all those Trump-fleeing Americans from
emigrating. “That’s all right,” her friends has reported, “Most
Americans don’t even know where Canada is.”
Monday, March 14:
The sun has triumphed over its cloudy rivals even before we hit
the street today; I am dragging not only the blue recycling bag
but a large cardboard box and very glad I am that I need lug these
objects no further than the front pavement. There is a bitter wind
blowing across the park as we near the green. Lying in wait is
Leonard and so I soon release Otto to fly across the intervening
space and so engage with his pal. Unfortunately Janet has an early
tennis date today so she is soon off – taking Leonard and DaisyMae with her. This leaves Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Hanna, Ellie,
Yara and the latter’s cousin, who is accompanied by Leo, the
Lhasa-Apso.
Leo is actually a cousin of Yara’s Luna and Luci, who live in
Scotland now. (Yara says she spoke to them recently.) Leo makes
a good target as Otto is into his marauding mode but even better
is Poli, here with Georgie this morning. Winnie and Bailey
remain interested in food only and the latter is soon jumping into
empty chairs and rattling the teacups in his search for food. Both
Leonard and, later, Poli, come by for a reward biscuit as they are
led away. Otto is unaware that at this time tomorrow we have an
appointment at the vets – so that he can have his booster shots.
Likewise he is none the wiser when it comes to that long-delayed
bath I plan to administer later this morning.
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The plight of Syrian families caught up in the throes of war is
the first topic of consideration. Hanna is offended that people are
still producing offspring in such desperate times and manages to
offend kind Wendy by suggesting that over there they breed like
rabbits. On a cheerier note Ellie tell us that both her daughters
now have boyfriends – more mouths to feed at home. Ofra says
that her daughter, Lee, is loving her first job with Saatchi and
that she will travel to Paris on a business trip later this week. The
ladies are soon into deep conversation on such important matters
as when to employ the dye bottle against advancing gray hair and
that old stand-by, eyebrow plucking. I decide to let them continue
these matters without my valued input – I have plenty to get on
with today myself.
Tuesday, March 15:
Unrelieved gray is the dominant tone weather-wise but in other
matters we are about to have a good day. A freshly laundered pet
accompanies me on our in-lap; I am careful not to let him loose
before arriving at the café – even though Leonard is again lying
in wait – I don’t want to bring a muddy Otto to the vet. The two
chaps are soon able to resume their titanic wrestling match on
dryer ground within our compound – where Bailey is again the
chief food prospector and Seamus is again the loudest barker.
Janet surprises me by suggesting that Leonard is quite timid at
home, afraid to climb the steps or jump up on the sofa – especially
if Daisy-Mae is around to give him the evil eye.
In addition to Janet we have Georgie, Ofra (who soon spills her
coffee on the tabletop) and Hanna. I tell the others that Otto put
up with yesterday’s bath with great forbearance but that I was
surprised at how little dirt emerged from his fur after all those
weeks of mud wrestling. It must all dry on his fur and then fall
off, I speculate – only to be told by the others that it is now in my
carpets instead. Domestic matters now take over as Ofra says that
in the absence of a working washing machine she and Ricky took
their clothes to a nearby laundromat and even had a drink in the
local pub while they were waiting. Their own machine should be
fixed today but what about my oven? Here, I tell the others, I have
the unusual phenomenon of a fuse-busting failure every seven or
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eight times that I use this appliance. I know how to repair all this
and get the machine going again but the nuisance of arranging
for a visit by British Gas (which should fix the fault as part of my
policy) is so daunting that I keep putting the moment off. (This
firm has already rescheduled the annual boiler check-up because
of unprecedented demand on their services this week.)
As the others get up to begin a homeward march I lead Otto out
onto the green for his morning poo and then we head for the
Carlton Road exit – a process impeded by the sudden attentions
of the all-white Nanook, who gets so tangled up in Otto’s lead
that I have to release the latter in order to separate the dogs.
Thereafter progress is a bit more orderly as we make our way over
to Boundary Road and our first visit to the Hamilton Vets under its
new management. Here we meet for the first time Dr. Francesca,
the new head vet of this branch of the Village Vets empire. She
tells me that Frank Seddon has sold all of his branches but that
he still works in the system elsewhere and that Dr. Tom, who
took such good care of Fritz, is a new father and working closer
to home in Crouch End. Francesca herself walks a Basset Hound
in Paddington Rec and knows some of the dogs we see here, like
Maggie and Harold. Otto is given a clean bill of health and has
injections and a kennel cough booster and I pick up some more of
his sensitivity control food before we head for home. As we clear
the park near the end of this journey we meet Clare with Harley –
whom we have not seen in a long time – and the little Yorkie, Ted.
Wednesday, March 16:
A chill wind continues to have its way as Otto and I head for the
park on a bright Wednesday morning. When we reach the green
I can see that, once again, Leonard has slithered into his “I’m
invisible” pose on the grass – but just as Otto reaches him he’s off
for a few minutes of ecstatic chasing – with a lively Jack Russell
thrown into the mix. Teddy is patrolling the tiles inside the café
where Ellie, Hanna and Davide are already in the queue. Outside
we also have Janet, Georgie, Renata, Makiko and baby Alberto.
The latter is soon solemnly chomping into bits of Georgie’s
sandwich and this means that he is an instant object of affection
as far as our dogs are concerned. Part of the time he is walking
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around in our sacred space but when he takes a tumble Poli gently
prizes this tidbit from the youngster’s hand. At other times he is in
Makiko’s lap, with Otto in close attendance. Makiko puts part of
the sandwich on the little corner table – in order to forestall further
boarding attempts – but this is a great mistake because Bailey has
an empty chair from which to launch his own attack on this treat.
Unusually Maxi actually takes a biscuit from me today, and not a
white one that is usually broken in half for him but a whole pink
one that he manages to break himself. Meanwhile I have failed
to notice that Daisy-Mae is barking at me from Janet’s adjacent
lap and to make certain that I pay better attention Janet places her
pet in my lap – where the fussy madam disdains several Shapes
biscuits before agreeing to accept some Schmacko strips.
Ellie and Davide are in conference mode – with much online
consultation on travel prices. Davide is, in fact, just back from
Hong Kong, which, he tells us, was so cold he had to buy an extra
jumper. Ofra announces that she is going to Oxford Street to buy
an i-ron from John Lewis and I mention that I am heading there
myself in order to pick up my new glasses from Vision Express.
Georgie says that today she will complete two weeks without a
cigarette – she reports to the smoking cessation clinic today. Ofra
says that she smokes only five cigarettes a day – her doctor says
she doesn’t need even that number – but she adds that, for her, a
cigarette is like having a meal. Ah yes, how many women have
used the same strategy (and with what costs to their health) just to
avoid putting on a little weight.
Thursday, March 17:
I am a little weary after a night in which my left shoulder made
sustained sleep difficult to come by (usually it is the right
shoulder) but the morning is pleasant enough as Otto and I head
for the park on a sunny spring-like day. Other dogs want to play
with my pet as we make our way along the Morshead roadway but
I know that if I let him off lead now we will never make it to the
café. In front of this oasis I can see Janet, who has just brought
Leonard out onto the margins of the green. Otto, off-lead at last,
freezes just like his pal and it takes a while for the action to begin.
I am expecting a useful period of pursuit but, in fact, Leonard
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soon enters the compound and Otto has to find other pals out here.
Poppy soon provides a wonderful moving target but I do have
some difficulty in following the progress of these animals. While
I am searching for them on the hillside of Mt. Bannister two
veterans of our scene, Lucky the Corgi and Jack the Jack Russell
come by, and Lucky, for one, gives me a spirited greeting. Poppy’s
mommy, Valeria, has meanwhile located our dogs and I am able to
hook Otto for the short trip back to the café.
There is a lively scene under the green umbrella this morning with
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Renata, Wendy, Hanna (complaining
that it is cold in the shade), Ellie and Makiko in situ. Makiko has
brought a bottle with soap suds so that she can blow bubbles for
Alberto – Janet reminds me that many years ago we had a bottle
filled with meat-flavored bubbles for our dogs to chase. Today
the dogs are mostly interested in the corner of that toasted cheese
sandwich in Alberto’s tiny hand – or in seeing what my blue bag
might reveal today. I have replenished my supply of Schmackos
but this morning Daisy-Mae is content to nap in Janet’s lap. Not
so Bailey, Winnie, Leonard and Poli – who are eager for treats.
Leonard and Otto are also guarding the fence, where other dogs
are peering in – just to see what reactions can be elicited from our
caged pets. Out on the green I can see little Otto III, the tiniest
of the Schnauzers. There is a good deal of anxiety over one of
yesterday’s news stories – the presence of a dangerous tick newly
arrived from the Continent and on its way from Essex to menace
our dogs.
The ladies begin with a deep analysis of ironing – though most
of them, like me, make sure that professionals do most of this
work away from home. Then vacuum cleaners take center stage,
with each brand attracting defenders and detractors – Ellie wants
me to order more Miele bags on-line for Cathy. She adds that her
husband is away and that she has taken advantage of his absence
to turn up the heat – “It’s like the Bahamas in my bathroom.”
(Ofra says it is the opposite in her house – when Ricky is away
she turns the heat off.) By now the ladies are onto washing
machines and, their shopping lust reaching fever pitch, they
agree that they need to make an urgent visit to Ikea. The session
is almost over and no one has noticed that after many years I
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am wearing a new pair of expensive Gucci frames, picked up
yesterday at Vision Express on Oxford Street.
Friday, March 18:
Again I begin the day in a somewhat groggy mode, due not so
much because of shoulder pain this time but from the aftereffects
of an insistent backbeat leaking through my ceiling until 1:30 last
night. I notice that I have received an email from Dr. Francesca,
who has been looking up my doggy books online – a very nice
gesture. Outside it is very cold again, gray and unfriendly. I
manage to get Otto across the green without incident, urging him
forward with the promise of a rendezvous with Leonard, who
is already stationed in our compound. In the coffee queue Janet
reminds me that the coffees are on Daisy-Mae this morning. It
doesn’t seem possible but the little madam is nine years old today.
There is an excellent turnout for the birthday celebration, with
Janet joined by Georgie, Ofra, Dan (whose birthday is tomorrow),
Vlad, Wendy, Ellie, Makiko and Hanna. Georgie has Rufus in
tow this morning – as mommy Melanie celebrates her birthday
in Iceland (as you do). She will also inherit Winnie while Dan
and Davide complete a short holiday visit to Marrakech and she
has just yielded Pepper to a returning Linda and Rob. In fact Rob
now comes by for a visit, getting an ecstatic greeting from Otto.
Treats are distributed by Rob to all the dogs, who are also eager
to sample the selection in my blue bag – the birthday girl accepts
several Schmacko strips. When other dogs hover outside our fence
the inmates set up such a racket that it is impossible to hear what
is being said on the other side of the table.
Ofra says she has indeed made that purchase of a new i-ron at
John Lewis. She accepts the delivery of five bagels, forwarded
by Hanna from Soloman’s, and admits that the i-ron was not the
one recommended yesterday by Ellie. The latter reports that she
has been on another pre-college visit with daughter Georgia – this
time to Birmingham. She tells Dan that the best way to avoid the
imprecations of the Moroccans is to hire your own guide – who
will repel all other boarders. Janet, Georgie and Wendy spend a
lot of time deciding where to have their famous Friday afternoon
rendezvous – Le Cochonnet or Daniela’s. The latter is at last
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chosen and Georgie says it is her turn to bring the wine. Janet has
made a new kind of scone, one with cheese and bacon, and these,
along with some of Dan’s birthday truffles, make for a tasty snack
on a frigid day.
Saturday, March 19:
It seems to be relentlessly cold these days and this morning it is
rather gray as well as Otto and I head up the Morshead roadway
in a park crowded with the usual Saturday visitors. This weekend
popularity is reflected in the coffee queue, where I get stuck
behind a slow-moving-line. That’s all right, I have time to zip up
my jacket before returning to our table, where numbers are much
reduced. For a while we have just Janet, Georgie and Ofra, though
eventually Wendy and Hanna arrive as well – Makiko and her pal
Giovanna (here to attend an Adele concert) never make it into our
compound.
Georgie again has Rufus and he will have to do as the sole
target for Otto’s excessive energies. Sparkie, however, insists on
commenting on their wrestling and his barking is winding Georgie
up. “I need a cigarette,” she says, placing her pet under the
restraint of his lead. It is again difficult to hear what is going on
much of the time – as our dogs insist on raising a racket whenever
another animal passes by. Rob is again here, bringing Chica as
well as Pepper, and the latter is admitted for some treats from
my biscuit bag. Daisy-Mae, after submitting patiently to another
grooming, begins to growl over the presence of Bliss, the black
Chow, out on the green – and she is released so she can squeeze
through the bars and bark in the face of this quite docile and
unthreatening enemy.
One passing dog walker is identified by Ofra as an actress from
this year’s Strictly Come Dancing competition, but she can’t
put a name to the face and doesn’t know what drama program
the contestant regularly appears on, and none of the rest of us
have had a good look. Then Ofra admits that she is addicted to
Krispy Kreme donuts and that she buys one every day at Tesco’s
– whose prices (at least) she compares favorably to that acme
of local supermarkets, the Waitrose on Finchley Road. “I’m
telling you,” I suggest, “if you let it be known that you prefer
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Tesco to Waitrose you are going to lose your West Hampstead
credentials immediately.” Ofra now asks if anyone has any £2
coins, needing only one to reach a sum of £200 thus saved – as
she (and her sister) are planning a trip to Thailand with their
savings. The government’s attempts at savings, as reflected in
this week’s budget announcements, come next as a topic – with
the headline news that Ian Duncan Smith has resigned from the
cabinet in protest over plans to cut payments to the disabled in a
budget that provides lots of tax relief for the wealthy. Cynics at
our table suggest that such protests may have a short-term effect
in ameliorating the cuts but that other ways will be found to reintroduce them elsewhere.
Sunday, March 20:
As we reach the green Ofra, waiting for us, says that today is the
first day of spring. You could not prove this by me – for it remains
gray and very cold. This doesn’t seem to bother our dogs and,
as we speak, Otto is enjoying a joyous reunion with Leonard out
on the green. The latter is again in the company of Janet and it
is nice to see that, in spite of their rambunctious circles, the two
Schnauzer lads manage to keep an eye on us as we approach the
café and to dash into the compound gate as soon as it is opened.
Again it would appear that we have a meager turnout this morning
– just Janet, Georgie and Ofra to begin with, but then we are also
joined by Vlad, Matthew, Hanna and Wendy. Georgie has brought
Sparkie and Rufus with her (with Winnie having a lie-in at home)
but all this is about to change when our Scottish friend goes on
holiday next week – a visit to sister Jean in Glasgow – and Janet
takes on the role of surrogate dog-sitter. One of her charges will
evidently be the black-haired Kramer, whose mom comes by with
her pet for a consultation on this handover. Today it is Rufus who
has to bark insistently at everything – and to get a scolding every
time he does so. Among the objects of his wrath we would have to
list the continuing wild play of Otto and Leonard. Janet says that,
after a week or so of browbeating Leonard, Daisy-Mae sulked all
day yesterday because her victim had gone home. Hanna says that
her bird, Num-Num, suffered the same way when little Hector
went home.
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Wendy has brought a book of photos by famed photographer
Yinka Shonibare – including one of her late husband, Vass, posing
in an update of Goya’s famous “The Sleep of Reason Brings
Forth Monsters.” This is passed around the table, with Matthew
admitting that with so much time devoted to his medical education
he has had little time for art. (Matthew is recovering from the
worst cold in his life – one he picked up from baby Alberto a week
ago.) Ofra says she visited a new store in Kilburn, one devoted
to vaping paraphernalia since she is jealous of Georgie’s success
with the no smoking campaign. Janet knows something about the
Australian Grand Prix, the first Formula 1 race of the year, but I
have to tell her not to tell me anything; the race was run at 5:00
this morning and I have taped it for later perusal. No one wants to
linger for long in the cold and the gray and so, after half an hour
or so, we begin to make a move. There is definitely a spring in
Georgie’s step this morning – on her way to the park she found
£30 in the street!
Monday, March 21:
It is several degrees warmer this morning – and the sun is making
some sustained attempts at breaking through the thick cloud cover.
I am a bit later than usual and the gang are already gathering at the
café as we make our way across the green. I can see Janet heading
toward me with a takeaway coffee cup, Daisy-Mae, and a £5 note
– my change from the tenner I gave her yesterday as my top-up in
our lottery stakes. Janet says she is not staying this morning as she
has an early tennis date. Also evident out here is Leonard, at play
with other dogs at the eastern end of the green, and I unhook Otto
so he can join his other pals under Caroline’s supervision.
By the time I have reached the café myself these dogs and Nanook
have somehow managed to get themselves into our compound
– but Caroline soon has them out on the green again. Janet’s
absence has created chaos in the seating pattern. Ellie has taken
her chair and Karen mine. Georgie and Ofra are in the usual seats
and soon we have Wendy and Hanna in theirs. I take Dan’s empty
chair. Ellie is full of detail on the college visits she has been
making with her eldest daughter – with Exeter and Loughborough
still to go. She says that Georgia had learned how to use a lathe in
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her school’s design technology course and was the only applicant
to have this skill among all the guys who were making one such
tour – to the amazement of all. Karen says that she has been to
the entrecôte restaurant on Marylebone Lane (a favorite of Ellie
and Ofra) and that she didn’t like the queuing, the institutional
seating or the sauce. This leads to a discussion of the original
outpost in this chain (which I have visited) and to my forthcoming
trip, a month from tomorrow, to Paris itself. Ellie next describes
a shopping expedition undertaken over the weekend – providing
a wonderful imitation of an Essex girl at the Chanel bag counter.
This reminds Ofra that she once forget her bag while shopping at
Marks and Spencer. When she went back to retrieve it the clerk
said, “But how can you forget a Chanel bag?”
Otto is returned to us after his play period on the green and,
still in a hyper mood, he immediately crashes into Poli – here
with Georgie. Poli will often respond in kind but this morning
he resents the attentions of my growling pet and Otto has to be
dissuaded from further bullying. Bailey is not long in discovering
that the blue bag has followed me to the other side of the table.
Poli and Sparkie make the same connection. When it is time to go
Georgie attaches his lead to Poli’s harness – just as well, since the
French Bulldog immediately throws himself down on the roadway
and rolls over on his back, with Georgie pulling him back into
an upright position. Two more homeward steps follow and Poli
throws himself down a second time. Then a third and a fourth.
This behavior is the source of much merriment for the rest of us,
though I suppose Georgie has another view. As Otto and I make
our way home we pass a number of other dogs just coming in –
Otto III, Emilio, here with Matthew again, finally a lively black
Cocker puppy, Lupo, here with his babysitter, my neighbor Julia.
As we cross the street I can see that we have beaten the recycling
van today – for the blue bags are still in their position on the
pavement.
Tuesday, March 22:
Well, I do believe it may actually be spring today – for we have
a lovely, radiant sunshine bathing the park and it even provides
some warmth. I am searching the green for signs of canine activity
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and I do see Leonard at the eastern end. Ellie is just walking by
with Teddy and she notes how Otto is straining at his lead – so I
have to let him off the hook so that he can rejoin his play pal. In
fact Caroline is almost on her way home and this means that I am
in the unenviable position of having a loose dog out on the green
– but with no incentive for him to join me at the café. For a while
he is pursued by a lustful and mistaken Alsatian, Max, and then
Poppy shows up for some spirited play. Fortunately this is just
outside our gate and when the dogs stop for breath I am able to
reattach my pet.
Our morning grouping includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata,
Wendy, Hanna and Ellie – with Vlad occupying a sunny corner
table with a pal and Makiko arriving with Emilio near the end of
our session. While Otto is wrestling with Poli Bailey begins his
ardent search for sustenance. He has his eye on a plate of halfeaten scrambled eggs, abandoned by Georgie, and he is doing
his Liberace impression as he taps away at the table rim. Ofra,
brushing the pepper off this tempting pile, does give him some
eggs but when he persists in a second chorus she picks up the
plate and tosses the leftovers into a nearby bin. Behind me, most
mornings, moms bring their toddlers to see all the doggies – we
are just a kind of zoo, it would seem. Fortunately our dogs are
well-behaved at such moments and the little ones can even stick
their fingers through the bars without fear.
Conversation is dominated by the terrorist explosions, earlier this
morning, in Brussels – an event that follows by only a few days
the capture here of one of the ringleaders of the Paris massacre in
November. Many mutterings of “England is next” cast a pall – as
do suggestions that Europe, because of unlimited immigration, is
“finished.” Ironically, terrorism does not seem to be a problem in
the United Arab Emirates and there is a thorough discussion of
what Makiko might find to see and do in Abu Dhabi in May. Ellie
produces a photo of one her daughters holding a local turtle aloft
during a holiday there. Ofra and Ellie have a long conversation on
picking up a present and card for Dan, whose birthday was missed
due to his Moroccan adventure, which comes to an end tonight.
Ellie adds some items to her shopping list, after we have located
a pen; I ask her why she doesn’t keep her list on her phone (as I
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now do) but she says the phone is unreliable since she drops it so
often. Ofra gets up to leave first, forgetting the bag of “healthy”
biscuits baked by daughter Lee; they looks like regular biscuits
but they have many vegetables in their composition and not an
ounce of necessary sweetness.
Wednesday, March 23:
I awake to a local tragedy. The bird feeder that I have placed on
the windowsill of the TV room has been attracting not only a
family of chaffinches but a greedy squirrel. This chap (sometimes
assisted by a friend) may have been among those members of
his species who, yesterday, lost their homes – as tree trimmers
mindlessly pulled off all the ivy from a backyard tree, one in
which the squirrels liked to build their drays. My member of
this society spent a lot of time on the sill after this tragedy – it
almost looked like he was planning on bunking down in a large
blue flowerpot. Thus it was no great surprise when I opened the
curtains this morning to discover the pot had gone walkabout – the
squirrel was still around, so I know he survived his own mischief.
Cathy is left to clean up the mess on the sill and retire the bird
feeder as we begin our day – we are back under gray skies as Otto
and I head for the park on a chilly March Wednesday. As we near
the green I can see that Janet is again in charge of Leonard today
and I am soon able to let my pet charge across the grass in pursuit
of his pal. By the time Janet and I have reached the café these two
lads are ready to join us inside.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Davide,
Karen, and Hanna. Jo Lynn is here to deliver Tilly to Georgie’s
care and when I suggest that she should draw up a chair, even
citing the anti-hovering rule, she persists in her standing position
for the next ten minutes. Georgie already has Seamus and Poli
in her care – with the latter tied to the fence since he has an
animus against the former, who bit him during an earlier fracas.
Compared to this the good-natured wrestling match between
Otto and Leonard is tame indeed. Renata borrows my blue bag to
see if she can extract any of Maxi’s favorites. Bailey makes the
usual nuisance of himself, using every empty chair as a strategy
in advancing his claims on anything edible on the tabletop. I take
pity on the tethered Poli and toss him several biscuits as well.
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Davide has brought with him some Moroccan biscuits and these
confections are now shared with the rest of us – tasty but very
sticky I would say. In fact it is obvious that the lads did not have
a very successful outing in Marrakech – which was colder than
London, so they say. Davide will have several U.S. flights in the
next week or so and I confer with him on his mailing something
for me over there. In addition, I ask him if BA flies to Sicily, since
I am now looking for flights in May, when Naomi and Adrian
and I will spend a week there. Davide says that his airline does
fly to Palermo and Catania and I will send him our details later.
(These days I am overwhelmed with travel plans – Paris, Sicily
and summer walks on Anglesey and then in the Wye Valley.) On
another topic I am now able to confirm (having gotten a good
view of her yesterday afternoon) that the actress spotted a few
days ago by Ofra is Helen George, of Call The Midwife and
Strictly fame. She was walking with two dogs as I was chatting
with Jo and Linda at about 4:00 yesterday – Linda here with the
ailing Pepper, who seems to have a bad case of gastro-enteritis.
Finally, I tell the others that I will not be present for tomorrow’s
session, since I have a 10:00 appointment at Julie the osteopath’s
surgery – as I seek some relief from my aching shoulders.
Friday, March 25:
Otto begins the morning with a brief wrestling match in the front
hallway with his neighbor and pal, Poli. Again we have a lovely
spring day, with milder temperatures and a sunshine that streams
into the park, enlivening the usual busy scene with its promise
of better days to come. (Otto and I had to don rain gear twice
yesterday.) Matthew and Makiko are just entering as we reach our
gate and Otto is anxious to greet his pal, Emilio. Makiko begins
to quiz me on my trip to Sicily at the end of May – she is very
envious. There is no sign of any of Otto’s pals out on the green
and so we make our way over the the café without much pause
and, after leaving my pet inside our compound, I join the coffee
queue – where I learn that prices have risen again and I must pay
£2.30 for my medium cappuccino, not £2.20. I also learn that I
missed a pre-birthday celebration for Ellie (whose actual birthday
is tomorrow); Ellie evidently brought some nice cakes from Baker
& Spice.
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There is quite a turnout this morning (in spite of the defection of
Georgie, who is off visiting sister Jean in Glasgow for the next
week). In addition to Matthew and Makiko we also have Janet,
who has inherited some of Georgie’s charges and has Flora,
Kramer and Daisy-Mae with her, then Ofra, Dan, Hanna, Wendy
and two surprise visitors, the cab-driving David and his dad, the
long missing Peter! Dave has brought his two Westies as well –
one of whom has more or less lost the use of its hind legs. There
are no mobility problems for the rest of our animals. Otto chooses
the shaggy black Tibetan Terrier, Kramer, as his play pal today but
he breaks off in his activity to stalk that piece of toasted ham and
cheese in Alberto’s tiny hand. His efforts are not a patch, however,
on the manic maneuverings of Bailey, who cannot rest while a
single morsel of this treat remains within sight – it doesn’t help
matters that Makiko has left half the sandwich unfinished. DaisyMae remains asleep in Janet’s lap, which is just as well as she has
taken great exception to the presence in her home of the lively
Flora – and Janet says the two had so many fights yesterday that
she had to separate them.
Matthew reports that his hospital has been overrun by citizens
seeking medical assistance – perhaps, he speculates, because the
winter has persisted for so long. Makiko has been seeking advice
on where to pick up an appropriate costume for the religious
holiday that will be celebrated at the end of next month, when
many members of our gang will visit Sardinia. This reminds Ofra
to share pictures of a nephew in Israel – where he and his pals,
for Purim, dressed up as M&Ms. Janet is now complaining of
the rising costs of her Sky package and I add that I was without
proper access to my email, for about a day, due to some AOL
malfunction. Naturally, the greatest attention is paid to Peter, who
is sitting at the end of the table – drinking his coffee and eating
a cake. He looks pale and frail but seems to be in good enough
spirits and we urge him to make repeat visits. Kramer escapes
when Ofra leaves the gate open upon her departure but Janet
manages to recapture him quickly enough and we prepare for our
own homeward journeys. As we pass the clubhouse it is evident
that Peter has not been alone in making a return visit today – for
there in the vestibule, each wearing a bright red stocking cap –
their baby carriage long-ago abandoned – are the famous triplets!
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Saturday, March 26:
There is a bit of moisture in the air as Otto and I head for the
park on a chilly March morning. Outside the Morshead gate I
can see Linda’s car and when we reach the green I can see Chica,
whom she often takes to Regent’s Park, though today the feisty
Jack Russell is actually with her owner, that is the teenager who
lives on Linda’s street, and there is no sign of Linda at all. Chica,
who knows Otto well, dances over to give him a greeting but
I am heading directly for the café – where Matthew is already
sitting under the sheltering green umbrella. He has a long wait
for inside the café Ofra and Makiko are nattering – though this is
occasionally interrupted by Ofra’s need to bury her face in that
of the chortling baby. One consequence of this encounter is that
Makiko forgets to order Matthew’s coffee and so a second trip to
the queue is soon necessary.
At last, with Pepper, Linda appears, walking with Janet, and
today she actually sits down with us for most of the session. Also
present are Dan (to whom I hand a letter that Davide will mail for
me in the States), Hanna, and (once again, to our surprise), Peter
and son Dave. Pepper, recovering from gastro-enteritis, is soon
barking at my elbow; Otto appears here as well and so does Bailey
– but the latter has a more appealing target nearby. This is the food
tucked into the bottom of Alberto’s pram, a prize the enterprising
Cavalier has soon dragged out, helping himself to the baby’s
biscuits while Ofra looks on indulgently. (A less accepting look
accompanies her distaste over the presence of all those benign
black warts on Emilio’s legs.) Ofra says she is looking forward
to the clock change tonight – since it means later twilights – but
we will have to see if she remembers to change her clocks before
arriving here tomorrow. Janet reports that she has left Kramer and
Flora at home; the latter is in disgrace again – not for fighting but
for pooing in Janet’s bedroom.
Peter has had a haircut, he looks more rested today, and he seems
to be enjoying the banter he has been missing for so long. His
son is enduring with great patience Hanna’s advice on how Dave
should be caring for both Peter and his own dogs, also here today.
The good thing about Dave is that he never bristles as his faults
are being enumerated. When Hanna suggests that he is killing his
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dogs when he gets up to share pieces of cake with the Westies,
Dave says, “Yeah, but what a way to go.” Linda has to give a
report on her recent holiday in Austria and Dan tells us of his
work in organizing the seating for the forthcoming Olivier awards.
In fact the weather, which seems to be entering a stormy period,
discourages a lengthy stay this morning and we are soon off.
When we get home I notice another tragedy on my windowsill.
The ill-tempered squirrel, perhaps in revenge for the withdrawal
of the food bowl, has dug up the remaining geraniums from the
planter here and scattered dirt everywhere.
Sunday, March 27:
Given all the dire weather predictions it has to be admitted
that today comes as a complete surprise, a lovely, sunny
Easter morning – with fluffy white clouds against a bright blue
background. Quite a few dogs are chasing one another at the
western end of the green and I feel a bit guilty about denying my
pet his place in this number – but I know that if I let him off lead
he will be very hard to reign in. Instead I head directly for the café
where Janet and Ofra (who has remembered the time change) are
already in residence. By the time we return with our coffees we
have been joined by Dan, Hanna, Karen and Wendy.
In compensation for lost opportunities out on the green Otto now
discovers that Kramer is here with Janet and there will be plenty
of play opportunities after all. Karen’s Dudley is soon in conflict
with Kramer as well – but this turns nasty and Karen expels her
pet from our compound. Daisy-Mae also manages to spend much
time out on the walkway; when she returns she has words with
a growling Winnie in Dan’s lap and with Flora who leads all of
these dominant females in aggressive behavior this morning. The
latter has to be pulled out of fights a number of times, calming
down only when Dan gives her an extended cuddle. (Otto gets
one of these from his Auntie Karen as well.) Bailey would rather
eat than fight and he concentrates on any goodies on offer. Then
he spends the last few minutes of the session on Ofra’s lap, his
tongue falling through the gap in his teeth. “You look like a
care-in-the-community case,” Hanna says of the goofy-looking
Cavalier.
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Karen has brought some chocolate Easter eggs and Ofra has baked
us another cheesecake (the one that uses yogurt rather than cream
cheese). These are enjoyed by all but Dan has to send back his
toasted Panini – as insufficiently nuked. Hanna, sitting next to me,
now grabs my hands as she attempts to employ a little reflexology
aimed at my sore shoulders. Conversational topics include a new
juice bar on Shirland road, the cost of dog grooming at Grand
Union Pets, Janet’s difficulties in transferring information from
one phone to the next, and the prospects of more late-in-the-day
sunlight now that the clocks have changed. The sunlight persists
throughout our morning session, though this may not last; already
a chill wind is raking us and this means that our session will not
be a prolonged one.
Monday, March 28:
Not surprisingly the first of a window-rattling pulse of rain (with
thunder and hail) arrived only an hour or so after our return from
the park yesterday. At a lovely Easter meal at Rob and Linda’s
(where Janet and Daisy-Mae were also guests) I noted that the
reason we talk so much about the weather in this country is that
it is so changeable and so likely to affect whatever activities
one might wish to pursue. The difficulty of hanging on to an
umbrella in such high winds was also mentioned – I suggested
that I expected the café’s green umbrella to become airborne at
any moment. Linda and I did not have to worry too much about
moisture as we walked Otto and Pepper after our ride home but
the night was very stormy and very noisy and not at all restful.
This morning begins with still more rain dashing against the
windows but by the time we hit the streets the shower has come to
an end. Nevertheless signs of the recent tempest are everywhere
– with puddles blocking our paths and twigs, branches and limbs
littering the walkways. There aren’t many people (or dogs) about
so we head directly for the café where I can see that my prophecy
of doom has come true – one whole panel of the green umbrella
has been torn away by the high winds! Surprisingly, the stalwart
members of our society take seats under the injured device
anyway – at least it is not raining, though there is still a very chilly
wind. Reporting for duty are Janet, Ofra, Dan and Hanna – with
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Caroline making a visit with Leonard and disappearing with both
Schnauzers for some spirited exercise on the green.
This leaves the wet paws of Bailey, Winnie and Tilly (here with
Janet this morning) as my chief problem. I try to discourage such
attentions by handing out treats as quickly as I can in a session
that, not surprisingly, lasts only a few minutes. Indeed when it is
time to go Otto is still out on the green and I head to the eastern
end of this muddy space for a reunion. He has just picked up
another dog’s ball but he is quite good about returning such a
prize when I remove it from his teeth. Janet passes us on her way
to the tennis courts, where there may or may not be any play this
morning. As we make our way back down the Morshead roadway
there she is again – it is obvious that the weather has defeated this
project today. Still, the sun is breaking through and so perhaps we
will have a more pleasant afternoon.
Tuesday, March 29:
Sunny skies dominate the early hours of the morning but there is
still a chill wind – though nothing compared to the devastating
gales that marked the presence of storm Katie on Sunday night.
One of Katie’s calling cards, the ripped green umbrella at the
café, is the subject of early morning conversation with Meti, the
proprietor – who says that the mending or replacement of this
object is his responsibility. Responsibility is always a matter
of contention in such cases – since each private successor in
the management of the Rec has profits and losses to consider.
Whose responsibility is that noxious odor that occasionally wafts
through the precincts of the café from the gym building to which
it is attached? Anyway, Meti says that after we have finished our
morning coffees he will take the umbrella down in order to see if
it can be repaired. Fortunately it is sunny today.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Ofra, Davide, Hanna,
Makiko, Wendy and Renata. Wendy has just yielded care of
Seamus but Janet is still acting as a surrogate for Georgie in the
care of Kramer and Flora; the latter and Daisy-Mae are by this
time sworn enemies. Caroline comes by with Leonard and invites
Otto out onto the grass for an extended romp. When she returns
my pet she says that Lucy, the little Coton puppy, just loves
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Otto – he has a new girlfriend. Bailey, Winnie and Flora are the
active treat-seekers this morning. After his return Otto turns his
attentions to the shaggy Kramer and they have an extended tussle
in the corner.
Davide and I confer on some air tickets to Sicily that he is helping
me purchase since Naomi, Adrian and I are scheduled to spend a
week at the end of May in pursuit of Montalbano vibes. Makiko
reports on the recent visit to the live butterfly exhibition at the
Natural History Museum, with pictures of the winged creatures
perched on the arms of Alberto. The latter is slumped sleepily
in his pushchair, but he brightens when the nanny comes by to
take him to the playground. Hanna wants to know if I am doing
my shoulder exercises – I would forget to do them without
her daily reminders, wouldn’t I? I am not too unhappy with an
early departure today – since the chill wind is making for an
uncomfortable session. Janet has a tough time getting Kramer to
head for the exits – he still wants to hang back so that he can play
some more with Otto.
Wednesday, March 30:
I have had rather a restless night and this means that I will not
be heading for Sainsbury’s later this morning – even after three
weeks there is still plenty of food in the house. Cathy arrives,
fending off the excited advances of Otto, and, after I have shown
her the latest depredations of the Cyril the Squirrel (a second
flowerpot lost), we take off for the park. It is a bright morning,
though still on the chilly side. As we begin to cross the green I can
see that both Poppy and Leonard have spotted Otto and that they
have each assumed the famous, crouching “I-am-lying-here-incomplete-invisibility-the better-to-ambush-you-as-you-pass-by”
position. After a little chasing I manage to get both Schnauzers
inside the gate of our compound. I can see that they have managed
to wrap up the injured umbrella – but no one knows what its fate
is meant to be.
There is quite a turnout this morning. Vlad is at his little table
with a co-worker and at our grouping we have Janet, Ellie, Ofra,
Davide, Hanna, Makiko and Renata – and two dog-owning friends
of the latter as well. Alberto, offered a piece of apricot croissant
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instead of his usual ham and cheese, wrinkles up his nose in
distaste – and hands the offending pastry to Davide. Ofra is
looking forward to the return of son Guy from his South American
adventures but this is mixed with the realization that she she will
soon be looking after him, his messy girlfriend, and her own
untidy daughter. The girlfriend has her own flat so the question
is asked, why don’t they hang out there? The answer is that Guy
finds that place too messy – I add, “And you wouldn’t have
mother around to feed all of you.” Ellie is still receiving birthday
gifts and cards – she tells us that she celebrated the actual event at
a caviar bar.
Otto manages to escape once or twice this morning but he spends
most of the session wrestling with Leonard and only rarely
visiting my knee for a snack. Not so Winnie, Bailey and Tara –
even Leonard is a constant customer. He and Otto do seem to
think that there is a chance that Alberto will drop the offending
croissant, so they spend a lot of time at Makiko’s knees. Renata’s
friends have a large sheepdog and a huge black specimen and
these animals add to the confusion. Otto tries to make friends
with the sheepdog but she snaps at him and he has to retreat.
Eventually Janet lets the Schnauzers out for a little more play on
the green and it is out here that I manage to re-hook my pet for the
walk home.
Thursday, March 31:
Again we have a wonderful morning sunshine – just as well since
there has been no sign of any improvement in the condition of
our wounded umbrella at the café. I can see lots of dogs and their
owners near the Randolph roadway and here we head as we reach
the green. I decide to let Otto enjoy the company of his pals out
here and, indeed, he does seem to make contact with Poppy and
Leonard, but soon he is being hectored by a Staffie and an Alsatian
and, though he can drive these interlopers off, it is obvious that he
is no longer enjoying himself and so I hook him as we head for the
café. Caroline is just passing Leonard over to Janet, who will be in
charge of the fellow for the rest of the day, and Leonard follows us
into our compound now.
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Our group will now include Janet, Ofra, Davide, Wendy, Ellie
and Makiko. Ofra is soon on her feet, having noticed that Bailey
is ransacking Alberto’s baby carriage in pursuit of any hidden
foodstuffs – these are removed and tucked into an inaccessible
spot, out of Bailey’s reach. The other dogs are more conventional
in their approach to snacks – which means whatever is on offer
from my blue bag – but the chief preoccupation today seems to
be patrolling the fences and raising the alarm whenever any alien
animal passes by. Otto is particularly charmed by the presence
of a portly Jack Russell named George and by a lovely Cocker
puppy named Krug. The latter can stick his head through the bars
in order to exchange kisses with my pet but a little later he goes
missing. This is the source of some anxiety – until it is discovered
that he has admitted himself to the gym!
Ellie continues to receive presents and some fancy chocolates are
passed around. She and Ofra have been off on a shopping spree,
during which Ofra distinguished herself by collapsing a column
of handbags in Selfridges. The accident is blamed on too many
lunchtime bellinis – an exotic concoction that these pals now
intend to reproduce at home. I tell them that I know how to make
one, peach schnapps and prosecco, having sampled the original
at Harry’s Bar in Venice; Dorothy and I later experimented with
homemade versions as well. There is a good deal of discussion,
not surprisingly, on the subject of handbags: how much money
would you spend on one, what colors would you choose?
Evidently orange is an increasingly popular color choice; my
suggestion is that if you want an orange bag I know where you
can get dozens – at Sainsbury’s.
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Chapter 11—April, 2016

Leonard and Daisy-Mae on a field trip to Kenwood.
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Friday, April 1:
I make a slow start to the morning, the bedtime pill I have
ingested contributing, no doubt, to the late lie-in. The pill, of
course, is part of the regimen suggested during my visit to Dr.
Berger yesterday afternoon – when I again asked if the nerve pain
at my waistline could still be an after-effect of the shingles attack
endured in the winter months. She said that it could and she must
believe that I may be in for a long bout of such pain – for she
issued me with 112 tablets! To add to my anxieties I returned to
a house that had been ransacked by an abandoned dog and this
morning I have learned that (just as the upstairs flat was newly
occupied in January) the downstairs flat has been sold to new
occupiers as well –and I now have all the anxieties attendant on
the arrival of new neighbors.
It is bright enough in the park this morning and we can make our
way across the green (Otto fighting off the attentions of several
boarders who are not on lead) in the direction of the café. Today
is Renata’s birthday and I have brought a card with me; this is
a minor miracle since I had not changed to a new month on the
doggy calendar (where this anniversary was proclaimed) but my
sister-in-law Naomi had. There is a lively turnout at our tables
this morning: the birthday girl, of course, but also Janet, Makiko,
Davide, Karen, Ellie, Hanna, Wendy (to whom Alberto offers
a spontaneous “Hi”) and, pushing her suitcase before her, Liz.
Janet takes delivery on Kramer again – adding that with all this
canine activity at home she is just exhausted – “I don’t know
how Georgie does it.” Otto soon enjoys some wrestling with
Kramer while the other dogs remain focused on food. Alberto
hands me part of his toasted ham and cheese sandwich so that I
can distribute chunks to the dogs. Bailey is beside himself in his
eagerness to score some calories; at one point he knocks a pitcher
of cream off the tabletop and the dogs, led by Winnie, are soon
licking it up. There is also a lot of barking to contend with this
morning – Seamus and Dudley are the chief offenders here.
So far, 2016 has proved to be a bad year for celebrities – and
today we begin our conversation with discussion of the deaths
of diminutive comic Ronnie Corbett and talented architect Zaha
Hadid. (We once saw Ronnie climbing down from a huge vehicle
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he had just parked at the Henley Regatta and Zaha had been a
guest at a party at our house many years ago.) Hanna passes on
to me a copy of The Economist and this gives me something to
write on as I note down the figure I now owe Davide for the three
tickets to Sicily he has purchased on our behalf. Liz, who travels
all the time, says that a bottle of some valuable essence was seized
in San Diego last week, that one of her credit cards was scammed
and that none of the rest now seem to work in the UK, and that
she still needs to buy a ticket to London for the end of the month
– when she joins that exodus to Sardinia. I tell the others that this
morning I have actually ordered copies of “And Your Little Dog,
Too” from BookprintingUK, Volume VIII in The Dog People of
Paddington Rec cycle. This means that soon we will have hard
copy of the materials that have, indeed, been available on my
website for over a month.
Saturday, April 2:
The pleasant spring weather persists as Otto and I head for the
park on a bright Saturday morning. Otto rushes to greet the Boston
Terrier, Indie, as we make our way down the Morshead roadway
and then, as I unhook him, he rushes across the green in order to
meet all his pals on the other side. These include Poppy, Harold,
Maggie and Leonard – though I can see that the latter is following
Janet (with Daisy-Mae, Flora and Kramer) into our compound
at the café. Caroline says it’s okay to let Otto remain on the
green and soon she ushers her pet out here as well – returning
Otto fifteen minutes later with news that he has had another
romp with his girlfriend Lucy and that he has done a poo. In the
interim I have waited in the coffee queue with Dan, who is full of
complaints about the privileged nagging of all those celebrities
who want special seating concessions at the Olivier awards.
In addition to Dan and Janet we have Ofra, Makiko, Renata,
Wendy, Hanna and Liz with us this morning – and also a young
Camel-smoking woman named Elleni, who has brought with
her a fifteen-month-old black Pug named Norbert. Norby soon
makes himself at home among our lot, though he hasn’t figured
out where the treats are yet. This is no puzzle for Bailey, Winnie,
Leonard or Otto – though only Bailey shows the enterprise needed
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to pilfer a bag of treats from the bottom of Alberto’s carriage. At
one point I am surprised to see Ofra, Otto in her arms, returning
to our compound – from which he (and Flora) have somehow
escaped. I am also indebted to Ofra for my lunch – salmon and
potato, I believe, which she has wrapped in aluminum foil.
Elleni says that she was born in Brazil to a Brazilian mother and
an Italian father and that when she was eight this family moved to
Italy. This leads Dan to mention that his partner is also Italian and
soon he is bringing Liz up to date on the attempt he and Davide
are making to establish a bridgehead on Sardinia. Surprisingly, he
says that the two might wish to spend as much as half a year in
the home that has yet to be built there – complaining of the grotty
side of London life and expressing a fear that we may become
the next target for a terrorist outrage. (I feel that terrorists aren’t
necessary: if Dan and Davide have only their own company in an
isolated summerhouse on Sardinia they will kill each other.) Liz,
for her part, is in despair over the candidacy of Donald Trump,
who this week has suggested that women who obtain abortions
need to be punished. Now Dan is blowing bubbles for a delighted
Alberto; the baby needs a haircut but you can tell that Makiko is
very reluctant to accept this rite of passage. So they head for the
swings instead.
Sunday, April 3:
I have abandoned my wool cap for a baseball variety – for the
temperate weather continues; today a weak sun presides over a
park that is gradually filling up with dogs and their owners and
many a casual stroller as well. I can see, over on my left, that
Karen is enjoying a power walk with Dudley. I tell her that I have
to confess to a guilty pleasure – yesterday, as I was recovering
from another shoulder stretching session at the osteopath’s, I
watched four episodes of Nothing to Declare, the Australian
fly-on-the-wall documentary that follows the efforts of border
officials as they try to keep the Antipodes safe from drugs, pests,
and undesirables. Karen says she watches this too but I won’t be
outdone in the depths of depravity department – “And worst of
all,” I add, “I think that at least two of the episodes were ones I
had seen before.”
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Coming in from the Carlton roadway I can see Janet and Liz.
Janet has Leonard with her so I unhook my dog so that he can join
in some spirited play on the green; in fact Leonard soon follows
Janet into our compound but Otto finds some other tiny specimens
who enjoy being throttled in the mud. The owners of these little
fellows seem to take a philosophical view of this behavior – even
if it does mean a bath for their animals a soon as they get home.
Admitted to our space at last, Otto is soon battling it out with
Kramer and Leonard – occasionally these exchanges are so nasty
that I end up putting my dog on lead. Flora, Bailey, Winnie and
Sparkie would rather eat than fight and they are soon badgering
me for treats. Bailey manages to steal a piece of a toasted
sandwich from the tabletop.
Mention of Sparkie alerts us to the fact that Georgie has retuned
to our midst after a week in Glasgow. She is joined by Janet, Liz,
Dan, Ofra, Makiko, Renata, Hanna and Debbie. Alberto is having
another bad hair day – after suffering from a serious case of
bedhead. He has learned to say “Hi” and “Bye” and he takes great
delight in more bubble blowing and more sandwich eating. I tell
Dan about my theory of mutual murder on Sardinia and he agrees
that I may have a point – I suggest that whatever living pattern he
and Davide undertake should be one of gradual experimentation
and that definitive gestures (such as quitting one’s job) should not
be undertaken. While we are sitting at our table Ofra receives a
phone call on her mobile phone from Namibia. She knows enough
not to answer this but Janet says, “You must have won the African
lottery.” It takes me a while to figure this out. “No,” I say, “they
are just calling to say that Bailey has missed a piece of toast on a
tabletop in Windhoek.”
Monday, April 4:
The sun is having some success, though it does provide more light
than warmth, as Otto and I descend the front steps (blue recycling
bag in hand) at the beginning of a new week in the park. On
the Morshead roadway we can see Linda heading our way with
Pepper and Chica. She pauses only long enough to say that she is
suffering from a bad cold (a.k.a. the dreaded lurgy). We continue
on, therefore, crossing the green. I let Otto loose as Alaska trots
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up to have a sniff and then he and Leonard have a good chasing
session before Otto switches his attentions to Poppy. I can see my
dog circling the distant grass with intent – and I know that I had
better cross the marshy spaces in order to collect a distant poo.
Thereafter I hook him and we reach the café – we are well behind
the others, who are already seated at our famous table.
Today we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Liz, Makiko and
Hanna. As I sit down Ofra is complaining that she is eating
too much junk and Liz is saying that you couldn’t tell it from
our friend’s slim physique. Dan reports that matters went very
smoothly at the Olivier Awards last night but his back has
stiffened up with anxiety. Hanna agrees with me that yesterday’s
Bahrain Grand Prix was something of a yawn fest, but she always
favors Nico Rosberg over Lewis Hamilton, of whom she heartily
disapproves. (I say that Hamilton, struck by another car on the
first lap, did quite well to finish third.) Hanna now reads Liz her
horoscope – as cast by Mystic Meg in today’s Sun.
Bailey and Winnie lead the biscuit brigade, with Sparkie and Otto
not far behind. Otto has other fish to fry since Georgie has Pucci
and Poli with her this morning and my dog enjoys a good tussle
with the latter. After we have been seated for a while a chap comes
in and sits at the little corner table. He is accompanied by a very
large Shih-Tzu, Johnny, who has a top knot. Daisy-Mae pays no
attention to this cousin; under any circumstances she is about to
change laps since Janet is off to play tennis and Daisy-Mae will be
going home with Liz. When we begin our walk home Poli throws
himself on the ground twice – with Georgie required to pull him to
his feet if any progress is to be made. Otto squats for a second poo
as we near our exit, a matter of great interest to Otto III, here with
his dog walkers. Liz has inherited not only Janet’s dog but her car
as well and we wave to her as she drives off in the little red Panda.
Tuesday, April 5:
Ever since we lost the use of the green umbrella the skies have
taken pity on us and not a spot of rain has fallen during our
mornings in the park. This will also be true today, I can see,
as Otto and I make our descent to street level. The dog is very
excited and I think I know why. He has picked up the scent of
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Georgie, just here to pick up Poli, and, indeed, as we cross the
street I can see her walking toward our usual entrance, Poli and
Seamus in tow. Otto strains to catch up and this means that we can
only wave at Makiko, just arriving with baby and Emilio. I can
see a lot of Otto’s pals on the far side of the green and so I unhook
my dog – who promptly runs in the wrong direction in pursuit.
Soon we have had a re-orientation and he has made contact with
Leonard and Poppy and also with the young white Nanook. The
latter’s hectoring ways are soon resisted by Otto who dukes it out
with the much larger dog, his retaliatory attacks intensifying. This
show of bravado is causing much merriment for Ofra, standing
on the sidelines, but I think this is turning nasty and so I hook the
tough guy and we make it into our compound at the café.
This space does invite the dogs’ territorial instincts and animals
who are the best of friends at other times manifest a spirited
rivalry in here. So it is with Seamus and Poli, whom Georgie has
tied to fences, one behind us and one on the opposite side. It turns
out that this makes of Poli a captive play-pal for Otto, and he and
his neighbor have a lovely gentle wrestling match for most of our
session – Poli tied to the fence throughout the session. Winnie
and Bailey are eager for treats from my blue bag and that must be
Daisy-Mae, barking at me from Janet’s lap. Barking is also heard
whenever other dogs, like the burly Khalifa, appear outside our
space. Makiko takes delivery on a toasted ham and cheese and this
means that Bailey has a new holy grail. The sandwich has to be
moved several times to keep it away from his beseeching paws.
In addition to Georgie, Ofra, Janet and Makiko we also have
a very respectable turnout for a weekday – with Dan, Davide,
Renata, Wendy, Liz and Hanna making up the numbers. A great
many dates are added to the social calendar. I discover that Ofra
will be in Israel when I am in Paris later this month. A leaving do
for Matthew and Makiko is discussed – with Makiko saying that
they will be staying in the Colonnade Hotel those last few days
in London and that something may be organized down there. I
remind everyone to put May 22 into their calendars since this
is the date of my annual spring party, when Naomi and Adrian
will be in residence and, so I have learned this morning, cousin
Therese from Sweden will also be able to attend. The pleasant
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sunny weather keeps us at table for quite a while but at last it is
necessary to make a move. This is the moment when Otto usually
completes his morning duties out on the grass. While he is doing
so I can see that Winnie has stayed behind for a quiet pee and that
Daisy-Mae is rolling around on the tarmac near the café. When we
catch up with the others Poli is just squatting for his poo, which he
seems to accomplish only in forward motion. Georgie says that he
does this because he doesn’t have a tail that would help him put
the squeeze on. “Ah,” I conclude, “I wonder if there is a doctoral
dissertation in this – ‘The Physics of French Bulldog Pooing.’”
Wednesday, April 6:
It is an extremely gray morning and I can tell that there has been
some recent moisture. Cathy says that she didn’t need to loft
her umbrella on the way over here today so we start out without
any protection ourselves –but almost immediately a light rain
begins and I raise the hood on my sweatshirt. Linda is here with
Chica and Pepper –and still complaining of the lurgy – and
so we continue on to the green. Otto is just about to squat for
his morning poo when Leonard arrives to unsettle this process.
Leonard is here with Janet and I raise with her the delicate issue
of what will happen to us next – now that it is raining and we have
no green umbrella to protect us from the elements.
Today is Hanna’s birthday – an event that takes me by surprise
every time since Hanna’s picture never appears on Janet’s
calendar. Hanna is paying for our coffee and she has brought some
goodies as well but one would hardly call this a festive occasion
since the best we can do is line up at a series of little tables in
front of the café’s front window – where the roof overhang offers
some protection. The park manager comes by to tell us that (1)
a new umbrella is on order and (2) if any of us have any good
links to umbrella suppliers can we please forward them to him.
(Surely these statements contradict one another.) I have attached
Otto to the leg of a chair and this means that he can only battle it
out with Leonard; it also means that only Bailey, Winnie and the
Schnauzers have any access to the treat bag. (Poor Poli is tied to a
wooden bench in front of us – out in the rain.)
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Needless to say, there is no opportunity for conversation this
morning and all one hears is complaint. Hanna says we look like
care-in-the-community cases and Davide gets up to take a picture
of us (Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Hanna) lined up in our
vulnerable and uncomfortable position.
There are many calls for an early departure and so we are soon off.
Otto at last gets down to his pooing as we make our way out of
the park. It is still raining but skies are brightening a bit and I may
still be able to get an expedition to Sainsbury’s underway today.
Thursday, April 7:
Well, skies did clear only a few minutes after our return yesterday
and I was able to do my grocery shopping – the next time will
come when I return from Paris at the end of the month. Today
it is definitely brighter (also colder) as we hit the streets – Otto
dancing around Seamus, who is tethered to a newel post in the
front hall while Georgie fetches Poli. I am bit surprised by an
additional weather factor; there are drops falling as we make our
way up the Morshead roadway. This means that we may end up
in our care-in-the community pose in front of the café and, sure
enough, after we have crossed the green, I can see Liz already
sitting here.
Eventually the line-up (a literal one today) includes Liz, Georgie,
Janet, Dan, Ofra, Hanna and Makiko. Dan has brought with him
a supply of key chains from Marrakech and Makiko chooses
one with gold thread for me. She and Ofra spend much of the
session planning a visit to Brent Cross; this comes after Ofra
and Dan denounce Westfield’s. I defend this shopping colossus
since it is easily reached by bus, has a variety of shops I like to
visit (including a Timberland outlet and an Apple store) and it is
adjacent to Waitrose for last minute top-ups. They don’t like it
because it is expensive to park there and often overcrowded with
the hoi polloi. Dan also reports that he has been driving Davide
mad with a chicken song, a version of which he offers to us as
well (poor Davide). Hanna complains to every passerby about our
exile from our more comfortable compound. Some people have
gone in there now with their own umbrellas in one hand.
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I again attach Otto to the leg of one chair. He is in a good position
for treats but I do feel sorry for him since there is little opportunity
for play. When Leonard comes by for a visit the two get into
an immediate scrap, with poor Emilio in the middle. Seamus
is tethered to a wooden table in front of us and I have to get up
to offer him his biscuit – while Bailey tries to help himself to
whatever is on offer in my blue bag. The session is also a very
brief one. Janet goes off with Daisy-Mae almost immediately
and when Ofra departs she takes Liz with her – the latter is
complaining about the cold and wants a ride home. I lead Otto
onto the green again; by the time he has found a suitable poo place
I am dizzy with his manic circles.
Friday, April 8:
I am still wearing my scarf but these days it seems warm enough
to wear only leather jacket and baseball cap. The latter is the
black and orange Zealandia cap that Gavan sent to me from his
travels of yesteryear. Of course Otto has eaten the button off the
top of this headgear but I begin the morning by depressing the
exposed staples with my pliers. I also administer a vial of flea
treatment to the back of the dogs’ neck as we start off, a few
minutes earlier than usual, so that the dog will be able to get in
some playtime on a morning in which the sun is making a genuine
effort. There are quite a few dogs at the western end of the green
today; these include Lucky and Jack and also Barney, a female
Schnauzer – here in the company of Rupert the Labradoodle.
Barney can evidently imitate the sounds of a police siren. Rupert
is into chasing a tennis ball and Otto helps him look for it and
then crosses the green, where there is an even larger canine
assemblage, one that includes Poppy, Leonard and Lucy.
When we report to the café it is possible for us to resume our
usual positions within the doggy compound – present this morning
are Ofra, Ellie, Wendy, Hanna, Georgie, Dan and Janet – with
Vlad back at his little table behind us. Georgie has again brought
Poli and Seamus but they have to be tied to fences so there is no
chance for fisticuffs. Both react to these restrictions with protest
barking – so there is a lot of noise this morning. Otto soothes Poli
with a little wrestling but my dog has also taken on the role of
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Lord Protector, squealing in protest when any other dogs come too
close. Some of these interlopers like to wind him up by dancing in
circles around our fence. I have the usual customers for my blue
bag this morning but there are also toasted sandwiches to tempt
the more discriminatory palates. Unfortunately Winnie wolfs her
ham and cheese with such speed that these ingredients are soon
spewed forth –and there is great disappointment when she is not
allowed to suck them off the tiles a second time. Meanwhile Dan
is making fun of Daisy-Mae’s dirty face – “She looks like a piece
of old chewing gum.”
Hanna has brought Ofra her weekly supply of bagels from
Soloman’s and Ofra presents me with a redundant sack of poo poo
bags form Sainsbury’s. Georgie has brought an M&S chocolate
cake – a bit too sweet for this hour of the morning. Some of the
ladies will be meeting for their traditional Friday afternoon meal
at Daniella’s on Shirland Road – where you have to bring your
own wine. At the other extreme we have Dan, who will tonight
attend a £100 champagne banquet featuring the art of sabrage
– in which cultists in uniform open each new bottle with their
sabers. Dan has circulated an email on the subject of the famous
umbrella – but he says that Westminster’s website has the wrong
email address for Paddington Rec. Ofra receives a mistaken
phone call from Namibia again but the others teach her how
to block the caller from trying it on again. Ellie complains that
she has received a dubious email from “Apple” eliciting private
information – one which she has deleted immediately (as did I).
Now she receives a call from her eldest daughter with a critical
kitchen question – “Where do I find the jam?” As we get up to
leave Ofra has the last word in phone follies for the day – as her
model crashes to the floor, yet again.
Saturday, April 9:
As I roll over shortly after 7:00 this morning I can hear the
dispiriting sound of rain peppering the bedroom window. Two
hours later, however, the moisture has come to an end and the
sun is even making the occasional attempt to appear in the skies.
There are puddles everywhere as Otto, having just chewed and
swallowed his worming tablet, makes his way up the Morshead
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roadway; over on our left, as the dog soon discovers, we have
Karen and Dudley, walking in parallel, and, since none of his
other pals is around, Otto decides to join this duo for a grand
circuit of the green. (Karen reports that a mud-covered Leonard
has already departed this scene.) Otto does a good job, in spite of
the temptation to chase around with all the new dogs met en route,
of keeping in touch with our party. Karen says that she is about to
enroll a new roommate from Australia and she fears that her own
accent will be deepened by this encounter.
It is dry enough for us to sit at our exposed table this morning
– and the occasional drop does not discourage us. In addition to
Karen we also have Ofra, Janet, Georgie and Dan today. Georgie
has Shefali’s Yaris, now fourteen-years-old, and this gentle lady
comes by for a few biscuits. It isn’t too long before Bailey, Winnie
and Otto himself have saturated the knees of my trousers with
their wet paws. (Janet says that she has suffered the same fate
via Daisy-Mae.) Otto keeps up his vigilant patrol of the fence –
bouncing repeatedly off the tiles and shrieking in anticipation of
some impossible encounter with every passing animal. One of
these is the feisty Max – who has to be picked up by his owner,
Tom. A few minutes later there is a grand kerfuffle near the
clubhouse as Max dukes it out with another dog.
Ofra’s phone is blamed for not telling us that it would rain today
– she denies this. Georgie tells us that daughter Lynne has just
announced a visit and that she needs to go home to vacuum. Dan
pretends his nose is out of joint because Ofra and Karen have been
invited to a party at Yara’s tonight – and he hasn’t. Last night’s
do, with its gourmet meal and popping corks, so he tells us, ended
in disaster when his pal Bryan was mugged by four men in front
of the Langham Hotel, losing his wristwatch to the thugs. Once
again there is no desire to linger on this uncertain morning and
we are soon on our way home. There is one cheering sight as we
near our own front door – the postman. This means that I can go
off for another noontime physiotherapy session with Miss Julie
without worrying that, in my absence, Otto will have made some
unwelcome alterations to the morning’s post.
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Sunday, April 10:
Well, lacking any mail to chew on, Otto helped himself to a puzzle
magazine in the sitting room basket – showering the carpet with
paper shards and spending several hours in disgrace as I returned
from the osteopath’s at about 1:00 yesterday. I was feeling both
betrayed and battered, though in the latter case I suppose there
were some healthful dividends – it’s nice to be kneaded. I can’t
say that the rest of the day was particularly restful, with new
neighbors moving in downstairs (they are at it again this morning)
and a late night party which seemed to require hall chatter and
door slamming until the wee hours. I now have time to do some
internet research on three sports matters before we depart. Here I
learn that Anthony Joshua (whom Gavan and I saw win Olympic
gold) has won a version of the world heavyweight title, that
the Rams are moving from St. Louis back to Los Angeles, and
that Villanova (no doubt to the great delight of my Philadelphia
relatives) has won the NCAA basketball title. On our way to the
park I can see how the mystery of last night’s noise is explained
– with two dozen cigarette butts littering the pavement where
revelers, expelled from the interior spaces, have managed to
desecrate the exterior ones.
It is sunny again this morning but there is a chill wind to enliven
the scene. As he crosses the green I can tell that Otto is straining
to expel this morning’s poo and, after I have made several
unsuccessful attempts to assist in this process with the help of a
stick, he does enjoy some success. In the doggy compound at the
café we have Vlad, Dan, Hanna, Ofra, Georgie, Janet and Wendy
– with Matthew, Makiko and Alberto making a late appearance.
Bailey and Winnie are soon badgering me for treats – and Hanna
makes sure that the gentle Yaris gets her share as well. Otto can’t
stop kissing Emilio but there aren’t many candidates this morning
for an extended sumo session. Dan, noting that Otto has started
to hoover up the crumbs left behind by other chewing animals,
says that he has learned this trick from Winnie. From Bailey he
has learned that there may be treats secreted in the bottom of
Alberto’s baby buggy. On one other canine matter I note that at
the Morshead entrance there are posters offering a reward for the
return of the lost Beagle, Hugo. But Janet says this dog has been
found.
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Vlad is on his way to Belgrade for work on his teeth and I
ask him if he would find out from his stamp-collecting friend
whether anyone sells Balkan kiloware there. Dan says that he
has been watching a program on how to look younger (several of
us suggest that in our cases, there is no need) and he introduces
an exercise that permits you to gauge your own longevity. This
involves crossing the feet and squatting and Ofra has to try this
out immediately – she does pretty well. Matthew says that Alberto
has another fever and he and Makiko now spend much of the time
inside the café – where Alberto can eat his toasted ham and cheese
in comfort. I tell Makiko that I am wearing a longer version of my
brown park cords and it is agreed that the other version, the ones
shrunk by the washing machine, made me look like a permanent
candidate for care-in-the-community. As we get up to head for
home Leonard comes up and he and Otto have some fun out on
the grass. I know that I have a mission as soon as I get home – I
need to use the spray attachment in the bathtub to complete the
job of cleansing my dog’s bum.
Monday, April 11:
The weather seems bright enough – almost an instant replay of
yesterday, with its sunny skies and chilly wind. I grab the blue
recycling bag before we head for the streets and we have soon
reached the Morshead gate. Ahead, on the roadway, I can see
Makiko with Alberto and Emilio so I decide to unhook the beast
at an earlier stage than usual. Otto rushes forward to greet his
pals and then he continues on across the green, where there is a
good deal of canine activity. Otto III rushes out to join the fun
and eventually we reach Leonard, again lying in wait. Then I can
see my pet dancing around our compound at the café – but no one
there has the sense to let him in.
Miffed over this development, I am soon in for an additional
disappointment – since the coffee queue is so long it stretches
back to the front door of the café and I decide to forgo further
refreshment this morning. Today we have Vlad in the background
and Janet up front – but she soon departs with Daisy-Mae as
tennis will soon be on offer. This leaves Makiko, Georgie, Ellie,
Ofra, Hanna, Liz and Davide. Now there is a disappointment
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for our dogs – as I soon discover that I have forgotten their
biscuit bag (I guess the blue recycling bag in my hand must have
convinced me that I had touched this important base.) It takes a
while for the Winnies and Baileys of this world to understand that
I have nothing to give them this morning – fortunately there are a
number of toasted sandwiches about. Otto has to content himself
with patrolling the fences; here he and Thomas commune faceto-face – every time Vincenzo thinks his dog is following him
Thomas comes back for another visit.
Today is Liz’s last day – though she will be back in three weeks
or so when she joins others in an expedition to Sardinia. There is
a great deal of conversation concerning the efficacy of cosmetic
products represented by Liz’s employer – and then the topic shifts
to handbags. (Ofra can remember that Dorothy once purchased a
Balenciaga bag from Spain on eBay.) Makiko announces that on
the eve of her departure for Abu Dhabi there will be a farewell
gathering at the recently re-opened Prince Alfred pub. She gets
lots of advice on what to do in the Emirates. I tell her that since
the royal family of this sheikdom owns much of Oxford Street
and Mayfair there is really no need for her to move to the Gulf
at all. Davide is out of sorts after a rain-dampened San Francisco
stay; he knows the owner of the upstairs flat is about to knock
down walls and he already has a headache. I try to cheer him up
with news that the latest postings he has undertaken for me in the
States have arrived at their destinations – a bank deposit and tax
materials. I know this is true because of the bank’s website in the
first case and a letter from the IRS on the other – they wrote to say
that they hadn’t gotten around to looking at my materials yet, so
that saga goes on.
Tuesday, April 12:
Rain, which even dampened our late afternoon walk yesterday,
has at last lifted in order to provide us with a sunny and pleasant
morning in Maida Vale. I am a bit late this morning but by
the time we have reached the green I can see quite a canine
assemblage in front of the café and I can release Otto for a mad
scamper over the intervening space. As often happens he is an
object of especial fascination for some of the larger dogs here –
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including Max the Alsatian and Nanook. For his part, Otto would
like to tease Popcorn and Leonard with a stick, brandished it in
their faces – and soon all the other dogs are chasing him for this
prize in wild circles. A purloined tennis ball is also considered
a major find among these fellows – though it has to be returned
to its anxious ball-slinging owner before we enter our café
compound.
Once again I will have to forego my coffee this morning –
having (as a consequence of the late start) forgotten to bring my
saccharine, my wallet and any change for my cuppa. I make do
with the company of an all-female ensemble: Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Makiko, Hanna and a late-arriving Ellie. Ofra has brought some
Passover almond cookies, delicious but (as she admits) overbaked. Hanna takes orders for tomorrow’s bagels; Makiko wants
five and Ofra seven – even though Ricky is at a Design Week
session in Milan son Guy usually wants four of his own. Janet has
just received a bulletin from the Westminster North Labour Party
– which brings with its news of all the worrisome local building
projects that are set to deprive locals of their light on the one
hand and disfigure the skyline on the other. We also discuss recent
developments on the soaps, commiserating at the same time with
Makiko, who won’t have access to this nightly fodder. “Instead of
Emmerdale, she’ll just have Emirates,” I add.
One thing I have not forgotten is my blue biscuit bag and soon
I am at work distributing goodies to the pooches. Bailey would
really like some of his mommy’s almond cookies but he makes
do with Sainsbury’s version of a Schmacko. Janet now announces
“bacon time!” and so she becomes the focus of canine attention.
For those too slow to take advantage of this bounty she carves
off pieces of the rasher and tosses them across the table. The
first piece falls into Ofra’s handbag (“It’s not kosher anymore” –
Hanna) and the second piece lands on the back of my right hand.
When he is not eating Otto is patrolling the fences, wrestling with
Poli, and exchanging high-pitched squeals with Nanook, who is
tied up outside our gate. Near the end of the session Debbie brings
Zorro into the compound and he too gets an enthusiastic greeting
from my pet. I tell Otto that it won’t be too long before we can
return to the park – I have to see Chet the dentist this afternoon
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and we will have to make our next outing here somewhat earlier
than usual.
Wednesday, April 13:
Otto is beside himself with delight as Cathy arrives for her weekly
cleanup campaign, a fight against the very disorder to which he
has contributed so markedly himself. Once he has calmed down,
after trying to tackle her by launching himself from my chest, we
head for the park where, again, I let him dash across the green
in pursuit of play partners. There are lots of other dogs about –
including Leonard, here today with Janet. The bothersome Max
has to be resisted with pointed vigor and then a lot of time is spent
in pursuit of Poppy, who is adept at finding great hiding places in
the shrubbery of Mt. Bannister. To my surprise and gratification
Otto then reports to the gate of our café compound without
resistance or protest.
Here, of course, he has plenty of time to wrestle with Leonard and
also with Poli. The latter has learned how to place his paws on my
knees – through he is much larger and heavier than the other dogs
(like Winnie or Bailey) who do this. His pink face, highlighted
by his innocent greedy eyes, never disappears for any chewing,
however – he just remains in place, waiting for the next biscuit.
Leonard has also become quite a greedy fellow; Janet says that
at home he always checks out Daisy-Mae’s bowl as soon as he
arrives. Fortunately for these dogs Alberto is having a good time
handing out pieces of mommy’s apricot croissant.
In addition to Makiko and Janet, of course, we also have Dan,
Davide, Georgie, Hanna, Ofra and Ellie this morning. I have
prepared another posting for Davide; when he says that he flies to
L.A. tomorrow I try to get him to deliver it in person. Yesterday,
we learn, he continued his search for income property with a visit
to Harlington. Ellie says that her daughter is having a great halfterm holiday in Ecuador, where a school friend and the latter’s
sister were each allowed to bring along two friends for a cruise to
the Galapagos. (A trip to Knott’s Berry Farm was the best on offer
in my L.A. youth.) We have been discussing Emmerdale, where
poor David the shopkeeper was given the cancer all-clear by his
physician – with the latter having to show up at the celebration
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party to admit he had been consulting the wrong chart. I tell
Georgie and Janet that I had a David-like moment at the dentist
yesterday when Dr. Chet gushed over the state of my mouth
before discovering a broken molar – one that will have to be
repaired after my return from Paris later this month. Today I have
a lot or errands – bank, newsagent, pharmacy and the Timberland
store in the Westfield mall – so I had better be off.
Thursday, April 14:
Just as Otto and I reached the park at 4:00 or so yesterday
afternoon we encountered Linda with Pepper – and so began a
long afternoon session here as we did a complete circle of the
park. The place was crowded and so I did put the dog on lead in
order to make an orderly progress through the masses – but most
of the time he was free to touch noses with a dozen different dogs
and to wait patiently while a number of strangers paused to give
him a cuddle. Two schoolgirls in purple jackets were obsessed
with all the dogs and wanted to pet every one of them. Today, as
a weak sun makes its appearance, we attempt to cross the green
directly, though progress is impeded by a lively little brown dog
named Milo. His mistress calls him repeatedly but he pays no
attention and when I can see that she is not about to come back for
her pet I decide to ignore his attentions and head straight for the
café. He would like to squeeze through our gate as well.
Inside only Zen seems to be manning the pumps and queue
progress is very slow. Janet volunteers to come behind the counter
in order to offer some assistance; I merely mutter, “Well, you see
the park café would do anything to live down that reputation as
a fast food emporium.” Outside again we are joined by Georgie,
Hanna, Ofra, Makiko and Wendy. Ofra says that with Ricky in
Milan she has withdrawn meal service for the rest of her brood
– amid protests. She spends a lot of time researching weather-tocome on her iPhone. On her phone Makiko is passing around a
photo of a fried egg. This would not ordinarily be of paramount
interest but since the egg in question is the product of one of
Wendy’s chickens the photo takes on a new dimension. Alberto,
for his part, is wandering around in a pair of Donna Karan blue
jeans, a gift from Dan and Davide; soon the nanny comes by and
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takes him to the playground. There is a lot of talk about local
traffic problems; they are repaving much of Maida Vale and this
is creating tailbacks everywhere. Indeed I discovered, on my bus
journeys to and from Westfield’s yesterday, that much of West
London is under construction.
After we have been seated for a while Caroline comes by with
Leonard and Otto is invited to participate in a play period out on
the green. He leaves at last – but Leonard won’t go until he has
had at least one biscuit. When a dampened version of my pet is
returned a few minutes later there is still a good deal of action on
offer. For a while we have both French Bulldogs, Poli and Boni,
in action. But things turn a bit nasty when Otto tries to make it
a threesome and Louise ushers Bonaparte out. There is a good
deal of interest in my biscuit bag, especially from Tara (here
with Vlad), Bailey and Poli. We begin a slow march down the
Morshead roadway as the session comes to an end. Near the exit
gate there is a sudden appearance from Cracker, the white SharPei. Cracker used to be fond of resting his chin on the back of my
Fritz and he now tries it on with Otto as well. I get them separated
but a few minutes later Cracker crosses the street in order to start
all over again. His master pursues him and while he places his
dog on lead I have a close look at this chap’s outfit. Yes, it’s true –
after a visit to L.A. he is wearing a UCLA t-shirt.
Friday, April 15:
Are we beginning the “terrible twos?” I ask this question because,
once again, I returned from a visit to Julie the osteopath’s
chambers yesterday afternoon only to discover carnage in the
sitting room. Otto had found a way into the hall closet in which
the blue re-cycling bag is stored and, after a thorough chewing,
had re-cycled the contents with paper shards everywhere – not
to mention his dragging a plastic pill bottle and an empty orange
juice carton down the hallway. A stern lecture followed but it
seems to have had little effect – for this morning, while I am
shaving, the dog fishes a puzzle magazine from its basket and has
a go at two pages worth – with his teeth. I have to leave behind
this wreckage since it is time for us to hit the streets, where rain
is just coming to an end. Coming in behind us on the Morshead
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roadway is Georgie and I am surprised to see that she has but one
dog, her own, with her today. (Sparkie usually gets walked early
on, when some of the other canines in her charge also have their
morning exercise.)
We continue on to the café, where I can see that Janet is having
another conversation with the park manager on the subject of a
new umbrella. The sun is making an effort now and so, in spite of
wet chairs, a hardy band hunkers down for their morning coffee.
In addition to Georgie and Janet we also have Wendy, Ofra,
Makiko and a bagel-laden Hanna. Sparkie is soon adding his wet
paws to the trousers already saturated by the attentions of Bailey
and Otto. (Georgie says she has left Yaris and Winnie at home –
since they hate the wet.) Sparkie, it is claimed, needs a grooming
– since he is having bottom problems similar to those suffered by
Otto recently – even leaving a foul streak on Georgie’s carpet.
Daisy-Mae is suffering from a sore paw. A worried Janet says that
the vet and two nurses couldn’t even get a proper look at the spot
since the Shih-Tzu struggled so. To our surprise the boisterous
Nanook now pushes our gate open with his nose and joins
the party – before he, Leonard and Otto are all ushered out by
Caroline at the beginning of a marathon play period on the green.
I present to Ofra a bag with five £2 coins and tell her she is not to
use any of them to pay Hanna for her bagels. Quite the opposite
happens – when Makiko pays for her portion with a £2 coin Ofra
seizes this too. Bagels remain a central topic. Ofra says that when
she and Ricky first moved to London they were enchanted by a
bagel baker in Hendon – but the latter died and took his recipe
with him. No one is quite certain who supplies Soloman’s now. I
mention that when we first moved to Maida Vale the shop on the
parade still bore some Hebrew letters. Hanna says that when the
Jewish owners left the place was briefly in the hands of someone
from Pakistan or India, who sold heroin out of his basement.
The present Middle Eastern owners have now been there a long
time. In other matters Georgie and Janet have been watching The
Tunnel on TV; I tell them that I saw the Danish original when it
was called The Bridge. And Ofra tells us that her Alzheimer-beset
mother is now in a care home in Jerusalem. When all four of her
children were present during Passover last year she asked them,
“Please call my daughters.”
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Saturday, April 16:
Weather has dominated our lives in the last twenty-four hours
as rain has pelted London – there was snow in Oxford – and
therefore choosing the right moment for exterior forays was a
matter of delicate calculation. Caroline has reported that she
and Leonard got soaked on their way home from the groomers
yesterday but, fortunately for us, there was a break in the deluge at
about 3:30 and so, just a few minutes early, we managed to thread
our way past all the standing water that blocked the park’s paths
in order to complete our afternoon walk. There were other matters
for concern – for Otto disdained his evening meal and there was
a lot of tummy rumbling during the evening. His poo was fine
during his late night walk, however, and this morning he polishes
off his abandoned supper just before we hit the streets on a gray
and very chilly Saturday morning.
As we reach the green Karen, Janet and Caroline are completing
a circuit and I unhook the dog for a little pre-coffee play.
Unfortunately the randy Nanook is on the loose as well and both
Otto and Leonard have to fight off unwanted advances. Nanook’s
owner has no control over his animal and the white tornado even
pushes his way into our compound before he can be dragged out.
Caroline is here to turn Leonard over to Janet for the night and he
and Otto do have a lot of wrestling to get through in the next forty
minutes or so. Also present this morning are Dan, Ofra, Georgie,
Wendy, Hanna, Debbie and Makiko. After paying several visits to
my knee Bailey now assumes his role as pram-raider, managing
to liberate a bag of rice crackers from Alberto’s buggy. We remind
Makiko to lock the gates to our compound – not only because in
this fashion the baby will not escape but because this will keep
Nanook out. Indeed the latter is among a number of dogs who
now circle our space, exciting the dogs within.
Georgie tells us that she has ordered a pair of junior Ray-Bans in
red frames for her grandson – Oliver will soon be seven and she
has already bought him a desk and chair. Janet and Georgie report
disappointment with last night’s weekly visit to Daniella’s – where
the carbonara sauce had the consistency of scrambled eggs and
there was no ham in the recipe. Makiko reports that today she
and Matthew will sell their car – just another sad sign of their
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impending departure. Ofra has brought a cake she has baked for
this couple and Dan makes a meal of the fact that none of the rest
of us will ever taste a bite. People are beginning to complain about
the cold and the skies are growing darker so it is no surprise when
people begin to pack up for the journey home. Within an hour I
can see from my study window that umbrellas are again making
an appearance in the park.
Sunday, April 17:
It is bright and sunny, though still on the chilly side, as Otto and
I – somewhat later than usual – make our way into the Rec; the
springlike atmosphere is having a magnetic effect on the local
residents, many of whom are streaming into the park. I urge
Otto to forego further distractions since I can see that Leonard is
already ensconced in our compound at the café. Here I deposit my
pet while I go inside for my coffee; fortunately there is no one in
the queue ahead of me. Outside, however, there is a happy throng
of dog people, here to enjoy the Sunday sunshine. These would
include Matthew, Makiko, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Wendy and
Hanna – with late additions from Biba, here with Tara while Vlad
has his teeth worked on in Belgrade, and Dave, who once again
brings his Westies as he wheels Peter into position at the end of
the table.
I notice that the two gates to our area are bolted from the inside – I
can never tell if this is to keep Alberto in or Nanook out. The latter
patrols our fence line, retuning to us every time he is taken off
by his owners. One new addition to the mix is Jackson, a French
Bulldog whose owner takes the little corner table. Otto enjoys
playing with this fellow and while he is doing so Jackson’s cousin,
Poli, comes by with my neighbor Mark for a conference with
Georgie. It turns out that the ill-feelings that mark the occasional
meetings of Seamus and Poli here in the compound have spilled
over to Georgie’s sitting room and it may no longer be possible
for her to care for both at the same time. Another visitor is the tiny
black Pug Norbert, whose owner, a young woman wearing a pair
of Hogwarts sweatpants, also comes in with her pet. Otto would
love to roll this fellow up in his play as well but we manage to put
my hellion on lead so that Norbert can have some peace.
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Makiko and Matthew have had a visit by the movers responsible
for forwarding their personal property to Abu Dhabi – and the
reality of life in a fundamentalist state is beginning to sink in.
A nude picture of Matthew is embargoed, certain Christmas
decorations are taboo, even a toy Peppa Pig is not welcome.
Jaws drop at some of this news and we are soon off on the topic
of religion and its discontents. Matthew wants to make a move
for home, reminding Makiko that company is expected, and
this encourages Dan to undertake an extended fantasy in which,
succumbing to the cultural values of the Emirates, Makiko
is slowly transferred into an obedient hijab-covered matron.
Matthew departs with Alberto and Emilio, leaving Makiko behind
for a few more minutes of chatter, but soon she is defending
herself as he summons her by phone from a spot near the exit
gate. “We’re not in Abu Dhabi yet,” she says.
Monday, April 18:
Something has to be done, I am muttering to myself, about the
latest strategy in the arsenal of all those personal trainers who treat
our park as a series of private gym spaces. I am referring to the
necessity, or so it would increasingly seem, to conduct no exercise
ritual without the presence of musical accompaniment – the boom
box having joined the medicine ball, the boxing gloves and the
skipping rope as essential tools of the trade. The noise generated
during these sessions can invade our nearby homes – and it
certainly doesn’t belong in a peaceful neighborhood park. (I am
tempted to supply an addendum to Woody Allen’s old joke: those
who can’t “do” teach, and those who can’t “teach” teach gym –
which now ends, “and those who can’t teach gym call themselves
personal trainers.”) So, passing a pulsating session at one end of
the running track we now reach the green on a bright and very
pleasant Monday morning.
Otto, whose bum has again required a session with the bathtub
spray after our late night walk, is eager to join all the other dogs
out here and so I unhook him. He dashes about seeking likely play
pals; Caroline volunteers to keep an eye on him as he plays with
Leonard – and so I am released to fetch my coffee at the café. I
have just returned to my seat when Otto appears outside our gate,
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a voluntary commitment today, and so he is admitted. Thereafter
he enjoys greeting all his pals and stopping by for the occasional
biscuit as well. Our morning group includes Davide, Janet,
Georgie, Wendy, Ellie, Ofra and Renata – the latter has brought
some salami sticks and these prove popular with our beasts as
well.
Davide, returned from L.A., says that he was just relaxing into
a four-day break when “shit happened.” He is referring to the
unfortunate habit of the toilets in his building flushing themselves
directly into an outlet in the back garden – and the need, therefore,
to find a plumber urgently. The latest worldwide crisis, a severe
earthquake in Ecuador, also commands our attention for it
turns out that Ellie’s youngest daughter was on the runway of
Guayaquil airport, ready to begin her return journey, when the
quake hit – causing panic among the seated passengers who were,
in fact, fortunate that their flight was delayed by only two hours
for airports were then closed countrywide. The incident brings to
mind the Thailand tsunami in December, 2004, one which Janet
experienced at first hand; I remind the others how we stood on the
green waiting for some sign of life from Janet on our telephones.
(As she talks about the desperate scenes among tourists who
had lost loved ones here she begins to cry.) On this sober note
we begin our departure. “Come on, fluffbucket,” Janet says to
Daisy-Mae. We follow this pair for a while and then Georgie with
Seamus. As we near our front door I can see that the Clean Streets
folks are lofting the last of the blue recycling bags (to which we
have just made our weekly contribution) into the back of their
lorry.
Tuesday, April 19:
We are just a few minutes early in our park entry this morning,
just in time to see Jasmine Guinness unloading Fly from her
car and, ahead of us on the Morshead roadway, Georgie with
Seamus and Dan with bicycle and Winnie. I unhook Otto so that
he can catch up with his friends and thereafter he crosses the
green in search of still more play-pals. A little black Cocker-mix
provides some spirited chasing before she settles into a large
puddle; Caroline, coming up with Leonard, suggests that she must
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be Cocker mixed with water buffalo. Over on my right Otto is
dancing in one of his pre-poo circles; when I bend down to pick
up the offering I attach his lead as well and we continue on to the
café.
This morning the turnout includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ellie,
Biba, Hanna and Makiko. The latter (who now insists that she has
to have a coffee named after her – just like Ofra) brings Emilio
into the compound but stays outside for most of the session as
Alberto marches up and down on the walkway. Otto has to cover
Emilio in kisses and then he tries his luck with Bailey, who barks
impatiently as he resist all attempts at playtime. In fact there aren’t
any worthy opponents in the compound this morning and the dogs
who are here are much more interested in snacks and treats. Biba
says that Tara has been wheezing and the suggestion has been
made to film her the next time this happens so that our modern
vet can rely for his diagnosis on the video function available on
everyone’s phone these days.
In fact much of the morning conversation is devoted to the habits
and costs associated with the local members of the veterinary
fraternity – with everyone offering a horror story or two. (Though
Biba says she has fallen in love with TV’s Super-Vet.) Pet
insurance is another related topic and then medical costs and
conditions affecting humans follow as a hot topic. (Ellie says that
her father-in-law’s Alzheimer’s has had one happy outcome – he
no longer remembers all the foods he has traditionally hated and
now seems to enjoy every meal.) Janet has a medical story as well
– her annual checkup with the cancer specialist has been such a
success that she doesn’t need to see him again. Ofra announces
that she will leave for a week in Israel – with a one-day stopover
in Prague on the way; I remind her of Dorothy’s misadventures
with a pickpocket in Wenceslas Square. She says her daughter will
not be joining this part of the expedition – so there is no likely
victim in her party.
Wednesday, April 20:
I have had a very restless night of it – the usual debilities
combining with pre-Paris anxieties, no doubt – but nothing seems
to have dimmed Otto’s enthusiasm and, indeed, he is so excited to
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welcome Cathy at 9:00 that he manages to pee all over the carpet.
On the green the excitement is provided by Poppy and Leonard
– with much chasing in and around the bushes outside the kiddy
playground. I have checked to see that the gate here is closed
but there are other problems faced by the rampaging canines this
morning – a glass truck from Queen’s Park making its way down
the Carlton roadway and a gardener on his lawnmower circling
the green itself.
The café is already open by the time I usher Otto and Leonard
into our compound – though you couldn’t tell this from the sign
on its front door, the one indicating that sorry, we’re closed.
The bright sunshine and benign temperatures have encouraged a
good turnout this morning: Janet, Georgie, Makiko and Alberto,
Davide, Wendy, Hanna, Ellie and Jo Lynn. The presence of the
latter means that I now have Tilly as a supplicant at my knee;
Leonard, Otto and Winnie are not far behind. The Schnauzer lads
are soon having their extended wrestling match; it only turns nasty
once – perhaps because Seamus has to stick his nose in too. Then
there are the docile lap-sitters: Teddy on Ellie’s lap, Daisy-Mae on
Janet’s and Pucci (still in his winter sweater) in Hanna’s.
Davide announces that he will attend a filming of the Graham
Norton Show tomorrow – but his nose is out of joint because only
Joan Collins provides any star appeal. Watching Alberto eat his
toasted ham and cheese sandwich is always a treat but I propose
that these may not be so easily available in Abu Dhabi. This leads
to a long discussion on the dietary restrictions imposed by the
world’s religions – rules that are mocked by all present. Ellie says
that she and her husband had dinner recently with a chap who, as
an Orthodox Jew, remained with whisky and disdained the wine –
on religious grounds. How any divine figure could have come up
with such a complex set of requirements seems baffling to those
assembled but Jo says that whatever her fellow Buddhists believe
this can’t be blamed on a god – “since we don’t have one.”
Thursday, April 21:
Otto doesn’t like any variation in his daily routine – hence he
was quite unnerved by yesterday’s annual spring planting, which
I accomplished with assistance from Linda (who drove me to
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Homebase) and Cathy. The dog, perturbed by all the unexplained
movement as I worked my way through all ten windowsills,
ate very little at dinnertime. I should have monitored his water
consumption, however, for I think he drank deeply only after our
late night walk. This, combined by a dilatory start for me this
morning, meant that he had a little accident near the front door
just as we were about to leave for the park. Upset over this pattern
I neglected to add the stuffed biscuit bag to my jacket pocket, an
error I discover only as I near the café.
It is again quite chilly and I am wearing wool hat and scarf as I sit
down in an assemblage that includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide,
Renata, Karen, Ellie and Hanna. I have ordered some buttered
toast to make up for my earlier gaffe and pieces of this seem to do
the trick in satisfying the hungry beasts at my feet. These include
Otto, of course, but also Winnie and Sparkie. Unfortunately
Dudley arrives long after the last piece has
disappeared. Poor Otto has no one to play with today and, to make
maters worse, Leonard is led by on his way home – to squeals
of frustration from my pet. Given this unhappy pattern it is no
surprise that when Biba arrives with Tara Otto rushes out to the
green – though Janet manages to snag him as she leaves to take
Daisy-Mae for her check-up at the vet’s.
As the tabloids on the tabletop suggest, the relentless war on
celebrities has continued with the death yesterday of the brilliant
comedienne Victoria Wood – Georgie and I can remember when
she once lived on nearby Castellain. Other photos in the Mail and
the Sun celebrate the ninetieth birthday of the queen – no British
monarch has ever lived to enjoy this anniversary. There is also
a good deal of discussion over an appropriate farewell gift for
Matthew and Makiko, who have organized their own leaving party
on May 9 at the Prince Alfred. For a while it appears that a framed
photograph is a likely candidate but by the time I am ready to
leave a Tiffany bowl seems to have come out on top. Somehow no
one assents when Hanna suggests that what we really need to buy
Makiko is a burkini from Marks and Spencer.
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Wednesday, April 27:
Having missed a number of days during my trip to Paris (where
the annual Marcus family reunion was held this year) I return
to the park on a bright but chilly Wednesday morning – Otto
having been returned to me yesterday afternoon by the everfaithful Linda. The dog seems to have had an enjoyable stay with
his surrogate parents but he has settled down to his old routine
immediately; today this would include a quick survey of the green
scene that lies before us. I unhook him and he is off to check
out the other dogs – and some of them need to sniff him as well.
Alaska is one of these, but he seems to be content to touch noses
and depart. The attentions of Max the Alsatian are a bit more
intrusive and we soon have the spectacle of a righteously offended
Schnauzer pursing the much larger dog, with Rex the Fox Terrier
offering hysterical commentary. There are in fact three Schnauzers
out here and it takes me a while to figure out that, in addition to
Leonard, we also have little Hector, here with Hanna. Otto and
Hector have some good play as we walk around the gym and enter
the confines of the café.
The line-up this morning includes Hanna, Janet, Dan, Davide,
Georgie, Ellie and Makiko. Hanna has Pucci as well as Hector
this morning – Georgie has brought only Seamus. Making up for
lost time, the dogs are soon gathered at my knee, snapping away
at the proffered treats while Daisy-Mae barks for attention from
Janet’s lap. Hanna says that the reason Hector is much smaller
than the other Schnauzers is that he comes from a kennel in Wales
that breeds “Toy Schnauzers.” I have never come across this
designation before but I can add that his size has done nothing to
diminish his voice – for he spends much of the session barking at
anything that moves on the other side of the fence – his hectoring
means he is well named. Makiko wants advice on how to help
Emilio lose some weight but here Dan and Davide are the experts
– since Winnie seems to have been successful in shedding her
unwanted fat.
Winnie’s owners are off to Sardinia today – with Janet and Liz
as well as Matthew, Makiko and Alberto joining them on the
weekend. Dan is still collecting money for a Tiffany bowl that
will serve as a leaving present for Matthew and Makiko and Janet
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reminds us that lottery money is due this week. I am quizzed
on my Paris trip, with considerable interest in the city’s mood
in the wake of two major terrorist incidents. Truth to tell, I did
find the city still somewhat subdued, as though the shock might
require a long time to subside. There were camouflaged soldiers
with machine guns standing on the street where we stayed and
control over ordinary movement was even more officious than
usual – they routinely check Metro tickets at the end as well as the
start of the journey now and I even saw police pat down a poor
accordionist whom they arrested in front of Sacre Coeur – giving
the final lie to “La Vie en Rose.”
Thursday, April 28:
We have a lovely bright morning for our park period today and
Otto is full of beans as he bounces up the Morshead roadway. I
can see quite a few dogs at the far end of the green and once again
Max comes out to stick a nose into my dog’s undercarriage. On
our left a French Bulldog and a Staffie have somehow managed to
get their teeth into a tennis ball at the same time and there is a lot
of mighty growling as a result. Ahead of us Leonard lies in wait
and Caroline volunteers to keep an eye on Otto as I continue on to
the café. The early comers have already secured their coffees and I
am alone at the counter.
The morning lineup is again me plus my all-girl orchestra: Janet.
Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Wendy, Lisa (here with Flora) and Hanna
(here with Pucci). I have not been seated for long when Otto begs
admission to our assembly and Leonard is not far behind him.
They join the biscuit queue that also includes Winnie, Bailey,
Sparkie, and Flora – with Daisy-Mae barking for sustenance
from the comfort of Janet’s lap. Otto takes control of the fence
patrol, running back and forth at the approach of a large black
dog with such speed that he manages to overturn the water bowl
in the process. He is tempted to shift his priorities by Janet’s
call for “bacon time!” Then, as Alberto wanders around with his
sandwich, there is a new focus of attention, with both Bailey and
Otto paying court.
Ofra reports that she had a most enjoyable visit to Prague but the
report on her mother in Israel is not good. The latter did seem
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to recognize Ofra this time but there had been a bad fall and
an age regression – she kept asking when her own mother was
going to visit her. Ellie says that her father-in-law, whom they
are taking with them on a holiday to Lake Como, also thinks
he is a young man – he keeps trying it on with his carers. On
the positive side, she repeats, he has also forgotten all his old
enmities and anathemas. Georgie now reports that when she
came to pick up Poli on Tuesday she found the front door to my
building open again – it is a recurrent problem but not the source
of a burglary that occurred in the flat below mine yesterday – I
discovered a broken front window here as Otto and I retuned
from our afternoon walk. Unfortunately I have to leave the house
unguarded today for I have a broken tooth that needs attention
from Dr. Chet and Otto has an appointment with the groomers at
Primrose Hill Pets.
Friday, April 29:
Baseball cap or wool hat? That is the question, often asked these
days, as I try to decide which headgear to wear as Otto and I make
our final preparations for a morning in the park. By the time we
reach street level I realize that I have made the wrong choice – for
it is is quite cold, with a chill wind serving to negate the sunny
atmosphere that reigns over Maida Vale. Otto must be particularly
chilly for he has just had his grooming and he presents a sleek
but unfurry profile as we reach the Morshead roadway. Here,
not wishing to be dragged any further, I let him off his lead so
that he can touch noses with a little Yorkie and Indie, the Boston
Terrier. We walk across the green with Karen, who can’t get over
the handsome appearance of my dog; he and Dudley chase one
another and then the other dogs, including Leonard, come over to
have a look as well. Caroline asks if Otto can remain outside the
compound for a little more play with her dog – this is always a
welcome gesture as far as I am concerned.
I am the first in the coffee queue this morning, soon returning to
a table that also includes Karen, Makiko, Debbie, Lisa, Janet,
Georgie, Hanna and Ofra. Karen has welcomed a new flatmate
last night and already she is worried over her choice – since there
has been an early sign of hostility from the roomie directed in
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Dudley’s direction. (Debbie has a number of horror stories to
relate on the subject of sub-tenants as well.) Janet (with Liz),
Matthew, Makiko and Alberto will all fly tomorrow to Sardinia for
a reunion with Dan and Davide and so travel details are a further
topic of conversation. Hanna announces that the Jewish bakery
that supplies Soloman’s was still closed for Passover last night
and so normal bagel service will not resume until next Friday.
Other Jewish topics follow in the wake of the Labour Party’s
suspension of former mayor Ken Livingstone after yet another
anti-Semitic tirade – the second MP to be so disciplined this week.
Ofra says that her friends in Israel always ask her how she can live
in England – “since they hate us over there.” Ofra’s response is
always, “But they love me.” “Well,” I conclude, “that’s a start.”
Otto, returned from his work on the green (keeping that stick away
from the pursuing Golden Retriever) joins the biscuit seekers at
my feet. Today these include Dudley, who rarely bothers, and,
likewise, little Pucci. The latter can get only pellets since Debbie
keeps an eagle eye on her pet’s diet. But little Patsy, the longhaired Chihuahua here with Georgie again, eats everything I give
her. The dogs are also eyeing that piece of toast in Alberto’s fist
and when the toddler marches around the compound, trying to see
just where Mommy has gone now, Otto deftly relieves the fellow
of his treat. There is also a good deal of attention paid to the
activities of all those dogs still remaining on the green, including a
half a dozen or so in the company of the dog walkers who always
have Otto III with them. When one of their charges, a large Lab,
leaves behind an unattended poo there is outrage and when we get
up to begin our homeward march Debbie picks up the offending
matter herself and she and Hanna head across the green to
confront these careless canine custodians.
Saturday, April 30:
Again it seems very bright and welcoming outside – from inside
the house, one might add – but today there is far less wind and
some warmth in the sun and so it is altogether a considerable
improvement on yesterday. We leave the house five minutes or so
earlier than usual and my hopes that Otto will get in some good
pre-coffee exercise are soon realized. There are quite a few dogs
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playing on the green and here he heads for several minutes of
wild chasing – with Leonard and Poppy among the targets and
two girls sitting on the grass in the sun providing a good place to
circle and dash. A newcomer is Didi the Beagle and her owner
introduces himself as John, recently arrived from Australia. I
am wondering if Didi is here in exchange for those two Yorkies
smuggled into Australia by Johnny Depp and Amber Heard – for
recently we have had the wonderful spectacle of these two making
a contrite video for the immigration authoritiesbut delivered with
such patent insincerity that no one could be convinced of the
seriousness of this offense.
Otto manages a mighty poo and then he follows me over to our
gate, where he is soon admitted as I head in for my coffee. There
isn’t much of a queue for a Saturday nor much of a turnout at
our table this morning – with so many members of the group
having defected to Sardinia. Today it is just Ofra, Georgie and
me – eventually joined by Hanna. Someone comes by to turn
over some Nicorette plastic mouthpieces to Georgie – who is still
not smoking, even though, she tells us, she was mightily tempted
when she discovered an open box of Benson & Hedges at Dan
and Davide’s. Ofra says that doctors have told her that her mom is
just not settling into her care home and that she might as well go
home – where she has a live-in carer. (Ofra says that she learned
some of this when she called her sister in order to ask when it
was permissible to eat leavened bread again.) I remind Hanna that
tomorrow is the Formula 1 Grand Prix in Russia and she notes
that May 1 is an auspicious holiday in the former Soviet Union.
The canine turnout is also poor this morning – just Otto, Bailey
and Patsy. The latter can squeeze through the bars and does so
on a number of occasions, disdaining the biscuits I offer to Otto,
Bailey and a visiting Leonard. Two people (father and daughter?)
have taken the adjacent table, each with a silky Yorkie in lap and
when the larger of these two pets is placed on the ground Otto
suddenly has a new play object. Bill just lies there initially but
eventually he responds with a few attacks of his own. When these
people leave Bailey jumps into an abandoned chair in order to see
if any part of the full English is still left on their plates – brushing
away their napkins with a hopeful paw and revealing that they
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have already scarfed the lot. I follow Georgie in the direction of
the gate and here we meet Wendy. She has Maxi in tow as Renata
is again feeling unwell. I am not in the greatest shape myself. I
can’t tell if I am getting a cold but I certainly know how stiff and
sore I am after another visit to the osteopath’s yesterday afternoon.
There is still something to be done in connection with that visit
– for the spoiled dog has taken out this desertion by fishing a
football magazine out of the basket in the sitting room and tearing
it into tiny paper shards – which I must now sweep up with the
kitchen broom. Can we hope for any better behavior as we say
goodbye to April?
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Sunday, May 1:
It’s a wonderful spring morning in Maida Vale – as Otto and I
begin another month in the park. Many trees are in lovely blossom
– though the chestnut trees have yet to reveal their glory – and a
warming sun bathes a green scene dominated by the clamorous
church bells from St. Augustine’s. I can see that one of Matthew
and Makiko’s friends has been deputized to walk Emilio; this chap
is quite surprised when Otto charges his pal down for a rapturous
greeting. I urge my pet to continue on to the green where he does a
circle-poo and then lies in wait for Poppy. The latter would really
like to be chased so there is a bit of a stand-off but eventually the
running begins in earnest. Otto finds a stick belonging to one of
the other little dogs out here and makes it the focus of canine play.
There is another Beagle out here, Lulu, and she too gets some
attention from Otto before we report to the café.
Again we have only a small turnout this morning – just Ofra,
Georgie, Hanna and Wendy. The latter has brought Maxi, whose
care she has undertaken while Renata recovers from a bout of
nausea. An abandoned Daisy-Mae sulks in my chair so, in order
not to add to her discomfiture, I take Janet’s seat. Here I dole out
treats to Bailey, Sparkie and Otto. (Georgie reports that Winnie
has been left at home – after chasing down an early morning
jogger.) Sparkie is barking at a number of people – especially
anyone who seems to be at work – while Otto is shrieking at
passing dogs and barking at little kids who have incautiously
chosen to run just outside our fence. I tell the others that my dog
has now established a well-maintained habit of tearing apart the
magazines in their sitting room basket whenever I dare to abandon
him. Hanna suggests that the next time I do so I should just slip
away – rather than offer a formal goodbye treat. I say I am willing
to try anything.
Ofra says London would be perfect if only it were warmer and
sunnier but Hanna, turning this into a statement of ecological
irresponsibility, replies that global warming may take care of this
in the future. Hanna is looking at the sports sections of the Sunday
papers, delighted to discover how well Finnish drivers have done
in qualifying for the Russian Grand Prix. (She still counts Nico
Rosberg as a Finn – even though he considers himself a German.)
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Ofra is, not for the first time, mourning the impending loss of her
pal Makiko – just a few days from now, as it turns out. There is a
good deal of discussion on the subject of this transition – we know
there will be no problem encountering sunny days in Abu Dhabi.
“I hope they like it there,” Hanna says. “I hope they don’t,” a
depressed Ofra adds.
Monday, May 2:
Well, I didn’t have to wait for the next chapter of puppy
abandonment to experience the “terrible twos” in full spate – for
this morning, while I am shaving only a few feet away, I can hear
Otto tearing into my magazine basket in protest over my dilatory
pace. There are plenty of forbidden sofa cushions scattered about
the sitting room as well. He knows he has been a “bad dog” but
translating such a designation into improved behavior remains
a mystery. As we descend with the blue recycling bag there is a
second disappointment; I have always admired the dedication
of the clean streets crew, who come even on a bank holiday like
today, but this time they have come an hour earlier than usual and
I have to remount the steps (much to the confusion of the dog)
in order to return the blue bag to my flat. Thereafter, under gray
skies, we make a fairly orderly progress in the park itself. “Bad
dogs don’t get to play,” I remark as, still on lead, Otto spots Poppy
across the green.
Again we have just a handful present in our doggy compound at
the café – Ofra, Georgie, Hanna and, back with a beautiful set of
choppers after his Belgrade journey, Vlad. Vlad is puzzling over
a perpetual problem on bank holidays – where can he park with
impunity? Georgie reports that, minus any dogs, she took a walk
along the canal yesterday – a scene for the traditional cavalcade
of long boats – but she didn’t stop at any of the pubs because she
didn’t want to be among smokers. She also adds that her flat has
recently acquired new owners and this means that she no longer
pays rent to Simon Cowell and his brother! Ofra, after discussing
in detail how to acquire just the right hair color and shade of tan,
announces a great victory in the annals of culinary detection.
She has discovered the source of Soloman’s bagels – a Jewish
bakery in Hendon – though there doesn’t seem to be any practical
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advantage in this intelligence. (You could get a bagel for five
pence less than Soloman’s charges, I suppose.)
Otto, starved for any morning activity, settles on Yaris as a likely
candidate for some spirited play. This gentle lady, here with
Georgie, puts up patiently with an extended mugging; several
times Otto squeezes himself beneath her tummy in his advances.
Bailey, Yaris, Sparkie and Tara are soon pestering me for
handouts; I suppose Otto should be on the “do not reward” list but
I can’t treat his pals and exclude him at the same time. When we
get up to leave there is an additional sign of his frustrations over
inactivity. This is because Pablo the Pug is loose on the green and
Otto and he are soon charging one another, a process that cannot
run smoothly since my pet is back on lead. I am not happy with
the effects of a hard charging Schnauzer speeding to the end of his
tether – and taking one of my sore shoulders with him.
Tuesday, May 3:
The weather is indeed a bit warmer today and the sun is shining
brightly as Otto and I, somewhat later than usual, make our way
into the park. It has again been a restless night. No doubt feeling
the cold after his recent shearing Otto had insisted on snuggling
as close to me as possible and I could never find a position that
suited my sore shoulders. Then, at 2:00 am or so, there was a
furious fox fight in a nearby back yard. My springtime allergies
have kept me coughing at other times and anxieties about the way
in which this day must play out have only added to the problems.
Fortunately there aren’t many distractions as we cross the green
and arrive at the café five minutes or so after everyone else.
The coffees are on Vlad, whose birthday this is, and we also have
Ellie, Ofra, Hanna, Wendy, Georgie, Janet and Davide. The latter
two are back from their Sardinian expedition but Matthew and
Makiko are still there and this means that we have time to sign a
farewell card prepared by Janet, one featuring all our dogs. We
hear a great deal about the multi-course meals prepared for the
gang by Davide’s mother, including one featuring a roast suckling
pig. In other news Wendy reports that Renata is back in hospital
but why she is there is a bit unclear. Hanna promises to bring me
some antihistamines. She is greatly bothered by allergies herself
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and it is through tear-filed eyes that she is scanning the tabloids,
including one bearing the news that Leicester City, a team almost
relegated last season, has won the Premier League championship
– for the first time ever.
The dogs, including a visiting Leonard, exhaust my biscuit bag.
Daisy-Mae disdains any treats today but she does jump off Janet’s
lap in order to squeeze through the bars and chase down a large
Poodle. Unfortunately her paw is still store and she has to limp
back to us – Janet will be taking her to the vet again soon. We are
on our own for most of the return journey this morning but it is
not long before I make my preparations for another criminal act
in the history of puppy abandonment. This time I know I will be
gone for two or three hours and so I have devised a number of
strategies to protect my property from a revengeful pet. I close the
door the sitting room, remove all other paper-based items from
surfaces reachable by a Miniature Schnauzer and tie to the back
of the front door an empty cardboard box into which, I hope, any
mail will fall. Then I am off to the post office, Paddington Station,
St. Mary’s Hospital and the 123 Cleaners. Of course I return with
the greatest anxiety but to my delight there is no evidence of
destruction anywhere and, in my empty cardboard box, there lies a
bank statement from Barclays.
Wednesday, May 4:
We have been promised warmer weather for some time now
and this morning seems to be blessed with lovely sunshine and
bright blue skies as well. I have not had a good night, waking up
every now and then to a soul-shattering cough, and I am already
thinking that perhaps I will not go on to Sainsbury’s this morning
– as scheduled. With Cathy at work on the window boxes I take
off for the park a little earlier than usual and, once again, I let Otto
have his freedom as soon as we reach the Morshead roadway. He
tries to get any of the other dogs we encounter here into some
form of play – but most of them are too settled in their ways to
respond. Better luck comes his way on the green itself, where first
Poppy and then little Lucy rise to the challenge.
At the café we join forces with Georgie, Janet, Davide, Ellie,
Ofra and Wendy. The latter still has Maxi in tow; she says that
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Renata would really like to use this hospital visit for surgery on
her breasts – cancer therapy that has been delayed by other, more
pressing health issues. Georgie has a very noisy Rufus in tow
this morning; the little curly white follow is even able to out-bark
Seamus, who spends most of the session on a tight lead. Janet has
Leonard with her this morning and, after we have put a damper
on some of their more aggressive moments, he and Otto spend
much of the session wrestling with one another. Vlad is also here
with Tara and the latter is soon nudging me for treats; Winnie and
Bailey are eager as well. Once again Daisy-Mae leaps off Janet’s
lap in order to squeeze through the fences and barrack some larger
dog on the walkway. The feisty one will have the vet look at her
paw later today.
Janet again passes around the leaving card for Matthew and
Makiko – I see that it features a picture of Emilio on a flying
carpet and that Sparkie is asking, “Where is Abu Dhabi?” with
Bailey suggesting, “I dunno – The East End, I think.” Davide tells
us that in spite of the promising morning his day has already taken
a downturn. First his employer has not granted his wish for days
off at a time when he wants to join friends in Greece. And then,
even after a visit by Metrorod, there has been another shit storm
in his back garden – as effluent has again come bubbling to the
surface. Ellie, eating only a healthful banana this morning, has lots
of advice on plumbing problems. Hanna has promised me some
antihistamine tablets but she is a no-show this morning so, in
spite of feeling less that one hundred percent, I have decided that
as soon as I get home I will take off for the pharmacy counter in
Sainsbury’s and get that long-delayed shopping out of the way as
well.
Thursday, May 5:
I have actually spent a better night but I am still spluttering and
coughing as Otto and I head for the park on another glorious
sunny morning. (I blame the park for my current debilities since
I always seem to endure one of these allergic episodes when the
springtime pollen is roaming through the airways.) I unhook
the dog, anticipating a quick progress across the green, but Otto
spots a man using the back of a tree as the base for his exercise
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session and, when he pauses to investigate, this chap pretends to
bark in response and after this challenge there is no way the dog
will follow me – since it is more fun to engage this fellow in the
exchange of funny sounds. Eventually I get some movement in
the direction of Leonard and I am soon admitting both Schnauzers
to our canine compound at the café. (This means that both Alaska
and Thomas need to be excluded from the same space.)
There is a bit of a crisis at the coffee counter because Georgie’s
“three lattes including one for Ofra” gets translated as four
coffees. When I return with my cappuccino Caroline is just
fetching Leonard for more exercise on the green but Otto has
Rufus to play with – with Sparkie serving as a noisy referee and
Seamus serving as a noisemaker in general. Daisy-Mae is sitting
on Janet’s lap and wearing a plastic cone today; the vet says her
paw is not getting any better because she keeps licking it. I am
kept busy dispensing treats – even little Pucci, here this morning
with Hanna, comes by for a pellet.
In addition to Georgie, Janet and Hanna we also have Davide,
Ellie and Ofra at our table. There is some discussion of today’s
mayoralty election in London; many seem to like Sadiq Khan
but only one of those present actually states whom they will be
voting for – with the exception of Davide, who says he’s voting
for the Cannabis is Better Than Alcohol Party. (Khan’s candidacy
leads to more rumination on the growing Moslem presence in the
metropolis, including the common sight of all-but hidden blackclad moms followed in tow by half a dozen kids.) I ask Davide if
Metrorod made a repeat appearance yesterday. He says they did
come and that he was charged a second time because there was
obvious evidence of misuse – another tenant in his building has
been trying to flush entirely unsuitable objects down the toilet.
Tomorrow Davide has a flight to Tel Aviv and Ofra has provided
him with something she wants her sister to pick up from his
Herzliya hotel. Janet says that Liz is still in town and we may see
her again but that she has a travel problem of her own today – she
has a business appointment in Southampton but a fire at Vauxhall
means that some southbound trains out of Waterloo are not
running this morning.
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Friday, May 6:
A coughing spasm begins at 6:00 or so this morning but I do
manage to get in a little more sleep before making my usual
morning preparations for our session in the park. By the time
I have taken my shower we are a bit behind schedule but,
fortunately, Otto manages to make good progress toward the
café, crossing a green which is being inked in white chalk in
preparation for more school-time activity that should be taking
place at school itself – if these institutions had not been allowed to
sell off their own open spaces. Members of our group are already
assembling and we eventually have room for Vlad, Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Wendy, Hanna and, back at last from Sardinia, Matthew and
Makiko.
I have arrived just at the tail end of a nasty incident – one
involving the other Alaska, the Husky female. In spite of a number
of requests that she not be brought to the park while in heat this
dog had been the proximate cause for aggressive displays by
a number of the canine males – and poor Bailey, an innocent
bystander, has been bitten on the ear. Ofra has to use a napkin to
clean her pet’s bloody ear – she swears she is going to find those
responsible for Alaska’s presence and give them a piece of her
mind. Leonard, still with Janet, welcomes Otto with a roar but
then the two settle down to some civilized wrestling – while Janet
circulates a video in which her Leonard has to be coaxed to mount
her stairs without fear (of Daisy-Mae). The latter’s cone lies on
the tabletop – perhaps she has stopped licking herself – and she
manages to accept two of the treats I am offering, disdaining the
rest. Bailey, Winnie and Tara are not so fussy.
We still don’t know who will be London’s next mayor but Janet
now says she voted for the Liberal Democrat and Ofra says she
voted for the Conservative. Hanna turns over four bagels to Ofra
and there are requests to see if Soloman’s will also carry the onion
variety – since Ofra’s recent detective work has uncovered the fact
that the Hendon bakery from which these goodies arise does offer
this choice. We tease Makiko that she may not have so easy a task
finding bagels where she is going next week but Hanna insists that
in Abu Dhabi you can find anything. Ofra has taught Alberto how
to pucker up and kiss and she is the recipient of several exchanges
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– I get a kiss from the baby too. I forget my blue bag as Otto and
I begin the march home but Hanna calls me back. By the time I
have retrieved this bag of goodies Otto has provided me with a
second one – though the blue bag is going home while the peachcolored poo poo bag is headed for the nearest red box.
Saturday, May 7:
I can tell from the thermometer in one of my flowerpots that
today is the day – the first day in many months when it might be
possible to make it into the park without any form of jacket. So,
wearing only my green sweatshirt up top, Otto and I enter the Rec
and make our way down the Morshead roadway on a warm and
sunny Saturday morning. We pass Matthew and Otto has to mug
poor Emilio. “Otto loves Emilio,” I explain, “but I’m not sure the
feeling is reciprocated.” Matthew reminds me that his mother,
Cipa, is here, and that she wants to buy coffee for everybody
since this may be her last visit to our world. The recipients of this
bounty will today include not only Matthew and Makiko but also
Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Wendy, Vlad and Hanna.
Janet has brought with her not only Daisy-Mae and Leonard but
also Kramer. The Tibetan Terrier has at last had a much-needed
grooming and he is unrecognizable. Daisy-Mae, for one, regards
him as an interloping newcomer and twice attacks him savagely.
This rather puts in the shade the attentions that Otto bestows on
the fellow; we have to suggest a gentler approach on a number
of occasions but their encounters always sound worse than they
are and, indeed, Kramer keeps coming back for more. Leonard
is rather left out of this encounter but he contents himself with
endless trips to my knee – where he has to fight for space with
Tara, Winnie, Sparkie and Bailey. There is still outrage in Ofra’s
home over the injury suffered by Bailey when he was bitten by
one of the Husky Alaska’s suitors.
London has a new mayor, Sadiq Kahn. It the end he enjoyed a
sizeable majority, coming in some twelve percentage points above
his Tory rival, Zac Goldsmith. The effects of a Muslim in the top
spot are discussed – Dan, wearing his black Mama Mia baseball
cap, says that Kahn will undoubtedly distance himself (as he did
during the campaign) from the more radical fringe. Dan and Liz
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have had a long night on the tiles and Liz is now too ill to join
us this morning. Dan and Davide will be having lunch in Essex
tomorrow and he wants to know if anyone else wants to come
along. Someone suggests that Dan should have his own beach
bar in Sardinia – with lots of lager, fish and chips and other UK
delicacies on offer. (Dan is trying to work out how to get Georgie
to Sardinia without involving any air travel.) Cipa is given a round
of applause in thanks for the coffee this morning but it is another
melancholy moment for, with her family in Abu Dhabi, one
wonders if we will ever see her again.
Sunday, May 8:
Temperatures that may reach the low eighties (26 degrees) are
predicted for today and already the bright sun is providing some
spring heat as Otto and I head for the park. I have come a bit early,
hoping that my dog can get in some good play time before the
Sunday cricketers arrive to claim the green. Hanna is also early
and I stop to chat – breaking off only when I realize that, as he has
not done his poo yet, I had better keep a close eye on my fellow.
In fact Leonard is nearby and so is Poppy but most of the chasing
that ensues takes place on the flanks of Mt. Bannister. Also present
on the margins is the blind Shih-Tzu, Rocky. The latter has by
now had both of his eyes removed but you can’t tell this because
of the discrete fringe that hangs from his forehead.
We have a splendid turnout at coffee this morning – with Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Davide, Debbie, Karen, Renata, Ofra, Wendy,
Hanna, Vlad, Matthew and Makiko all present and accounted for.
Makiko has brought with her some Sardinian cookies and these
are passed around. Davide is quizzed on his recent trip to Tel
Aviv and I am able to tell him that the materials for the IRS that
he posted for me on one of his Stateside jaunts have at long last
borne fruit – the U.S. tax authorities now agree, after months of
uncertainty, that I owe them nothing! Hanna advises me to take
my daily antihistamine tablet before going to bed; last night I
disdained another dose of Night Nurse but my sleep had plenty of
coughing interruptions. Vlad is saying goodbye to Makiko – there
must be a lot of this sad recitative now; tomorrow is the farewell
party for Matthew and Makiko at the Prince Alfred.
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It’s a game of musical dogs this morning. Georgie, who also
has Tilly in tow, arrives with Patsy but the latter will be turned
over to Debbie. Janet still has Kramer and Caroline volunteers
to keep an eye on Otto as he and Leonard continue their play on
the green. Unfortunately, while I am in the coffee queue (where
Ofra informs me that I will be bringing her coffee outside today)
both Schnauzers appear at our feet – that’s okay, Bailey and
Maxi are already roaming around in this forbidden space. When
he is returned to my care Otto resumes his tussle with Kramer;
there is far less growling today and I can see that Kramer often
starts proceedings by licking Otto’s ear. All of these dogs are
soon besieging little Alberto, who is holding one of the Sardinian
biscuits in a tantalizingly vulnerable position as he circles our
compound. Of course there is a great deal of barking at outsiders
but one of these is encountered on our homeward walk as well.
We have not seen him in years but this is the handsome figure of
Fritz, the Standard Schnauzer, now ten – Otto is just mesmerized
by his larger cousin as we slowly make our way to the exit gate.
Monday, May 9:
The warm weather persists – I have gone from leather jacket
to sweatshirt to short-sleeved shirt in just four days. I am still
coughing a lot and I am still taking antihistamines and, truth to
tell, I have felt more lively than I do now – as Otto and I cross the
green, somewhat tardily, on our way to the café. Caroline is here
to pick up her Leonard and she and Dan are discussing something
truly amazing – the existence of a Krispy Kreme doughnut in the
flavor of a Reece’s Peanut Butter Cup! (Do two wrongs make a
right?) Caroline volunteers to usher Otto onto the green for some
play with Leonard – my first inkling that this is so comes when
my pet rushes into the café to see what I am doing.
A few minutes later I can see that Otto has come back to our
company – since the gate is always behind me I never know when
he has been returned and it always comes as a surprise when he
joins the biscuit queue. Here he has to wait his turn while Bailey,
Winnie, and Sparkie have theirs. (I tell Bailey that he is not
allowed to scratch my arms anymore since I am wearing a shortsleeved shirt.) Otto goes off to try it on with Kramer and Sparkie
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while a woman comes in to ask us if anyone has seen her lost
dog. In fact the missing Jack Russell has been gone for a month
now; only yesterday Dan removed the poster advertising the loss
from the pole of our stricken umbrella; he had printed it for this
lady and he now advises her that many of the gypsies who have a
begging handouts along Regent’s Street seem to have pedigreed
dogs on lead and she should perhaps have a look there.
In addition to Dan we also have Davide, Ofra, Georgie, Renata,
Wendy, Hanna, Ellie and Janet – though the latter leaves early
with an ill-tempered Daisy-Mae. Social life and shopping
dominate the conversation though Ofra adds that she was
well-pleased when the new mayor made a visit to a Holocaust
memorial ceremony yesterday. On a number of occasions mobile
phones ring – it is Makiko, calling to arrange today’s schedule
for Emilio, who will soon become Georgie’s charge for weeks
– as the émigrés search for a permanent home in Abu Dhabi. It
is clear that Makiko wants to spend as much time with her pet
as possible today but it is hard to figure out a good time for the
transfer and eventually Dan and Davide agree to take temporary
possession of the Pug when they leave the park today. Nanny Sara
comes by with Alberto in his baby buggy. “He’s not called Alberto
anymore,” Ellie says, “from now on he’s Ahmed.” It’s funny until
you realize that this may be the last time we see this wonderful
chap in our Paddington Rec society.
Tuesday, May 10:
In fact, Alberto appears twice more in our lives. On the first
occasion, last night’s farewell party at the Prince Alfred, he stayed
for most of the session before being taken back to the nearby hotel
where Matthew and Makiko were spending their last London
night while the movers finished work in their old flat. (I can see
that the baby has been supplied with two stuffed camel toys to
replace the embargoed Peppa Pig.) There was a very good turnout
at the bar/restaurant on Formosa Street and I must say that it was
great to see the place re-opened after a year’s closure. The party
made use of the old Formosa Dining Room space and (as the rain
pelted down on the skylight) it brought back many memories of
happy meals here with Dorothy and others. Fortunately Linda
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and Rob were able to give me a ride (and one to Cathy) on the
way home. Here an abandoned Otto seemed to have survived his
isolation with no evidence of destruction.
Well, Ellie warned me not to get carried away with all the warm
weather and reminded me that I would soon need my mac – and
she was right. This morning’s rain is very light and so I leave
Otto’s raincoat in my pocket. Caroline is walking with Leonard
over on our left as we reach the Morshead roadway and so I am
able to release my dog for some spirited chasing on the green. I
have a long trudge in the rain just to retrieve a poo and thereafter
we head for the café. The unwelcome sight of dog people lined
up at little tables in front of the café itself is a reminder that no
progress has been made in replacing our green umbrella. As I wait
in the coffee queue a joke is circulating. “How many Paddington
Rec employees does it take to order a new umbrella?” “Seventeen
– one to order the umbrella and sixteen to say, “‘The matter is in
hand.’”
This morning we have Ellie and Ofra at one little table, Georgie
and Janet at another and I join Hanna at a third. Our dogs are very
much restrained by their position in the forecourt – all on lead. I
travel from table to table leaving off treats from my biscuit bag.
Eventually Makiko makes a last visit with Alberto, who kisses
everyone goodbye. Makiko was hoping for another chance to
say goodbye to Emilio, already in Georgie’s care, but the Pug
has already been out and has been left at home. There is some
discussion about where Matthew and Makiko might spend some
of their summer vacation this year. I suggest that after several
months in Abu Dhabi they may want to book into Greenland. I
am having a devil of a time trying to get the zip to work on my
Berghaus raincoat – it’s always like trying to start a fire with flint
and steel – and Hanna helps me get into position for the march
home. When I arrive I can see that IPS has made a visit to our
building and a few minutes later I am shoving across the hallway
a box containing thirty copies of And Your Little Dog, Too…Life
Among the Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VIII. How glad
I am that I remembered to give the proof copy of this book (which
features Emilio on the cover) to Makiko last night.
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Wednesday, May 11:
It was dripping just a bit as Otto and I completed our late night
walk but, so Cathy assures me, it is not raining now. True, but
is is humid and very gray and I am back in sweatshirt mode. As
we arrive at our gate I spot Dan just dismounting – Winnie in the
basket of his bicycle. We walk with them as far as the green and
here Otto peels off to check out the action – then he follows me
toward the café though not before barking at a strangely dressed
woman who is making unusual appeasing gestures outside our
gate. Otto is made uncomfortable by the unexpected – as a number
of pedestrians to whom he has offered a gratuitous growl can
attest. Today there will be no strangers in our compound, which
we are able to recover – just Dan, Janet, Ofra and Ellie.
Should Teddy be allowed his usual spot on Ellie’s lap? She has an
extended debate (with herself) on this topic before deciding that
the coat she is wearing needs to go to the cleaners anyway, and
he is invited to hop up. Daisy-Mae is also lap-bound but she has
to endure an extended grooming. This leaves just Bailey, Winnie,
Leonard (also here with Janet) and Otto as diners this morning.
Otto and Leonard do manage to get in some wrestling and Otto
even succeeds in getting a little action from Teddy, who is soon
back on solid ground. Meanwhile Stephen stops by for a chat with
Will and Grace. He says that he has been taking a ballet class and
that he is so stiff he will have to miss his next lesson.
Georgie has an appointment so there is a problem in how Dan is
going to transport a farewell portion of cooked chicken intended
for Emilio – since his bag is stuffed already and Winnie takes up
the basket space. Ofra has brought this foodstuff with her. She
says that she had a final farewell with Makiko at the hotel last
night and that Makiko cried and hugged her as though she hadn’t
seen her friend in a week. (This family must be in Abu Dhabi
by now.) I can’t stay for long this morning for I have a haircutting appointment at 10:30. I switch to a leather jacket for my
journey down to Formosa Street where I noticed that Sali is in the
process of a re-branding. The shop is now called Sam Warrington
– well Sam is Sali’s real name but Warrington must come from
Warrington Crescent, three steps away from the shop door. It
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begins to rain forcefully as I make my way home – I am so glad I
switched to leather jacket for this expedition.
Thursday, May 12:
Rain-dodging was the pressing imperative at a number of times
yesterday but today we have returned to sunny skies and mild
temperatures. As Otto and I reach the green I can see a pack
of pooches in the center and my dog is soon released to join in
the melée. Leonard is among those at play and there is a third
Schnauzer in the form of Barney. The owner of Alaska the
Alsatian is putting his dog on lead so that he doesn’t follow
Alaska the Husky. Otto and Leonard near the café in their play
and I am hopeful that someone will admit them to our compound
– but no one seems inclined to do this. Instead Otto pauses for his
first morning poo and Leonard, without waiting for completion of
this process, pees on it.
In the coffee queue I congratulate Hanna on Finnish Identity Day,
a holiday I learned of only with the broadcast of some Sibelius
on Radio 3 this morning. She says she does not remember this
holiday from her youth; the Finns are becoming ever more
nationalistic, she adds. Outside there is a small turnout – one that
includes Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Ellie only. Hanna has
been to a special showing of Laurie Anderson’s film, Heart of a
Dog, at a theater near Piccadilly Circus. She says that there were
some 150 dogs on seats for this event (she took Hector) and that
all the canines received doggy bags and popcorn treats. I have
nothing as exotic as this to offer but at least Daisy-Mae seems
to like the Tasty Bites I have purchased at Sainsbury’s. There
is a good deal of discussion on what foodstuffs are appropriate
for dogs; Teddy will not be getting any of the embargoed onion
from Ellie’s sandwich – she says his current favorite is blueberry
muffin.
Georgie tells us that she was on her phone complaining to
someone that she couldn’t find her phone – when she realized that
she was holding it in her hand. (I suggest she has been sitting next
to Ofra too long.) The ladies then have a detailed conversation
involving one of their favorite topics – celebrity Botox. They
could at least get the names right – it’s not Ella McPherson
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(Hanna) or Gwyneth Platrow (Ofra) but no one would blame them
for getting Jim Caviezel’s name wrong. When we start for home,
Otto, who has really not enjoyed much in the way of exercise
this morning, wants to play with every dog we pass. He does get
a nice greeting from the cleaners in front of Morshead Mansions
and I get a nice greeting when I open my front door…the postman
has been already and that means that I won’t have to attach my
cardboard box to the back of this portal when I head off for the
dentist’s in an hour-and-a-half.
Friday, May 13:
It is gray and, with a strong breeze to contend with as well, I
feel underdressed in my green sweatshirt. But after we have
been in the park for a few minutes the sun breaks through and
temperatures begin to rise. I have come a bit early and Otto has a
wonderful time pursuing all of his pals out on the green. Then I
spot Caroline descending the hill with Leonard and the fun starts
all over again. Walking with Caroline is Linda, here this morning
with Pepper and Chica. Otto tries to get Chica to play as well –
but she isn’t having any of it. Pepper barks at me for a biscuit and
the blue bag makes an early appearance. Caroline again volunteers
to keep an eye on Otto so I head into the café for my coffee.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Ellie and
Hanna. Georgie has Seamus with her and his loud barking causes
a little girl on the other side of the fence to cry. Daisy-Mae is back
in a tightly fitting plastic collar, the sore on her leg, which she has
again been licking, no better. Winnie is on Dan’s lap but, even
though he has his back turned toward her, she knows that Sparkie
is thinking evil thoughts and she gives him such a scolding that he
leaps from Georgie’s lap. Otto, with Leonard gone, tries to get a
rise out of Bailey but this, too, is a non-starter.
Then there come two stories involving broken doors. Last night
I had heard on the TV news that a member of the cabin crew
(though off-duty) had tried to kill himself in the toilet of a BA
flight from Los Angeles, necessitating the smashing of a door
and an emergency landing in Iceland. Since I knew Davide was
coming back on such a flight I now ask Dan if his partner was
in any way involved. Dan hasn’t heard of this incident but he
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knows that there may be ample reason for Davide to feel suicidal
so there is a momentary panic while he reads about this incident
in Hanna’s tabloid. The source of Davide’s discomfiture lies in
another leak from the flat above, where workmen have left for the
day without securing some pipework. Dan says that he arrived
home to find his kitchen flooded and the power knocked out.
He still had use of his mobile phone so, after his own attempts
to break down the door of the upstairs flat, he called the fire
brigade and they finished the job for him and stopped the leak.
Davide was somehow kept abreast of these developments (and
given the responsibility of notifying the New York owner of the
flat in question) and it is no wonder that our BA steward became
enraged. To add insult to injury, so Dan now tells us, as he was
on his way to Georgie’s to pick up Winnie a little girl in a passing
car called him “Fatty” and there was another outburst. This recital
having come to an end at last and Dan drawing breath I add a tag,
derived from an ancient TV program, “There are eight million
stories in the naked city. This has been one of them.”
Saturday, May 14:
Well, Dan and Davide do not have a monopoly on household
disasters – as the heated towel rail collapses into the bathtub when
I reach for a towel this morning. I’ll have to decide what to do
about this somewhat later in the day because I now have to get
the dog into the park on a chilly but bright May Saturday. I am
carrying the first five copies of “And Your Little Dog, Too” and I
will distribute these according to administrator Janet’s directions
later at the café. I unhook the dog early on and he pauses to
deposit his first poo in the little triangular area just before we
reach the green. Thereafter Otto takes off to touch noses with his
park pals and I continue on to the café, where I need to tie a shoe
and drop off my books. The dog answers my call when I complete
these chores and he soon appears, delighted to discover that
Leonard is here as well.
Leonard has been brought by Janet; Georgie has Emilio, Sparkie
and Rufus; Vlad is here with Tara; both Dan and Davide are here
with Winnie; Ofra is here with Bailey; and Hanna has Pucci in her
lap. The dogs show no consideration – as I inscribe copies of the
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book for my friends – scraping away at my arms as I try to write.
They are only interested in food from my blue bag and I am soon
able to respond to their requests. Rufus is in charge of mindless
barking this morning and he is the first to spot yet another
Schnauzer outside our compound; our two lads would really like
this handsome fellow to join them. Both Sparkie and Daisy-Mae
have had haircuts since yesterday and the latter, still wearing her
tight plastic cone, is turned over so that Janet can examine the sore
spot on her paw.
Dan has brought with him some redundant foodstuffs from
Makiko’s kitchen and these are distributed to the assembled.
Davide reports that a BA pilot was found dead on a flight
to Phoenix recently (he wasn’t flying at the time) and that a
stewardess in Miami accepted an overnight assignation on a boat
– which sailed for the Bahamas while she slept. For some reason
we are soon discussing the oeuvre of Mel Brooks and I remind the
others that once, while Dorothy was walking in front of Harrods,
Mel Brooks rounded a corner and said to her, “My, don’t we look
nice today!” Georgie has been waiting for the return of Melanie,
who needs to reclaim her Rufus, but the rendezvous occurs only
when we are on our way down the Morshead roadway – Melanie
has been to a conference in India. I return to my wrecked home
(the locksmith needs to have a look at my front door too) but I am
happy to record that the postman soon follows. That means that
when I go out to lunch with a visitor from the States I won’t have
to worry about any Schnauzers devouring the mail.
Sunday, May 15:
No progress on the towel rail front (Michaela is trying to hunt up
the builders who installed it in the first place) but I have to get
on with the rest of my life and that includes a morning trip to the
park with little Otto. It is bright and sunny today and, though I am
wearing my leather jacket again, temperatures are mild enough.
Having spotted a number of his pals out in the middle of the green
I unhook my dog and he rushes forward to begin a wonderful
period of chase and tackle. Poppy is the chief target in this game,
with the two dogs circling two lounge lizards who are lying on
their backs, fully clothed, on the cricket crease. A little black dog
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named Winston joins in and soon Harold and Maggie are here as
well. As the action nears the café I urge Otto to follow me into our
compound, where Leonard is waiting.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, Dan
and Debbie – with Vlad sitting at the little table behind us with
a co-worker. In addition to the usual canine suspects we also
have Indie, whom Hanna has agreed to keep an eye on while the
baby is wheeled around the park, and another Barney, this one
a docile Cocker who comes in with a couple who take the little
corner table. The dogs are mugging my legs and this is a problem
because I am again trying to sign copies of the latest book for my
friends. Georgie has brought Emilio with her and it doesn’t take
long for observers to note that the Pug is standing morosely in a
corner – obviously weighing up his great change in circumstances,
having seen his family pack up all their goods and chattel and
unaware that they are planning to send for him later in the
summer. Unfortunately Dan’s attempt to lighten the atmosphere
by teasing Georgie over Emilio’s dour mood falls flat. She is
obviously upset to see such depressed behavior and doesn’t take
kindly to the obviously mock suggestion that she has been beating
the animal and keeping him locked in a cupboard. She says she is
never bringing him to the park again and I’m not at all sure that
she is mollified by Dan’s apologetic hug.
Several of us have watched the famous Eurovision Song Contest
on the telly last night and the both the show and its outcome are
discussed thoroughly. For a while it appeared that a Korean girl
representing Australia would win the Eurovision contest but in the
end it came to a struggle between Russia and the eventual winner,
Ukraine – political overtones in the voting, I would suppose.
Compared with earlier versions of the show this presentation
was far slicker and thus far more boring. Dan doesn’t agree with
this diagnosis but I found the presentation stilted and awkward
and each song sounded like its predecessor. In other news Dan
announces that Davide has booked flights for his Sardinian family
for Christmas Eve, when they will arrive in time to celebrate
his 50th birthday a few days later. “Don’t talk about Christmas
already,” Ofra complains, “talk about the summer instead.”
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Monday, May 16:
Sometimes I can see from a front window whether or not the
recycling team has visited my street but today, with no blue bags
in evidence, I bring my own down along with the dog, even
without such a sighting and, to my relief, now I can see a forest
of blue bags still littering the pavement. We begin a slow walk to
the park – with problems for me from both knee and shoulders –
and work our way up the Morshead roadway under sunny skies.
A chap coming in on our left spots Otto and winds him up with a
non-stop commentary on everything the dog does, even imitating
the excited sounds he gets in return – what a weirdo! I urge Otto
to join the other dogs on the green and this he eventually does,
staying out here with Caroline and Leonard as I head for the café.
There is quite a queue for a weekday and I am soon surprised
to discover that Otto has joined it – having escaped Caroline’s
custodianship in order to check out what I am doing. Later I can
see him back on the green, a free-range Schnauzer who does
eventually ask for admission to our magic circle. Here he joins
Tara, Winnie, Dudley, Sparkie and Bailey in the biscuit queue.
Emilio is also present – yesterday’s promise to leave him at home
having evaporated overnight. Georgie and Ofra put Bailey up on
a chair and squeeze a tube of flea treatment between his shoulder
blades. There is a lot of barking this morning, with Sparkie and
Dudley the chief providers. One of the things that sets them off is
the removal of a locked bicycle that some non-dog-owning chap
has attached to the inside of our fence. Are we becoming a bike
shed now, too?
In addition to Georgie and Ofra we also have Dan, Davide, Ellie,
Vlad and Karen with us this morning – Janet soon leaves with
Daisy-Mae. Last night’s telly is one topic of conversation – you
can tell people are getting fed up with the endless celebration of
the queen’s birthday. I’m sorry that Hanna is not here for I would
love to have her views on yesterday’s first lap crash that took out
both Nico Rosberg, her favorite, and Lewis Hamilton, her (dare
I say it?) bête-noire. But which of the two was responsible for
the crash? – all of the pundits have an opinion but I have learned
only this morning that my view, that it was merely a “racing
incident” that would go unpunished, has been vindicated. There
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is a lot of talk about i-roning, as Ofra would pronounce it, since
Dan can’t find anyone to do his cheaply. Ofra says that she has
indeed purchased her own version of Ellie’s i-ron and that she
loves it (“It’s my new lover), even though it never gets hot. “You
have to plug it in,” I tease, but I am forgiven and indeed, I have
to remember to remind her tomorrow that she has a mammogram
(which she forgot last year) at St. Mary’s. I have brought with
me a copy of the latest book for Ellie. Karen wants one too but I
suggest that from now on anyone wanting a copy needs to pick it
up at my party on Sunday.
Tuesday, May 17:
Every now and then I take one of the pills prescribed by the doc
and, though this does help me to sleep, it also leaves me feeling
a bit groggy and so it does today. I take a shower in my wrecked
bathroom – where the fallen towel rail is still lying in the bathtub
– and make my preparations for a morning in the park. Otto does
not have a problem with sleep and, under any circumstances, a
visit here from Linda and Pepper (whom Otto adores) provided
additional exercise yesterday afternoon. As we near the green on a
pleasant and sunny morning I can see that Leonard is anticipating
a reunion, flattening himself on the grass in anticipation of a great
leap forward, and so I detach my pet. These two do have some fun
but by the time I have reached our gate Otto seems to want to join
us in our compound.
There is only a small turnout this morning – just Vlad, behind
us, and Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Ellie. Tara is soon at my elbow,
waiting for a handout; it doesn’t do to toss these to her anymore
– her eyesight is too poor to catch such offerings. With Bailey the
problem is teeth – or lack thereof. At one point he uses an adjacent
chair to rake a Shapes biscuit his way; he gets it close enough to
pounce but he has trouble eating it. Janet announces “bacon time”
and there is an instant response. I have some ersatz bacon strips
in my blue bag and these do as a poor substitute for the real thing.
Georgie reaches out for the solitary biscuit allowed Seamus; the
latter remains on lead since this discourages his manic barking.
I remind Ofra that she has an appointment at St. Mary’s today.
From her makeup I can tell she has remembered this herself. We
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are all amused by two toddlers who are pushing miniature baby
buggies in endless circles around our space. A nanny is supposed
to be keeping an eye on them but some of the moms in our group
are keeping an eye on the nanny, who is preoccupied with her
phone. (Georgie reports that a nanny lost a child in the park about
a month ago and the police had to be called.) Historical nanny
crimes are naturally a topic for further discussion. Ellie says she
once had to fire a Hungarian nanny; when the latter refused to
leave the house the police had to be called on for assistance. Janet
reminds us that three weeks from today she will be flying off to
Vancouver and the start of another Alaskan holiday. This reminds
me that one week from today I will be joining Naomi and Adrian
on a one-week holiday in Sicily.
Wednesday, May 18:
John the Window Cleaner is the first to arrive this morning,
followed almost immediately by Cathy – both are suitably
horrified by the presence of the large towel rail lying prone in my
bathtub. Rain has been predicted for today and I start my walk
to the park with my raincoat on – a gentle sprinkle descending.
Fortunately I have remembered Otto’s coat, stored in a pocket,
and even more fortuitously, I spot Georgie heading our way as she
comes to fetch Seamus. She is able to hold my dog’s lead for me
as I strap on his coat and then we are free to make our way into
the park. Not surprisingly the green scene is a deserted one but we
persevere, heading for the café and soon encountering Leonard,
here today with Janet. The two Schnauzer lads follow me into our
compound – and so does Thomas.
By the time I have fetched my coffee the rain has stopped and
so we make a collective decision to sit down at our umbrellabereft table. In addition to Janet and Georgie we also have Ofra
and Hanna this morning – though the smoking Vlad, out of
consideration for Georgie, sits in front of the café rather than
share our table, and Ellie, chatting with a friend in front of the
café, never makes it to our table. Ofra puts her own umbrella up
whenever there is the briefest shower. She has had two recent
emails from the Middle East. The first of these is from a sister
in Jerusalem; the latter reports that she took their mother out for
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coffee and that, brightening with the taste of her favorite cakes,
she said, “Let’s now go buy something.” The second is from
Makiko, sharing her impressions after a week in Abu Dhabi.
The family has moved from their fancy hotel to an efficiency
apartment and Makiko is already missing the luxury. She does
say that she relaxed a bit when a woman in a hijab smiled at
Alberto – with her unhidden eyes. Hanna, eating a bowl of baked
beans, now complains that her allergies are so bad she has trouble
breathing. Renata, who has been in hospital again, shares a similar
problem – her doctors have told her she must stop smoking.
There is a relatively small canine cadre in residence this morning
but this doesn’t stop Leonard and Otto from demanding ever more
treats. Leonard is getting my trouser leg wet with his muddy paws
and Janet frequently pulls him down. “You’re getting to be worse
than Bailey,” I tell him, “and that’s impossible.” For his part,
Bailey is using an empty chair to poke his nose into my blue bag.
A dog walker brings two animals into the compound and the larger
of these visitors is mugged by the Schnauzer boys. When we get
up to leave Janet decides to let Leonard walk without the restraint
of his lead. This is a mistake – first he haunts the bench on which
the owners of Max and Baba sit, hoping for a handout. Then
he winds Otto up and, since the latter is on lead, I get an awful
wrench in my back as my dog chases after his pal. I also blame
Leonard’s presence for the dilatory nature of Otto’s second poo –
which doesn’t arrive until we are on the pavement near our home
base. I have to walk back all the way to the Morshead entrance to
deposit this in the appropriate receptacle – but while I am doing so
I make a decision. The rain is so light and intermittent that I will
now undertake two missions, first to Hamish II for a few supplies
and a Radio Times and, later, to the 123 Cleaners.
Thursday, May 19:
In fact, we were quite lucky with the weather yesterday – with the
morning missions completed without moisture and the afternoon
and evening walks similarly dry. There was a good deal of rain
about and more is expected this morning but at this early hour
there is still some sun about. We head for the green at our usual
hour and there are lots of other dogs about – with both Leonard
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and Poppy providing good partners in the extensive game of
pursuit and tackle. When I approach the gate to our compound
at the café both Schnauzers beg admission and here I leave them
while I fetch my coffee.
Our morning group includes Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Wendy
and Ellie – Janet has taken Daisy-Mae to the vet in expectation
that she might be able to escape her tight plastic cone today. (So
tight, I might add, that I was afraid that if she looked up during
one of our downpours yesterday, she would drown.) Today it is
Teddy who is threatened with unwanted moisture since he has
rolled in something nasty and Ellie insists that not only will he
not be allowed his traditional place on her lap but it’s shower time
as soon as he gets home. I am kept busy distributing treats from
my blue bag, with Bailey and Sparkie my chief customers, but
there are a number of toasted sandwiches about and when these
are delivered to our table there is a sudden rush to new knees.
Melanie, now heading for New York, comes by to deliver Rufus
to Georgie. Otto takes this opportunity to mug his curly white
pal; then he begins to shriek as Leonard comes by a second time,
having eluded Caroline, who wants to go home.
Ellie says she is on her way to the dentist this morning, part of
a complex process that requires a bone graft. Dental prices soon
follow as a topic of conversation as each of us enumerates our
latest expenditures in this category. Ofra says she is so jealous
because she wants to go to the dentist too. “What’s stopping you?”
I ask. “I’m afraid to go,” she replies. She adds that the last time
she went the dentist took her head off – “That explains a lot,” I
whisper to Georgie. Now we are discussing recipes for the ideal
Bellini and where to get the best prosecco. Dan suggests a number
of restaurants that offer excellent cocktails but every time he
does so Davide counters with the notion that if they want to pay
builders to construct a house on Sardinia they need to save every
penny. Davide has just gotten off an overnight flight and so it
makes sense, at the end of our session, when he says, “C’mon, it’s
time for me to go to bed.”
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Friday, May 20:
Otto and I arise from a bed that we must soon yield to visitors and
I slowly try to put the house in order. It is bright enough outside,
though there is no direct sun, and temperatures are mild too. I
unhook the dog as soon as we have passed through the gate but
to my surprise he takes off on a lateral trajectory, instead of down
our usual roadway, and I have to figure out why. The answer is
that mischievous veteran Simba, whose carer soon releases her
charge so that he can play with Otto. Simba is a Golden Retriever
so there is a bit of size mismatch but Otto is soon brandishing a
stick and teasing his larger pal. Later, as we approach the green, I
can see that both Leonard and Poppy are at play and Otto has soon
joined them under Caroline’s watchful eye.
As I return with my coffee a few minutes later Georgie is just
putting the phone down – after having received a call from
Makiko, who is checking up on Emilio. In fact there are some
problems; the dog is morose but it turns out that his puppy
passport is only valid in the European Union and this mean that
Matthew and Makiko’s friend (also Matthew) has to scramble to
straighten out this mess. In addition to Georgie we also have Vlad,
Ofra, Davide, Ellie and Hanna here this morning – Janet is taking
Daisy-Mae to a skin specialist in Royal Oak. Winnie, Bailey, Tara
and Sparkie are my chief customers this morning but after Otto is
returned by Caroline he loses no time in lining up for treats from
my blue bag and hunks of the others’ toasted sandwiches.
The problems of the canine passport are under discussion
naturally but human passports come into this as well since others
are surprised to discover that people like myself, Vlad and Davide,
who don’t carry a British passport, can’t vote in the forthcoming
European referendum. Ellie brings us up to date on her dental
appointment; she needs so much recovery time that she doesn’t
have to return for another seven weeks. I do not linger for long
this morning but when I get up to head for home I manage to
dislodge all of my poo poo bags from a jacket pocket. I have just
discovered this problem when Georgie catches up to me with the
missing objects – and Otto obligingly squats. They have been
cleaning drains in our neighborhood but they have completed
these tasks by the time we hit the streets and cars are starting to
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return to their accustomed places. This means that the way is also
clear, fifteen minutes later, for the taxi which brings to our house,
on the last stage of their journey from Philadelphia, Naomi and
Adrian.
Saturday, May 21:
Otto has had a wonderful time making our visitors feel at home
but it is now time to hit the streets on a cool and gray Saturday
morning. He is delighted, of course, to enjoy the company of
two new companions as we reach the gates of the park; even so,
he is soon off to check out Ziggy and Noli, walking over on our
left with Celine. As we near the green I can see Dan and Davide
standing in the middle with Winnie and soon we have a blastfrom-the-past gathering of dog owners and their animals – with
Janet out here with Daisy-Mae, Caroline here with Leonard and
Debbie here with Pucci. The dogs mill around a bit and then there
is a mass exodus for the café.
Here we are also joined by Ofra, Georgie and Wendy – Vlad
and a friend are occupying the little table in the corner. Naomi
and Adrian have, as usual, brought some special dog treats from
Philadelphia and, in addition to my blue bag and those toasted
cheese sandwiches, the dogs are now chomping down on a healthy
peanut butter-inflected biscuit. “I hope none of you dogs has any
nut allergies,” I announce. “Look at those schnorrers,” I suggest,
as Bailey and Otto manage to squeeze their heads into the space
between the chairs of Naomi and Adrian – who are eating their
bacon sarnies. Janet has to endure many questions on yesterday’s
visit to the skin specialist – where Daisy-Mae was prescribed
antibiotics again and Janet was presented with a £300 bill! Emilio
is also taking antibiotics but, so Georgie reports, he has regained
his appetite.
Davide has Janet and Georgie witness some more legal papers
in connection with the purchase of property in Sardinia. Both
Dan and Davide, on the one hand, and Wendy, on the other, have
experienced many problems in collecting repair money from
other leaseholders in their buildings here in London. (Davide has
received a begrudging “poo-check” from one of his neighbors
after the recent plumbing problems in the back yard and has made
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sure that the overpaying check-writer has received a twenty-pence
refund.) I suggest that in my mansion block we have had lower
service charges because the company has received large payments
from lease-holders who want to add the footage from the roof loft
to their top floor flats.) Travel plans are also discussed, including
our Montalbano-flavored expedition to Sicily next Tuesday.
Today, as we head for home, Naomi and Adrian are preparing by
visiting a Sicily show at the British Museum. Rob and Linda now
come by with Chica and Pepper. They too want to know about our
little cone-head, Daisy-Mae, and they are also appalled at the bill
presented to Janet. Rob says he has a consultation with a professor
over a dicky knee and it will cost only £225.
Sunday, May 22:
It is a pleasant enough morning and I decide to wear my jacket
(needed for all those dog treats) over a t-shirt only. Cricketers
are already taking up positions on the green so I keep Otto on
lead; this is not an easy task since there are a number of other
dogs nearby and he would like to touch noses with all of them.
Eventually we reach our café gate – preceded this time by a chap
with a friendly enough Staffie named Lexie. This fellow sits with
his newspaper at one end of our table, though he is gradually
overwhelmed by the arrival of our lot: Vlad, Georgie, Jane,
Wendy, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Hanna and, of course, the two visitors,
Naomi and Adrian, with their bacon sarnies.
Leonard is outside our gates now as well and he enters for two
biscuits before Caroline takes him and Otto for more exercise on
the crowded green. This leaves me with Bailey and Winnie as the
chief petitioners – everyone seems to enjoy the new peanut butter
treats from Philadelphia. Daisy-Mae, however, sits on Janet’s lap
in her confining cone and takes no part in the merriment. Georgie
has Rufus and Sparkie here – Emilio, whose fate remains a
constant reference – is at home. Eventually Caroline returns Otto
to our midst with a summary report: “He’s had a poo and lifted his
leg on a cricket bag.”
I can see a tragedy in the making – a large pile of fallen twigs
blocking the junction of gutter pipes over the gym door. This
discovery leads Davide to report that there is yet more water
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damage at home – though the source of the damp in this case
is their own leaking shower. Adrian says that they face damage
due to the tunneling efforts of ground squirrels back home and I
have to admit that I have abandoned the bathroom window box
to my resident squirrel. At least the heated towel rail no longer
lies in the bathtub. All of those present are looking forward to my
annual spring party this afternoon and we need to get home now
to welcome Leonard (the caterer, not the dog) and a delivery from
Waitrose.
Monday, May 23:
After a most successful session as co-host of my annual spring
party Otto bounces down the stairs, just ahead of the blue
recycling bag and Naomi and Adrian, and we hit the streets on
a sunny but chilly Monday morning. Otto is eager to see what’s
going on at the other end of the green and by the time we have
caught up he has already been wrestling with Leonard and Poppy
– under Alaska’s watchful eyes. Curiously, Leonard abandons
this group to head for the café on his own while Otto disappears
over the hilltop – a sure sign that he is pursuing the elusive Poppy.
When I report to the café myself I can admit both Schnauzers.
Janet is just leaving with Daisy-Mae, as tennis beckons, but we do
have Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Hanna, Ellie and my in-laws. Caroline
comes by to fetch her pet and asks Otto to join in some additional
exercise on the green – which he is happy to accept. Eventually
he appears at our gate again and now joins Bailey, Winnie, and
Sparkie in treat-seeking. Seamus is allowed only one biscuit and
Rufus has decided that he really doesn’t like the peanut-butter
ones. His hunger satisfied, my dog now begins to patrol the fence,
soon spotting his pal Dottie. Thwarted in his separation from this
play object, he shrieks in protest and the others beg me to let him
out again. Caroline is still out in the middle and so I do this – Otto
has a third bout of wild exercise before once again returning to us.
Soon I can see Caroline heading our way as well – this is because
she has recovered one of my dog’s collars, lost in all the furious
wrestling.
Over the screaming schoolgirls behind us we do attempt to
complete our morning conversation. Morning news broadcasts
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have carried the story of a new study that suggests that we would
do much better on a diet that contains plenty of fat rather than
avoiding fats, as we have been told for many years now. (Adrian
claims a position in the vanguard of this new movement.) The
topic leads to a long foodie discussion, with cheese preferences
uppermost. (We learn that Hanna doesn’t like Haloumi and that
Ellie doesn’t like the blue cheeses.) I can’t believe it, but they
are also still discussing the ideal Bellini recipe as well. Several
people want to know if they can still say goodbye to us tomorrow,
when we depart for Sicily. I tell them this should be possible but
this also raises the issue of Otto’s position in our movements.
Linda, who will be dropping Pepper off tomorrow morning for a
consultation about his worrisome eye, may not arrive to pick up
Otto until after we have have left for the airport and this means
that my dog will have to witness all of our packing rituals, which I
know to be upsetting to many dogs. Linda, to whom I speak soon
after we get home, is pretty certain that she will be able to pick
him up before we depart for Heathrow and that she would have
to abandon him in her house if she picked him up tonight. So the
little fellow is facing some upset under any circumstances.
Tuesday, May 24:
Linda did come by yesterday afternoon but only to pick up the
dog’s food, toys and raincoat – she has a key to the house if she
can’t get back to pick up Otto before we leave. That is scheduled
for noon today and we have done our best to complete the packing
rituals without being too obvious about it – how many other
dog owners have gone through the same ritual in their perpetual
quest to make like a happy one for their pets? Otto dances down
the Morshead roadway and soon he sees a large number of dogs
out on the green, rolling about with Leonard and Poppy while
some yellow-clad school girls from St. George’s circle us on the
chalked-in track in the grass. (Needless to say, there is no one on
the real running track.)
At coffee this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata,
Ellie, Hanna and the in-laws. The latter have brought a kitchen
magnet for Dan and Davide, the one featuring a picture of a Pug
and the legend, “I need to start a new diet. I’m done now.” Indeed,
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Winnie is here and she and Otto have a number of bust-ups when
it comes to the right to claim biscuit shards. Renata breaks up two
of the white Shapes for Maxi – but he disdains all other food, as
does Daisy-Mae. That leaves Bailey as the chief muncher. Otto
has trouble finding anyone to play with in our compound but he
shrieks in frustration when other dogs, like old Rebel, pass by,
and one Beagle thinks it’s fun to run in circles around our area,
winding my dog up.
Ofra shows me a letter from the firm that employs her daughter
Lee. It confirms that the latter has successfully passed her
three-month probationary period and that she is now a full-time
employee. The proud mom also shows us an e-mail sent to other
members of the firm celebrating this moment and featuring a cat
in a tall hat. Janet turns over to me the money she has collected
for copies of our little privately printed edition of Volume VIII,
“And Your Little Dog, Too.” This is a reminder, as we gather up
our materials prior to making our way home, that today brings
to an end Volume XII. It does so because a new volume always
begins in June and we will be away until then. As I often do at
such moments I can record that over 180 dogs were encountered
at least once during our hour in the park this last year; this is many
more than last year – when you have a gregarious puppy on the
end of your lead you do seem to encounter more canine pals. As
for dog names, we had a tie, with three dogs named Barney, three
named Max, three named Simba and, of course, three Ottos – all
of them Schnauzers. Whatever they are called, these animals
continue to flavor our days and brighten our lives.
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Index: The Dogs Of Paddington Rec
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time one
of the dogs of Paddington Rec has been mentioned in this text.
If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen by
me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs
share the same name, so I have tried to indicate (in parenthesis)
which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world.
Dates begin with June, 2015 and conclude with May, 2016.
Alaska (Alsatian): June 18, 25, July 5, 9, 13-15, August 10-12, 13,
September 3, 8, 16-18, 23, October 9, November 4, January 11,
February 22, 26, March 4, April 4, 27, May 5, 12, 23
Alaska (Husky): July 5, 9, May 6, 7, 12
Alfie: October 5
Alfred: August 12
Annabelle: September 26
Archie: September 30
Austin: November 2
Azalea: July 9
Baba: December 30, January 17, May 18
Bailey: June 1, 2, 3, 6-16, 19, 20-28, July 1-3, 6-10, 12-13, 15,
17-18, 20, 22-26, 28, 31, August 2, 7, 10, 11-14, 16, 29-31,
September 1-3, 5-8, 11-13, 15-16, 18-20, 24-26, 29, October 2-7,
9-13, 16-20, 22, 23, 24, 27-31, November 4-10, 12-13, 26, 29-30,
December 1, 3-9, 11-14, 16-17, 20-21, 23-24, 29, January 3-4,
6-7, 10-11, 15, 17, 19, 21-23, 29-30, February 1-2, 4-9, 11-15, 1617, 19-22, 24, 27-29, March 1-8, 12-17, 21-23, 25-31, April 1-7,
9-16, 19, 28, 30, May 1-2, 4, 6-9, 11, 13-14, 16-24
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Bakerloo: July 3
Barney: July 14, August 5, 11-12
Barney (Cocker): July 14, May 15
Barney (Schnauzer): July 9, April 8, May 12
Barry: June 17
Baxter: July 25
Bill: April 30
Bliss: August 2, November 1, 12, December 6, 16, January 2,
March 19
Bobo: July 25
Bonaparte: June 4, 19, 21, 25, July 3, 6, 10, 16-17, 24-25, 29, 31,
August 2, 5, 10, October 18, 20, 22-24, 31, November 12, 30,
December 6, 8-9, 24, 31, January 1, 7, 16, 28, February 3, 6, 11,
17, 28, March 3, 6, 13, April 14
Bonnie: June 17
Boo: June 20-21, July 23, 31, August 11, September 23, October
12, December 27
Boose: September 6
Boris: August 4, 11
Bozo: July 5
Brinkley: December 18, 27
Bruno: June 2, July 6, August 4, 8, 11, 13, September 20, 29,
December 16
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Buddy: October 13, December 30
Buddy (Staffie): December 10-11
Casper: July 16
Charlie (Cockapoo): September 7, 16, October 12
Chester: July 3, November 12
Chica: June 10, 19, July 5, 7, August 10, 31, September 26,
October 30, November 7, 26, January 9-10, February 11, March 2,
19, 26, April 4, 6, May 13, 21
Chicca: October 16, November 11
Chili: June 29, January 30
Chino: February 12
Cleo: July 19, October 17, December 30, January 18, February 13
Coco: February 26
Cocoa: June 29, July 6-7, 15, 22, August 3
Colin: August 14, October 4
Cracker: June 3, 11, January 1, February 15, April 14
Cris: July 3, October 16
Daisy: December 3, 5-6, 9
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Daisy-Mae: June 1-4, 9, 11-12, 14, 16, 18-20, 22-23, 26-28, 30,
July 1-2, 3, 8, 12, 15, 17-18, 21-22, 26, 28, August 1-6, 8, 11,
13-14, 16, 26, 30, September 2, 6, 8, 12, 15, 18-19, 21, 23-27,
October 1-3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 18-24, 28-30, November 1-2, 7, 9, 13,
27, 29, December 1, 5, 7, 9-10, 17, 19-23, January 6, 9-10, 13-14,
17, 19-24, 26-29, 31, February 2, 4, 6-7, 13, 18-20, 22-23, 28,
March 2-4, 8-9, 11-21, 25, 27-29, April 2, 4-5, 7-9, 11, 13, 15, 18,
20-21, 27-28, May 1, 3-7, 9, 11-14, 16, 19-20, 21-24
Dash: August 13
Denny: December 7
Desdemona: October 29
Didi: April 30
Dolly: October 26
Domino: July 26
Donny: November 5
Dora: September 6
Dottie: February 15, May 23
Dudley: June 1, 5, 8, 10, 12, 19-22, 23, 26, 30, July 2-3, 5-6,
8-10, 14, 22-24, 26, 28-29, 31, August 1-5, 8, 11, 13, 16, 26,
30-31, September 9, 15, 24, 29, October 1, 9, 20, 23-24, 27-28,
November 7, December 1, 10, 12-13, 14, 18-19, 23-24, 25, 28,
January 3, 8, 18-21, 23-24, February 2, 4, 6-8, 11-13, 15-16, 19,
27-28, March 1, 6, 11, 27, April 1, 3, 9, 21, 29, May 16
Dylan: March 2
Ellie: December 28
Elsie: June 1, January 8, 16
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Emilio: June 1, 4, 6-7, 9, 12, 15-16, 21, 25, 30, July 1-3, 7-9, 15,
18-19, 21-22, 24, August 5-7, 11, 13-14, 16, 28, 30, September
1-2, 6, 13, 15-16, 19, 21, 25-27, October 1-2, 9-12, 14, 18-20, 28,
November 1, 7, 8, 10-13, December 1, 5, 10-12, 18, January 3, 6,
8, 18, February 3, 9, 11, 14-15, 21-22, 25, 28-29, March 1-3, 5, 7,
10, 13, 21-22, 25-26, April 5, 7, 10-11, 17, 19, 27, May 1, 4, 7, 9,
10-11, 14-16, 20-22
Fitz: September 12
Flora: June 3, 13, 19, July 7, 14, 17-19, 28, 29, August 2, 8, 28,
30, September 7, 19-20, 26, October 6-7, 16, 21, 31, November 1,
December 9, 11, 14-15, 23, January 15-17, 27-28, February 2, 12,
13, 22, March 6, 25, 26, 27, 29, April 2-3, 28
Fly: November 27, February 12, April 19
Fred: October 16
Fritz (Standard Schnauzer): May 8
George (Jack Russell): March 31
Gilbert: August 12
Grace: July 22, August 6, 14, 31, October 1, 21, December 31,
February 4, March 10, May 11
Gus (Border Terrier): June 29, December 9
Gus (Schnauzer): October 12, December 23
Harley: June 5, 7, 11, 16, 21, July 2, August 31, October 14, 18,
28, 29, November 13, December 6, 16, March 15
Harold: June 2, August 4, 8, 11, October 23, December 5,
February 5-6, March 15, April 2, May 15
Hector: February 22-23, March 3, 7-13, 20, April 27, May 12
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Holby: June 25, July 1, August 14
Hugo: July 1, August 5, 14, September 6, April 10
Indie: January 7, April 2, 29, May 15
Ingis: July 12, 17, 18-19
Jack: July 6, 9, 10
Jack (Lucky’s brother): July 6, 12, 29, September 27, October 19,
January 7, March 17, April 8
Jackson: April 17
Jasper: September 26
Jasper (chocolate Lab): November 28
Jazz: September 7, November 1
Jeff: July 10-11
Jesse: June 2
Jimmy: November 12
Johnny: April 4
Khalifa: July 3, September 9, 21, October 16, November 10,
January 28, February 3, 21, 24, April 5
Klaus: July 21, 23, September 8
Koji: December 26
Kramer: July 17, 23-24, August 9, November 29, January 19-22,
March 20, 25, 26, 27, 29, April 1-3, May 7-9
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Krug: March 31
Laika: June 29
Leo (Lhasa): March 14
Leo (Pom): March 3
Leon: June 28
Leonard: June 12-13, 16, 22, 24-26, 28, July 3, 6, 11, 12-15, 1820, 22, August 3, 9-10, 29, 31, September 2, 13-14, 20-23, 25, 28,
October 1, 6-7, 9, 12, 14, 17, 20-22, 26, 28, 31, November 2, 4-12,
26-28, 30, December 1, 3, 5-10, 11, 14-24, 28, January 4, 9, 11,
13-14, 16-17, 19-21, 23-27, 29-30, February 2-4, 6-9, 11-14, 15,
16-18, 21, 22, 23-26, 28-29, March 1-4, 7-18, 20-23, 28-31, April
2-21, 27-30, May 3-24
Lexie: May 22
Loki: December 22, 26
Lola: December 30
Lola (Jack Russell): August 4
Lorenzo: February 13
Luci: August 26-27, March 14
Lucky (Corgi): July 6, 12, 14, 29, September 27, October 19,
January 7, March 17, April 8
Lucky (Tibetan Terrier): August 5, September 2, 9, October 13
Lucy: March 29, April 8, May 4
Lulu: May 1
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Luna: August 26-27, March 14
Lupo: March 21
Maddox: December 19
Maggie: June 2, 18, July 6, August 4, 8, 11, September 8, October
23, December 5, 14, 16, January 5, February 5-6, March 15, April
2, May 15
Max: October 9, 11, November 9, December 30-31, January 2, 5,
17, 27, April 9, May 18
Max (Alsatian): March 22, April 12-13, 27-28
Maxi: June 9, 14, 20, 26, July 2, 8, 14-16, 22, 26, August 4-5, 1011, 28, September 5-6, 9, 18, 26, October 4, 10-11, 17, November
9, December 5, 14, 19, 28, 31, February 17-19, March 5, 16, 23,
April 30, May 1, 4, 8, 24
Mila: December 16
Millie: June 2, August 16, November 11, March 7
Milo: April 14
Mitzi: February 15
Munch: June 8, 18, 29, August 6
Nanook: March 15, 21, April 5, 12, 15-17
Napoleon (Poli): June 4, 11, 17, July 19, August 10, December 8,
January 28, February 1, 6, 9, 11, 13, 16-18, 24-25, March 1-3, 8-9,
14, 16-17, 21-23, 25, April 4-8, 12-14, 17, 28
Noli: June 26, July 24, October 19, November 11, December 29.
May 21
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Norbert: April 2, 17
Otto (my own pet): June 1-30, July 1-26, 28-29, 31, August 1-14,
16, 26-31, September 1-30, October 1-7, 9-14, 16-31, November
1-2, 4-13, 26-30, December 1-31, January 1-11, 13-31, February
1-9, 11-29, March 1-23, 25-31, April 1-21, 27-30. May 1-24
Otto II: July 19-20
Otto III: December 7, 10, 14, January 4, 20, 29, March 17, 21,
April 4, 11, 29
Pablo: June 7, 21, September 27, March 5, May 2
Paddy: May 8
Pampa: October 12, 16
Pasha: October 16, November 11
Patsy: September 3, 5-7, 14, October 14, December 22-23,
January 24, April 29-30, May 8
Pebbles: November 4
Peggy: June 1, January 16
Pepper: June 5, 10, 18-19, 25, 28, July 5, 7, 11, 16, August 10, 26,
31, September 21, 25, 26, October 24, 29, 30, November 6, 7, 26,
December 11, 21, January 9-10, February 2, 11, 12, 13, 14, March
2, 11, 13, 18-19, 23, 26, 28, April 4, 6, 14, May 13, 17, 21, 23
Phoebe: December 6
Phoenix: June 15
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Popcorn (a.k.a. Puppy and Poppy): June 3, 9-15, 17-18, 20-26, 29,
July 1-4, 6-7, 9, 12-15, 19-25, August 3-7, 9-12, 13, September
2-4, 7-11, 13-15, 18-19, 21-26, 28, 30, October 2, 5, 7, 9, 12-14,
16, 19-21, 30, November 2, 4-5, 7-10, 29, December 1-3, 6, 10,
14-15, 17, 23-25, 28, 30, January 4, 6, 9, 11, 17-18, 23, 25, 27, 2931, February 1, 3-5, 13, 19, 21, 25-26, 29, March 8, 17, 22, 30-31,
April 2, 4-5, 8, 12-13, 20, 30, May 1-2, 4-8, 15, 19-20, 23-24
Poppy (Schnauzer): January 9, February 27
Pucci: June 7, 11, 14, 16, 19, 23, 26, July 6-7, 12, 21, 28, 31,
August 2, 6, 8-9, 16, 26, 28-29, September 4-5, 10, 14, 17, 20-21,
27, October 3, 6, 13, 23, November 4, 9, 30, December 1, 8, 12,
17, 23, 25, 30, January 5, 8, 19, 28-29, February 3, 15-16, 18, 22,
March 8. April 4, 20, 27-29, May 5, 14, 21
Rags: August 30
Rebel: May 24
Red: July 20
Rex: February 11, March 2, April 27
Rizzy: October 24
Rocky: August 3, 5, 8, December 31, May 8
Rufus: July 28, August 1-3, 9-11, 26-28, September 21, 22, 25,
26, 27-30, October 6, 20, 28, November 13, December 15-16, 23,
January 4-5, 8, 10, 13, March 18-20, May 4-5, 14, 19, 22-23
Rupert (Jack Russell): January 26
Rupert (Labradoodle): April 8
Sarge: August 13
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Seamus: June 2, 11-12, 15, 17-19, 22, 24-25, 29-30, July 1-3, 5-9,
14-17, 20, 24, 28-29, August 3, 5-6, 8, 11, 13, 16, 29, September
1-4, 8-9, 11, 15, 18, 22, 24-25, 28-29, October 5-7, 9, 12-13, 2024, 27, 29-30, November 2, 5, 9-11, 13, 26, December 1-4, 7, 9,
14, 16-18, January 17-18, 20-21, 26, 28, February 2-4, 8, 11, 1518, 22-25, March 2, 8, 11, 15, 23, 29, April 1, 5, 7-8, 17, 18-20,
27, May 4-5 13, 17-18, 23
Sid: January 5, 26
Simba (Cavapoo): July 31, September 19, November 7, 28
Simba (Golden Retriever): December 18, May 20
Simba (Staffie): October 13
Skippy (Lab): August 5-7
Skippy: July 9, February 25
Skye: June 20, July 5-6, 10, 13-14, 17, 18, 21-22, 29, August 4,
September 3, 9, 18, October 1, 5-6, 9, 13, 20, 22, November 7, 26,
December 11, January 5, February 20
Snickers: October 5
Sparkie (Pom): October 13, December 30
Sparkie (Yorkie): June 1, 3, 5-12, 14-22, 24-30, July 2-3, 5-9, 10,
13-14, 17-18, 20-21, 24-26, 28-29, August 1-3, 5-6, 8, 11, 13, 16,
26-28, 31, September 1-4, 6-9, 11-12, 15-16, 18, 21-22, 24, 26,
27-29, October 3-7, 11-12, 16-17, 18, 19-20, 22-24, 27, November
2, 5-6, 9-10, 12, 26-27, 29-30, December 2-7, 11-12, 14, 16-20,
22-24, January 3, 8, 10-11, 13, 15, 17-24, 27-29, 31, February 1,
3-9, 13, 16, 18, 22, 23, 27-28, March 1, 5-6, 11, 19-21, April 3-4,
15, 21, 28, May 1-2, 4-5, 7, 9, 13-14, 16, 19-20, 22-23
Stanley: January 31
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Sucre: October 7, 14, 26-27
Sunny: June 3, July 1, 20, November 9, December 4
Tara: June 1, 3, 10, 20, 22, 27-28, July 1, 9-10, 13, 15, 18, August
2, 11-13, 16, 27-29, 31, September 1-3, 8, 11-13, 15, 18, October
2-3, 6, 9, 13, 16-18, 23-24, 27, 29-30, November 2, 13, 26, 2930, December 1-6, 12, 14-15, 17, 23-24, January 10, 17, 22, 31,
February 5, 7-9, 11-13, 17, 27-28, March 6-7, 10-12, 30, April 14,
17, 19, 21, May 2, 4, 6-7, 14, 16-17
Ted: December 27, January 1, March 15
Teddy: June 1-2, 6, 12, 19, July 7, 10, August 3, 14, 26, 28,
September 25, 29, October 1-2, 9, 27, 29, November 9, 27,
December 23, January 3, 13, 19, 26-27, February 1, 4-5, 8-9, 22,
25, March 9-10, 16, 22, April 20, May 11-12, 19
Tennessee: June 30, July 2, December 23
Thomas: June 24, 27, 29-30, July 7, 14, 31, August 3, 11, October
24, December 2, January 4, 19, February 12, 24, April 11, May 5,
18
Tilly: June 29, July 10, August 7, 13, September 9, 13, 28,
October 21, November 11-12, 26, 30, December 9, 16, January 11,
18, February 22, March 23, 28, April 20, May 8
Timmy: June 28
Toby: September 1, October 28, 29, December 26, February 26
Tumble: July 21, 24, August 8, 10, 13, November 7, February 16,
21, March 5
Wally: July 17
Watson: October 12
Wellington: October 10
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Will: July 22, August 6, 14, 31, October 1, 21, December 31,
February 4, March 10, May 11
Winnie: June 1-12, 14-16, 18, 19, 21-23, 28-30, July 2-3, 5, 7,
9-10, 12-14, 16-20, 22-23, 26, 28, 31, August 2, 5-7, 9-11, 13,
16, 26, 29-31, September 1-3, 6-7, 11-13, 15, 18-20, 22, 24, 2628, 30, October 2, 4-5, 10-13, 16-18, 23-24, 27, November 1-2,
5-7, 10-12, 26, December 4-6, 8-9, 11-14, 16-20, 23-24, 27-28,
January 3-4, 6-7, 10-11, 16, 20-24, 26-27, 30-31, February 1-4, 5,
6-9, 11-15, 17-20, 22, 24, 27-29, March 1, 5-6, 11-12, 14, 17, 20,
27-30, April 1-6, 8-11, 13, 15, 19-21, 27-28, May 1, 4, 6-7, 9, 11,
13-14, 16, 20-24
Winston: May 15
Yaris: October 13, November 29-30, December 5-6, 8, 12-14,
April 9-10, 15, May 2
Yoshi: December 30
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